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According to international official data, Africa seems to have the lowest usage of antimicrobials in animals in the world (adjusted by animal biomass), data show a high prevalence of antimicrobial resistance in foodborne pathogens isolated from animals and animal products. Apart from the lack of solid data on antimicrobial use in many countries in Africa, different hypotheses could explain this situation. Qualitative interviews of farmers show a lack of knowledge and uninformed use of antimicrobials. Considering the development of animal farming to meet an increasing demand for proteins, this deficiency represents a serious public health issue. We advocate for policies that consider the specific challenges faced by family farmers in Africa, to simultaneously improve access to veterinary drugs while strengthening the regulation of their use. We propose a global approach targeting the agri-food system, offering innovative social and technical interventions on antimicrobial usage, adapted to family farmers.

Although currently available data indicate that Africa has the lowest usage of antimicrobials in animals in the world (adjusted by animal biomass), data show a high prevalence of antimicrobial resistance in foodborne pathogens isolated from animals and animal products. Apart from the lack of solid data on antimicrobial use in many countries in Africa, different hypotheses could explain this situation. Qualitative interviews of farmers show a lack of knowledge and uninformed use of antimicrobials. Considering the development of animal farming to meet an increasing demand for proteins, this deficiency represents a serious public health issue. We advocate for policies that consider the specific challenges faced by family farmers in Africa, to simultaneously improve access to veterinary drugs while strengthening the regulation of their use. We propose a global approach targeting the agri-food system, offering innovative social and technical interventions on antimicrobial usage, adapted to family farmers.

Antimicrobial Resistance in Animals in Africa

The literature review by Van Boeckel et al. shows that, in poultry, resistance rates to tetracycline reach 70% for *Escherichia coli* and 80% for *Campylobacter* in Africa, above the rates observed in Asia or the Americas (2). Resistance to sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim and ampicillin is ≈ 60% for *E. coli*, again above the rates in other continents. The same trend was observed in studies on pigs, ruminants, and even wildlife (3), and resistance rates have been increasing over the years (2). Fortunately, lower rates of resistance are observed for antimicrobials considered critical to human medicine, such as cephalosporins, although resistance is not a question there. However, an extensive review by Van Boeckel et al. reports that a high prevalence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) has been observed in foodborne pathogens isolated from animals and animal products in Africa (2). This article explores this apparent paradox, which, in fact, points to the quality of available data and the practices about antimicrobial use (AMU).
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these rates are frequently above those observed globally. However, we should note that scientific data on AMR in animals and animal products was lacking in 10 of the 54 countries in Africa, and 11 of those that provided data experienced challenges because of a lack of experience in collecting data. Although solid data on AMR in different countries in Africa is lacking, the collection of data is improving rapidly.

The absence of national AMU surveillance programs in countries in Africa raises questions about the reliability of reported data, especially because some countries do not provide data to the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE). Furthermore, data in certain countries probably do not fully capture actual AMU because of illegal sales and undocumented imports of antimicrobials (1). However, some studies indicate declining trends in AMU. Thus, Klein et al. mention that, during 2000–2015, antimicrobial consumption in low- and middle-income countries was approaching levels observed in high-income countries (4). However, regardless of whether antimicrobial consumption is underestimated in Africa or not, AMR in animal food products is at a high level. Hypotheses that could explain this situation need to be formulated and tested.

To help clarify smallholder farmers’ motivations to use antimicrobials and the barriers they face, qualitative interviews of farmers, studies using participatory methods, and structured studies such as knowledge, attitudes, and practices analyses have been published in recent years. The results of these small-scale studies highlight low levels of AMU awareness and knowledge, AMU that appears to be far from informed or prudent, and AMR risk perceptions that are poor (5–7; Z.I. Kimera et al., unpublished data, https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-33311/v1). Most farmers report using antimicrobials on individual animals to treat a disease but also on their entire flocks and herds to prevent disease and to promote growth (8). The prescribed dosage is often not respected (9–11). Farmers typically use antimicrobials without advice from an animal-health worker (12) and can easily purchase drugs without a prescription (11,13). Most farmers are not aware of the withdrawal period rule (11), which stipulates a period between drug administration and the slaughter or consumption of food from the treated animal; the period is defined for each drug to ensure that the food does not contain residue of that drug. Among farmers who report knowing about withdrawal periods, many do not always respect them (12,14), which sheds light on why various studies have found antimicrobial residues in animal food products (15,16).

In addition, counterfeit and subquality drugs appear to be widespread in low-income countries; ≥60% of antimicrobials in Africa are of poor quality (17), which can select for antimicrobial-resistant pathogens. Together, those factors might be contributing to the high level of AMR rates in animals and animal food products in Africa. Additional factors might exist, such as a high burden of infections coupled with poor animal husbandry practices spreading the resistance genes (18), addition of antimicrobials to preserve animal products (19), weak enforcement of regulations (20), and use of antimicrobials in plant production (a practice that is poorly documented and possibly used on a great variety of crops) (21).

Although the transmission routes of AMR from animals to humans and vice versa are insufficiently investigated in Africa, the situation is of public health concern because of the probability that resistance is being transmitted to farmers and consumers through animals and animal food products and through consumption of antimicrobial residues in animal products. This zoonotic contribution of AMR adds to the high level of AMR to commonly prescribed antimicrobial drugs that have already been observed in humans (22). Furthermore, the contribution of environmental contamination through the use of antimicrobials in animal husbandry is poorly documented in Africa, but it could play an important role in the acquisition of resistance in humans. In fact, 90% of antimicrobials administered orally are excreted in urine or manure in a very slightly degraded form and end up in water used for animal and vegetable production (23).

Animal farming, especially poultry, is expanding in Africa; meat production has increased by 64% since 2000, in response to an increasing demand for protein by the growing population (2,24). A major need exists to rationalize the use of antimicrobials for animals in Africa, keeping in mind 3 important aspects. First, and similar to what is observed in other continents, a large proportion of antimicrobial drugs are currently used without a relevant indication, so there is room for a substantial decrease of AMU without negatively affecting the productivity of the livestock industry. Second, antimicrobials remain essential in the treatment of livestock diseases for which no affordable alternative treatment exists; this point is particularly important because livestock provide a range of essential services to society, including income and savings for the rural poor, access to protein, transportation, and manure for fertilizer (25–27). Third, farming systems in Africa represent a wide continuum ranging from family farms (smallholders) to commercial
farms, which have very different levels of access to antimicrobials and support services. Although commercial farmers can adapt to evolving standards, adaptation is more difficult for the smallholder farmers (28). Therefore, policies must differentiate between commercial and family farms and be designed to minimize adverse health and socioeconomic effects on family farmers’ standards of living, especially in the most vulnerable areas.

Antimicrobials have the double advantage of being relatively inexpensive and of having highly reliable effects on animal health. Substitutes for antimicrobials were evaluated in the context of large-scale commercial farming systems in high-income countries. These substitutes include investments in long-term prevention plans with vaccination and farm biosecurity enhancement aimed at reducing the probability of bacterial infections (29). However, implementing these measures involves training, specialization, and investment that are mostly incompatible with the economic rationale of small-scale farmers, who represent the bulk of the livestock production in Africa (30). In the context of most sub-Saharan Africa countries, where the availability of capital, credit, and government support is limited, livestock farming is favored precisely because it requires limited investment, and farmers often tend to diversify their activities to mitigate economic risks rather than specialize in a single product (25,31,32). Access to antimicrobials remains necessary to treat sick animals and thus maintain overall health. The annual cost of infectious animal diseases in Africa is estimated to be US $9.35 billion, and losses caused by lack of treatment far outweigh losses caused by AMR (33). Subsequently, in the absence of generalized improvement of access to veterinary services, drastically reducing the use of antimicrobials, which is necessary in the fight against AMR, will probably lead to an upsurge of diseases and a drop in production. This reduction will have an economic impact on small farmers and will reduce access to cheap meat for the most vulnerable groups, resulting in serious adverse effects on their nutrition (34). Therefore, the national regulations put in place to curb the emergence of resistance need to be reinforced, take into account the needs of family farmers and low-income populations, and address properly the ethical issues of social values and equal access (34).

The Way Forward
We advocate for policies that consider the specific challenges faced by family farms and commercial farms. On the one hand, the use of antimicrobials by commercial farms needs to be regulated. On the other hand, family farmers face severe difficulties in accessing veterinary drugs and professional veterinary advice (G. Jaime et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.31730/osf.io/8vcj2), which hampers their capacity to change their animal health practices, adopt innovations, and cope with more demanding regulations and production standards. Policies designed to control AMR must meet the dual challenge of simultaneously improving access to veterinary drugs while strengthening the regulation of their use. Moreover, although antimicrobial use in farming is driven by the characteristics of individual farmers and farming systems, it also depends on the functioning of the antimicrobial value chain, existing regulations, and access to veterinary extension services. Consequently, policies should not stigmatize farmers and load them with a burden of measures against AMR but should modify the organization of international and national veterinary drug markets. We are arguing in favor of strong public policies that reinforce access to veterinary services for family farmers and a prudent use of antimicrobials. Efforts must be made to fill gaps in knowledge on the socioeconomic context that prompt farmers to misuse antimicrobials and increase the health risks for their families and consumers. We propose combining several complementary approaches at the farm and market value chain levels.

First, we urge using actions adapted to the complexity of agri-food systems (35), which entails assessing agricultural systems, identifying and understanding livestock farming networks and processing methods (with particular emphasis on practices linked to antimicrobials), developing programs of action aimed at rationalizing antimicrobial use on the basis of a participatory approach joining researchers with all the stakeholders involved, and targeting priority actions according to sectors and geographic areas.

Second, we advocate better regulation of farming practices that improves farmers’ access to training (with special attention to sex) and advice (or support services) provided by trained veterinarians or paravets. Regulation should also be aimed at increasing biosecurity on farms (36), including better control of the introduction of animals, inputs, and drugs, notably the use of growth promoters; more effective management of contacts between animal species; closer monitoring of conditions in farm buildings; and vaccination against common infectious diseases to reduce the need for antimicrobials to treat preventable infections. We also recommend education and training programs for veterinarians.
and paraveterinary and community-based animal health workers, in close collaboration with official authorities and nongovernment organizations such as Agronomes et Vétérinaires Sans Frontières, with the aim of promoting a reasoned use of antimicrobials and expanding the offer of veterinary services.

We recommend better structuring, regulation, and monitoring of the flows of veterinary drugs through improving farmers’ access to medicines, especially in rural areas; improving information about drug quality from importation to local distribution; and overall monitoring of the flows of medicines. We also call for regulating and controlling the sale of illegal drugs, with the support of governing bodies such as OIE, as well as establishing appropriate, integrated, and multisectoral monitoring of AMU trends and resistance to antimicrobials in animals, food products, and the environment (37).

In practice, a major difficulty in fair public health reforms, which involve and affect a wide range of actors, is generally a lack of information about the political and social context in which they take place. Mapping antimicrobial supply chains could help overcome this problem by identifying target groups, their ability to block or support reform, and their ability to ally with and influence the political process (through power, leadership, or both) and to propose strategies to promote supportive actions and reduce counter actions (38). After this mapping, innovative social and technical interventions on AMU, adapted to the socioeconomic level of smallholders, could be co-constructed by using, for example, participatory modeling (39). The main idea of participatory modeling is to make explicit biological processes and the strategies and social relationships of the actors involved so that the actors themselves can deal with their own problems and identify mutually acceptable solutions that can lead to collective action plans. The efficacy of these co-constructed interventions could be assessed with randomized cluster trials to determine which measures have an impact, the magnitude of that impact, which strategies are most cost-effective, and which ones can be adopted quickly. Developing strong public-private partnerships within this process involving farmers, public and private veterinarians, public authorities, drug companies, and agro-industries, would be key to ensure the sustainability of the actions. Private organizations included in the partnership might support the process in the long run and ensure proper implementation of best practices for AMU as well as surveillance and control measures (e.g., vaccination and biosecurity) (40).

**Conclusion**

Reducing antimicrobial consumption and misuse is critical for reducing the threat of AMR in Africa. To that end, considering the complexity of social-ecologic systems, analyzing AMU drivers, monitoring AMR and AMU, and involving stakeholders in participatory approaches (in a One Health framework) will be key to ensuring the efficiency of action plans and regulations and to safeguarding family farming communities. Such reduction efforts must be linked with improved access to nonmedicated animal feed and better access and use of antimicrobials that are needed to treat sick animals. Similar to programs used in human health, antimicrobial stewardship programs geared around family farmers and involving all stakeholders should be developed and put in place in Africa (41), taking into account the specificities of the situation in each country.
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As of March 5, 2021, the total of deaths from coronavirus disease (COVID-19) reached 2,564,560 worldwide, 515,013 in the United States (1), and 11,534 in Tennessee (2). Tennessee has been particularly affected by the pandemic; as of March 5, 2021, this state had the fifth highest number of cases per 100,000 residents in the United States (3). The mortality rate for COVID-19 infection varies greatly based on patient characteristics (4,5). Age and preexisting health conditions (hereafter comorbidities) have been associated with increased risk for death from COVID-19 (5–7). Cardiovascular disease (CVD), hypertension, diabetes, respiratory disease, cancer, kidney disease, and obesity have been associated with death; however, the strength of this association has differed among studies (5,7). Although worldwide racial and ethnic minorities account for a higher proportion of COVID-19 deaths, the independent impact of race and ethnicity is unclear (8).

Challenges with data collection and reporting have made it difficult to delineate some characteristics of COVID-19 deaths. According to an assessment of surveillance data reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 58.9% of patients had missing comorbidity information (6). Because public health agencies gather their surveillance information from local laboratories and healthcare facilities; the completeness of their data are contingent on the local agencies obtaining and transmitting the information (9,10). Consequently, mortality rate studies often focus on medical record reviews from single institutions and urban centers (11–13).

To better distinguish the characteristics of COVID-19 deaths, during March 15, 2020–May 19, 2020, the Tennessee Department of Health (TDH) implemented a supplemental chart-abstraction process for COVID-19 deaths in Tennessee. This study reviews TDH COVID-19 surveillance data and the supplemental chart review data to describe the characteristics of COVID-19 deaths in Tennessee. In addition, this study evaluates the value of a supplemental chart review process during disease outbreak surveillance.

**Methods**

Our study describes TDH public health data that was collected as part of COVID-19 surveillance. Definitions and protocols in place were defined by the TDH, who used CDC guidelines for their definitions of confirmed cases, probable cases, and COVID-19 deaths (14). Confirmed case-patients in Tennessee were defined as persons who had SARS-CoV-2 detected by
using real-time reverse transcription PCR. Probable case-patients were persons who had a positive antigen test result for a respiratory specimen or persons who had no positive PCR result but met the vital records criteria or clinical criteria and had close contact to a COVID-19 case-patient during the 14 days before illness onset (15). COVID-19 deaths were defined as case-patients whose death certificate lists COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 as an underlying cause of death or a major condition contributing to death (16).

The sample included confirmed and probable cases in Tennessee residents who had COVID-19. We conducted investigations during March 15, 2020–August 15, 2020. Data analysis began on September 15; we used a minimum 4-week lag time to best ensure that case-patients were categorized as alive or deceased. Our primary objective was to evaluate the baseline characteristics and comorbidities of persons who died from COVID-19 in Tennessee. A secondary objective was to compare the type and quantity of data obtained through standard disease surveillance and a supplemental chart review process. The TDH Institutional Review Board (TDH-IRB# 2020–0251) approved this study as minimal risk and waived the need for individualized consent.

**Data Collection**

As part of routine data entry for all COVID-19 cases, trained TDH employees completed the Human Infection with 2019 Novel Coronavirus Case Report Form (CRF) (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/pui-form.pdf) (17) and entered the information into the National Electronic Disease Surveillance System Base System (NBS; https://www.cdc.gov/nbs/index.html). Information gathered included patient characteristics, symptoms, comorbidities, and clinical course. (The terms preexisting condition and comorbidity were used by TDH to indicate medical conditions that were present before COVID-19 infection; these terms are used interchangeably in this article.) Data collected through the CRF was the TDH standard COVID-19 disease surveillance.

In addition, during the first few months of the pandemic, the TDH created a supplemental chart review process to better classify the comorbidities and characteristics of deceased patients. This chart-abstraction project began with a group of public health professionals creating a list of 20 comorbidities to supplement the information in the standard CRF (Appendix 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1070-App1.pdf). The chart review process creates line items for additional comorbidities. However, the CRF has 2 free text items for other chronic diseases and other underlying conditions. Therefore, we believe there is value in comparing comorbidity frequencies between the data collection groups.

Next, we added the additional chart-abstraction comorbidities to NBS to enable data entry. We then requested the medical records of all COVID-19 patients who died before May 19, 2020; 5 physicians and 1 family medicine nurse practitioner reviewed the available medical records. The provider group only reviewed complete records that included at least a complete history and physical or complete death summary. This provider group abstracted the information from the charts and added comorbidities found in the medical records to the NBS database. If there was no mention of a comorbidity, we assumed that the person did not have an underlying condition. However, when charts had gaps in documentation, the medical providers included comorbidities if there was clear evidence that the patient had a condition. For example, if a patient’s chart had minimal medical history documented but had chronic problems listed in a note’s plans, those problems were recorded as preexisting conditions. The group met and decided on definitions of diseases, and if there was any question on how a disease should be categorized, the individual provider would consult the group. For haste of getting this information to public health leadership, the provider’s chart-abstraction work was not reviewed by a second party. After completing their review, the providers updated the information from the CRF and added additional comorbidity data into NBS. Data from the supplemental chart review project were labeled as chart-abstracted. Preliminary data from the chart review project were presented to TDH leadership at the end of May 2020.

**Data Characterization and Analysis**

We grouped COVID-19 case-patients into 3 groups: alive, living case-patients, standard surveillance COVID-19 deaths, and chart-abstracted COVID-19 deaths (Figure 1). All COVID-19 cases (n = 130,040) during the study period were included in demographic analysis (Table 1). The comorbidity analysis (Tables 2, 3; Appendix 2, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1070-App2.pdf) excluded case-patients who had no comorbidity information recorded by only selecting cases with ≥1 answers completed in the comorbidity or preexisting condition sections (n = 89,270). In both the standard surveillance and the chart-abstraction process, if comorbidity data in the CRF was partially completed, blank items were listed as not having that condition. For race/ethnicity, we defined White as White race, non-Hispanic ethnicity,
and Black as Black race, non-Hispanic ethnicity. We defined Hispanic as all races that selected Hispanic ethnicity. For our race/ethnicity comorbidity analysis (Tables 2, 3; Appendix 2), we excluded all other races because there were only 6 case-patients in the chart-abstracted group who were not identified as White, Black, or Hispanic.

We converted comorbidities from CRFs and the chart- abstraction protocol into dichotomous variables for each condition. For the chart-abstracted deaths, we provided definitions of CVD and chronic lung disease (CLD) (Table 3) (18–20); for standard surveillance of COVID-19 deaths, we selected preexisting conditions, including CVD and CLD, on the basis of self-reports. Obesity was not included in the comorbidity analysis because the body mass index cutoffs differed between CRF and the chart-abstraction process. We calculated days to hospitalization by determining the difference in days between illness onset date and hospitalization admission date for patients who were hospitalized; we counted negative values (i.e., tested positive after hospitalization) as 0 and excluded probable cases from this calculation. We calculated days to specimen collection by determining the difference between the first specimen collection date for the PCR that had a positive result for SARS-CoV-2 and the illness onset date among for confirmed case-patients; probable case-patients were excluded from this calculation.

We report patient characteristics as frequencies and proportions for categorical variables and median and interquartile range for continuous variables. We compared characteristics between groups by using \( \chi^2 \) or Fisher exact tests, as appropriate, for categorical variables and \( t \)-test for continuous variables and performed statistical analyses by using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, https://www.sas.com).

**Results**

During the study period, we identified 131,854 COVID-19 case-patients. We excluded 1,813 case-patients because of either non-Tennessee residency or death from other causes. Of the 130,040 included case-patients, 1,812 (1.4%) died from COVID-19. Deaths of COVID-19 case-patients were more likely to be in older, male, and Black case-patients than living case-patients (Table 1). The prevalence of >1 underlying condition was higher for deceased patients (64.8%) than for living patients (22.6%), and this trend was true for all age groups. There were 38,949 (30.4%) living case-patients and 369 (20.3%) deceased case-patients who did not have any comorbidity information recorded. Therefore, for the comorbidity analysis (Tables 2, 3; Appendix 2), we excluded case-patients who did not have comorbidity data (Figure 1).

We found a difference in the case-fatality rate (CFR) for COVID-19 by race and ethnicity (White 1.9%, Black 2.6%, and Hispanic 0.5%) (Table 2). The mean age of living and deceased patients also differed by race; for deceased patients the average age was 75.6 years for White patients, 69.5 years for Black patients, and 61.3 years for Hispanic patients. After stratifying by age, we found that Black patients continued to have the highest CFR. However, Hispanic case-patients >65 years of age had a CFR similar to or
higher than that for White patients (Table 2). Hispanic patients had the lowest rate of underlying medical conditions (64.3%) compared with White patients (85.7%) and Black patients (91.3%). However, Hispanic case-patients had the highest percent increase in number of comorbidities when comparing standard surveillance and chart-abstraction (Figure 2).

During March 15, 2020–May 19, 2020, there were 355 deaths; 188 of these patients who died had complete medical records available for chart abstraction. Standard surveillance and chart abstraction had comparable frequencies of race/ethnicity, proportion of females, and age (Table 3). Chart abstraction detected a higher proportion of case-patients with >1 comorbidity (96.3%) compared with standard surveillance deaths (79.0%) (Table 3). After stratifying by race and age, we found that chart abstraction still found more comorbidities in each age group and race group (Figure 2; Appendix 2). Compared with standard surveillance, chart-abstracted deaths had a higher proportion of hypertension (76.6% vs. 50.2%), CVDs (54.3% vs. 40.6%), CLD (29.8% vs. 20.5%), cancer (10.6% vs. 4.3%), and chronic renal disease (27.1% vs. 19.0%). However, there was minimal difference in proportion of case-patients who had diabetes (39.9% vs. 36.6%). Data for chart-abstracted deaths showed a higher proportion of current/former smoking (30.3% vs. 15.3%) when compared with the standard surveillance group.

### Discussion

Our findings demonstrate that Tennessee has similar COVID-19 demographic trends to those that have been found throughout the United States (21,22). In our sample, the average age of case-patients who died was 72.9 years compared with 38.4 years for the surviving cases. Black patients were disproportionately affected by COVID-19; at the time of our analysis, 29.8% of deaths were in Black persons, but only 17.1% of the population of Tennessee identifies as Black (23). Hispanic patients accounted for 7.0% of deaths and 5.7% of the population in Tennessee; White patients represented 60.3% of the deaths but 73.5% of the population (23).

### Table 1. Characteristics of coronavirus disease patients in Tennessee, USA, March 15–August 15, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Living, n = 128,228</th>
<th>Deceased, n = 1,812</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity, no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>56,271 (43.9)</td>
<td>1,093 (60.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>26,697 (20.8)</td>
<td>540 (29.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (all races)</td>
<td>21,390 (16.7)</td>
<td>126 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other races</td>
<td>8,155 (6.4)</td>
<td>49 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>15,715 (12.3)</td>
<td>4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>64,966 (50.7)</td>
<td>789 (43.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>62,100 (48.4)</td>
<td>1,023 (56.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1,162 (0.9)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, y, no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–20</td>
<td>21,703 (16.9)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–64</td>
<td>93,486 (72.9)</td>
<td>451 (24.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–80</td>
<td>10,080 (7.9)</td>
<td>706 (39.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;81</td>
<td>2,820 (2.2)</td>
<td>651 (35.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>139 (0.1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, y, has any comorbidity, no. (%)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–64†</td>
<td>20,844 (22.3)</td>
<td>252 (55.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–80</td>
<td>5,043 (50.0)</td>
<td>467 (66.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;81</td>
<td>1,441 (51.1)</td>
<td>454 (69.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All age groups</td>
<td>28,925 (22.6)</td>
<td>1,174 (64.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete comorbidity data, no. (%)‡</td>
<td>38,949 (30.4)</td>
<td>369 (20.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) days to hospitalization§</td>
<td>3.9 (5.4)</td>
<td>3.2 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD) days for obtaining specimen</td>
<td>1.8 (3.7)</td>
<td>1.8 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes persons who have incomplete comorbidity; data counted as having no comorbidity.
†Cell percent is the percentage within that age group (i.e., for living case-patients 21–64 years of age, the percentage is 20,844/94,486).
‡Days to hospitalization for living patients are only calculated for case-patients hospitalized because of coronavirus disease (n = 5,379).

### Table 2. Case-fatality rate stratified by race and age for characteristics, comorbidities, and data gaps for coronavirus disease deaths, Tennessee, USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>White, non-Hispanic, n = 46,677</th>
<th>Black, non-Hispanic, n = 16,669</th>
<th>Hispanic, n = 17,084</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, y (interquartile range)</td>
<td>40 (25–57)</td>
<td>37 (25–52)</td>
<td>32 (21–45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, y, case-fatality rate, no. (%)*</td>
<td>896 (1.9)</td>
<td>428 (2.6)</td>
<td>84 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–64†</td>
<td>145 (0.4)</td>
<td>140 (1.1)</td>
<td>42 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–80</td>
<td>344 (5.9)</td>
<td>176 (12.1)</td>
<td>31 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;81</td>
<td>406 (19.6)</td>
<td>112 (28.6)</td>
<td>10 (18.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There was 1 death for a White patient (<1–21 year age group) and 1 death for a Hispanic patient (<1–21 year age group).
†Cell percent is the case-fatality percentage for that age and race group.
We also found major differences in CFRs for race/ethnicity: Hispanic patients had the lowest CFR (0.5%) compared with that for White patients (1.9%) and Black patients (2.6%). The lower CFR for Hispanic patients differs from US aggregate data, in which Hispanic patients have a 2.8 times higher rate of death than do White patients (24). In Tennessee, Hispanic patients were younger than Black and White patients, and because age is the strongest predictor of death from COVID-19 (5,11,25), the age difference might explain this difference in CFR for Hispanic patients in Tennessee. After stratifying by age, we found that Hispanic case-patients had CFRs similar to those for White case-patients, but Black case-patients maintained the highest CFR. In a similar fashion, CDC data have demonstrated that Hispanic patients had the largest increase in CFR once adjusted for age (21). Studies have demonstrated that race and ethnicity are associated with COVID-19 infection and death (8,26). However, several reviews of in-hospital death data have demonstrated that race/ethnicity is not an independent risk factor for death after admission to the hospital (11,26,27). Taken together, these data suggest that the disproportionate burden of COVID-19 deaths among racial and ethnic minorities is secondary to systemic health and social inequities that have limited access to chronic disease management and increased the rate of COVID infection for these populations, rather than inherent difference between races and ethnicities (28).

The trend in Tennessee for comorbidities for COVID-19 patients who died also mirrors the rest of the nation (29); 22.6% of surviving case-patients had comorbidities, compared with 64.8% of those who died. After stratifying by age, we found that a higher percentage of deceased case-patients still had an underlying condition than did living case-patients. Hypertension, CVD, CLD, cancer, chronic renal disease, diabetes, and a history of smoking were more common among deceased case-patients (Appendix 1). These correlations have been found in other studies and systemic reviews in the United States and worldwide, which have had major implications for public health messaging and vaccine allocation (29).

The chart review process detected higher numbers of comorbidities than standard surveillance. In the standard surveillance group, 79.0% had a comorbidity, compared with 96.3% in the chart-abstracted group. The difference between the standard surveillance and chart-abstracted group probably

---

**Table 3. Characteristics and comorbidities for patients with coronavirus disease, Tennessee, USA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Standard surveillance, n = 1,255</th>
<th>Chart-abstracted, n = 188</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race and ethnicity, no. (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>787 (62.7)</td>
<td>109 (58.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>365 (29.1)</td>
<td>63 (33.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (all races)</td>
<td>74 (5.9)</td>
<td>10 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>549 (43.7)</td>
<td>79 (42.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>706 (56.3)</td>
<td>109 (58.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, y. (SD)</td>
<td>73.6 (13.9)</td>
<td>72.7 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current/former smoker, no. (%)</td>
<td>192 (15.3)</td>
<td>57 (30.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean no. (SD) comorbidities</td>
<td>2.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, y, has any comorbidity, no. (%)†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–64: Nss = 284; Nca = 50</td>
<td>205 (72.2)</td>
<td>47 (94.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–80: Nss = 505; Nca = 63</td>
<td>404 (80)</td>
<td>62 (98.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥81: Nss = 465; Nca = 74</td>
<td>382 (82.2)</td>
<td>72 (97.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All ages: Nss = 1,254; Nca = 188</td>
<td>991 (79.0)</td>
<td>181 (96.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidities, no. (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>630 (50.2)</td>
<td>144 (76.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular disease‡</td>
<td>509 (40.6)</td>
<td>102 (54.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic lung disease§</td>
<td>257 (20.5)</td>
<td>56 (28.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>459 (36.6)</td>
<td>75 (39.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>156 (12.4)</td>
<td>42 (22.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>54 (4.3)</td>
<td>20 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic renal disease</td>
<td>238 (19.0)</td>
<td>51 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic liver disease</td>
<td>34 (2.7)</td>
<td>6 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunocompromised</td>
<td>76 (6.1)</td>
<td>18 (9.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune diseases</td>
<td>21 (1.7)</td>
<td>8 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>5 (0.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Nca, no. patients who had chart abstraction for that age group; Nss, no. patients who had standard surveillance for that age group.

‡Defined as coronary artery disease, cerebrovascular, peripheral artery disease, heart failure, cardiomyopathies, valvular disease, myocarditis, and arrhythmias. Hypertension is listed separately.

§Defined as asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, emphysema, pulmonary hypertension, interstitial fibrosis, or sarcoidosis.
reflects issues with self-reporting and data collection. In a CDC review of COVID-19 deaths during February 12–May 18, 2020, a total of 58.9% of patients had missing comorbidity information according to CRF-based surveillance data (6). In our study, 30.4% of living case-patients and 20.3% of deceased case-patients had no comorbidity data recorded. The prevalence of deceased patients who had an underlying condition in our chart-abstracted group (96.3%) is similar to that for CDC COVID-19 hospitalization records (COVID-NET), which found 405 (96.4%) of 420 deaths had an underlying medical condition (25). This finding emphasizes that medical chart-abstraction data collects higher rates of comorbidity data than does standard public health surveillance and is a more comprehensive representation of baseline characteristics among COVID-19 patients.

For each race and age group, we found a higher number of comorbidities recorded with chart abstraction than with standard surveillance (Figure 2). In the standard surveillance group, Hispanic patients had a lower number of comorbidities than White and Black patients. Other studies have reported mixed results; Hispanic COVID-19 patients who died had more or fewer comorbidities than non-Hispanic patients (25,27). In our chart-abstracted group, the total number of comorbidities for Hispanic patients was twice that of the standard surveillance group, which was the largest increase for race/ethnicity (Appendix 2). For the standard surveillance group, information was gathered by in person or telephone conversations. Therefore, language barriers and concerns about disclosure of information are 2 possible explanations for the lower number of comorbidities recorded. It has been shown that non-English-speaking patients are more likely to have inaccurate medical information, to receive lower quality care, and are at a higher risk for medical errors that result in harm (30,31). Taken together, our findings demonstrate the value of chart abstractions to obtain accurate information for Hispanic and non-English speaking patients during disease surveillance.

We observed notable trends in the prevalence of certain comorbidities in the standard surveillance deaths compared with the chart-abstracted deaths. For example, hypertension, CVD, and CLD were detected in higher frequencies in the chart-abstracted group, and diabetes had similar rates in chart-abstraction and standard surveillance. Similarly, in multiple studies worldwide comparing self-reports and medical records, diabetes was the disease with the highest concordance (32–34); hypertension and CVD are frequently underreported in self-reports (32,35). Therefore, diabetes is probably better captured by standard interview-based surveillance than other comorbidities. A meta-analysis of 87 studies determined that diabetes was the comorbidity that had the highest association with COVID-19 deaths (36). Diabetes certainly increases risk for COVID-19 deaths, but it is possible that the high accuracy of diabetes disease reporting could disproportionately increase the association between diabetes and COVID-19 death compared with other comorbidities. In addition, there is mixed evidence about whether hypertension is an independent risk factor for death (29); part of this difference could be explained by data collection and inaccurate reporting by patients.

One limitation of our study is that we used a convenience sample of COVID-19 cases collected by the TDH, which led to collection biases. For our comorbidity analysis, we excluded cases without any comorbidity information, which led to selection bias. Our chart-abstracted study occurred at the beginning of the pandemic and does not capture the burden of COVID-19 for certain ethnic and geographic groups who had more cases later in the pandemic. For example, there were 126 deaths in Hispanic COVID-19 patients and only 10 patients in the Hispanic chart-abstracted group. Furthermore, our chart-abstracted

Figure 2. Number of comorbidities by age, race, and type of review for characteristics, comorbidities, and data gaps for coronavirus disease deaths, Tennessee, USA.
study relied on medical charts, which created selection bias and missed patients who died outside hospitals. There might be certain groups who are more likely to have out-of-hospital deaths, but these deaths were not evaluated in our study. The data collection process was different for the standard surveillance deaths and the chart-abstracted deaths, which limited the validity of comparing the frequencies of characteristics and comorbidities. Despite these limitations, we analyzed a large number of patients, and analyzed COVID-19 demographic trends for Tennessee for comparison to other states. In addition, our chart-abstracted analysis is a description of a public health study that met its goal to capture additional information compared with standard surveillance.

Our chart-based analysis showed that comorbidities related to COVID-19 deaths are more prevalent than those identified by standard public health disease surveillance. Furthermore, certain patient information tends to be reported less accurately in standard surveillance than in chart-based analysis. However, chart-based reviews are labor and time intensive, and the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted how public health agencies are understaffed and underfunded (9). One solution for the challenges of data collection in public health disease surveillance is expansion of electronic case reporting. This type of reporting uses an interoperable, shared service infrastructure to enable automated real-time exchange of information from electronic medical records to public health agencies (37). In traditional case reporting, the most cases are reported from laboratories who lack detailed information on case demographics and often send their reports by paper copy. Therefore, public health departments receive incomplete information, which creates data gaps and distorted data, which is also apparent in our findings. In contrast, electronic case reporting provides faster and more complete data from healthcare institutions while decreasing the burden on reporters and public health departments (37). During the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been increased uptake in electronic case reporting, and continuing this trend is essential for effective disease surveillance (38).

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, data collected by public health agencies have been integral in identifying trends and providing information to health agencies (39). The surveillance data from Tennessee demonstrate trends in age, comorbidities, and race/ethnicity that mirror the rest of the country, and this data been used to protect those at highest risk for severe COVID-19 disease. Our study showed that chart abstraction collects more comorbidity data than standard public health disease surveillance. In addition, certain diseases and patient groups are frequently underreported in standard surveillance, which skews public health data. These data gaps can miss at risk groups and can lead to unadvised public health action. Investment in data collection infrastructure that collects more timely and complete data will equip public health institutions, governmental organizations, and the scientific community with accurate information required to mitigate disease burden in COVID-19 and future outbreaks.
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We report 2 fatal exacerbations of systemic capillary leak syndrome (SCLS), also known as Clarkson disease, associated with coronavirus disease (COVID-19) in the United States. One patient carried an established diagnosis of SCLS and the other sought treatment for new-onset hypotensive shock, hemoconcentration, and anasarca, classic symptoms indicative of an SCLS flare. Both patients had only mild-to-moderate symptoms of COVID-19. This clinical picture suggests that these patients succumbed to complications of SCLS induced by infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. Persons with known or suspected SCLS may be at increased risk for developing a disease flare in the setting of mild-to-moderate COVID-19 infection.

Systemic capillary leak syndrome (SCLS), also known as Clarkson disease, is a rare disease of unknown etiology that most commonly develops in adults 50–70 years of age (1). Since SCLS was first characterized in 1960, <500 cases have been described in the medical literature. The current prevalence of SCLS is estimated to be <250 cases worldwide (1), although the disease is likely underdiagnosed.

SCLS is diagnosed clinically on the basis of a characteristic symptomatic triad of hypotension, hemoconcentration (elevated hemoglobin or hematocrit), and serum hypoalbuminemia resulting from fluid extravasation. Patients with SCLS experience transient and reversible episodes of plasma leakage into peripheral tissues, which lead to the acute onset of hypotensive shock and the development of anasarca after intravenous (IV) fluid resuscitation. Severe SCLS flares commonly result in multisystem organ failure and peripheral compartment syndromes (2). Between episodes, patients are typically asymptomatic.

Minor infections, typically of the upper respiratory tract, are common triggers for SCLS, although an infection-related prodrome is identified in only 44%–65% of cases (2,3). Although >80% of SCLS patients have a monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance (MGUS), the role of this finding in disease pathogenesis remains unclear; the absence of MGUS does not exclude a diagnosis of SCLS (4). Interventions for acute SCLS episodes are limited to supportive measures, but monthly prophylaxis with high dose (1–2 g/kg patient weight) IV immunoglobulin (IVIg) prevents attacks among >90% of patients and provides them with a statistically significant survival advantage compared with those patients who were not treated with IVIg (5,6). Here we report the cases of 2 patients who died of severe SCLS soon after seeking treatment for mild-to-moderate symptoms of COVID-19; neither of them had been receiving IVIg prophylaxis beforehand.

Methods

Patients were referred to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for evaluation of suspected SCLS. Where applicable, patients provided written informed consent to participate in a natural history protocol (09-I-0184) approved by the NIH institutional review board. We followed the CARE guidelines for writing medical case reports in the preparation of this manuscript.

Case Reports

Case 1

A 59-year-old woman with a history of hypertension but no known history of SCLS or prior episodes of peripheral edema was admitted to a hospital in January 2021 with a 6-day history of cough, shortness of breath, and lower extremity pain. She was hypotensive,
with a blood pressure of 96/70 mm Hg, but her initial physical exam was otherwise unremarkable and included normal results for a pulmonary examination. Laboratory examination revealed hemoconcentration (hemoglobin 17.1 g/dL, hematocrit of 52%) and a lactic acid level of 3.7 mmol/L. Despite resuscitation with 5.5 L Ringer’s lactate and 2.5 L normal saline IV fluids over the first 3 days of admission, serum lactate levels remained elevated at 5.7 mmol/L on day 4 of hospitalization (Table 1). Lower extremity pain worsened, and anasarca without hypoxemia developed. SARS-CoV-2 PCR testing of a nasal swab specimen taken at the time of admission returned positive results; daily treatment with 6 mg dexamethasone and 40 mg enoxaparin was initiated. Remdesivir was not administered because of a developing acute kidney injury. The patient’s lung examination results remained unremarkable, but she became intermittently hypoxemic (SpO2 of 88% on 2L nasal cannula), requiring ongoing nasal cannula support. A chest computed tomography revealed bilateral scattered ground glass opacities consistent with mild-to-moderate SARS-CoV-2 infection (Figure). A transthoracic echocardiogram performed on day 3 of hospitalization showed a normal left ventricular ejection fraction (70%–75%), no left ventricular dilation or geometric changes, and no wall motion abnormalities. Other laboratory abnormalities included increased creatinine phosphokinase levels, peaking at 15,094 units/L; elevated lactate at 6.3 mmol/L; and hypoalbuminemia at 2.4 g/dL, which raised concerns for SCLS.

The patient was transferred to the intensive care unit for further monitoring on day 4 of hospitalization. Pain increased in her extremities and tense anasarca developed; however, because compartment pressures were 18 mm Hg in her right arm and 15 mm Hg in her left arm, she did not meet criteria for a diagnosis of compartment syndrome. Apart from edema and tachypnea while on 2 L nasal cannula, her cardiopulmonary examination was otherwise normal. On hospitalization day 5, she suffered a cardiac arrest; spontaneous circulation returned after 2 rounds of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. She was intubated at the time of cardiac arrest and empirically started on vancomycin and cefepime. Because of concern for microvascular thrombus in the setting of SARS-CoV-2 infection, an argatroban infusion was started. Although the patient had remained afebrile and hemodynamically stable up to this point, shock rapidly developed, and she required vasopressor support with norepinephrine, vasopressin, epinephrine, and stress-doses of hydrocortisone. Continuous renal replacement therapy was initiated for oliguric renal failure.

The next day, edema in the extremities intensified, and creatinine phosphokinase levels increased further to >45,000 units/L, but compartment pressures were 17 mm Hg in her right arm and 16 mm Hg in her left arm, suggestive of rhabdomyolysis without compartment syndrome. No MGUS was detected. Serum SARS-CoV-2 IgG was not detected, prompting treatment with convalescent plasma. Given the patient’s grave condition and lack of proven interventions for acute SCLS, empiric treatments were also administered, including IVlg; methylene blue, an agent that suppresses downstream effects of nitric oxide (7); and icatibant, a bradykinin receptor antagonist used to treat vascular leakage associated...
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with hantavirus infection (8). Bradycardia developed and ultimately required transvenous pacing. Within hours, her hemoglobin decreased to 6.8 g/dL although there was no obvious source of hemorrhage. Because she was anticoagulated with argatroban and had a prolonged activated partial thromboplastin time in the setting of acute liver failure, the patient was transfused with packed erythrocytes. She suffered cardiac arrest, and ventricular fibrillation deteriorated into pulseless electrical activity. Transthoracic echocardiography performed during ACLS revealed no pericardial effusion. The patient received additional units of erythrocytes, IV fluids, fresh frozen plasma, and prothrombin complex concentrate during the cardiac arrest. However, spontaneous circulation was not restored, and the patient died on day 6 of her hospitalization.

Case 2

A 36-year-old man with no notable medical history first sought treatment in 2015 for transient hypotension and severe bilateral lower-extremity edema; laboratory testing showed hemoconcentration (hemoglobin 20.2 g/dL, hemocrit 59.4%) and a serum hypoalbuminemia level of 2.2 g/dL after several days of fevers and upper respiratory symptoms. SCLS was diagnosed on the basis of characteristic clinical presentation and an IgG lambda MGUS. His course was complicated by acute kidney injury and compartment syndromes in both legs, which required bilateral fasciotomies. He also had deep vein thromboses in the right internal jugular and left cephalic veins. He was treated transiently with anticoagulants, but a full evaluation for hypercoagulability was negative. Muscle biopsies taken at the time of fasciotomies provided no evidence of inflammatory myositis. All symptoms resolved before he was discharged from the hospital, although a bilateral sensorimotor neuropathy developed, presumably as a residual effect of compartment syndrome.

The patient was treated with IVIg (2 g/kg) within 24 hours of the 2015 hospitalization and monthly thereafter with no recurrence of his SCLS-related symptoms. In November 2016, IVIg prophylaxis was discontinued at the patient’s request. In 2017 and 2018, the patient experienced 2 episodes of bilateral lower extremity swelling, in both cases after several days of upper respiratory symptoms. Blood pressure and laboratory tests were normal at the time of these episodes, and swelling resolved without further treatment.

In February 2020, the patient sought treatment for a several-day history of fevers (40°C) and productive cough. He was noted to be hypoxemic (SpO₂ of 87% on room air). Mycoplasma pneumonia was diagnosed on the basis of chest radiographic evidence of lung infiltrates and positive Mycoplasma serologic testing. He was hospitalized and treated with IV antimicrobial drugs and fluids (10.5 L total). Although the fevers and respiratory symptoms resolved, bilateral leg swelling and serum hypoalbuminemia developed, prompting treatment with 1 dose of IVIg (2 g/kg) for empirically presumed SCLS-related edema in the absence of any other proven treatment options. He ultimately recovered and experienced no residual symptoms.

In January 2021, the patient was transported to the emergency department because of disorientation after several days of upper respiratory symptoms, fever (40.6°C), and back pain. Upon arrival, he was hypotensive, with a blood pressure of 94/20 mm Hg, and tachycardic at 140 beats/min. Upon initial examination, he showed no signs of apparent dyspnea (respiratory rate of 19 breaths/min) or respiratory distress (SpO₂ of 99% on room air). A PCR nasal swab test for SARS-CoV-2 performed on the day

Figure. Chest computed tomography from hospital day 3 for a 59-year-old woman (case-patient 1) with new-onset systemic capillary leak syndrome and coronavirus disease showing A) the upper and B) lower lung fields in axial plane and C) the coronal plane. The scans showed bilateral scattered ground glass opacities consistent with mild-to-moderate infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
before he sought treatment was reported by the family to be positive. Laboratory tests taken at the time of hospital admission revealed severe hemoconcentration (hemoglobin >25 g/dL, 75% hemocrit), leukocytosis (leukocyte count 43.3K/µL blood), and lactic acidosis (lactate level 9.2 mmol/L). Other laboratory values included brain natriuretic peptide at 12 pg/mL, troponin at <0.02 ng/mL, and a fingerstick glucose level of 197 mg/dL. There was no ST elevation suggesting myocardial infarction or dysrhythmia on his electrocardiogram.

In the emergency department, his condition deteriorated rapidly. His blood pressure became unobtainable manually, and he exhibited an Sp0₂ of 73% on a 15-L nonrebreather mask. A bedside echocardiogram revealed a flat inferior vena cava, intact bilateral ventricular function, and pericardial effusion with no evidence of right heart strain or tamponade. He was intubated emergently but ultimately experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. Despite aggressive cardiopulmonary resuscitation and pharmacological interventions including boluses of epinephrine, bicarbonate, calcium, and magnesium, refractory ventricular tachycardia developed, followed by Torsade de Pointes, and he experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. He was intubated emergently but ultimately experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. Despite aggressive cardiopulmonary resuscitation and pharmacological interventions including boluses of epinephrine, bicarbonate, calcium, and magnesium, refractory ventricular tachycardia developed, followed by Torsade de Pointes, and he experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. He was intubated emergently but ultimately experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. Despite aggressive cardiopulmonary resuscitation and pharmacological interventions including boluses of epinephrine, bicarbonate, calcium, and magnesium, refractory ventricular tachycardia developed, followed by Torsade de Pointes, and he experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity. He was intubated emergently but ultimately experienced cardiac arrest with pulseless electrical activity.
Fortunately, we observed no COVID-19–associated SCLS flares in any of the >70 patients in the study cohort who were receiving IVIg prophylaxis (range 0.75–2.00 g/kg/mo). However, a previously published report (11) documented the case of a patient whose disease had been well-controlled by IVIg prophylaxis (0.5 g/kg/mo) but who died of refractory SCLS soon after COVID-19 infection. Nonetheless, in agreement with the authors of that study, we strongly recommend that SCLS patients receive IVIg prophylaxis indefinitely, at the highest recommended dose (2 g/kg/month), until the COVID-19 pandemic is under better control. Because no treatments for acute SCLS flares, including IVIg, have been proven effective, interventions are limited to supportive measures such as IV fluids and albumin, vasopressors, renal replacement therapy, and intubation. However, as noted in recent surveys of critically ill SCLS patients (2), fluid administration must be limited to avoid development of compartment syndromes and limb ischemia. Although case-patient 1 received several empiric treatments, including IVIg, icatibant, and methylene blue, the treatments appeared to have had no effect on her intermediate clinical outcomes.

Although the genetic basis of SCLS is not well understood (21,22), our work has provided evidence that patients with SCLS experience intrinsically exaggerated endothelial barrier dysfunction in response to otherwise mundane proinflammatory mediators (23,24). Severe COVID-19 and acute SCLS are both characterized by transient increases in the levels of proinflammatory cytokines in circulation; some of these cytokines, including C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10, C-C motif chemokine ligand 2 and 3, interleukin -6, and tumor necrosis factor–α (Table 3), directly provoke endothelial barrier disruption (25–27). These results suggest that the cytokine storm associated with mild-to-moderate COVID-19 may lead to an SCLS flare. Alternatively, as suggested elsewhere (9), it is also possible that SARS-CoV-2 may be directly toxic to endothelial cells. This hypothesis suggests that viral factors synergize with host-intrinsic mechanisms to provoke severe SCLS flares. Endothelial cell infection, diffuse inflammatory endothelitis, and microvascular thrombosis are common in COVID-19, although these responses are typically associated with prominent lung involvement (28). Because neither of these patients exhibited prominent pulmonary abnormalities, these mechanisms may not be substantial components of COVID-19–associated SCLS.

Further characterization of the immune and inflammatory responses to SARS-CoV-2 will be needed to elucidate its effects on SCLS pathophysiology at the molecular level. However, clinicians should be aware that patients carrying a diagnosis of SCLS or another relapsing-remitting and inflammation-related disease (e.g., autoimmune or autoinflammatory rheumatological diseases) may be at increased risk for severe disease and require increased vigilance for this rare but potentially fatal potential complication of COVID-19 as the pandemic continues.
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Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 and Pregnancy Outcomes According to Gestational Age at Time of Infection

Dominique A. Badr, Olivier Picone, Elisa Bevilacqua, Andrew Carlin, Federica Meli, Jeanne Sibiude, Jérémie Mattern, Jean-François Fils, Laurent Mandelbrot, Antonio Lanzone, Danièle De Luca, Jacques C. Jani, Alexandre J. Vivanti

We conducted an international multicenter retrospective cohort study, PregOuTCOV, to examine the effect of gestational age at time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) on obstetric and neonatal outcomes. We included all singleton pregnancies with a live fetus at 10 weeks’ gestation in which pregnancy outcomes were known. The exposed group consisted of patients infected with SARS-CoV-2, whereas the unexposed group consisted of all remaining patients during the same period. Primary outcomes were defined as composite adverse obstetric outcomes and composite adverse neonatal outcomes. Of 10,925 pregnant women, 393 (3.60%) were infected with SARS-CoV-2 (exposed group). After matching for possible confounders, we identified statistically significant increases in the exposed group of composite adverse obstetric outcomes at ≥20 weeks’ gestation and of composite adverse neonatal outcomes at ≥26 weeks’ gestation (p<0.001). Vaccination programs should target women early in pregnancy or before conception, if possible.

In early 2020, a new coronavirus, called severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), arrived in Europe. It infected millions of persons and led to the deaths of thousands by coronavirus disease (COVID-19) by May 2020, when numbers of infections per week in Europe decreased substantially. However, after a summer respite, the number of infections began to escalate again in September 2020, and several new variants were reported (1,2). Hundreds of articles published during this period reported the virus’s relationship with and effect on pregnancy and attempted to determine adverse neonatal and obstetric outcomes after infection. Meanwhile, mother-to-child transmission of SARS-CoV-2 has been established, and the World Health Organization recognized the virus as part of the TORCH (toxoplasmosis, other viruses, rubella, cytomegalovirus, and herpes simplex) family of infections (of which Zika virus was the most recent new member) (3,4), adding yet more interest to the possible perinatal consequences of SARS-CoV-2.

In a cohort study using propensity score-matching at the level of age, body mass index (BMI), and underlying conditions (e.g., diabetes, hypertension, asthma), Badr et al. demonstrated that pregnant women at >20 weeks of gestation infected with SARS-CoV-2 had a significantly higher risk for intensive care unit admission, endotracheal intubation, hospitalization for disease-related symptoms, and need for oxygen therapy (5). A systematic review demonstrated an increased risk for intensive care unit...
admission in infected pregnant women compared with infected nonpregnant women and noninfected pregnant women (6).

Many researchers have focused on the obstetric and neonatal outcomes of infected pregnant women. Some reports have demonstrated that rates of preterm and cesarean delivery have increased (6–10), whereas others have reported a close association between SARS-CoV-2 infection and preeclampsia or preeclampsia-like syndromes (11). Enormous effort has been made to learn more about adverse outcomes related to SARS-CoV-2 infection, but most studies investigated patients in the late second or third trimester. Very few studies have stratified the adverse outcomes of patients according to the gestational age at which infection occurred (12). The objective of our study was to measure the prevalence of obstetric and neonatal outcomes in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 and to examine the effect of gestational age at infection on each outcome.

Methods
This international multicenter retrospective cohort study, PregOuTCOV, was conducted in 4 university hospitals in Europe that follow similar guidelines and protocols for antenatal and intrapartum care. The study population consisted of all pregnant women with a viable fetus from the 10th WG and a known pregnancy outcome during February 1–November 30, 2020. The exposed group included pregnant patients in whom nasopharyngeal swab specimens tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) during this period; the unexposed group consisted of the remaining cohort of patients followed in the 4 hospitals during the same period. These patients were either not tested (because there was no indication) or tested negative. We excluded multiple pregnancies, patients with ongoing pregnancies and hence no birth outcomes, those with unknown pregnancy outcomes, those with medical or voluntary pregnancy termination, and patients in whom spontaneous abortion occurred before the 10th WG. None of the centers involved in this study performed regular (by month or by trimester) systematic screening of pregnant women by RT-PCR during the study period; all testing was performed on the basis of clinical symptoms or before planned admissions (regular hospital admission or admission for labor and delivery).

The study was approved by the appropriate ethical board for each recruiting center (approval nos. CE2020/206, CEROG 2020-OBST-1104, and IST DIPUSVSP-24-02-217), and informed consent was obtained when required by the relevant local regulations. Clinical data were routinely collected in real time in the patient’s electronic medical records. Data were then extracted retrospectively for the study and merged into a dedicated, secured, and anonymized database based at the coordinating center. A data control was performed before analysis and, if data were inaccurate or missing, the recruiting centers were contacted to correct the identified issues. All relevant local and European privacy regulations were respected.

The collated data included maternal age, geographic origin, prepregnancy BMI, parity, smoking status, chronic arterial hypertension, diabetes mellitus type I or II, preexisting pulmonary diseases (such as asthma, tuberculosis, and previous pulmonary embolism [PE]), and preexisting renal or liver diseases (such as renal or hepatic insufficiency, polycystic kidney disease, single kidney, previous nephrectomy, viral hepatitis, and kidney or liver transplant). For SARS-CoV-2–positive patients, we also collected data on date of positive RT-PCR test, gestational age at the time of RT-PCR, reason for performing RT-PCR (symptoms or screening), hospital admission related to SARS-CoV-2 infection, and disease severity according to the National Institutes of Health (13). We also recorded the occurrence of SARS-CoV-2 pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome (14), invasive ventilation, oxygen support, and extracorporeal membrane oxygenation.

Primary outcomes of the study were a composite adverse obstetric outcome (CAOO) and a composite adverse neonatal outcome (CANO). CAOO was defined as preterm delivery (<37 WG), preeclampsia, eclampsia, HELLP (hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count) syndrome, unscheduled cesarean delivery, deep venous thrombosis (DVT), PE, pregnancy loss at <24 WG, intrauterine fetal demise (≥24 WG), or maternal death. CANO was defined as low birthweight (<2,500 g), neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) admission, APGAR score of <7 at 5 minutes of life, respiratory distress, or neonatal death. The criteria for NICU admission were gestational age at birth of ≤32 WG, birthweight of ≤1,500 g, signs of respiratory distress, hemodynamic instability, metabolic problems needing central venous access placement and intensive care, perinatal asphyxia defined according to American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and American Academy of Pediatrics criteria, and need for exchange-transfusion (15). Neonates of SARS-CoV-2–positive mothers were not systematically admitted to the NICU for monitoring for reasons outside these listed criteria. Secondary outcomes of the study included each outcome of the composite
variables, as well as delivery at <32 WG, spontaneous delivery at <37 WG, suspected fetal distress (such as fetal bradycardia or recurrent late or variable decelerations on antepartum or intrapartum cardiotocography), cesarean delivery, postpartum hemorrhage (defined as blood loss of >500 mL in normal vaginal delivery and >1,000 mL in cesarean delivery), umbilical artery pH abnormalities, small for gestational age (defined as estimated fetal weight <10th percentile), and large for gestational age (defined as estimated fetal weight >95th percentile) (16).

We performed 2 propensity scores on 2 groups: the maternal population (unexposed group [n = 10,532] and exposed group [n = 393]) and the neonatal population (unexposed group [n = 10,370] and exposed group [n = 388]). After we performed 15 multiple imputations of missing data of the original datasets by using the mice package in R software (R Project for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org/), we used the CBPS R package to perform the propensity score, estimating an average treatment effect using covariate balancing and requesting an exact match, which has been shown to be superior to traditional logistic regression approaches and boosted classification and regression trees (17). We considered an absolute standardized difference (ASD) of <10%-15% to support the assumption of balance between the groups because it is not affected by sample size, unlike p values, and it can be used to compare the relative balance of variables measured in different units (18). We calculated the mean and SD obtained after matching for continuous variables and the percentage for categorical variables. After performing the propensity score, we used the survey R package to perform logistic regressions for the binary outcome variables, which included the treatment group effect, the weight resulting from the matching, and variables present in the propensity score to obtain a doubly robust estimator, which corrected the last remaining possible imbalance between the covariates and produced an unbiased treatment effect (19). The survey R package included the Huber-White corrected SEs, which maintained the SEs unbiased even under heterogeneity of the residuals (20). Finally, the advantage of a doubly robust estimator is that it needs only 1 of the 2 models (propensity score and logistic regression after the propensity score) to be correctly specified. We used R software version 3.4.3 (to produce the results. Before matching of covariates, a p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Nevertheless, we had to correct for multiple testing with a Bonferroni correction. For the secondary outcomes, 10 comparisons were performed twice; therefore, we divided the p value by the number of comparisons to obtain the p value at which we considered a result significant (0.05/10 = 0.005). All secondary outcomes with a p value <0.005 after matching were therefore considered significant.

We used the coxme R package to estimate Cox proportional hazards models using the center as random effect on a subset of the data, for which the gestational age at the time of SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR was collected (for maternal population, unexposed group [n = 2,343] and exposed group [n = 393]; for neonatal population, unexposed group [n = 2,308] and exposed group [n = 383]). This subgroup was representative of the study population (Appendix Table 1, https://www.cdc.gov/eid/article/27/10/21-1394-App1.pdf). One random effect Cox model with a censor at 41 WG was drawn per outcome, including the outcome of interest and the covariates included in the propensity score. A p value <0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
In total, we identified 10,925 singleton pregnancies that were eligible for final analysis (Table 1). A total of 393 patients tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 (3.60%). Among them, 196 (49.87%) were symptomatic (8 critical, 12 severe, 34 moderate, 135 mild, and 7 not classified). Of these, 46 patients had pneumonia (11.70%) and 16 had acute respiratory distress syndrome (4.07%). A total of 37 patients (9.41%) needed oxygen therapy, whereas 9 (2.29%) needed invasive ventilation. No patients required extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. Among the 10,925 women, 167 had a pregnancy loss and 10,758 delivered a live neonate (Table 2; Figure 1).

Primary Outcomes
The rates of CAOOs and CANOs were significantly higher in SARS-CoV-2-positive patients. CAOOs occurred in 22.75% of exposed persons versus 19.25% of unexposed persons (p<0.001; ASD = 8.62%). CANOs occurred in 17.86% of exposed persons versus 14.28% of the unexposed (p<0.001; ASD = 9.76%) (Tables 3, 4).

Secondary Outcomes
SARS-CoV-2 infection was associated with an increase of many obstetric and neonatal outcomes, such as preeclampsia, eclampsia, or HELLP syndrome (2.44% vs. 1.89%; p = 0.004, ASD = 3.78%); delivery at <37 weeks (12.22% vs. 8.90%; p<0.001, ASD = 11.71%); cesarean delivery (26.63% vs. 24.68%;
The difference was seen in infected patients at >26 WG (p<0.001) (Figure 2).

Furthermore, when the infection started beyond a defined WG for selected secondary outcomes, the incidence of this outcome increased significantly. These included preeclampsia, eclampsia, or HELLP syndrome (p = 0.002, >15 WG at time of infection); delivery at <37 WG (p<0.001, >24 WG); spontaneous delivery at <37 WG (p<0.001, >26 WG); delivery at <32 WG (p<0.001, >26 WG); NICE admission (p<0.001, >28 WG); and respiratory distress (p<0.001, >28 WG) (Appendix Tables 2, 3, Figures 1, 2).

### Discussion

This study reports the prevalence of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes in women infected with SARS-CoV-2 relative to the timing of infection during pregnancy. SARS-CoV-2-positive patients have an increased incidence of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes. CANOs were more likely to be SARS-CoV-2-positive than patients without this composite outcome. These included preeclampsia, eclampsia, or HELLP syndrome (p = 0.002, >15 WG at time of infection); delivery at <37 WG (p<0.001, >24 WG); spontaneous delivery at <37 WG (p<0.001, >26 WG); delivery at <32 WG (p<0.001, >26 WG); NICU admission (p<0.001, >28 WG); and respiratory distress (p<0.001, >28 WG) (Appendix Tables 2, 3, Figures 1, 2).

### Table 1. Baseline characteristics before and after covariate matching of 10,925 pregnant women in Europe included in final analysis in PregOutCOV study of pregnancy outcomes according to gestational age at time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Before matching</th>
<th>After matching</th>
<th>ASD‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unexposed, n = 10,532</td>
<td>Exposed, n = 393</td>
<td>Unexposed, n = 10,532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, y (SD)</td>
<td>33.05 (+5.43)</td>
<td>33.32 (+5.58)</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe, Middle East, North Africa</td>
<td>78.37</td>
<td>77.35</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa, Caribbean</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned by the patient</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepregnancy BMI, kg/m² (SD)</td>
<td>25.16 (+5.09)</td>
<td>26.34 (+5.39)</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiparity</td>
<td>54.12</td>
<td>58.78</td>
<td>9.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>11.18</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic hypertension</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are % pregnant women except as indicated. ASD, absolute standardized difference; BMI, body mass index. †ASDs before matching show heterogeneity between the exposed and unexposed groups. ‡ASDs after matching show a balance between the exposed and unexposed groups.

### Table 2. Baseline characteristics before and after covariate matching of the mothers of the 10,758 live neonates in Europe included in final analysis (after removing 167 patients with pregnancy losses) in PregOutCOV study of pregnancy outcomes according to gestational age at time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Before matching</th>
<th>After matching</th>
<th>ASD‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unexposed, n = 10,370</td>
<td>Exposed, n = 388</td>
<td>Unexposed, n = 10,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, y (SD)</td>
<td>33.11 (+5.43)</td>
<td>33.31 (+5.61)</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe, Middle East, North Africa</td>
<td>78.52</td>
<td>77.58</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa, Caribbean</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>17.27</td>
<td>10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned by the patient</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>13.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepregnancy BMI, kg/m² (SD)</td>
<td>25.65 (+5.99)</td>
<td>26.72 (+5.92)</td>
<td>17.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiparity</td>
<td>53.78</td>
<td>59.28</td>
<td>11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic hypertension</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are % pregnant women except as indicated. ASD, absolute standardized difference; BMI, body mass index. †ASDs before matching show heterogeneity between the exposed and unexposed groups. ‡ASDs after matching show a balance between the exposed and unexposed groups.
outcomes. It appears that pregnant women are more susceptible to the adverse effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection during the late second and early third trimesters.

The effects of SARS-CoV-2 on obstetric and neonatal outcomes has become more evident with time because of the growing body of literature in this area. However, the association between these outcomes and the timing of infection during pregnancy remains unclear. Most studies have reported the obstetric and neonatal outcomes of patients infected in the late second or third trimester. In our study, we included patients who were infected at the beginning of their pregnancies. We demonstrated that gestational age at the time of infection had a critical effect on the incidence of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes. SARS-CoV-2 infections after 20 WG significantly increased CAOOs, and infection after 26 WG significantly increased CANOs.

Adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes, such as preeclampsia, preterm delivery, cesarean delivery, postpartum hemorrhage, and DVT or PE, significantly increased in pregnant women who were infected with SARS-CoV-2. In a meta-analysis published in September 2020 and updated in February 2021.

Table 3. Obstetric outcomes in PregOutCOV study of pregnancy outcomes in Europe according to gestational age at time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Unexposed, n = 10,532</th>
<th>Exposed, n = 393</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>ASD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcome†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite adverse obstetric outcome</td>
<td>19.25</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary outcome‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preeclampsia, eclampsia, or HELLP syndrome</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy loss at &lt;24 weeks</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy loss at &gt;24 weeks</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery at &lt;32 weeks</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery at &lt;37 weeks</td>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous delivery at &lt;37 weeks</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caesarean delivery</td>
<td>24.68</td>
<td>26.63</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unscheduled caesarean delivery</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum hemorrhage</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVT or PE</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>8.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are % pregnant women except as indicated. ASD, absolute standardized difference; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; HELLP, hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count; PE, pulmonary embolism.
†Significant statistical difference: p < 0.05.
‡Significant statistical difference: p < 0.005 (Bonferroni correction).
examine 18 studies including 8,549 women, the rate of preterm birth in infected patients was higher than in noninfected patients (odds ratio 1.47, 95% CI 1.14–1.91) (6). A systematic review by Wei et al. also confirmed this finding (21).

With regard to the incidence of DVT or PE, our findings corresponded to early reports that highlighted the importance of thromboprophylaxis for SARS-CoV-2–positive patients. Most infected hospitalized patients in the 4 institutions in this study received some form of treatment to reduce their risk for DVT and PE (22,23). Several previous studies have demonstrated an association between preeclampsia and SARS-CoV-2 (11,21). In a new large observational study, Metz et al. (24) grouped 1,219 infected patients according to disease severity. Compared with asymptomatic patients, those with mild to moderate disease had similar rates of cesarean delivery, hypertensive disorders of pregnancy, and preterm birth. Nevertheless, patients with severe to critical disease were at higher risk for these perinatal outcomes. Our study was not designed to compare patients according to disease severity.

Fetal distress during labor, admission of live neonates to the NICU, APGAR scores of <7 at 5 minutes, and umbilical artery pH abnormalities were significantly higher and birthweight was significantly lower in infected patients than in matched unexposed

Table 4. Neonatal outcomes in PregOutCOV study of pregnancy outcomes in Europe according to gestational age at time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Unexposed, n = 10,370</th>
<th>Exposed, n = 388</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>ASD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary outcome†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite adverse neonatal outcome</td>
<td>14.28</td>
<td>17.86</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>9.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary outcome†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small for gestational age</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large for gestational age</td>
<td>6.53</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal distress</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>7.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal death</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthweight, g (SD)</td>
<td>3228.00 ±579.34</td>
<td>3128.90 ±602.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>16.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICU admission</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>17.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory distress</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APGAR &lt;7 at 5 min</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbilical artery pH</td>
<td>7.25 ±0.08</td>
<td>7.25 ±0.07</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>11.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are % pregnant women except as indicated. ASD, absolute standardized difference; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.
†Statistically significant difference: p<0.05.
‡Statistically significant difference: p<0.005 (Bonferroni correction).

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier curves demonstrating the effect of gestational age at the time of infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) on pregnancy outcomes in Europe. A) Compared with patients without CAOO, patients with CAOO were more often infected with SARS-CoV-2. The difference was seen when patients were infected at >20 weeks of gestation. B) Compared with patients without CANO, patients with CANO were more often infected with SARS-CoV-2. The difference was seen when patients were infected at >26 weeks of gestation. Numbers below x-axis indicate number of persons at risk for each time point. CANO, composite adverse neonatal outcome; CAOO, composite adverse obstetric outcome.
patients. Placental abnormalities, among other factors, might play a role in the occurrence of these elevated risks. Patberg et al. (25) compared 77 placenta of infected patients with 56 placenta of noninfected patients and found an increased prevalence of histopathologic abnormalities, such as villitis of unknown etiology and fetal vascular underperfusion, in the SARS-CoV-2–positive group. Shanes et al. reported similar findings (26). In addition, Schwartz et al. studied 6 placentae from SARS-CoV-2–positive patients and found that all of them showed chronic histiocytic intervillositis and syncytiotrophoblast necrosis (27). These histopathologic abnormalities might interfere with the normal function of the maternal–fetal interface and thereby contribute to the observed adverse neonatal outcomes.

Rates of the remaining outcomes in our study, such as pregnancy loss, neonatal death, small size for gestational age, and large size for gestational age, were either similar or lower in SARS-CoV-2–positive women compared to rates in unexposed pregnant women. In a cohort study of 266 infected pregnant women, Di Mascio et al. estimated pregnancy loss and perinatal death at 6.4% and demonstrated that early gestational age at infection, maternal ventilator support, and low birthweight were major risk factors for adverse outcomes (28). In contrast, in a case-control study of 225 women, Cosma et al. demonstrated that infection during the first trimester might not have a direct effect on spontaneous abortions (12). Similarly, a recent study from Denmark found no association between pregnancy loss and SARS-CoV-2 infection during the first trimester (29).

Pregnancy is an independent risk factor for respiratory deterioration in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2. Large studies that measure the effect of gestational age at time of infection on obstetric and neonatal outcomes are still lacking. Our study could aid in the counseling of pregnant patients and the organization of antenatal and perinatal care after SARS-CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, this study will help clinicians target pregnant women for SARS-CoV-2 vaccination early enough to provide protection before the crucial threshold of 20 WG. After this gestational age, SARS-CoV-2 infection significantly increases the risk for adverse outcomes.

Prospective studies are needed to examine the effect of the timing of SARS-CoV-2 infection during pregnancy on obstetric and neonatal outcomes. In addition, the possible harmful effects of the virus on placental function, such as chronic histiocytic intervillositis, villitis, and decidual arteriopathy, are still unclear. These placentopathies may be involved in the pathophysiology of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes even when the fetus is not directly infected by the virus. More investigations should be targeted at the placental level to learn more about the potentially pathologic and deleterious interactions between the virus and placenta.

This study compares the obstetric and neonatal outcomes of SARS-CoV-2–positive patients according to gestational age at time of infection. Data concerning pregnancy outcomes of patients infected before 20 WG are limited in the current literature. Patients who were infected at the beginning of the pandemic during their first weeks of pregnancy have recently begun to deliver. With this study, we have attempted to address this knowledge gap.

Because it is neither possible nor ethical to expose patients to SARS-CoV-2 infection, the use of propensity score-matching in such situations minimizes selection bias and balances confounding covariates (i.e., age, BMI, parity, and underlying conditions) that could alter between-group differences in obstetric or neonatal outcomes, leaving SARS-CoV-2 infection as the only exposure that could affect these outcomes. Moreover, the inclusion of 4 university hospitals that follow similar guidelines and protocols for antenatal and intrapartum care endorses the findings of this study. None of the recruiting centers used NICU admission to isolate neonates who were born to SARS-CoV-2–positive mothers but had no other need of neonatal critical care. This practice has been discouraged because of a lack of evidence demonstrating a clinical advantage, as well as to avoid unnecessary parent-child separation and NICU bed shortages (30).

Nevertheless, these results should be interpreted with caution. The unexposed group will inevitably have included patients who had false-negative SARS-CoV-2 test results or those who were SARS-CoV-2–positive but asymptomatic and not tested. Our chosen methodology means that there will also have been some false-positive results in the infected groups; overall, these small and unavoidable discrepancies would probably have been balanced out by chance. In addition, a single negative result does not exclude an asymptomatic infection that developed later during pregnancy. However, the choice of a contemporaneous unexposed group was the best of the various options available at the time because of various issues relating to the sensitivity, specificity, and the use of the RT-PCR platform in clinical practice (31). The exclusion of asymptomatic patients who were not tested for infection also might falsely modify the incidence of obstetric and neonatal outcomes. The selection of an unexposed group before the onset of pandemic
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might be seen as a reasonable compromise to avoid some of these practical issues. However, this methodology could erroneously modify the incidence of certain outcomes that have also been observed to have changed during the pandemic, even in noninfected women (7,32).

In conclusion, SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnant women during the late second and early third trimesters increases the risk for adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes. However, there is no evidence that infection before 20 WG increases these risks, except for risk for preeclampsia. These findings have implications for public health policy and suggest that vaccination programs should target women either before pregnancy or early in pregnancy to ensure adequate protection when they will be most vulnerable.
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Plague is a highly virulent fleaborne zoonotic disease caused by the bacterium *Yersinia pestis* (1,2). Humans can acquire plague through contact with infectious animal tissues or through inhalation. Human contact with infectious animal tissues usually occurs when hunting, trapping, skinning, or handling meat of infected animals. Humans infected through animal contact can develop pneumonic plague and, if not treated, spread their infections to other persons by coughing infectious respiratory droplets. Over the course of human history, plague pandemics have caused hundreds of millions of deaths around the world (3–5). Currently, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Madagascar in Africa are the most severe plague epidemic areas; human cases are reported in Madagascar almost every year (6–10). Plague outbreaks also have caused major public health crises in China. In the first half of the 20th Century, *Y. pestis* caused several large epidemics and nearly 1 million deaths (11–17).

Plague foci in China are divided into 12 types on the basis of geographic landscape, host, vector, and *Y. pestis* ecotype characteristics (18). Among these, 4 are *Marmota* (marmot) foci: the *Marmota himalayana* (Himalayan marmot) plague focus, located in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau; the *Marmota baibacina*–*Spermophilus undulatus* (gray marmot–long-tailed ground squirrel) plague focus, in the Tianshan Mountains; the *Marmota caudata* (red marmot) plague focus, in the Pamir Plateau; and the *Marmota sibirica* (Tarbagan marmot) plague focus, in the Hulun Buir Plateau of Inner Mongolia.
The *Marmota himalayana* plague focus is the largest and the most active foci in China. This focus covers >443,290 km² and, before the 1990s, most human cases occurred here. Since the 1990s, rat-associated plague epidemics have erupted in southern China, but beginning in 2004, the *Marmota himalayana* plague focus re-emerged as the main source of human cases. Outbreaks have occurred every few years in this focus.

Ecologic factors, including relevant environmental variables, have strong impacts on the shift between periods of inactivity, when plague is maintained at low levels of transmission among its animal reservoirs, and periods of activity, when rates of transmission greatly increase and cause widespread die-offs among susceptible rodents and increased numbers of human cases (19–22). Because of limitations of experimental technology and economic conditions, plague cases before 1958 were confirmed only by clinical symptoms, such as sudden high fever and lymphadenopathy; human cases usually were accompanied by increased rates of rodent deaths in the area before or at the early stage of human illnesses. Since the 1950s, China has strengthened plague surveillance and control and the number of human cases has decreased rapidly. Cases in the *Marmota* plague foci have continued to slowly decline; nevertheless, the combined numbers of cases from these foci during 1950–2019 exceeded the total number of plague cases in the United States during 1900–2012 (23).

Currently, most human cases in China occur in the *Marmota* plague foci. We investigated the distribution and characteristics of human plague cases and *Y. pestis* isolates recovered from animal hosts (mainly marmots) and insect vectors (mainly fleas) during 1950–2019. We describe the prevalence of *Y. pestis* in humans, animal hosts, and insect vectors of China.

**Methods**

**Data Sources and Analyses**
We included human cases and *Y. pestis* isolates from *Marmota* plague foci in China collected during 1950–2019. We applied descriptive statistics to analyze the distribution of isolates and human cases for each year (Figure 1–4) and for 5-year intervals (Figure 5). The main sources of data were 2 texts on the history of plague in China (24,25) and surveillance data of plague obtained from the regions comprising the *Marmota* plague foci, namely Qinghai Province (Qinghai), Gansu Province (Gansu), Tibet Autonomous Region (Tibet), Sichuan Province (Sichuan), Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang), and Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (Inner Mongolia) (26). These foci contain vast lands away from human habitation and surveillance efforts over time have gradually focused more intensely on the spots within these foci where plague is prevalent in marmots and found near human habitations.

The sources of *Y. pestis* isolates in *Marmota* plague foci were animals found dead in the environment, plague patients, insect vectors, and a few live animals. Samples collected from animals found dead in the environment showed most animals died of plague.

**Diagnosis of Human Plague Cases**
Human cases before 1958 included in the study mainly were confirmed by clinical and epidemiologic investigation based on symptoms, as stated. Human cases after 1958 included in the study had been confirmed by microbiological or serologic diagnosis.

**Results**

**Landscape, Host, Vector, and Other Ecologic Features**
The *Marmota himalayana* plague focus, identified in 1954, covers Qinghai, Gansu, Tibet, Sichuan, and Xinjiang...
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The main host is the Himalayan marmot (Fig-
ure 1, panel A), which inhabits high-frigid shrub habi-
tats and meadow-steppe zone at altitudes of 2,700–5,450
m. Callopsylla dolabris and Oropsylla silantiewi fleas
are the main insect vectors (Table 1).

The Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus
plague focus was identified in 1955 and is in Xinjiang
(Figure 6). The main animal hosts are the gray mar-
mot (Figure 2, panel A) and long-tailed ground squir-
rel, both of which inhabit forest meadow-steppe and
alpine meadow-steppe zones at altitudes of 1,600–
4,000 m. O. silantiewi fleas and Citellophilus tesquorum
fleas are the main vectors.

The Marmota caudata plague focus was identi-
fied in 1923. The main animal host is the Tarbagan mar-
mot (Figure 7, panel A), which inhabits low moun-
tains and hills and the meadow-steppe zone at alti-
tudes of 600–800 m. O. silantiewi fleas are the main
insect vector in this focus. No Y. pestis strains have
been isolated from the Marmota sibirica plague focus
since 1926; we only measured host surveillance in this
focus. Surveillance of the Tarbagan marmot popula-
tion density was started in 1978 (Figure 7, panel B).

The Marmota sibirica plague focus is located at the
border of China, Mongolia, and Russia. The focus,
located in Inner Mongolia (Figure 6), was identified
in 1925. The main animal host is the Tarbagan marmot
(Figure 7, panel A), which inhabits low moun-
tains and hills and the meadow-steppe zone at alti-
tudes of 600–800 m. O. silantiewi fleas are the main
insect vector in this focus. No Y. pestis strains have
been isolated from the Marmota sibirica plague focus
since 1926; we only measured host surveillance in this
focus. Surveillance of the Tarbagan marmot popula-
tion density was started in 1978 (Figure 7, panel B).

Distribution Characteristics of Y. pestis Isolates
During 1950–2019, a total of 5,958 Y. pestis isolates
were recovered from Marmota plague foci in China.
On average, 85.11 Y. pestis isolates were recovered
each year. The years with the most isolates were 1967

Figure 2. Plague ecology and surveillance of Yersinia pestis in the Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus of the
Tianshan Mountains, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China, 1950–2019. A) The gray marmot (M. baibacina), the predominant marmot species in this focus. Photograph by Yujie Zhang. The long-tailed ground squirrel (S. undulatus) also is an Y. pestis host in the focus. B) Number of Y. pestis isolates collected from humans, animal hosts, and insect vectors (mostly Oropsylla silantiewi and Citellophilus tesquorum fleas) in the focus.

Figure 3. Plague ecology and surveillance of Yersinia pestis in the Marmota caudata plague focus of the Pamir Plateau, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China, 1950–2019. A) The red marmot (M. caudata), the predominant marmot species in this focus. Photograph by Yujie Zhang. B) Number of Y. pestis isolates collected from humans, animal hosts, and insect vectors (mostly Oropsylla silantiewi fleas) in the focus.
Y. pestis from 4 Marmota Plague Foci, China

No Y. pestis isolates were recovered from the Marmota sibirica plague focus during this period. Y. pestis has been isolated in the Marmota himalayana plague focus every year since the first isolate was recovered in 1954. During 1954–2019, 4,889 isolates were collected from the focus. In the Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus, Y. pestis isolates were first recovered in 1955 and a total of 1,039 isolates were collected by 2019. In the Marmota caudata plague focus, Y. pestis was first isolated in 1956 and 30 isolates were collected by 2019.

Epidemiologic Characteristics of Human Plague Cases

During 1950–2019, total of 1,067 human plague cases have occurred in the 4 Marmota plague foci in China, including 735 deaths. The average case-fatality rate was 68.88%, 15.24 cases annually. Among all plague

Figure 4. Frequency of human plague cases and case-fatality rates in 2 Marmota plague foci, China, 1950–2019. A) Marmota himalayana plague focus of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, which includes Qinghai Province, Gansu Province, Tibet Autonomous Region, Sichuan Province, and Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. B) Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus includes Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region.

Figure 5. Number of Yersinia pestis isolates and human plague cases in Marmota plague foci, China, 1950–2019. Columns represent 5-year intervals. The 3 plague foci from which Y. pestis isolates have been collected are the Marmota himalayana plague focus of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, which includes Qinghai Province, Gansu Province, Tibet Autonomous Region, Sichuan Province, and Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region; the Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus of the Tianshan Mountains, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region; and the Marmota caudata plague focus of the Pamir Plateau, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. A) Number of Y. pestis isolates collected from humans, animal hosts, and insect vectors. Lowercase letters at top indicate periods of isolate collection: a) early attempts during 1950–1959; b) increased diagnosis and animal plague surveillance increased number isolates collected during 1960–2009; and c) decrease in isolates likely due to decreasing numbers of dead marmot species found around active Y. pestis areas during 2010–2019. B) Number of human plague cases and case-fatality rates.
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cases, 690 were confirmed by laboratory or serologic diagnosis; 377 were diagnosed by clinical and epidemiologic investigations. Most cases occurred in 1953 (87 cases), 1954 (117 cases), and 1960 (63 cases).

During 1950–2019, the Marmota himalayana plague focus had the most (1,049) human cases (Figure 4, panel A); only 18 cases have occurred in the Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus (Figure 4, panel B). No human cases have been reported in the Marmota caudata or Marmota sibirica plague foci during 1950–2019.

Human case counts during 5-year intervals show the highest number of cases (267) occurred during 1950–1954 and the lowest (2 cases) during 2015–2019. Mortality rates were highest (92.51%) during 1950–1954 and 2015–2019 (100%) and lowest (26.47%) during 1970–1974 (Figure 5, panel B).

Figure 6. Human plague cases detected in 4 Marmota plague foci, China. A) 1950–1969; B) 1970–2003; C) 2004–2019. Dot size indicates the number of years during which plague occurred in each timeframe; dot colors indicates number of periods (A, B, C) during which plague occurred for each location. Blue shading indicates the Marmota himalayana plague focus; purple shading indicates the Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus plague focus; red shading indicates the Marmota caudata plague focus; and yellow shading indicates the Marmota sibirica plague focus.

Figure 7. Ecology and surveillance of marmots in the Marmota sibirica plague focus of the Hulun Buir Plateau, Inner Mongolia, 1950–2019. A) Tarbagan marmot (M. sibirica), the predominant marmot species in this focus. Photograph by Jun Liu. B) Average density of this species in the focus area. Tarbagan marmots host Oropsylla silantiwei fleas, a known vector of Yersinia pestis, but no Y. pestis isolate has been collected from humans, animal hosts, or insect vectors in this focus since 1926.
The patterns of decline for human cases are different in the 2 most active foci (Figure 4). In the *Marmota himalayana* plague focus, the number of cases was relatively high and periodically fluctuated, but both the number and frequency of peaks declined over time (Figure 4, panel A). During 1950–1969, the number of cases was high and the peak interval was short; during 1970–2003, the number of cases decreased sharply and the interval was longer; after 2004, the number of cases declined further and in some years no cases were reported. In contrast, the pattern of decline in human cases in the *Marmota baibacina*–*Spermophilus undulatus* plague focus has had longer intervals. In several years ≤4 human cases occurred and no case has been reported since 1994 (Figure 4, panel B). During 1950–2019, primary and secondary pneumonic plague accounted for 69.26% (739/1,067) of cases, among which the case-fatality rate was 75.10% (555/739) (Table 2). The rate of other plague types, such as bubonic and septicemic, was 54.88% (180/328) (Table 2).

**Discussion**

Four *Marmota* plague foci have been identified and classified in China. Each focus is characterized by the marmot species that serves as the primary *Y. pestis* host in the region, but other animals in these areas also can be infected, usually with highly virulent *Y. pestis* strains (27). The 4 foci are active areas where animal and human plague epidemics continue in China. Except for the *Marmota sibirica* plague focus, most foci are in western China (Figure 6). Climatic conditions, such as long winters with heavy snow, are characteristic of these foci, as are unique geographic features, such as frozen glacial soils, cold desert plateaus, alpine grasslands, and river wetlands. Many rare wild animals inhabit these plateaus, and the human population is sparse. Little human disturbance and relat-

**Table 1.** Ecologic characteristics of *Marmota* plague foci, China, 1950–2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th><em>Marmota himalayana</em></th>
<th><em>Marmota baibacina</em>–<em>Spermophilus undulatus</em></th>
<th><em>Marmota caudata</em></th>
<th><em>Marmota sibirica</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year <em>Yersinia pestis</em> first isolated</td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1956</td>
<td>1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions</td>
<td>Qinghai Province, Gansu Province, Tibet Autonomous Region, Sichuan Province, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region</td>
<td>Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region</td>
<td>Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region</td>
<td>Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosts</td>
<td>Himalayan marmot</td>
<td>Gray marmot, long-tailed ground squirrel</td>
<td>Red marmot</td>
<td>Tarbagan marmot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vectors</td>
<td><em>Callopsylla dolabriss</em>, <em>Oropsylla silantiewi</em> fleas</td>
<td><em>O. silantiewi</em>, <em>Citellophilus tesquorum</em> fleas</td>
<td><em>O. silantiewi</em> fleas</td>
<td><em>O. silantiewi</em> fleas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude</td>
<td>2,700–5,450 m</td>
<td>1,600–4,000 m</td>
<td>2,800–5,000 m</td>
<td>600–800 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibernation</td>
<td>September–October</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>Mid-September</td>
<td>Late September–early October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animal plague season</td>
<td>Late March–mid-April</td>
<td>Early to mid-April</td>
<td>Early April</td>
<td>Late March–early April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>April–October</td>
<td>May–September</td>
<td>May–August</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat</td>
<td>High-frigid shrubs, meadow-steppe</td>
<td>Forest-meadow-steppe, alpine meadow-steppe</td>
<td>Alpine steppe</td>
<td>Low mountains and hills, meadow-steppe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.†Tianshan Mountains.‡Pamirs Plateau.§Hulun Buir Plateau of Inner Mongolia.¶No *Y. pestis* isolated since 1926.

**Table 2.** Case-fatality rates for pneumonic and other types of plague, by *Marmota* plague focus, China, 1950–2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Pneumonic plague</th>
<th>Other plague types†</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Marmota himalayana</em>‡</td>
<td>75.03 (544/725)</td>
<td>54.63 (177/324)</td>
<td>68.73 (721/1,049)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Marmota baibacina</em>–<em>Spermophilus undulatus</em>§</td>
<td>78.57 (11/14)</td>
<td>75.00 (3/4)</td>
<td>77.78 (14/18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Marmota caudata†</em></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Marmota sibirica‡</em></td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total case-fatality rate</td>
<td>75.10 (555/739)</td>
<td>54.88 (180/328)</td>
<td>68.88 (735/1,067)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data are reported as case-fatality rate, % (no. deaths/no. cases).†Including bubonic, septicemic, and other types.‡Qinghai-Tibet Plateau.§Tianshan Mountains.¶Pamirs Plateau.¶¶Hulun Buir Plateau of Inner Mongolia.
tively stable plague ecology could be conducive to maintaining the ecologic balance and active plague status of these foci (21).

The *Marmota sibirica* plague focus is located at the junction of China, Mongolia, and Russia, and 2 plague epidemics occurred in this focus in the early 20th Century. Of note, no human case has been reported in this part of China since 1923, and *Y. pestis* has not been isolated from there since 1926. However, cases of animal and human plague from this focus are reported in Mongolia and Russia (11–17,28–35). The main reason for the lack of human cases in this focus in China is the considerable decrease in Tarbagan marmot populations, which are believed to be due to ecologic changes and increased human activity. The development of animal husbandry, such as raising sheep that graze in marmot habitats in the region, and environmental disruption due to transportation and farming activities, have caused irreversible damage to the Tarbagan marmot habitat. In addition, sale of marmot skins and meat has depleted the population; ≈2,500,000 marmot skins were purchased in 1910, the peak year. In addition, a large fire in 1987 caused devastating damage to the Tarbagan marmot habitat and killed ≈200,000 marmots (36).

When the existing ecologic balance is disrupted, for instance due to habitat damage, the number of *Y. pestis* hosts and the host density changes, thus affecting the survival of the bacterium. *Y. pestis* circulates among animal and vector hosts within a limited range and with discrete distribution where it seldom causes human plague and is rarely detected by regular surveillance. The interactions between host, pathogen, and environment seem to be gradually settling into a period of relative inactivity in all *Marmota* plague foci (19,21).

China began attempts to isolate *Y. pestis* during 1950–1959 and the number of isolates recovered was relatively low (Figure 5). During 1960–2009, the number of collected isolates greatly increased, mainly due to improved case diagnosis and animal plague surveillance and plague diagnosis is confirmed through pathogen isolation or other laboratory evidence. During 2010–2019, the number of *Y. pestis* isolates decreased in China, which seems to be related to the decrease of marmots found dead around active plague locations and human cases. In 1953, China established specialized plague investigation agencies for the *Marmota* plague foci. Many unsuccessful attempts at eradicating *Y. pestis* in these foci have demonstrated that plague is inherent in these areas and cannot be eliminated by large scale attempts to kill rodent hosts (21,27,37).

After these unsuccessful attempts to reduce the possibility of human exposure to plague, *Y. pestis* elimination efforts have focused more on key locations and key seasons, particularly in locations with epidemic activity and during the peak marmot and flea breeding seasons (38). Long-term training and education among clinicians has resulted in more timely diagnosis, treatment, and reporting of human plague cases (39). Improving humans’ awareness about plague and their ability to protect themselves seems to have reduced their exposure to marmots and infected fleas. For future surveillance, appropriate typing methods for tracking the spread of certain *Y. pestis* strains are needed. The *Y. pestis* genome remains stable in *Marmota* plague foci, enabling *Y. pestis* to maintain its high pathogenicity and virulence, and most *Y. pestis* strains in the *Marmota* plague foci are highly virulent (27). Single-nucleotide polymorphism typing and other phylogenetic studies have shown that *Y. pestis* clusters geographically in China; it could take years to accumulate several mutations within the same focus or region (40).

During 1950–2019, human cases in the *Marmota* plague foci of China were mainly concentrated in the *Marmota himalayana* focus, which has remained active since it was identified in 1954 (41,42). Only 18 human cases have been reported in the *Marmota baibacina–Spermophilus undulatus* plague focus. No human case has ever been reported in the *Marmota caudata* plague focus since it was identified in 1956, which can be attributed to limited human habitation and limited exposure to infected animals. No human cases have been reported in the *Marmota sibirica* plague focus since 1923; marmot density in this region generally is low but has been reported as being abnormally high for several years (Figure 7, panel B), perhaps because earlier sampling was not representative of the whole because survey areas were limited. Recent ecologic protection measures in this region might raise the Tarbagan marmot density, which could increase the numbers of *Y. pestis*-infected marmots. Previously scattered pockets of *Y. pestis* infection might enlarge and eventually merge with other pockets, leading to a threat of increased spread among marmots and heightened human plague risk (19,21).

Human cases in the *Marmota* plague foci have shown a decreasing trend, but a slower decrease than in other plague foci of China. *Marmota* plague foci had a relatively high average case-fatality rate of 68.88% during 1950–2019 because of a higher proportion of pneumonic cases, which had a much higher average case-fatality rate (75.10%) than other plague types. In contrast, bubonic and septicemic plague had a com-
bined case-fatality rate of 54.88%. Because pneumonic plague can be transmitted directly between humans without vector involvement (37,43), it can spread rapidly in densely populated areas, as has occurred in several pandemics (3–5,44). In China, human cases before 1958 were pneumonic plague and had an extremely high fatality rate of 92.57% (Figure 5, panel B). Delayed medical treatment and misdiagnosis might contribute to high fatality rates. For instance, when horses were the main form of transportation, most human cases progressed to pneumonic plague because timely access to treatment was not possible; large-scale outbreaks with human-to-human transmission and high case-fatality rates were reported. At the same time, some sporadic or bubonic cases might have been missed. Nevertheless, the possibility of misdiagnosis in the past is estimated to be low because of high case-fatality rates, obvious clinical features, and epidemiologic evidence of rodent deaths before or at the early stage of illness and, in some cases, human-to-human transmission.

In recent years, the most active region of the Marmota himalayana plague focus has been Subei County in Gansu, where animal plague is extremely epidemic and the case-fatality rate is high. However, the area is sparsely populated, only ≈15,100 residents in 66,700 km², and improvements in early detection, diagnosis, and treatment have been achieved. Although the case-fatality rate is high, the disease is unlikely to spread to other areas because few persons travel outside Subei and because timely diagnosis and control help prevent further spread. Plague in the area mainly is limited to family groups, occasionally affecting neighbors or medical staff. In some years, the area had a high number of cases, but the case-fatality rate was low compared with the extremely high case-fatality rate of most years (Figure 5). Despite multiple pneumonic plague outbreaks in these epidemic spots, doctors and the public are highly vigilant and timely and effective antimicrobial drug treatment has improved patient prognoses. In 2009, for example, when an index case was identified in the county, a national medical team of experts from Beijing and Qinghai arrived at the scene to treat human plague cases and mitigate further spread (41).

The main transmission route of plague in the Marmota plague foci in China is through wounds incurred during marmot skinning, bites from infected fleas, or human-to-human transmission by pneumonic patients. In rare cases, shepherd dogs with pneumonic plague have transmitted plague to herders (41,42). In addition, Tibetan sheep (Ovis aries) are a host species unique to the Marmota himalayana plague focus and the number of human cases caused by sheep infections in this foci is second only to those caused by marmots. During 1950–2019, a total of 80 related human plague cases were reported, most caused by skinning and eating infected sheep. Tibetan sheep become infected through consuming animals that have died of plague or via bites from infected fleas. The sheep especially like chewing bone remains, which leads to oral mucosa damage and Y. pestis infection (45,46). Human cases have major occupational characteristics; most victims are marmot poachers, local herdsmen, and hired herdsmen (42). Because of prohibitions on hunting, trafficking, and sales of marmots and related laws and education on self-protection, the number of poachers and herdsmen infection has decreased sharply. Recently, hired herdsmen have become the most likely to be infected because they received less education on avoiding plague and engaged in skinning and eating marmots. In addition, transportation to Marmota plague foci has become convenient, greatly increasing the risk for long-distance transmission when persons leave foci plague infected with Y. pestis or carrying Y. pestis infected flea vectors. Illegal hunting and trading of marmots for their meat and skins also occasionally has occurred and live marmots are being shipped to densely populated cities, especially to some southern cities, where eating game animals is popular. Because of their unique geographic location and environment, Marmota plague foci have become excellent areas for scientific research, exploration, and tourism. Global tourists can easily reach these foci, which increases the risk for Y. pestis infection. Moreover, herdsmen from plague foci also can reach domestic and foreign cities within a day; thus, the increasing trend of plague transmission in densely populated areas (47). For example, in 2019, two patients with respiratory symptoms in the Meriones unguiculatus plague focus of Inner Mongolia were transferred to Chaoyang Hospital in Beijing where pneumonic plague later was diagnosed (48). This example demonstrates that human plague is a rare but serious infectious disease that still poses a public health risk in China and worldwide.

In summary, most human plague cases and Y. pestis isolates originating in the Marmota plague foci of China since 1950 have been concentrated in the Marmota himalayana plague focus. Cases from this region exhibit 3 major characteristics: the frequency of human cases during 1950–2019 slowly declined but fluctuated greatly, in sharp contrast to the rapid declines in other plague foci in China; human cases are primarily distributed in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and Tianshan Mountains of China; and index case-patients were mainly infected through wounds.
incurred while skinning infected marmots. The Qinghai-Tibet Plateau and Tianshan Mountain regions have large land areas but sparse human populations and poor or no medical facilities. Most *Y. pestis* strains derived from marmots are highly virulent (27), which results in outbreaks of pneumonic plague, often with higher case-fatality rates. The number of dormant foci have increased and active foci are greatly reduced in China, especially in some southern regions where one of the largest plague outbreaks occurred and primarily associated with exposure of humans to rat flea bites (21). In sharp contrast, the *Marmota himalayana* plague focus is sparsely populated, and the interaction between the environment, host, and *Y. pestis* is relatively balanced, which is conductive to the sustained prevalence of plague. As was the case for the 2017 outbreak in Madagascar (8), the outcome of human plague in the *Marmota* plague foci of China is uncertain, and risk for long-distance transmission continues, which could have worldwide public health effects. Therefore, plague prevention and control remain a strong priority in China.
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Novel outbreak-associated food vehicles (i.e., foods not implicated in past outbreaks) can emerge as a result of evolving pathogens and changing consumption trends. To identify these foods, we examined data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System and found 14,216 reported outbreaks with information on implicated foods. We compared foods implicated in outbreaks during 2007–2016 with those implicated in outbreaks during 1973–2006. We identified 28 novel food vehicles, of which the most common types were fish, nuts, fruits, and vegetables; one third were imported. Compared with other outbreaks, those associated with novel food vehicles were more likely to involve illnesses in multiple states and food recalls and were larger in terms of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths. Two thirds of novel foods did not require cooking after purchase. Prevention efforts targeting novel foods cannot rely solely on consumer education but require industry preventive measures.

Foodborne illness is a major public health issue in the United States; millions of persons become ill from contaminated food every year (1). Most cases are sporadic (i.e., not associated with a disease outbreak) (2), and the responsible food(s) is often undetermined. Outbreaks provide an opportunity for public health agencies to determine shared exposures and the source of infection. Many food safety laws and regulations, industry practices, and consumer education efforts have been implemented to make foods safer. Nevertheless, evolving foodborne pathogens and changing consumption trends provide continued opportunities for contamination and illness (3–7). Within these changing conditions, novel outbreak-associated food vehicles (i.e., foods not implicated in prior outbreaks) can emerge. Identifying these novel food vehicles provides an opportunity to determine emerging sources of illness and to inform prevention policies. To identify novel food vehicles reported during 2007–2016, we examined data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System (FDOSS).

Methods
FDOSS is a passive surveillance system that collects reports of foodborne disease outbreaks from federal, state, local, and territorial health departments in the United States. It is the primary source of data for out brasile-associated illnesses, hospitalizations, and deaths; etiologic agents; implicated foods; contributing factors; and preparation and consumption settings. Foodborne outbreaks are nationally notifiable and defined as ≥2 cases of a similar illness resulting from ingestion of the same food (8). When exposure occurs in 1 state, the outbreak is classified as a single-state outbreak; when exposure occurs in ≥2 states, the outbreak is classified as a multistate outbreak. Foods or specific ingredients are identified as sources by using epidemiologic, laboratory, traceback, and environmental assessment data. On the basis of this evidence, a sole food (e.g., apple) or a specific ingredient that is part of a complex food (e.g., beef in a sandwich) is reported as the source of an outbreak. A complex food is reported as the source when no specific ingredient is implicated. When an investigation does not identify a source, the food vehicle is reported as undetermined. CDC uses a hierarchical scheme to categorize reported foods (9,10). For simplicity and ease of interpretation, for this analysis we collapsed some categories (e.g., seeded and row crop vegetables are reported generically as vegetables).

Using FDOSS data from 1973–2016 (accessed December 11, 2017), we reviewed all 14,216 reported
outbreaks with an implicated food or ingredient (henceforth, collectively referred to as food). We compared reported foods from outbreaks with a year of first illness onset during 2007–2016 with those during 1973–2006 by using a 3-stage process to identify novel outbreak-associated food vehicles. First, foods that were reported identically in both time frames were identified and removed by using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., https://www.sas.com). Second, 2 independent reviewers manually compared the remaining 878 food items and flagged any foods that seemed to be novel in 2007–2016. Third, a 5-member panel reviewed all foods initially identified as novel. For the second and third steps, we excluded foods if they were reported in a prior outbreak by using a different term (e.g., rice, wild vs. wild rice), a more general term (e.g., cheddar vs. white cheddar), or a different spelling or an abbreviation (e.g., brat vs. bratwurst) or if a specific contaminated ingredient(s) was not implicated for a newly reported complex food. We adopted this final exclusion criterion when reviewing complex foods in which no specific ingredient was implicated because it could not be determined what ingredients were included in the food itself, much less which ingredient was actually contaminated and could be novel (i.e., direct comparison between 1973–2006 and 2007–2016 was impossible).

We then conducted a secondary check of additional sources for all foods initially identified as novel (PubMed, online forums [e.g., Food Safety News, Food Poison Journal, and MarlerClark], and media reports). This check served to identify false-positive results from 2 scenarios: 1) the food had been implicated in an outbreak during 1973–2006, but the outbreak had not been reported to FDOSS; or 2) the food had been reported as part of an outbreak occurring during 1973–2006 with a more generic term. We reclassified foods only if the available information was sufficient to follow our exclusion criterion when reviewing complex foods in which no specific ingredient was implicated because it could not be determined what ingredients were included in the food itself, much less which ingredient was actually contaminated and could be novel (i.e., direct comparison between 1973–2006 and 2007–2016 was impossible).

Novel food vehicles are presented along with key outbreak characteristics, including etiology and various measures of burden (e.g., case counts, deaths) in addition to statistical comparisons of these characteristics for outbreaks associated with food vehicles that are novel or not novel. Specifically, we used nonparametric Wilcoxon tests to assess difference in means and $\chi^2$ tests to assess differences in percentages. Statistical analyses were completed in R version 3.3.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org).

Results

Novel Food Vehicles

By comparing outbreaks from 2007–2016 with those from 1973–2006, we identified 28 novel food vehicles (Table 1); the most common were fish (6), nuts (6), fruits (4), vegetables (3), and meats (3). Two thirds of novel foods did not require cooking after they were purchased (e.g., blueberries, kale, various nuts), and half did not require refrigeration after purchase.

Outbreaks Associated with Novel Food Vehicles

A total of 36 outbreaks were linked to the 28 novel food vehicles during 2007–2016, and 7 foods were implicated in >1 outbreak (bison meat, blueberries, hazelnuts, kale, papaya, pepper, and pistachios). These 36 outbreaks resulted in 1,294 illnesses, 263 hospitalizations, 14 deaths, and 17 recalls. An average of 3.6 (range 0–8) outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle were reported each year. Among outbreaks linked to a novel food vehicle, 22 (61%) occurred in multiple states; the largest multistate outbreak resulted from ground pepper in salami, involving 45 states and 272 illnesses (11). Etiologic agents included bacteria (27 [75%] outbreaks), toxins (5 [14%]), viruses (1 [3%]), and parasites (1 [3%]). The most commonly reported etiologic agent was Salmonella (19 [53%] outbreaks), followed by Shiga toxin–producing Escherichia coli (5 [14%]). Among outbreaks linked to novel food vehicles, 33% resulted from foods imported from another country.

Outbreaks associated with novel food vehicles differed from other outbreaks (i.e., those not associated with a novel food vehicle) in several ways (Table 2). First, 61.1% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle resulted in a food recall, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle resulted in a food recall, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001). Second, 48.6% of outbreaks associated with a novel food vehicle involved exposure in multiple states, compared with 5.7% of other outbreaks (p<0.001).
Table 1. Novel food vehicles implicated in outbreaks that occurred during 2007–2016, United States*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>State (no. states)</th>
<th>Year of first illness</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>No. illnesses</th>
<th>No. hosp.</th>
<th>No. deaths</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Imported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Almeco jack</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Florida (12)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Ciguatoxin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple†</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Listeria monocytogenes</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bison</td>
<td>Meat</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>STEC O157:H7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blueberries</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Multistate (6)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Salmonella enterica serovar:</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carp</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Other chemical or toxin, Haff disease‡</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashews§</td>
<td>Nut/seed</td>
<td>Multistate (6)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Salmonella Stanley</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chia seed††</td>
<td>Nut/seed</td>
<td>Multistate (19)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Salmonella, multiple</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour (wheat)</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>Multistate (24)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>STEC, multiple serogroups**</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frog†††</td>
<td>Meat</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Salmonella Javiana</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goose‡‡</td>
<td>Meat</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Campylobacter jejuni</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnuts</td>
<td>Nut/seed</td>
<td>Multistate (3)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>STEC O157:H7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kale</td>
<td>Vegetable</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>STEC O157:H7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lima beans</td>
<td>Vegetable</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lionfish</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Ciguatoxin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini peppers</td>
<td>Vegetable</td>
<td>Multistate (10)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Salmonella Paratyphi B</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monchong</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Scombroid toxin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moringa leaf†</td>
<td>Herb/spice</td>
<td>Multistate (24)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Salmonella Virchow</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papaya</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Multistate (25)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Salmonella Agona</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper‡</td>
<td>Herb/spice</td>
<td>Multistate (4)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Salmonella Rissen</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine nuts</td>
<td>Nut/seed</td>
<td>Multistate (6)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Salmonella Enteritidis</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistachios</td>
<td>Nut/seed</td>
<td>Multistate (21)</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Salmonella, multiple</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pomegranate</td>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Multistate (10)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Hepatitis A virus</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep milk###</td>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Multistate (14)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Listeria monocytogenes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skate</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Scombroid toxin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprouted nut butter**</td>
<td></td>
<td>Multistate (10)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Salmonella Paratyphi B</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar cane</td>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>Multistate (3)</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Salmonella Virchow</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swai</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Florida New York</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempeh†††</td>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Salmonella Paratyphi B var.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Foodborne Disease Outbreak Surveillance System (FOSS), 1973–2016. Five of the 6 outbreaks linked to fish were caused by naturally occurring toxins that cannot be destroyed through cooking or freezing. Hosp., hospitalization; NR, not reported; STEC, Shiga toxin–producing Escherichia coli.
†Apples were the contaminated ingredient in an outbreak associated with caramel apples. Prior apple cider outbreaks have been reported to FOSS with no specific ingredient identified.
‡Haff disease is a syndrome of unexplained rhabdomyolysis caused by consumption of an unidentified toxin (rhabdomyolysis is a clinical syndrome caused by injury to skeletal muscle that results in the release of muscle cell contents into the circulation).
§Cashews were processed into raw cashew cheese.
¶Product was processed and sold as a ground powder.
#Salmonella Gaminara, Harford, Oranienburg, and Newport
**STEC O26:NM and O121
††Frog legs were from a noncommercial source.
†††Goose liver was the implicated ingredient of foie gras. Prior foie gras outbreaks have been reported to FOSS with either no specific ingredient identified or a different implicated ingredient.
§§Salmonella Montevideo, Newport, and Senftenberg.
¶¶Salmonella Senftenberg and Montevideo.
###Pasteurized sheep milk, the only dairy food vehicle identified, was used in making ricotta salata cheese, which was later contaminated.
**Multiple nut butters from 1 company were implicated (cashew, almond, and hazelnut).
†††Tempeh was unpasteurized.
potential effects of contamination from ill food workers (sensitivity analyses in Table 2).

**Discussion**

We identified 28 novel foods linked to outbreaks that occurred during 2007–2016 in the United States. Compared with other outbreaks, those linked to novel foods were more likely to involve illnesses in multiple states; result in a food recall; and to be associated with, on average, larger numbers of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths. Investigating large and complex outbreaks requires considerable government resources and major costs to the public and industry. Moreover, two thirds of novel outbreak-associated food vehicles did not require cooking after purchase, and roughly half of novel foods did not require refrigeration. These factors highlight the need for targeted industry efforts to reduce contamination before point of purchase to protect consumers.

Food consumption patterns are dynamic, influenced by dietary trends, public health messaging, food accessibility, advertising, and affordability. Increased consumption of a food results in more opportunities for exposure and potentially larger outbreaks. Importing of foods and beverages into the United States has increased; average annual growth in economic value from 2007–2017 was 5.9%. As a result, access has expanded to a broader range of foods from diverse areas. One third of outbreaks linked to novel foods resulted from imported foods, whereas the overall percentage of outbreaks reported to CDC with an imported food implicated is relatively small (5% during the period 2009–2014).

Identifying novel outbreak-associated foods highlights the need for improvements in public health. The 3 key areas are outbreak investigation, prevention, and communications.

First, identifying the source of an outbreak can be difficult. Especially in multistate outbreaks, investigators typically use standardized food history questionnaires to identify common foods among a sample of patients. Investigators develop questionnaires largely on the basis of trends in previous outbreaks and are influenced by common—rather than novel—food vehicles. However, identifying novel foods may require a detailed investigation of everything consumed by patients during the exposure period. A targeted questionnaire can be developed on the basis of data from these in-depth, hypothesis-generating interviews and administered to a larger group of patients. Identifying novel outbreak-associated foods requires considerable resources and major costs to the public and industry.
dardized questionnaire will eventually reveal the underlying food vehicle(s). Efforts to further engage, fund, and support states in investigating and reporting outbreaks are needed to effectively identify novel food vehicles.

Second, identifying novel food vehicles provides opportunities for new prevention measures. The occurrence of ≥2 outbreaks linked to novel foods (we identified 7 instances) may serve as a warning signal for public health authorities indicating gaps in food safety practices, regulatory oversight, or both. Targeted outreach to industry may be pursued when a novel food is identified. Focused, collaborative prevention efforts undertaken by industry in collaboration with academic institutions, regulatory agencies, consumer advocacy groups, and other nonprofit public health organizations have been successful in the past and should become standard practice.

Third, communications regarding novel food vehicles to the public, industry, and regulatory agencies could be improved. Intensive public health messaging may be needed to notify the public, industry, and public health partners of newly discovered risks to prevent additional illnesses. This type of communication is regularly performed by public health and regulatory agencies, but greater emphasis on the novelty of the food source could attract additional media attention and, in turn, lead to greater awareness.

The first limitation of our analysis is that it encompasses reported outbreaks with data on implicated foods representing both a subset of foodborne outbreaks occurring in the United States and of outbreaks reported to FDOSS. As a result, these novel outbreak-associated food vehicles may not actually be novel; rather, previous outbreaks associated with these vehicles may not have been detected or reported. The second limitation is that only a small percentage of foodborne illnesses are linked to recognized outbreaks (outbreak-associated cases are estimated to range from 0.5% of laboratory-diagnosed *Campylobacter* cases to 19.0% of Shiga toxin–producing *E. coli* O157 cases) (2), and it is possible that outbreak-associated novel foods differ from those linked to sporadic foodborne illnesses. The third limitation is the possibility that novel food vehicles were misclassified. Considerable efforts were made to reduce false-positive identifications by searching for different spellings, alternative names, and shared ingredients, as well as by using a team of independent reviewers. We also checked secondary sources for foods identified as novel from FDOSS data. This effort identified 2 food vehicles (maamey fruit and jalapeno peppers) that incorrectly initially seemed to be novel because of the use of more generic food terms in reports before 2007.

In summary, identifying novel food vehicles for foodborne illness provides opportunities for early interventions that should not go unheeded. This analysis highlights the need for expanded food safety measures to reduce opportunities for contamination as foods are grown, harvested, and processed and to prevent illness from both novel and other food sources in the United States and abroad. Greater investment in public health outbreak investigation capacity may increase and expedite identification of novel food vehicles, which is vital because novel foods may serve as signals for emerging threats.
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We evaluated the incidence, outcomes, and causative agents of bloodstream infections (BSIs) in Finland during 2004–2018 by using data from the national registries. We identified a total of 173,715 BSIs; annual incidence increased from 150 to 309 cases/100,000 population. BSI incidence rose most sharply among persons ≥80 years of age. The 1-month case-fatality rate decreased from 13.0% to 12.6%, but the 1-month all-cause mortality rate rose from 20 to 39 deaths/100,000 population. BSIs caused by *Escherichia coli* increased from 26% to 30% of all BSIs. BSIs caused by multidrug-resistant microbes rose from 0.4% to 2.8%, mostly caused by extended-spectrum β-lactamase-producing *E. coli*. We observed an increase in community-acquired BSIs, from 67% to 78%. The proportion of patients with severe underlying conditions rose from 14% to 23%. Additional public health and healthcare prevention efforts are needed to curb the increasing trend in community-acquired BSIs and antimicrobial drug–resistant *E. coli*.

Bloodstream infections (BSIs) are a major cause of illness and death worldwide. The incidence of BSIs has increased over time and reported BSI rates range from 122 to 220 cases/100,000 population (1–7). Rising incidence is probably related to an aging population and an increasing prevalence of underlying conditions and invasive procedures.

Despite advances in antimicrobial drug therapy, intensive care, and prevention strategies, BSIs cause an estimated 250,000 deaths annually in North America and Europe combined (8). Recent studies have reported BSI mortality rates of 21–32 deaths/100,000 population (3,6) and 1-month case-fatality rates of ≈17%–28% for nosocomial BSIs and 10%–19% for community-acquired BSIs (9–12). Higher mortality rates of 40%–50% have been observed in surveys of patients with BSIs or septic shock in hospital intensive care units (13,14). However, only limited population-based data are available concerning the incidence and outcome of BSIs (1,3,4,6,10,12,15). Most other reports mainly focus on selected hospitals or hospital units, a specific causative agent, or either healthcare-associated or community-acquired BSIs, and thus those studies represent select patient populations.

We used data from the national, laboratory-based surveillance system in Finland to analyze the annual incidence, causative agents, and outcomes of all BSIs in the country during 2004–2018. Our objective was to assess the burden and temporal trends of BSIs in Finland and identify targets for preventive interventions.

### Materials and Methods

#### Study Setting and Population

Finland had a population of 5.2 million in 2004 and 5.5 million in 2018. The country’s healthcare system is organized into 20 healthcare districts; there are 5 tertiary care hospitals and 15 secondary care hospitals, and the number of primary care hospitals varies by district. All clinical microbiology laboratories in Finland report all bacterial and fungal isolates from blood samples to the National Infectious Disease Register (NIDR) (16). These notifications are sent electronically and comprise specimen date; type of microbe; and the patient’s date of birth, sex, place of residence, and national identity code, a unique number given to each resident in Finland. NIDR merges multiple notifications of the same microbe from the same national identity code, indicating samples came from same person, and creates a single case if notifications occur within 3 months of each other.

In this retrospective study, we used NIDR data to identify all BSIs in Finland during 2004–2018. We included 187,553 BSIs with valid national identity codes in the study; we excluded 155 duplicate notifications, that is, those with same specimen date, microbe, and identity code (Figure 1). We retrieved date of death from the Population Information System (https://dvv.fi/en/population-information-system) by linking the patient’s national identity code with database information. We obtained information on patient hospitalization, including origin of the infection, and current and prior (1 year) diagnosis codes by linking to the National Hospital Discharge Register (HILMO).

The Ethics Committee of the Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare granted permission to analyze and link data from the NIDR and HILMO (approval no. THL/1349/6.02.00/2019). Because the data were already anonymized, patient informed consent was waived.

#### Definitions

We defined the presence of BSI as occurrence of viable bacteria or fungi in bloodstream evidenced by positive blood cultures. We defined polymicrobial BSI as isolation of >1 bacterial or fungal species in blood cultures collected within 2 days (16).

We classified BSI as healthcare-associated when the first blood culture was obtained >2 days after admission to hospital or within 2 days after discharge (17). We also classified cases as healthcare-associated for patients who came from another healthcare facility. We classified cases as community-acquired when patients had no prior hospitalization and
blood culture specimens were collected <2 days after hospital admission.

We defined underlying illness by using a validated algorithm for the Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) based on the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (18,19). We scored underlying illness on 3 levels: low (CCI score of 0) for patients with no reported underlying diseases, medium (CCI score 1–2), or high (CCI score ≥3) (10). We defined all-cause mortality and case-fatality as death of a particular patient ≤30 days after the first positive blood culture.

We defined the following bacteria as multidrug-resistant (MDR) microbes: extended-spectrum β-lactamase-producing (ESBL) *Escherichia coli* and *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA), vancomycin-resistant *Enterococcus* (VRE) and carbapenemase-producing *Enterobacte-riaceae* (CPE). We defined ESBL–*E. coli* and ESBL–*K. pneumoniae* as resistant or intermediately susceptible to third-generation cephalosporins. We defined CPE as *E. coli*, *K. pneumoniae*, and *Enterobacter* sp. resistant or intermediately susceptible to carbapenems.

**Analyses and Statistics**

We used population data from Statistics Finland (https://www.stat.fi/index_en.html) as denominators to calculate age- and sex-specific BSI incidence and mortality rates. We determined average annual incidence and mortality rates according to the total number of BSI episodes, BSI deaths, and population during 2004–2018. We applied a Poisson regression model, or negative binomial regression model in case of overdispersion, to compare the observed trends in annual incidence and mortality rates and used a log-linear binomial regression model for case-fatality proportions. We analyzed the data by using SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM, https://www.ibm.com) and Stata 16 (StataCorp LLC, https://www.stata.com).

**Results**

During 2004–2018, we identified a total of 173,715 BSIs among 147,953 patients in the NIDR (Figure 1). Median age among BSI patients was 70 (range 0–110) years; 52% were male and 48% female. Among all BSIs, 7,568 (4.4%) occurred in children <16 years of age, including 3,734 BSIs in infants <1 year of age. The average annual incidence was 216 BSI episodes/100,000 population and was higher among male (228 episodes/100,000 population) than female (203 episodes/100,000 population) patients. Overall BSI incidence was highest among patients ≥60 years of age (618 cases/100,000 population) and patients <1 year of age (431 cases/100,000 population). Among infants <1 year and persons ≥40 years of age, BSI...
incidence rates were higher in male than in female patients; only among persons 20–29 years of age was BSI incidence higher in female patients.

During 2004–2018, the annual BSI incidence rose from 150 to 309 cases/100,000 population, an average annual increase of 5.2% (95% CI 4.8%–5.5%; p<0.01). BSI incidence increased in both sexes; among male persons, incidence increased from 155 to 327 cases/100,000 population, an average annual increase of 5.3% (95% CI 4.9%–5.7%; p<0.01); among female persons, incidence increased from 145 to 291 cases/100,000 population, an average annual increase of 5.0% (95% CI 4.6%–5.4%; p<0.01) (Figure 2). The increase in the annual incidence was most prominent among persons ≥90 years of age, from 1,155 to 3,005 cases/100,000 population, an average annual increase of 8.6% (95% CI 8.0%–9.1%; p<0.01). We observed a decreasing incidence only among infants <1 year of age, from 528 to 317 cases/100,000 population, an average annual decrease of 3.3% (p<0.01). We also noted a decreasing incidence in children <10 years of age, from 37 to 28 cases/100,000 population, an average annual decrease of 4.0% (p<0.01).

Among all reported BSI cases, 22,474 (13%) were fatal within 1 month; case-fatality rate was higher among male (13.7%) than female (12.1%) patients (relative risk 1.14, 95% CI 1.11–1.17; p<0.01). During 2004–2018, we noted a minor decrease in the 1-month case-fatality rate, from 13.0% to 12.6%, an average annual relative reduction of 0.4% (95% CI 0.1%–0.7%; p<0.01) (Figure 3). Among children and adolescents 1–19 years of age and among persons ≥90 years of age, the case-fatality rate increased slightly, but in other age groups we observed a descending rate. The average annual BSI mortality rate was 28 deaths/100,000 population during the study period. The mortality rate was higher for male patients in all age groups; among persons ≥20 years of age, mortality rates were >1.5-fold higher among male than female patients. The mortality rate increased with age; among persons ≥70 years of age, the rate was 148 deaths/100,000 population. The annual BSI mortality rate rose from 20 to 39 deaths/100,000 population during 2004–2018, and the overall average annual increase was 4.8% (95% CI 4.5%–5.1%; p<0.01) (Figure 4); the increase was 4.5% (p<0.01) among male patients and 5.2% (p<0.01) among female patients. The increase in mortality rate was most notable among persons ≥90 years of age, an average increase of 8.1% (p<0.01).

Among all BSIs, gram-positive bacteria caused 46% of infections, gram-negative bacteria 46%, fungi 1.5%, and other unclassified bacteria 0.2%. Polymicrobial BSIs accounted for 7% of all BSIs. E. coli was the most common causative pathogen (29% of all BSIs), but other identified pathogens included S. aureus (13%), coagulase-negative staphylococcus (CNS) (8%), β-hemolytic streptococci (8%), Streptococcus pneumoniae (7%), Klebsiella sp. (5%), and enterococci (4%). Gram-positive bacteria were the most common cause of BSIs in male patients (52% vs. 40% for female patients), whereas gram-negative bacteria were more prevalent in female patients (53% vs. 39% for male patients). Polymicrobial BSIs were more frequently noted in male patients than in female patients (7.4% vs. 5.6%), as were BSIs caused by fungi (1.7% vs. 1.2%). Altogether, 3,150 (1.8%) BSIs were caused by 3,168 MDR microbes; 2,503 (1.4%) BSIs were caused by ESBL–E. coli or ESBL–K. pneumoniae, 562 (0.3%) by MRSA, 66 (0.04%) by VRE, and 37 (0.02%) by CPE. Among 18 BSIs, 2 different MDR microbes were identified.

![Figure 2. Annual incidence (cases/100,000 population) of bloodstream infections, by sex and age group, Finland, 2004–2018. A) Male patients; B) female patients.](image-url)
During 2004–2018, the proportion of BSIs caused by gram-negative bacteria rose from 42% to 48%, whereas BSIs caused by gram-positive bacteria decreased from 50% to 43% (Figure 5). Polymicrobial BSIs increased slightly from 6.5% to 7.1%, and BSIs caused by fungi decreased from 1.7% to 1.1% (Figure 5). Among the most common pathogens, the proportion of *E. coli* BSIs rose from 26% to 30%, whereas no change was noted in *S. aureus* BSIs (13%), and we observed a decline in BSIs caused by CNS (from 11% to 7%) and *S. pneumoniae* (9% to 4%). *Candida albicans* was the most common fungus, causing 0.9% of all BSIs and 63% of fungal BSIs, but the proportion of fungemia caused by other *Candida* species increased from 34% to 47%.

The annual incidence of *E. coli*, *S. aureus*, β-hemolytic streptococci, and *Klebsiella* BSIs rose >2-fold. In particular, *E. coli* BSIs rose from 39 to 91 cases/100,000 population and *S. aureus* from 19 to 39 cases/100,000 population. We noted a similar increase in the incidence of *E. coli* and *S. aureus* BSIs in both sexes and the most prominent increase occurred among persons ≥80 years of age. The incidence of *S. pneumoniae* BSIs rose during 2004–2008, from 13 cases/100,000 population to 17 cases/100,000 population, and then decreased to 13 cases/100,000 population in 2018. We observed this decline in all age groups, but we noted the steepest reduction among persons <30 years of age, including infants <1 year of age.

The proportion of BSIs caused by MDR microbes rose from 0.4% in 2004 to 2.8% in 2018, mostly because of the increase in ESBL--*E. coli* BSIs, from 0 to 7% of all *E. coli* BSIs, an increase from 0 to 10% among male patients and from 0 to 6% in female patients. On the other hand, MRSA BSIs decreased from 3.1% to 2.0% of all *S. aureus* BSIs, and the annual number of MRSA BSIs ranged from 27 to 49 during 2004–2018. MDR microbes were causative agents in more BSIs leading to death within 30 days compared with other BSIs (2.4% vs. 1.7%).

Of the 173,715 BSI cases, 123,232 (71%) were community-acquired and 50,483 (29%) were healthcare-associated. During 2004–2018, the proportion of community-acquired BSIs rose from 67% to 78%, whereas healthcare-associated BSIs declined from 33% to 22%. The median CCI of all BSI patients was 1 (range 0–15); 38% had a low score (CCI 0) and 21% had a high score (CCI ≥3). During 2004–2018, the proportion of patients with a high CCI increased from 14% to 23%, but the proportion of patients with a low CCI decreased from 45% to 35%.

**Discussion**

In our nationwide population-based study, BSI incidence and mortality rates increased 2-fold during
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2004–2018 with the sharpest rise among persons ≥80 years of age. Community-acquired BSIs contributed to the rising incidence more than healthcare-associated BSIs did. The 1-month case fatality rate was 13% and remained rather stable over time despite the growing proportion of patients with high CCI scores. We noted a considerable, >2-fold, increase in the incidence of *E. coli* BSIs. The proportion of BSIs caused by MDR microbes was low, but we observed an ascending trend, mainly because of the increase in ESBL–*E. coli* BSIs.

During 2004–2018, the annual incidence of BSIs in Finland rose from 150 to 309 cases/100,000 population with an average annual rate of 216 BSI episodes/100,000 population. In 2 previous nationwide studies from Finland based on the same laboratory surveillance data, the average annual incidence rates were considerably lower than in our study, 125 cases/100,000 population during 1995–2002 and 159 cases/100,000 population during 2004–2007 (3,20). Similar increasing incidence rates have also been noted in other population-based surveys from Europe; from 114 to 166 cases/100,000 person-years during 1992–2006 in northern Denmark (10) and from 190 to 257 cases/100,000 person-years during 2002–2013 in mid-Norway (6). One recent population-based study, a report from Funen County, Denmark, during 2000–2008, demonstrated a decreasing overall incidence of BSIs (15).

We observed a marked, nearly 2-fold increase in all-cause mortality during 2004–2018; however, at the same time, the 1-month case-fatality rate decreased slightly, which might reflect advances in treatment for BSIs. A study from Norway during 2002–2013 demonstrated a similar mortality rate (32 cases/100,000 population) as in our study (28 cases/100,000 population) and showed higher rates in male than in female patients, comparable to our results (6). In that study, case-fatality rates decreased from 17.2% to 13.1% between 2002–2007 and 2008–2013 concurrent with an increasing incidence of BSIs and rising rates of blood culture sampling (6). A higher 30-day mortality rate was observed among hospitalized patients with bacteremia in Denmark, but that study also noted decreasing rates from 22.7% to 20.6% between 1992–1996 and 2002–2006 (10). A recent study from Sweden during 2000–2013 showed a 1-month case-fatality rate of 12.8%, similar to our results (12).

In our study, the proportion of BSI patients with a low CCI declined during 2004–2018 from 45% to 35%, but the proportion of those with a high CCI increased from 14% to 23%. Similarly, in a report from Denmark during 1992–2006, the proportion of BSI patients with a low CCI decreased from 42% to 33%, and the proportion of those with a high CCI rose from 20% to
30% (10). Furthermore, in a survey of BSIs from a county in Sweden, the proportion of patients with ≥1 underlying condition increased from 21% to 55% during 2000–2013 (12).

The average annual incidence of BSIs in our study was highest among older persons, as demonstrated in previous studies (1–4,6,21). In addition, we noted that the increase in the incidence over time was most notable among the oldest persons, those ≥90 years of age. Researchers widely recognize that the risk for BSIs increases as the population ages and as the life expectancy rises in industrialized countries. It is likely that the considerable rise in BSI incidence over time is also associated with increasing prevalence of underlying conditions, advanced treatments of chronic diseases, and implementation of invasive procedures. We noted a higher average annual BSI incidence among male patients, which aligns with results from previous reports (1–3,6,21), and is presumably related to higher prevalence of chronic diseases and predisposing factors among male persons.

In our study, healthcare-associated BSIs accounted for 29% of all BSIs and community-acquired BSIs for 71%; the proportion of healthcare-associated BSIs decreased during 2004–2018, but community-acquired BSIs increased. Similarly, a study in Sweden noted that hospital-acquired BSIs accounted for 33% and community-onset BSIs for 67% of all BSIs (12). In a survey from Denmark that reported 3 categories of BSIs by origin, the portion of nosocomial and community-acquired BSIs declined during 1992–2006, but healthcare-associated BSIs increased by >2-fold during the same time (10). The 2-day timeframe for our definition of healthcare-associated BSI was rather strict and might have led to underestimating these BSIs. Some healthcare-associated BSIs possibly were inaccurately interpreted as community-acquired because the data on the origin of the infection were obtained from HILMO. The HILMO hospital discharge registry does not cover long-term care facilities, does not include information on possible outpatient invasive procedures before the BSI, and does not provide data on regular patient hospital visits for chronic hemodialysis or chemotherapy.

*E. coli* and *S. aureus* were the most common causative pathogens of all BSIs in our study, and in similar

![Figure 5. Frequency distribution of the most common causative agents of BSIs, by sex, Finland, 2004–2018. A) Male patients; B) female patients. BSI, bloodstream infections.](image-url)
proportions as have been reported from Europe and North America (1,3,12,15,21). Our findings show the proportion of E. coli BSIs increased from 26% to 30% during 2004–2018, but no change was noted in S. aureus BSIs (13%). Similarly, in a report of BSIs in England during 2004–2008, the proportion of E. coli BSIs rose from 19% to 23%, but S. aureus BSIs decreased from 17% to 12% because of reduction in methicillin-resistant strains (2). A considerable increase in the proportion of E. coli BSIs also has been observed in Sweden (12), and in 2 other reports from countries in Scandinavia, the prevalence of bacteremia with urinary tract foci increased concurrently with rising rates of E. coli BSIs (6,10). In our study, the annual incidence of both E. coli and S. aureus rose by >2-fold during 2004–2018, which is comparable to results from previous population-based surveys (22,23). On the contrary, we noted that the incidence of S. pneumoniae BSIs decreased after 2008, which most likely is associated with the implementation of pneumococcal vaccines in Finland (24). This finding is in line with studies from Norway during 2002–2013 and England during 2004–2008 showing reduction in the incidence of S. pneumoniae BSIs after introduction of the conjugate vaccine to the childhood immunization schedule in 2006 (2,6).

In our study, the proportion of BSIs caused by MDR microbes was low (1.8%), but we observed a distinct ascending trend during 2004–2018; ESBL–E. coli BSIs increased the most. On the other hand, the proportion of MRSA BSIs decreased over time. In Finland, as in other Nordic countries, the proportion of MDR BSIs is typically low (6,25,26), whereas North America and most of Europe have considerably higher proportions of MDR BSIs, as shown in previous surveillance studies (27–29). These surveys also demonstrate a rising trend in MDR BSIs over time, as noted in our results.

Our study’s first limitation was that we did not have exact numbers of blood cultures performed during the study period. However, in a previous report from Finland the annual national blood culturing rate increased by one third during 1995–2002, from 2,752 to 3,667 cultures/100,000 population (30). Also, estimates from the Finnish Hospital Infection Program suggest that the median number of blood cultures among hospitalized patients in Finland increased by 25% during 2014–2018, from ≈120 to 150 blood culture sets/1,000 patient-days (28; O. Lyytikäinen, unpub. data). Recent reports from other countries have shown that increasing blood culture rates might influence the rising BSI incidence (6,7). Thus, higher culturing rates lead to improved detection of milder BSIs, which might contribute to the slightly decreasing case-fatality rates noted in our study. The rising incidence of BSIs also might reflect changes in the healthcare delivery system, such as centralized healthcare services in which patients with acute infections are treated at hospital emergency departments instead of in community healthcare centers, and blood cultures possibly are taken before patient conditions progress to severe BSI or when patients have milder infections and milder symptoms. Second, because the study was based on surveillance data, we did not have information on the focus of the infection, on possible delays in recognition and treatment of the infection, nor data on the appropriateness of antimicrobial therapy, which might have affected the outcome of BSIs. Third, we did not have information on the main cause of death of the patients, but presumably BSI was a contributing factor. Finally, we did not have data on patients’ underlying medical conditions other than those included in the CCI, nor did we have information on possible do-not-resuscitate orders for patients, which likely have influenced patient outcome, as we observed in our previous population-based case series of BSIs leading to early death (31).

Our population-based study of >170,000 BSIs in Finland during 15 consecutive years offers a comprehensive assessment of temporal trends and outcome of BSIs. We noted a 2-fold rise in the incidence and BSI mortality rates during 2004–2018. The proportion of BSIs caused by resistant microbes, mostly by ESBL–E. coli, rose over time, which could complicate antimicrobial therapy in the future and increase the risk for fatal BSI outcomes. Further research is required to assess the possible predisposing factors for BSI mortality. Overall, issues related to the increasing BSI incidence and death raised in our study ought to be evaluated separately in cases of community-acquired and healthcare-associated BSI in the future. Nonetheless, our data serve as a valuable point of reference for industrialized countries when estimating the effects of changes in the epidemiology of BSIs among an aging population and increasing antimicrobial resistance. Continuous BSI surveillance is needed to compose local recommendations for empiric antimicrobial treatment. Our findings underscore the necessity for substantial BSI prevention efforts and increased public and healthcare system awareness of severe infections.
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EID’s spotlight topics highlight the latest articles and information on emerging infectious disease topics in our global community
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Cowpox virus (CPXV) has an animal reservoir and is typically transmitted to humans by contact with infected animals. In 2017, CPXV infection of a pregnant woman in France led to the death of her fetus. Fetal death after maternal orthopoxvirus (smallpox) vaccination has been reported; however, this patient had not been vaccinated. Investigation of the patient’s domestic animals failed to demonstrate prevalence of CPXV infection among them. The patient’s diagnosis was confirmed by identifying CPXV DNA in all fetal and maternal biopsy samples and infectious CPXV in biopsy but not plasma samples. This case of fetal death highlights the risk for complications of orthopoxvirus infection during pregnancy. Among orthopoxviruses, fetal infection has been reported for variola virus and vaccinia virus; our findings suggest that CPXV poses the same threats for infection complications as vaccinia virus.

Fatal Cowpox Virus Infection in Human Fetus, France, 2017

Audrey Ferrier,1 Gaelle Frenois-Veyrat,1 Evelyne Schvoerer, Sandrine Henard, Fanny Jarjaval, Isabelle Drouet, Hawa Timera, Laetitia Boutin, Estelle Mosca, Christophe Peyrefitte, Olivier Ferraris

Cowpox virus (CPXV) is a member of the genus Orthopoxvirus in the family Poxviridae. CPXV is assumed to be the causative agent of cowpox, mainly associated with lesions on the udders of dairy cows and the hands of dairy workers. This zoonotic disease has a broad range of hosts (1), so spill-over infections to accidental hosts (e.g., rats, cats, cattle, horses, llamas, zoo animals, and humans) are reported regularly; case numbers in Europe are increasing (2).

CPXV and all other orthopoxviruses that can infect humans (with the exception of variola virus) have an animal reservoir and are transmitted to humans by contact with infected animals. Wild rodents (voles) are considered the reservoir host species (3), but zoonotic transmissions of CPXV have been mainly caused by direct contact with infected pet rats (4–7), cats (8,9), or zoo animals (10,11).

Among orthopoxviruses, infection of the human fetus has been reported for variola virus and vaccinia virus (12–15). Congenital vaccinia is a rare complication of vaccination; <40 cases have been described in the literature (16), including serious consequences to the fetus of vaccinated women, such as death or premature birth (16,17). We describe a fatal case of CPXV infection in a human fetus.

Materials and Methods

The Case

On July 13, 2017, a 22-year-old pregnant woman (11 weeks of gestation, according to her last menstrual period) was admitted to Brabois University Hospital in Nancy, France. The patient arrived with multiple lesions on her right hand, 1 on the dorsal surface of a finger, and 2 on the palmar surface of the same finger (Figure 1, panels A, B). She also had a lesion on her chin (Figure 1, panel C). She had a lesion on her chin (Figure 1, panel C), fever, ipsilateral axillary lymphadenopathy, and preexisting atopic dermatitis on her hands. The first lesion, on the dorsal surface of her right hand, seemed to have appeared on June 30, followed by the palmar lesions ≈3 days later. The patient stated that the lesion on her chin appeared later as a result of autoinoculation.

Since June 30, the patient had experienced 2 episodes of fever (38.5°C), on June 30 and July 12; she received antimicrobial therapy while hospitalized (July 13) to avoid superinfection. On July 18, the diagnosis of an orthopoxvirus-positive, smallpox virus-negative infection was confirmed by PCR at the hospital, and the National Reference Center-Expert Laboratory for Orthopoxvirus (Brétigny-sur-Orge, France) was contacted. DNA from a finger biopsy sample taken on July 18 was analyzed, as were cutaneous biopsy and plasma samples from July 19. The orthopoxvirus-positive, smallpox virus-negative
diagnosis was confirmed by identification of CPXV DNA in all samples. Infectious CPXV was detected in biopsy samples only, not in plasma. Fetal death was declared on July 20, after echography examination.

We identified CPXV DNA and infectious virus in fetal, placental, and cutaneous samples collected on July 21. On August 3, infectious CPXV was still detected in vaginal samples, whereas neither DNA nor infectious virus of CPXV was detected in the plasma. The last samples, collected on August 30, showed no infectious virus, only CPXV DNA, in vaginal samples; plasma was free of infectious virus and CPXV DNA (Table; Figure 2).

Because CPXV incubation time is 8–12 days (5), we determined the incubation time for this case to be a mean of 10 days. Beginning with the appearance of signs and symptoms on June 30, we estimated the day of infection to be June 20, which corresponded to the ninth week of pregnancy, 10 days before symptom onset.

The patient had preexisting atopic dermatitis on her hands. She lived near a farm and had 2 rabbits as well as 2 dogs and 3 cats that were free to roam outside the house. The patient declared that she had neither touched her animals nor cleaned their litter since the beginning of her pregnancy.

**Virus Detection, Isolation, and Production**

For virus detection, we extracted DNA from samples collected from pustular areas, blood, fetus, placenta, plasma, serum, and vaginal swabs in viral transport medium by using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com). We used 2 real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays. The first assay detected orthopoxvirus on the basis of the A27L gene (18), by using the following primers: GF-5′-GCCAGAGAATCATAGCGCTC, GR-5′-CAACGACTAACTAATTTGGAAAAAGAT, 14KD POX FAM/TAMRA-5′-TTTTCCAACCTAAATAGAACGTCAT CATTGCGTT and 14KD VAR FAM/TAMRA-5′-TTTTCCAACCTAAATAGAACGTCAT CATTGCGTT. The second assay detected CPXV on the basis of the D8L and D11L genes by using the following primers: F-5′-GGTAGGTTCATGTTGGAAAATATC; R-5′-AAGATGTTATTAGTGGTATTAGAGAAAT, FAM/TAMRA-5-AAGTCATCTACTACATAGACCATGATCAACCAA (D8L gene) and F-5′-AAAAACTCTCCACTTTCCATCTTCT; and R-5′-GCATTCCAGCATCAGTAGATTAGAGAAAT, FAM/TAMRA-5-CCACATCTCCACTTTTCTATCATTGCGTT and FAM/TAMRA-5-CCCACATCTCCACTTTTCTATCATTGCGTT. The second assay detected CPXV on the basis of the D8L and D11L genes by using the following primers: F-5′-GGTAGGTTCATGTTGGAAAATATC; R-5′-AAGATGTTATTAGTGGTATTAGAGAAAT, FAM/TAMRA-5-CCACATCTCCACTTTTCTATCATTGCGTT and FAM/TAMRA-5-CCACATCTCCACTTTTCTATCATTGCGTT.

To isolate competent virus, we used Vero cells maintained in Gibco Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium GlutaMAX (DMEM-GlutaMAX) supplemented with 10% inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBSi; Thermo Fisher Scientific, https://www.thermofisher.com.) We inoculated 24-well plates of Vero cells with plasma and with fetal, placental, and vaginal swab samples.

Table. Quantification of genomic or infectious CPXV in samples and CPXV-specific IgG detection in serum of mother and fetus, France, 2017*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Cutaneous biopsy</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
<th>Cutaneous biopsy</th>
<th>Fetui</th>
<th>Placenta</th>
<th>Cutaneous biopsy</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
<th>Vaginal swab</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
<th>Vaginal swab</th>
<th>Plasma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA, copies/μL</td>
<td>2.4×10⁴</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>8.6×10⁸</td>
<td>1.6×10⁸</td>
<td>1.4×10⁶</td>
<td>2.0×10⁴</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious virus, TCID₅₀/mL</td>
<td>NT</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.86×10⁷</td>
<td>2.32×10⁷</td>
<td>9.74×10⁷</td>
<td>1.95×10⁸</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPXV-specific IgG</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CPXV DNA was quantified by quantitative PCR. Infectious virus was titered on Vero cells. CPXV-specific IgG was detected by ELISA. The patient had domestic rabbits, cats and dogs at home. Given the probability of contamination of the animals, PCR was performed on claws and plasmas samples from the animals; all results were negative. CPXV, cowpox virus; dpi, days postinfection; NA, not applicable; NT, not tested; TCID₅₀, 50% tissue culture infectious dose; ++, medium level; ++++, high level.
then placed the fetal, placental, and biopsy samples (from the mother’s hands) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and crushed for 4 min at 30 Hz (TissueLyser; QIAGEN). We diluted supernatant of centrifuged samples (5 min at 1,500 \( \times \) g) from 10\(^{-2} \) to 10\(^{-6} \) in DMEM-GlutaMAX, 0.4% FBSi, and 0.5 mg/mL of streptomycin and penicillin (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific). We inoculated cells in duplicate with 450 μL of each sample and incubated them for 1 h at 37°C and 5% CO\(_2\). After incubation, we added 1.5 mL of DMEM-GlutaMAX, 0.4% FBSi, and 0.5 mg/mL of streptomycin and penicillin. After 8 days, we examined the cells for any cytopathic effects. For positive samples, we recovered the supernatants and stored them for amplification.

For virus amplification, we used Vero cells maintained in DMEM-GlutaMAX supplemented with 5% FBSi. After the cells reached 80% confluence, we removed the medium and inoculated the monolayer with 1 mL of viral suspension, which consisted of supernatant diluted to 1/10 in DMEM-GlutaMAX, 0.4% FBSi, and 0.5 mg/mL of streptomycin and penicillin. We incubated flasks at 37°C and 5% CO\(_2\) for 1 h for adsorption; then we removed the viral suspension and added 5 mL of DMEM-GlutaMAX, 2% FBSi, and 0.5 mg/mL of streptomycin and penicillin. We incubated cells at 37°C and 5% CO\(_2\) for 3 d; on the third day, we freeze-thawed the flasks 3 times, then transferred the contents to 15-mL Falcon tubes and centrifuged at 1,200 \( \times \) g for 10 min to pellet the cell debris. We removed the supernatant and aliquoted it for electronic microscopy and phylogenetic studies. We determined virus titers (expressed in terms of 50% tissue culture infectious dose [TCID\(_{50}\)] per milliliter) by plaque assay in 96-well plates on Vero cells according to the Reed-Muench method (19).

**Transmission Electron Microscopy**

For microscopy, we used BHK-21 cells maintained in Glasgow’s minimum essential medium, 10% FBSi, and 0.5 mg/mL streptomycin and penicillin. To infect the cells, we used virus isolated from fetal and placental samples as well as vaginal swab samples. After cells reached 80% confluence, we inoculated them with virus at a multiplicity of infection of 0.5. Two days after infection, we fixed cells with 2.5% (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde in sodium cacodylate buffer (0.1 M; pH 7.4; 1 mM CaCl\(_2\), 1 mM MgCl\(_2\), and 2% sucrose) for 1 h at 4°C. After washing samples with a mixture of saccharose (0.2 M) and sodium cacodylate (0.1 M), we postfixed them with 1% (vol/vol) osmium tetroxide in cacodylate buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Then, we stained them with 2% (vol/vol) uranyl acetate for 1 h at 4°C and gradually dehydrated them with increasing ethanol concentrations. We embedded samples in Epon LX112 resin (Ladd Research Industries, https://www.laddresearch.com) in embedding capsules and polymerized for 24 h at 60°C. We then cut ultrathin 80-nm sections with an UC6 ultramicrotome (Leica, https://www.leica-microsystems.com), placed them onto 300-mesh copper grids, stained sections with 2% uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined them under a Philips CM10 TEM microscope (https://www.philips.nl) operating at 100 kV and equipped with a Denka LaB6 cathode (https://www.denka.co.jp) and a CCD Erlanghseinn 1000 Gatan camera (https://www.gatan.com). We applied no filtering procedures to the images.

**A56R Genome Sequencing**

With regard to the ongoing case, we investigated 2 strains from our collection (CPXV-54-1716F1-France from the placenta specimen and CPXV-54-1716E1-France from the fetus specimen) and compared them with 7 CPXV strains from our strain collections (Cepad 332, Cepad 333, Cepad 336, Cepad 335, CPXV-85-1407-France, CPXV-35-1611-France, and CPXV-54-1405-France). We freeze-thawed infected cell cultures 3 times and extracted genomic DNA by using the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (QIAGEN). For molecular characterization, we amplified fragments containing the full A56R gene by PCR in a
reaction volume of 50 μL containing 500 nM forward primer, 500 nM reverse primer, Q5 High Fidelity 2X Master Mix (New England BioLabs, https://www.neb.com) at 1× concentration, and 5 μL template DNA. The cycling conditions for both genes corresponded to initial denaturation at 98°C for 30 s; followed by 30 cycles at 98°C for 10 s, 55°C for 20 s, and 72°C for 45 s; and by final extension at 72°C for 2 min. We purified the amplified product of the A56R gene by using QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN), and sequencing was performed by Eurofins at Cochin Institut (Paris, France).

We assembled and edited the sequences by using Clone Manager 7 (SciEd Software, https://www.scied.com) and aligned the full-length A56R gene sequences by using BioEdit software version 7.0.9 (https://bioedit.software.com). For phylogenetic reconstructions of the A56R tree, we aligned sequences with MUSCLE by using the aligned codon option of MEGA 6 (https://www.megasoftware.net). We inferred the evolutionary history by using the neighbor-joining method of MEGA 6.

IgG ELISA Data Processing and Normalization
For the IgG ELISA, we coated MaxiSorp microtiter plates (Dutscher, https://www.dutscher.com) with 4 μg/mL of purified vaccinia Copenhagen virus or noninfected cell lysate in carbonate buffer and incubated them overnight at 4°C. The plates were then blocked for 1 h at room temperature with Blocking Reagent (Roche France, https://www.roche.fr), followed by washing 3 times with PBS Tween (Fisher Scientific, https://fishersci.fr). We then added 2-fold serial dilutions in Antibody Diluent (HAMA Blocker) for ELISA (abcam, https://www.abcam.com), from 1/100 of orthopoxvirus-negative, orthopoxvirus-positive serum samples (human vaccinia Ig reference no. EDQM Y0000502), followed by patient serum samples and incubation for 2 h at 37°C. We washed the plates and added chicken anti-human IgG heavy and light chain horseradish peroxidase conjugate (abcam) at a 1:5,000 dilution (Antibody Diluent, abcam) for 1 h at 37°C. We then washed the plates again, added tetramethylbenzidine 1-component substrate (Sigma Aldrich, https://www.sigmaaldrich.com), and allowed development to colorimetric result to proceed for 15 min. We stopped the plate reactions by adding stop solution (H₃PO₄ 1M), and we read the optical density at 450 nm on a spectrophotometer (Tecan Spark 10M, https://www.tecan.com).

On each ELISA plate, we included orthopoxvirus-negative, orthopoxvirus-positive serum for internal quality control and for data normalization. In brief, we calculated the optical density difference between infected and noninfected cell lysate for each serum sample and then subtracted the orthopoxvirus-negative values from those of the orthopoxvirus-positive serum and test serum. The level cutoff was determined by the mean ±4.65 SD for 24 blanks tested. By using this normalization, we considered any resulting value above the cutoff value as positive.

Results
Characterization and Isolation of CPXV
The presence of CPXV DNA in different samples was confirmed by PCR amplification using primers for the A27L orthopoxvirus gene and CPXV-specific genes D8L and D11L. PCR showed positive results for the cutaneous biopsy samples from postinfection days 29 and 31, fetus and placental samples on postinfection day 31, and vaginal swab samples from postinfection days 44 and 71 (Table). PCR amplification of plasma showed positive results on postinfection day 29 and negative results on postinfection days 11, 44, and 71 (Table).

In parallel, Vero cells inoculated with each sample showed the typical cytopathic effect resulting from orthopoxvirus infection after 5 days of incubation at 37°C. Cytopathic effects on Vero cells were observed for cutaneous biopsy samples from postinfection days 29 and 31 and for fetal and placental samples from postinfection day 31. Cytopathic effects were still observed from the vaginal swab sample from postinfection day 44. Results were negative for plasma at each day tested and for the vaginal swab sample from postinfection day 71 (Table). Quantification of CPXV-specific IgG in plasma samples on days −23, 11, 29, 44, and 71 detected CPXV-specific IgG in plasma samples from postinfection days 11 (data not shown) through 71.

Serologic Results for the Patient’s Animals
For each of the patient’s animals, a veterinarian collected claw and plasma samples on August 24. Results of qPCR for CPXV DNA quantification were all negative. Serum samples analyzed by ELISA for CPXV-specific IgG detected no CPXV-specific IgG in serum from the rabbits and dogs but did detect CPXV-specific IgG in serum from 1 of the 3 cats (data not shown).

Electron Microscopic Features of CPXV
When exploring the morphologic features of this CPXV during its viral replicative stage, we examined virus from fetal (Figure 3), placental, and vaginal swab samples. Electron microscopy showed a typical A-type inclusion in the cytoplasm (Figure 3, panels...
A, B), classifying this CPXV, named CPXV-54-1716-France, to the V+ subtype. We observed type B viral factories near the nucleus (Figure 3, panel C). We also observed extracellular enveloped viruses with a weight-shaped structure characteristic of CPXV, the nucleosome, containing genomic DNA and proteins involved in viral transcription (Figure 3, panel D).

**Phylogenetic Analysis**

We performed phylogenetic analysis of the sample against the available A56R gene (Figure 4). We observed that the novel isolate, CPXV-54-1716-France, belongs to clade E3 (CPXV-like 2), for which the reference strain is the Nancy 2001 isolate (GenBank accession no. HQ420894.1).

**Discussion**

CPXV represents a potential risk to human health, especially after the success of the worldwide smallpox vaccination campaign in 1979 and the subsequent cessation of vaccination. Smallpox vaccination is highly protective against other human-pathogenic orthopoxviruses, so stopping vaccination 40 years ago increased the probability of zoonotic orthopoxvirus infections in humans (20,21). In Europe, increasing numbers of documented infections with CPXV are being observed (22–24); lesions are usually localized to 1 extremity or body part (hands, face, neck, shoulders) (25). The case that we describe represents a rather atypical example of an orthopoxvirus infection of an orthopoxvirus-naive unvaccinated pregnant woman inducing fetal death. To date, the only mucous membrane-involved CPXV infections reported have been ocular (5,26,27), genital, or oral (28,29).

Historical studies have evaluated maternal outcomes in pregnancies complicated by smallpox. The overall case-fatality rate was estimated to be 34.3% (30). Because of the number of adverse events and the frequencies of complications after smallpox vaccination, maternal and fetal effects of smallpox vaccination during pregnancy were estimated. Despite the low incidence of fetal infection from the vaccinia virus (during smallpox vaccination) (31–34), some vaccinal complications, such as spontaneous abortion, congenital defects, stillbirth, preterm birth, or fetal vaccinia, have been described (35). Those studies have demonstrated that detection of infectious virus in fetal samples is consistent with the hypothesis that CXPVs are responsible for fetal death. The mechanisms governing the abortifacient activity of smallpox virus on gestating women has remained largely unexamined despite even acute maternal smallpox leading to spontaneous abortion, premature termination of pregnancy, and early postnatal infant death.

For the patient we report, CPXV was found in high titers in fetal and placental samples only 17 days after infection. The virus was still detectable in vaginal samples at postinfection day 57. The presence of CPXV in fetal and placental samples supports the hypothesis that the CPXV infection was responsible for the fetal death.

**Figure 3.** Electron microscopy images of cowpox virus CPXV-54-1716-France (CPXV-like 2), obtained from a pregnant woman in France, 2017. A) Ultrathin sections of BHK-21 cell at 42 hours after infection. Arrow indicates a typical inclusion in the cell cytoplasm. Original magnification ×4,600. B) Higher magnification of BHK-21 cell in panel A. Original magnification ×46,000. C) Ultrathin section of a BHK-21 cell with typical viral factories near the nucleus. Arrows indicate incomplete viruses. Original magnification ×10,500. D) Extracellular-enveloped viruses (arrow). Original magnification ×10,500.
In cases of congenital vaccinia, viremia in vaccinated pregnant women was suspected to follow direct infection of the fetus or indirect infection of the fetus by placental or amniotic membrane infection (17). Although viremia has been demonstrated for variola virus (36), human CPXV infections have not been correlated with viremia (37). For vaccinia virus, it seems to be a very rare event (38) linked to adverse effects of vaccination, for which viremia was common (17). We hypothesized that CPXV viremia probably appeared between postinfection days 11 to 29, explaining the CPXV dissemination to the fetus from the blood, because we demonstrated DNA in plasma samples from those days despite the lack of viremia. The presence of specific antibodies in plasma samples could be responsible for the lack of viremia detection. Moreover, the lack of viremia detection could result from the fact that our samples were plasma only, whereas viremia was detected in erythrocytes from whole blood in the case of variola virus (37). Despite the lack of viremia, systemic or even fatal infection may affect patients with an immune deficiency or site of atopy (27,29,40,41). Atopic dermatitis combined with pregnancy could probably account for an immunodeficiency state inducing the patient’s sensitivity to CPXV infection.

Rodents may serve as a natural reservoir for CPXV (42); however, transmission of CPXV to humans is mainly caused by direct contact with infected pet rats or cats. In this case, investigations of the patient’s domestic rabbits, cats, and dogs failed to demonstrate
prevalence of CPXV infection among domestic pets. Because samples from pets arrive at the National Reference Center–Expert Laboratory for Orthopoxvirus months after the first samples from patients, it becomes difficult to retrace and investigate the route, initial host, or reservoir during the early stages of disease spread. The probable transmission of CPXV by 1 of the patient’s likely infected cats, for which CPXV-specific IgG was found, may have occurred without direct contact. Rather, it may have occurred through contact with a contaminated surface or object because of her atopic dermatitis and the ability of robust orthopoxviruses to survive for an extended time in the environment (43,44).

To complete the description of this new isolate, we explored its morphologic features in the viral replicative stage. Electron microscopy showed a typical A-type inclusion in the cytoplasm, classifying the CPXV-54-1716-France virus in the V+ subtype (45). For viruses within the genus Orthopoxvirus, the formation of A-type inclusion bodies is a characteristic of pathogenic infection.

Taking the A56R sequence comparison into consideration, we believe that CPXV-54-1716-France virus branched off from the proposed E3 subclade cluster in Europe (46). We also found in this cluster E3, CPXV isolated in 2011, 2014, and 2016, all circulating in the same region in France (6,47). This result strengthens the observations of an endemic circulating CPXV subclade E3 or CPXV-like 2 clade in France (46).

We also find in this cluster E3, CPXV isolated in 2011, 2014 and 2016, all circulating in the same French region.

In conclusion, this case of fetal death highlights the risk for complications of orthopoxvirus infection during pregnancy. The correlates of progressive vaccinia and eczema vaccinatum (and now fetal vaccinia) that have been observed with cowpox (48) suggest that CPXV poses the same threats for infection complications as vaccinia virus.
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Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Transmission in Georgia, USA, February 1–July 13, 2020

Yuke Wang, Casey Siesel, Yangping Chen, Ben Lopman, Laura Edison, Michael Thomas, Carly Adams, Max Lau, Peter F.M. Teunis

The serial interval and effective reproduction number for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) are heterogeneous, varying by demographic characteristics, region, and period. During February 1–July 13, 2020, we identified 4,080 transmission pairs in Georgia, USA, by using contact tracing information from COVID-19 cases reported to the Georgia Department of Public Health. We examined how various transmission characteristics were affected by symptoms, demographics, and period (during shelter-in-place and after subsequent reopening) and estimated the time course of reproduction numbers for all 159 Georgia counties. Transmission varied by time and place but also by persons’ sex and race. The mean serial interval decreased from 5.97 days in February–April to 4.40 days in June–July. Younger adults (20–50 years of age) were involved in most transmission events occurring during or after reopening. The shelter-in-place period was not long enough to prevent sustained virus transmission in densely populated urban areas connected by major transportation links.

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). After it was first reported in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, COVID-19 spread rapidly across the world as an ongoing global pandemic. As of July 9, 2021, most confirmed COVID-19 cases (33,792,898 cases) and deaths (606,487) in the world were in the United States (1), and 906,136 confirmed cases and 18,544 deaths were in the state of Georgia (2).

Transmission of COVID-19 varies by region (3,4), setting (long-term care facilities, prisons, and factories) (5), population demographics (age, sex, and race), and even among individual persons (physiologic and behavioral differences) (6). During the early phases of transmission in the United States, new cases were mainly imported by travelers and transmission was associated with human mobility (7). Local transmission was more intense in regions with high population density and in populations with frequent social contacts (3,8,9). When SARS-CoV-2 was introduced into high-risk settings (e.g., long-term care facilities), transmission rates were intense, and the outcomes were often fatal (10).

To study transmission of SARS-CoV-2, we examined the serial interval for symptom onset (defined as the time interval between symptom onset in a primary case-patient and symptom onset in a secondary case-patient infected by the primary case-patient) and the effective reproduction number $R_t$ (the expected number of cases directly caused by any single infectious person). $R_t$ has been shown to vary strongly; some case-patients have caused superspreading events (11,12). Such heterogeneity influences the spread as well as the control of COVID-19, as documented by studies of nonpharmaceutical interventions in China (13,14) and Europe (15) at the province and country levels.

After the first case of COVID-19 was reported in the state of Georgia on March 2, 2020, a series of events and interventions followed (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0061-App1.pdf). On April 3, state officials announced a shelter-in-place order, requiring all residents and visitors to remain in their residence and take every possible precaution to limit social interactions. On
April 24, officials allowed some businesses to reopen, and on April 30 the shelter-in-place order was lifted. On June 1, state officials further relaxed restrictions. During June–July 2020, as new COVID-19 cases continued to surge in Georgia and other states, knowing how shelter-in-place and the subsequent reopening events affected the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in different regions became crucial.

Identifying a large number of the primary and secondary case-patient pairs enabled us to estimate the distribution of the serial interval for symptom onset. Using the serial interval distribution, we can estimate the time-varying R_t (16). With Rₜ over time, we can study the spatial distribution of transmission across all 159 Georgia counties as well as the effects of shelter-in-place and subsequent gradual reopening.

The Georgia Department of Public Health (GDPH) Institutional Review Board determined that this analysis was exempt from the requirement for review and approval, and informed consent was not required. This activity was reviewed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and was consistent with their applicable policy and with federal law.

Methods

Data Source

GDPH provided data for all 118,491 confirmed COVID-19 cases in all 159 counties of Georgia during February 1–July 13, 2020. Available data included demographic characteristics (age, sex, and race), clinical characteristics (dates of symptom onset, recorded symptoms, hospitalization, and ventilator use), and social contacts (contacts between confirmed case-patients and if cases were part of a confirmed outbreak) (Table; Appendix Table 2). Missing values in the data were common; large percentages of values for clinical characteristics were missing. With regard to events possibly driving transmission, periods were categorized as early transmission and shelter-in-place during February–April, after reopening (shelter-in-place order was lifted) in May, and further reopening (more restrictions were relaxed) during June–July (Appendix Table 1). For this study, we defined a COVID-19 case as SARS-CoV-2 infection confirmed by reverse transcription PCR irrespective of clinical signs and symptoms.

Tracked Pairs: Serial Intervals and Characteristics of Transmission

On the basis of reported contacts with confirmed case-patients, we identified pairs of primary and secondary case-patients by using the following procedure. First, most transmission pairs could be established as a unique close contact with a confirmed case-patient. We assumed that symptom onset for any primary case-patient in a confirmed pair occurred before symptom onset of the secondary case-patient. Second, when an outbreak involved multiple cases, we assigned primary case-patients according to review of the epidemiologic time lines. Usually, there was 1 case-patient whose symptom onset was several days earlier than that of the rest of the case-patients in the cluster, and this case-patient was designated as the primary case-patient. Thus, serial intervals were assumed to be always positive. To examine the influence of ignoring negative serial intervals on Rₜ estimation, we conducted a sensitivity analysis (Appendix Supplemental Material C). Transmission pairs with serial intervals >15 days were dropped because such long intervals are unlikely, as shown in previous studies (17,18). We modeled the serial interval as a gamma distribution and obtained maximum-likelihood estimators of shape and scale parameters. Furthermore, we explored whether the duration of the serial interval varied by demographic characteristics, various disease symptoms, and periods of symptom onset for primary case-patients. The large numbers of tracked case-patient pairs also enabled us to examine variation in transmission within and between different groups by age, sex, and race.

Confirmed Cases: Reproduction Numbers

We estimated probabilities of transmission between any pairs of case-patients in an outbreak by using a transmission probability matrix method (Appendix Supplemental Material B) (16). Using GDPH data for confirmed COVID-19 cases during February 1–July 13, 2020, we estimated Rₜs by date, and we used dates of symptom onset and social contact information (wherever available) in each county independently by estimating the transmission probability matrix.

Among 118,491 confirmed cases, the date of symptom onset was missing for 48,893 (41.3%). These missing symptom-onset dates were imputed according to dates of first specimen collection if available or dates of laboratory report if not (Appendix Supplemental Material A).

The most recent data are incomplete because not all incident cases have been reported and not all persons have become symptomatic. Therefore, estimates of Rₜ approaching the present date are biased. Because one of our study goals was to examine the timing and magnitude of the first 2 waves of SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Georgia (and not to nowcast transmission), we removed Rₜ estimates of the most
Recent 4 weeks (June 16–July 13) from the analysis. SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Georgia seemed to include multiple waves and varied considerably among counties. The time-varying average $R_t$ estimates were smoothed by using LOESS regression, and local maximums/minimum were identified for each individual county. On the basis of our review of the epidemic curves and curves, we defined the following 5 transmission patterns:

- Consistent spreading: there was sustained transmission of SARS-CoV-2 ($R_t > 1$) during the shelter-in-place period. Consequently, numbers of cases remained high and increased rapidly at reopening.
- Two strong waves: a first wave of early transmission was followed by a slowdown ($R_t < 1$) during the shelter-in-place period and a new surge in cases ($1 \leq R_t < 2$) after reopening.
- Strong first wave: there was a considerable number of cases during the initial period of the outbreak. During the shelter-in-place period, spreading was controlled; after reopening no new surge in cases occurred ($R_t < 1$).
- Strong second wave: there were few cases during the early transmission period, but new cases surged ($R_t \geq 2$) after reopening.
- Small case number (<200): SARS-CoV-2 transmission was rare.

Table. Demographic and clinical information for persons with confirmed coronavirus disease, Georgia, USA, during 3 periods, February 1–July 15, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>February–April, no. (%)</th>
<th>May, no. (%), n = 19,270†</th>
<th>June–July, no. (%), n = 67,646‡</th>
<th>Total, no. (%), n = 118,491§</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>13,770 (43.6)</td>
<td>9,142 (47.4)</td>
<td>30,247 (44.7)</td>
<td>53,159 (44.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>17,308 (54.8)</td>
<td>9,747 (50.6)</td>
<td>33,828 (50)</td>
<td>60,883 (51.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>497 (1.6)</td>
<td>381 (2.0)</td>
<td>3,571 (5.3)</td>
<td>4,449 (3.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>13,010 (41.2)</td>
<td>4,639 (24.1)</td>
<td>13,878 (20.5)</td>
<td>31,527 (26.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>11,418 (36.2)</td>
<td>7,168 (37.2)</td>
<td>17,500 (25.9)</td>
<td>36,086 (30.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2,818 (8.9)</td>
<td>2,029 (10.5)</td>
<td>6,158 (9.1)</td>
<td>11,005 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>4,329 (13.7)</td>
<td>5,434 (28.2)</td>
<td>30,110 (44.5)</td>
<td>39,873 (33.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6,714 (21.3)</td>
<td>2,099 (10.9)</td>
<td>4,523 (6.7)</td>
<td>13,336 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>15,627 (49.5)</td>
<td>10,729 (55.7)</td>
<td>27,926 (41.3)</td>
<td>54,282 (45.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>9,234 (29.2)</td>
<td>6,442 (33.4)</td>
<td>35,197 (52)</td>
<td>50,873 (42.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilator use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1,046 (3.3)</td>
<td>184 (1.0)</td>
<td>258 (0.4)</td>
<td>1,488 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>12,188 (38.6)</td>
<td>8,404 (43.6)</td>
<td>19,313 (28.6)</td>
<td>39,905 (33.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>18,341 (58.1)</td>
<td>10,682 (55.4)</td>
<td>48,075 (71.1)</td>
<td>77,098 (65.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal chest radiograph finding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2,602 (8.2)</td>
<td>494 (2.6)</td>
<td>742 (1.1)</td>
<td>3,838 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>10,151 (32.1)</td>
<td>8,081 (41.9)</td>
<td>18,246 (27.0)</td>
<td>36,478 (30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>18,822 (59.6)</td>
<td>10,695 (55.5)</td>
<td>48,658 (71.9)</td>
<td>78,175 (66.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2,127 (6.7)</td>
<td>558 (2.9)</td>
<td>320 (0.5)</td>
<td>3,005 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>15,766 (49.9)</td>
<td>10,183 (52.8)</td>
<td>26,304 (38.9)</td>
<td>52,253 (44.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>13,682 (43.3)</td>
<td>8,529 (44.3)</td>
<td>41,022 (60.6)</td>
<td>63,233 (53.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10,094 (32.0)</td>
<td>4,005 (20.8)</td>
<td>11,787 (17.4)</td>
<td>25,886 (21.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>8,489 (26.9)</td>
<td>7,951 (41.3)</td>
<td>19,655 (29.1)</td>
<td>36,095 (30.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>12,992 (41.1)</td>
<td>7,314 (38)</td>
<td>36,204 (53.5)</td>
<td>56,510 (47.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>12,417 (39.3)</td>
<td>4,992 (25.9)</td>
<td>15,319 (22.6)</td>
<td>32,728 (27.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>6,462 (20.5)</td>
<td>7,059 (36.6)</td>
<td>16,434 (24.3)</td>
<td>29,955 (25.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>12,896 (40.2)</td>
<td>7,213 (37.5)</td>
<td>35,893 (53.1)</td>
<td>55,808 (47.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8,504 (26.9)</td>
<td>2,952 (15.3)</td>
<td>7,325 (10.8)</td>
<td>18,781 (15.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9,807 (31.1)</td>
<td>8,960 (46.5)</td>
<td>23,542 (34.8)</td>
<td>42,309 (35.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>13,264 (42)</td>
<td>7,358 (38.2)</td>
<td>36,779 (54.4)</td>
<td>57,401 (48.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4,410 (14)</td>
<td>1,971 (10.2)</td>
<td>6,072 (9.0)</td>
<td>12,453 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>12,718 (40.3)</td>
<td>9,589 (49.8)</td>
<td>23,936 (35.4)</td>
<td>46,243 (39.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>14,447 (45.8)</td>
<td>7,710 (40.0)</td>
<td>37,638 (55.6)</td>
<td>59,795 (50.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Median age (Q1–Q3) 51 (37–65) y.
†Median age (Q1–Q3) 43 (28–59) y.
‡Median age (Q1–Q3) 34 (23–50) y.
§Median age (Q1–Q3) 40 (26–56) y.
We generated maps to spatially examine the spreading of the COVID-19 first wave. We evaluated the effect of shelter-in-place, reopening, and further reopening by the trend of reproduction numbers before and after those events in different regions of Georgia.

Results

Tracked Pairs: Serial Intervals

On the basis of 4,080 tracked pairs of primary and linked secondary case-patients in Georgia (Appendix Table 3), we estimated the serial interval distribution as a gamma distribution with a mean (10th–90th percentile) of 4.99 (1.32–9.71) days. Generally, the serial interval was longer when outcomes for primary case-patients were severe, such as hospitalization, undergoing ventilation, having an abnormal chest radiograph result, or death as final outcome (Appendix Table 4). Specific signs/symptoms in primary case-patients (i.e., fever, cough, shortness of breath, or diarrhea) did not shorten serial intervals. Serial intervals did not differ across demographic categories (i.e., age, sex, race, or location). The mean (10th–90th percentile) serial interval was 5.97 (1.65–11.50) days in February–April, 5.03 (1.41–9.65) days in May, and 4.40 (1.18–8.52) days in June–July (Figure 1). The average serial interval became shorter over time: from 5.97 (1.65–11.50) days in February–April, to 5.03 (1.41–9.65) days in May, and then to 4.40 (1.18–8.52) days in June–July (Appendix Figure 1).

Tracked Pairs: Characteristics of Transmission

To study the variation in transmission by demographic characteristic (i.e., age, sex, and race), the observed frequencies in transmission pairs can be shown in a matrix (Figure 2, panels A, B). Male case-patients were twice as likely to transmit infection to a female than a male contact, whereas female case-patients were equally likely to transmit infection to a male or a female contact. Transmission between races was strongly assortative. White and Black persons were more likely to transmit infection to persons of their own races than to persons of other races; White persons were 4.4 times as likely to transmit infection to White persons, and Black persons were 5.6 times as likely to transmit infection to Black persons.

SARS-CoV-2 seemed to mainly spread from adults 20–60 years of age during February–July 2020; transmission between children (<20 years) and elderly persons (>60 years) was observed less often, suggesting that transmission occurred more frequently between persons of similar ages (Figure 3, panels A–D). Transmission between persons of different sexes was mainly among those in the same age group. Cases in persons 10–30 years of age were associated with most transmission pairs of the same sex. Over the study period, most transmission pairs shifted from 40–70 years of age (median age for primary case-patients was 52 years and for secondary case-patients was 50 years) in February–April to 20–50 years of age (primary case-patient median age 36 years and secondary case-patient median age 34 years) in June–July (Figure 4).

Temporal and Spatial Patterns of Transmission

During February and March, Rs were >1 and then decreased until late April and early May, considered the first wave in Georgia. R, usually decreased to a (mathematical) local minimum during the shelter-in-place period and started to increase again as the second wave began. As during the first wave, Rs peaked and then started to decrease again during the second wave (Figure 5). Although the number of reported cases was lower in first wave, R was much higher in the first wave (≈3.5) than in the second wave (≈1.7).

Although the general pattern of SARS-CoV-2 transmission was similar across all counties, the dates of local maximums/minimum (i.e., first peak, local minimum, and second peak) and the magnitude of Rs at these extremes varied among counties. The peak dates for the first wave in counties with cumulative case numbers was >200 cases by July 13, 2020 (Figure 6, panel A). At that time, counties with high numbers of COVID-19 cases were located around cities and along highways. Starting in early February, COVID-19 spread radially and along the interstate highway from Atlanta and Albany, the 2 initial outbreak sources. Outbreaks occurred later in other
cities, including Augusta and Savannah. A total of 65 (74.7%) of 87 counties with >200 cumulative cases by July 13th reached a local minimum in Rₜ during the shelter-in-place period (April 3–April 30) (Figure 7). After reopening, many counties experienced a second wave of COVID-19 and increased numbers of cases.

Figure 2. Patterns of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 transmission by patient age (A), sex (B), and race (B), based on 4,080 tracked pairs of coronavirus disease cases from Georgia, USA, during February–July 2020. The matrix graphs show numbers of transmission pairs as a percentage of the total, with primary case-patients as columns and their secondary case-patients as rows. Darker colors indicate a higher percentage of fraction of tracked pairs observed. In panel A, marginal totals are shown as density curves to illustrate the age distribution of case-patients.

Figure 3. Patterns of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 transmission according to patient sex and age, based on 4,080 tracked pairs of coronavirus disease cases in Georgia, USA, February–July 2020. A) Male-to-male transmission; B) male-to-female transmission; C) female-to-female transmission; D) female-to-male transmission. The matrix graphs show numbers of transmission pairs as a percentage of the total, with primary case-patients as columns and their secondary case-patients as rows. Darker colors indicate a higher percentage of fraction of tracked pairs observed. Marginal totals are shown as density curves to illustrate the age distribution of case-patients.
were reported. On the basis of the magnitude of $R_t$ at the first peak, local minimum, and second peak, we categorized case data into the 5 transmission patterns (Figure 5; Appendix Figures 11–169).

Consistent spreading occurred in Georgia counties around some major cities (e.g., Atlanta, Athens, Columbus, Savannah) and counties along interstate highways (Figure 6, panel B). In counties bordering other counties with consistent spreading, there were 2 strong waves or only a strong second wave. An early intense first wave but not a strong second wave occurred in counties around the city of Albany (Lee, Sumter, Terrell, Mitchell, Crisp, and Dooly Counties). Fewer cases occurred in counties not connected by interstate highways.

Discussion
During February–July, the estimated serial intervals for onset of COVID-19 symptoms in the state of Georgia seemed to become shorter (Figure 1). Such a phenomenon was also observed in mainland China during January–February 2020 (19). Shorter serial intervals imply more rapid transmission. During February–July, disease prevalence increased in Georgia; by August 25, Georgia had the fifth highest number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the United States. One cause of contracting serial intervals could be that persons had more contacts after reopening; in particular, younger persons (20–50 years) might play a larger role in SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Also, Kenah et al. showed that increasingly more infectious case-patients are present in the local population, competing to infect susceptible persons, and the expected time until a new infection is shortened (20).

The serial interval estimation could also be affected by changing testing practices and contact tracing over the duration of the pandemic. COVID-19 testing capacity and contact tracing ability in Georgia were limited during earlier stages of the pandemic; thus, identification and isolation of COVID-19 case-patients and their close contacts were often delayed. With improved testing capacity, symptomatic case-patients were tested more promptly and isolated more quickly, which led to fewer exposures during their infectious periods. Rapid isolation and contact tracing could truncate transmission and lead to shorten serial intervals. More recent data collected when testing and contact tracing have improved are less likely to be affected by delayed testing and isolation. Contraction of serial intervals continued into May through early July, so the changes may still be explained at least partly by increased prevalence and increased contact rates (Figure 1).

Transmission of a respiratory infection such as COVID-19 depends on behavioral factors and in particular on social contacts. Studies of contact behavior have shown that persons tend to have social contact with peers of similar age and demographic backgrounds (21). The tracked transmission pairs in this study show that such assortative mixing also applies to SARS-CoV-2 transmission (Figure 2). The transmission pairs in this study were more likely to be tracked when case-patients knew each other (e.g., family members, friends, or colleagues), whereas transmission in public spaces (e.g., stores or restaurants) usually could not be tracked. Transmission occurs frequently among persons in the same age group and less frequently among those in different age groups.
groups (Figure 3), although transmission may have been across generations (e.g., between parents and children, or grandparents and grandchildren) (22).

A primary case-patient who was male was more likely to transmit infection to a female contact than to a male contact. Female case-patients were infected by male case-patients across a wide range of ages (Figure 3, panel B), and male case-patients were mainly infected by young male case-patients (Figure 3, panel A). A possible explanation may be that female persons tend to be caregivers, taking care of sick persons in the household, and young male persons may be more likely to acquire infection outside the household.

Similar to the serial interval, transmission patterns also changed as the pandemic continued. The major contribution to spreading SARS-CoV-2 shifted over time to the younger generation. This shift could be caused by elderly persons becoming more careful to protect themselves from infection by taking measures such as staying at home, wearing face masks in public spaces, and observing good hand hygiene. At the same time, younger persons might have been less compliant with quarantine measures and more likely to attend indoor gatherings such as parties or to have visited bars, gyms, and clubs while not wearing face masks.

Previous pandemics, such as the 1918 influenza and the 2009 swine influenza (H1N1) pandemics,
caused multiple waves of infections (23). In Georgia, we have so far observed 2 waves of SARS-CoV-2 transmission separated by the shelter-in-place period. The COVID-19 cases of the first wave were first observed in Atlanta, the state capital with one of the busiest US airports, and Albany, the eighth largest city in Georgia. The outbreak in Albany resulted from 2 superspreading funeral events. However, the connectivity of these 2 cities differs: Atlanta is a transportation hub that connects multiple interstate highways, whereas Albany has no interstate highways. During the first wave, SARS-CoV-2 spread radially from both cities to the surrounding areas. For Atlanta, cases also started to appear along the interstate highways (Figure 6, panel A). Concentrations of increased transmission along highways, as links connecting population centers, suggest that commuter links might have been effective transmission links.

During the shelter-in-place period (April 3–April 30), SARS-CoV-2 transmission slowed and $R_0$ reached a local minimum in most counties. However, before reopening, $R_0$ were still >1 in many counties even at the local minimum, indicating continued disease spread (Figure 6, panel B). After reopening, transmission again increased across Georgia. These data suggest that the 3 or 4 weeks of shelter-in-place orders were not long enough to sufficiently suppress SARS-CoV-2 transmission (local and imported) in
densely populated urban areas connected by major transportation links.

Thus far, the second wave has been heterogeneous in time and magnitude in different counties. Local prevalence was different at the time of reopening, and counties where prevalence was high (i.e., counties bordering cities and along interstate highways) experienced a stronger second wave. Counties not connected by major transportation links (e.g., around Albany) often also saw a second wave of COVID-19 but on a relatively small scale. Some counties that experienced an early and intense first wave (e.g., Lee, Sumter, Terrell, and Mitchell) did not experience a second wave. Possibly, inhabitants of those counties were more compliant with the prevention and control measures.

A limitation of our study is that although data were available for >100,000 cases, clinical information and contacts with a confirmed case-patient were missing on some records. Absence of clinical information may depend on several factors. For example, reporting rates tend to be lower and clinical information more frequently missing for case-patients with mild or no symptoms than for case-patients with severe symptoms. A subgroup analysis showed similar distributions of serial intervals for transmission pairs with complete clinical information and transmission pairs with missing clinical information. This finding lends credibility to the assumption that the absence of clinical information does not affect the overall serial interval.

Data on tracked pairs were not missing at random because contact tracing is voluntary and its capacity was limited during the early stages of the pandemic. Tracked pairs were more likely to be recorded when they involved known contacts. Identifying transmission links in public spaces or within clusters of cases remains challenging.

In this study, presymptomatic transmission leading to negative serial intervals was ignored because infectors could rarely be determined by exposure information or travel history. On the basis of the sensitivity analysis (Appendix Supplemental Material C), the influence of a small proportion of negative serial intervals on $R_t$ estimates could safely be ignored.

When examining the time course of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in Georgia, asymptomatic transmission was ignored. The observed numbers of case-patients thus underestimate the numbers of infected (infectious) persons, but this underestimation does not imply that $R_t$ is underestimated by the same amount. Both the numbers of primary case-patients (transmitting infection) and the numbers of secondary case-patients (acquiring infection) are underestimat-ed, so the estimated rate of increase is likely to be less affected (24).

In conclusion, transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in Georgia changed over time during February–July 2020. The mean serial interval decreased from 5.97 days in February–April to 4.40 days in June–July. The younger population (20–50 years of age) was involved in most transmission events during or after reopening subsequent to the shelter-in-place period. By mid-July, 2 waves of SARS-CoV-2 transmission were apparent, separated by the shelter-in-place period in Georgia. Transmission was more intense in counties around major cities and along interstate highways. These transmission patterns can be used to help predict and guide states in COVID-19 prevention and control according to population and region.

This article was preprinted at https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.22.20217661v1.
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The incidence of co-infection with either bacterial or fungal pathogens in patients hospitalized because of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) during the ongoing pandemic has become a topic of great interest. Hospitalized COVID-19 patients have shown co-infection rates as low as 7% (1) and as high as 15%, and as many as 27% of those who ultimately die are co-infected (1–5). Although some COVID-19 patients have bacterial or fungal co-infections, it appears that nosocomial origins for co-infection might be a major factor. One study found that only 3.2% of hospitalized COVID-19 patients were co-infected at the time of hospital admission (3), and another study demonstrated a cumulative risk of 25% of developing a bloodstream infection in critically ill COVID-19 patients, but only after 48 hours in the intensive care unit (ICU) (6).

Sparse evidence exists that directly compares nosocomial incidence of bloodstream infection in those having COVID-19 with other hospitalized populations. A multicenter study in New York, New York, USA, found bloodstream infections in only 3.8% of hospitalized patients who had COVID-19 but in 8.0% of patients who did not have COVID-19 (7). When comparing with patients who had influenza, Hughes et al. found a 1.8-fold increased rate of bloodstream infection in COVID-19 patients (2.5% vs. 1.4%) hospitalized in the United Kingdom (3). However, differences in the types of case-patients by COVID-19 status were not considered in either study. Moreover, the generalizability of these differences by COVID-19 status to other geographic regions remains unknown.

Little evidence exists for risk factors for nosocomial infection in COVID-19. A single-center study from Wuhan, China, identified an association related to use of invasive devices and combination antimicrobial drugs, as well as having diabetes mellitus, with an increased risk for developing a hospital-acquired infection (HAI) (8). However, the external validity of these associations has not been explored.

In this study, we sought to investigate whether being infected with COVID-19 was independently associated with an increase in odds of developing a
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laboratory-confirmed bloodstream infection (LCBI). We also aimed to identify other potential risk factors for LCBI in hospitalized COVID-19 patients. We hypothesized that COVID-19 patients would have greater odds of acquiring an LCBI than hospitalized patients without COVID-19 after adjusting for relevant confounders, and that other risk factors might also be identified, which might serve as targets for interventions to reduce co-infection rates in this vulnerable group.

Methods

Study Design and Cohort
We conducted a retrospective cohort study of adult hospitalizations during March 25–October 27, 2020, at an academic, tertiary, acute-care facility in Miami, Florida, USA, which lacks capacity to give care with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. Patients were included in the cohort if they had ≥1 reverse transcription PCR completed; patients could be included more than once if they were admitted to the hospital more than once over the study period. During the study period, all patients were screened by reverse transcription PCR before hospital admission. Although there were no specific exclusion criteria, the facility does not offer pediatric or obstetric services, so pregnant woman and patients <18 years of age were not included. A restricted cohort of patients that had central venous catheters at any point during their hospital stay was also considered.

Exposure and Outcomes
Our exposure of interest was COVID-19 positivity (determined by SARS-CoV-2 PCR testing) during the hospital stay. Patients who had ≥1 positive test result (from 7 days before admission up until discharge with or without preceding negative test results) were considered positive for COVID-19. Our primary outcome was LCBI. Secondary outcomes were death, time to LCBI (time from hospital admission to first positive blood culture per patient admission), and development of central line–associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI) evaluated by using the restricted cohort of patients who had a central venous catheter. We defined LCBI and CLABSI according to National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) 2020 criteria (9). In brief, LCBI is defined in these criteria as a single positive blood culture or molecular test result for a pathogen or 2 positive blood cultures for a commensal organism. CLABSI is defined as an LCBI associated with a central venous catheter in place for ≥2 calendar days (9).

Data Sources and Variables
We obtained information for each patient from the hospital system’s electronic medical record by using EPIC software (https://www.epic.com). In addition to COVID-19 infection status and outcomes (including organism identification), we abstracted information on demographics (age, sex, race, primary insurance provider), organisms isolated from blood cultures, chronic health conditions, Elixhauser comorbidity conditions (10), body mass index, severity of acute illness (sequential organ failure assessment score [SOFA] during hospital day 1) (11), renal replacement therapy (either intermittent or continuous), invasive mechanical ventilation, care in the ICU, prone positioning (including persons using mechanical ventilation), central venous catheters, urinary catheters, systemic corticosteroids, tocilizumab, and remdesivir. For each of the resources other than prone positioning, we identified whether they were used and the total duration of use. For prone positioning, we were able to identify only use (not duration or timing of use). We also obtained data on hospital length of stay.

Statistical Analysis and Ethics
We described the cohort by using standard summary statistics. We made comparisons by outcome by using χ² and Kruskal-Wallis tests as appropriate. Our primary analysis was a risk for LCBI assessment by using multivariable logistic regression modeling with an exposure of COVID-19 status. We included all data elements except prone positioning, remdesivir, and tocilizumab as covariates, and resource elements were modeled as receipt/nonreceipt before development of LCBI (or hospital discharge if no LCBI). To ensure our results would not be confounded by deaths in hospitals, we recreated the same models for hospital survivors and decedents separately.

To consider secondary outcomes, we first used multivariable Cox proportional hazards modeling with censoring at hospital discharge and a competing risk for death to assess the association of COVID-19 positivity and time to LCBI. We then constructed a multivariable logistic regression model to assess the association of COVID-19 positivity with risk for death by hospital discharge. For this model, we included days of resource use as covariates. We also constructed 3 models to evaluate for LCBI that developed ≥2 calendar days from admission, indicated as LCBI HAI. Next, we reconstructed the models (for our primary and 2 secondary outcomes) by using the restricted cohort of patients who had used central venous catheters to assess risk for and time to
CLABSI and death. Finally, to identify risk factors for infection among COVID-19 patients, we constructed 3 multivariable logistic regression models: for LCBI among all COVID-19 patients, for LCBI HAI among all COVID-19 patients, and for CLABSI among COVID-19 patients who had central venous catheters.

Because of a large number of patients who had missing data regarding calculation of SOFA, we imputed this score for each model (using multivariable regression modeling, including all covariates and outcome). We conducted 2 sensitivity analyses to assess the robustness of our primary analysis: only patients with an available SOFA score, and all patients but not including SOFA as a model covariate.

Study approval was obtained from the University of Miami Institutional Review Board (#20200739). We performed all analyses by using the programming language R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org). Results were considered significant if p<0.05. Because we did not adjust for multiple comparisons, we considered all nonprimary analyses to be hypothesis generating.

Table 1. Patients characteristics by outcome on bloodstream infection risk, incidence, and deaths for hospitalized patients during coronavirus disease pandemic, Miami, Florida, USA, March 25–October 27, 2020*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Full cohort for LCBI analyses, no. (%)</th>
<th>Central line cohort for CLABSI analyses, no. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient admissions</td>
<td>No LCBI 232</td>
<td>LCBI p value†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 RT-PCR positive</td>
<td>854 (80.0) 64 (28)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>63 (52–73) 66 (55–74)</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex‡</td>
<td>M 5,479 (52) 134 (58)</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payer</td>
<td>Commercial 3,849 (36) 59 (25)</td>
<td>3,869 (36) 39 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²§</td>
<td>27 (23–31) 26 (23–30)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elixhauser comorbidity index</td>
<td>15 (4–29) 27 (15–40)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urethral catheter</td>
<td>3,406 (32) 126 (54)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central line</td>
<td>2,690 (25) 208 (90)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>750 (7.1) 97 (42)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroid treatment</td>
<td>3,094 (29) 127 (55)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU admission</td>
<td>2,043 (19) 135 (58)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis</td>
<td>657 (6.2) 82 (35)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFA score¶</td>
<td>1 (0–3) 3 (2–5)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central line duration, d</td>
<td>0.0 14.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital LOS, d</td>
<td>3.5 18.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaths in hospital</td>
<td>258 (2.4) 50 (22)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are no. (%); †p value calculated using Wilcoxon rank-sum test; ‡One patient of an unknown sex in the full cohort (did not have an LCBI); §Eight patients had missing BMIs in the full cohort (3 in the CLABSI cohort); ††Indicates patients who had missing SOFA scores: 4,815 (55%) of no LCBI full cohort, 104 (55%) of LCBI full cohort, 4,851 (55%) of no LCBI-HAI full cohort, 68 (56%) of LCBI-HAI full cohort, 1,355 (52%) of no CLABSI, and 25 (57%) of CLABSI patients.
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Results

Our primary cohort consisted of 10,848 hospital admissions, of whom 918 (8.5%) were COVID-19 positive (Table 1; Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0538-App1.pdf). A total of 232 (2.1%) persons showed development of an LCBI: 64 (7.0%) of those who were COVID-19 positive and 168 (1.7%) of those who were COVID-19 negative. The subset of LCBI acquired 2 calendar days after admission included 61 (95.3%) in the COVID-19–positive patient group and 93 (58.4%) in the COVID-19 negative patient group (Appendix Figure 1). Evaluation of baseline characteristics showed major differences by bivariate analysis of the cohort when divided by outcome (Table 1) or COVID-19 status (Appendix Table 1), including sex, payer, comorbidity index, and SOFA score.

Organisms most frequently cultured meeting NHSN definitions for LCBI among COVID-19 patients were Candida spp. (n = 11, 17.2%), Enterococcus faecalis (n = 8, 12.5%), and Staphylococcus epidermidis (7, 10.9%). These organisms were also found in the context of polymicrobial cultures (internally defined as >2 organisms isolated from the bloodstream within a 48-hour period). They constituted the largest percentage of the cohort of LCBI at 28.1% (n = 18) (Figure). Similar organisms were observed with cultures from COVID-19–positive patients meeting NHSN definition for CLABSI: Candida spp. 50.0% (n = 16), E. faecalis 25.0% (n = 8), and S. epidermidis 12.5% (n = 4). The organisms identified on blood culture from COVID-19–positive versus COVID-19–negative patients for LCBI and CLABSI were comparatively different, but because of low numbers, no statistical analysis was performed (Appendix Figure 2).

Figure. Organisms responsible for laboratory-confirmed bloodstream infections during COVID-19 pandemic, Miami, Florida, USA, March 25–October 27, 2020. A) COVID-19–negative patients (n = 168). B) COVID-19–positive patients (n = 64). COVID-19, coronavirus disease; MDA, organisms isolated during admission (defined as ≥2 organisms isolated from the bloodstream >48 hours apart during admission); MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; MSSA, methicillin-sensitive S. aureus; MSS, multiple organisms isolated during bloodstream infection episode (defined ≥2 organisms isolated from the bloodstream within a 48-hour period from the index isolate).
Association of COVID-19 Status with Outcomes

After adjusting for potential confounders, we found that COVID-19 positivity was associated with an increase in odds of an LCBI developing (odds ratio [OR] 3.88, 95% CI 2.70–5.51; p < 0.001 (Table 2). COVID-19 was also significantly associated with LCBI developing for either hospital survivors (OR 3.50, 95% CI 2.28–5.27; p < 0.001) or decedents (OR 3.14, 95% CI 1.33–7.72; p = 0.01) (Appendix Table 3) when considered separately. Our results were robust to sensitivity analyses aimed at addressing missing SOFA scores (Appendices Tables 4, 5).

We found significant associations with regards to time to LCBI (hazard ratio 2.35, 95% CI 1.77–3.13; p < 0.001) (Table 2; Appendix Table 2, Figure 3). COVID-19 positivity was associated with an increased odds of hospital death (OR 6.68, 95% CI 4.94–9.01; p < 0.001). After restricting the cohort to patients with positive cultures after 2 calendar days, we found that COVID-19 was associated with LCBI-HAI; after restricting the cohort to patients with central lines, we found that COVID-19 was associated with CLABSIs (Table 2; Appendix Tables 6, 7).

Non–COVID-19 Risk Factors for LCBI, LCBI HAI, and CLABSIs

In a subgroup analysis of only COVID-19 patients, we found that previous central line use was associated with an increased risk for LCBI (OR 8.11, 95% CI 2.40–37.3; p = 0.002) and LCBI HAI (OR 11.7, 95% CI 2.94–78.2; p = 0.002) (Table 3). We found no major associations with use of remdesivir, steroids, or tocilizumab. Another finding in the subgroup analysis was that prone positioning did not have any major associations with risk for outcomes in patients who had COVID-19.

Discussion

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, HAI's were well-recognized as a cause of death (12). To date, only a few studies have evaluated the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on bloodstream infection risk, incidence, and deaths for hospitalized patients during coronavirus disease pandemic, Miami, Florida, USA, March 25–October 27, 2020*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>LCBI</th>
<th>LCBI HAI</th>
<th>CLABSIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1.84 (0.96–3.61)</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>2.09 (1.07–4.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.54 (0.28–1.04)</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.48 (0.24–0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>0.97 (0.94–1.00)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.97 (0.94–1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>0.99 (0.94–1.03)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.99 (0.95–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbidity index</td>
<td>1.00 (0.98–1.03)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.00 (0.97–1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous urethral catheter use</td>
<td>1.96 (0.75–5.18)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.99 (0.74–5.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous central line</td>
<td>8.11 (2.40–37.3)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>11.7 (2.94–78.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous mechanical ventilation</td>
<td>2.28 (0.91–9.89)</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>2.18 (0.70–7.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous steroid treatment</td>
<td>0.91 (0.40–2.14)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.91 (0.39–2.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous ICU admission</td>
<td>2.47 (0.74–7.61)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.56 (1.07–11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous dialysis</td>
<td>1.01 (0.46–2.14)</td>
<td>&gt;0.9</td>
<td>0.95 (0.43–2.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prone positioning</td>
<td>1.09 (0.49–2.37)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.21 (0.55–2.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remdesivir treatment</td>
<td>1.58 (0.78–3.24)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.58 (0.76–3.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tocilizumab treatment</td>
<td>1.29 (0.42–3.77)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.23 (0.39–3.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFA score imputed</td>
<td>1.00 (0.86–1.14)</td>
<td>&gt;0.9</td>
<td>0.96 (0.82–1.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Model also adjusted for race/ethnicity and payer (these variables had no major association with outcomes). BMI, body mass index; CLABSIs, central line–associated bloodstream infection; ICU, intensive care unit; LCBI, laboratory–confirmed bloodstream infection; NA, not applicable; SOFA, sequential organ failure assessment.
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pandemic on HAIs and their outcomes, particularly LCBI (3,13). Using data for >10,000 patients hospitalized after SARS-CoV-2 testing, we found that COVID-19 positivity was associated with a 3.88-fold increased odds of developing an LCBI. This finding might be related to COVID-19 itself or other variables not accounted for in our cohort, such as changes in supplementary nursing care or changes in infection control practices associated with the care of these patients. In addition, isolates responsible for LCBI and CLABSI in COVID-19 patients versus non–COVID-19 patients show major differences with regards to type and number of organisms.

Prone positioning has proven benefits for patients who have non–COVID-19–associated acute respiratory distress syndrome requiring invasive mechanical ventilation (14). Studies have noted increases in use of prone positioning as treatment for critical care patients who have influenza (15) and, in recent months, data have emerged suggesting benefits of prone positioning for ventilated patients (16–20) and nonventilated patients who have COVID-19 (21). Although potential adverse effects, such as pressure ulcers (22) and deep venous thromboses (23), have been observed with prone positioning, we did not find any statistical association with our primary outcomes.

The strengths of our study stem from detailed clinical data (including organism identification) and severity of illness information (both acute and chronic) available to us. Our study is limited by a high rate of missing SOFA score data. However, the robustness of our results to sensitivity analyses, in which we excluded patients who had missing SOFA data and excluded SOFA as a model covariate, suggests that this limitation had minimal effect on our findings. Although our sample included >10,000 patients (of whom 918 patients had COVID-19), we included only patients from a single hospital, which might limit the generalizability of our results. In addition, several of the factors included in our models occurred after COVID-19 testing (our exposure), making it plausible that these factors are mediators rather than confounders of the association of COVID-19 with outcomes.

Another limitation of the study was our inability to include admission symptoms or central venous catheter insertion sites in the analysis. This limitation was largely caused by inconsistent documentation of these data points in a nondiscrete format in our electronic medical record. We also were not able to address markers of hospital operational stressors that might have varied over the time period of our study and might affect patient outcomes. Collinearity of clinical variables included in the models was also a concern. However, our evaluation identified only 2 variables that had higher correlation coefficients (previous mechanical ventilation and ICU stay) (Appendix Figure 4). A final limitation was the difficulty in analyzing dose and type of steroids and antimicrobial drugs given before and after bloodstream infections, as well as timing and duration of prone positioning.

As more data emerge regarding increases in HAIs during the COVID-19 pandemic (24), we propose that these challenges warrant reevaluation of the NHSN SIR methods for LCBI and CLABSI in COVID-19–designated care areas. Further studies are needed to clarify the relationship between COVID-19 and non–LCBI infections to ascertain whether prone positioning, COVID-19-specific treatments, changes in adherence to infection control practices, or a combination of these variables might be associated with higher rates of other HAIs.

In conclusion, inpatient management of patients who have COVID-19 has brought many changes in treatment protocols and associated challenges, including adherence to infection control best practices. Established infection control best practices should be reemphasized among COVID-19 patients who might be at higher risk for LCBI, adding a concurrent condition to an already vulnerable population.
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from the beginning of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic through March 7, 2021, a total of 18,927 residents in long-term care facilities (LTCF) in Spain died from confirmed COVID-19, resulting in a cumulative mortality rate of 67/1,000 residents. An additional 10,492 persons have died exhibiting symptoms compatible with COVID-19 (1).

Dependent persons living in closed institutions are at higher risk for exposure. In addition, older age and underlying conditions are associated with more severe infection. Indeed, in the LTCF setting, death was the outcome of 1/5 cases of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection (1).

In Spain, COVID-19 vaccination with the Pfizer/BioNTech (BNT162b2; https://www.pfizer.com) vaccine began on December 27, 2020; LTCF residents and workers were the first priority group (2). The vaccination campaign coincided with the third COVID-19 epidemic wave in Spain; national 14-day cumulative incidence increased from <250 cases/100,000 population at the end of 2020 to >1,000 by the end of January 2021 (3). Vaccination started in facilities considered at higher risk, such as those that had never experienced a COVID-19 outbreak, had higher numbers of residents, or had experienced more difficulties implementing prevention and control measures. Vaccination teams visited the facilities and vaccination was offered to all, including persons with previous SARS-CoV-2 infection. Vaccination was deferred only in persons with active infection. The recommendation was to vaccinate persons under quarantine, but this guidance was inconsistently followed by vaccination teams. Acceptance has been high; 97.8% of all LTCF residents received >1 vaccine dose, and 88.8% received 2 doses (4).

The Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine has shown an efficacy of 95% in preventing COVID-19 in randomized clinical trials (5). However, elderly persons in general, and those living in LTCF in particular, are not well represented in randomized studies (6). Therefore, interest in estimating vaccine effectiveness (VE) in this population after widespread vaccination is great. Moreover, because vaccination coverage was so high, nonvaccinated persons might be indirectly protected if vaccination reduces infection and transmissibility.
among vaccinated persons. A few observational stud-
ies focusing on the elderly have been published re-
cently; 2 published and 1 preprint studies have spe-
cifically addressed effects of vaccination in LTCF
residents (7,8; I.R. Moustsen-Helms et al., unpub.
data, https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/
2021.03.08.21252200v1). However, none have ad-
dressed indirect protection in nonvaccinated persons
in this high-cover age setting. This study aims to es-
imate indirect and total (direct plus indirect) effects of
vaccination in residents of LTCFs in Spain in a high-
incidence context.

Methods

Data Sources
REGVACU (Registro de Vacunación COVID-19) is a
nationwide registry of all COVID-19 vaccine doses ad-
ministered and vaccine rejections in Spain. Adminis-
trative censoring was on March 10, 2021. We selected
persons who were ≥65 years of age by December 27,
2020, with a valid postal code who were identified as
residents in elderly homes according to REGVACU.
SERLAB (Sistema Estatal de Resultados de Labo-
ratorio) is a nationwide registry of all SARS-CoV-2
PCR and rapid antigen tests performed. We excluded
positive tests within 60 days of a previous positive re-
sult, because they were more likely to correspond to
prolonged PCR positivity than to reinfection, accord-
ing to national guidelines (9). In LTCFs, tests were
performed on symptomatic persons and at-risk con-
tacts. Incoming residents were also routinely tested
and periodic screenings were conducted. Therefore,
documented infections registered in SERLAB reflect
symptomatic and asymptomatic infections, although
this distinction was not recorded. Residents in REG-
VACU were cross-matched with SERLAB by person
identification number, birthdate, and sex.

Study Design
To estimate the effect of vaccination in vaccinated
persons, we studied the risk for documented SARS-
CoV-2 infection in the cohort of persons in whom
the first dose was administered during December 27,
2020–March 10, 2021 (study period). We considered a
before-after comparison more appropriate because of
the possibility of indirect protection in nonvaccinated
persons after the vaccination program began, because
of the high vaccination coverage achieved at LTCFs.
This effect would mean that nonvaccinated persons
(after the start of the vaccination program) would not
represent infection risk in the absence of vaccination.
Therefore, for the comparison group, we included the
same persons but in the period before the vaccina-
tion program started. Baseline infection risk, on the
other hand, is heavily influenced by community inci-
dence, and the study period coincided with the third
epidemic wave in Spain. To minimize this effect, we
chose as reference period the second epidemic wave.
In particular, the most comparable period in terms of
COVID-19 incidence was October 1–December 13;
start dates for the reference period and study period
were 87 days apart (Figure 1).

To estimate the indirect protection of vaccina-
tion in unvaccinated persons, we compared the risk
for documented SARS-CoV-2 infection in the cohort
of nonvaccinated persons in the study period with
risk in the same persons during the reference pe-
riod, similarly to the method explained previously
for vaccinated persons. Because all residents of the
same LTCF were offered vaccination on the same
day, the follow-up period began on the date when
the vaccine was first offered. Therefore, we could
ensure that persons were included on the date that a
first vaccine dose was administered to most coresi-
dents and workers.

We also registered any previous documented
SARS-CoV-2 infection on the first day of follow-up in
the reference period or the study period for both anal-
eses. Follow-up for all persons in the study period or
reference period concluded if the person tested posi-
tive for SARS-CoV-2 or at administrative censoring
(December 13 for the reference period or March 10 for
the study period), whichever occurred first. Unfortu-
nately, no information on deaths was available.

To monitor for possible design-associated bias,
we created a bias-indicator cohort with nonvacci-
nated time-at-risk during the study period of persons
who were later vaccinated, with follow-up beginning
on December 27 and ending at date of first vaccine
dose or date of positive SARS-CoV-2 test. We com-
pared it to equivalent follow-up time in the reference
period, similarly to the method explained previously.
The study was approved by the research ethics com-
mittee at the Instituto de Salud Carlos III (approval
no. CEI PI 98_2020).

Data Analysis
We performed analyses separately for the group
with previously documented SARS-CoV-2 infection
and the group with no previously documented in-
fec tion. We computed the standardized cumulative
risk for a documented SARS-CoV-2 infection under
a causal inference approach (10). First, to estimate
the probability of the event on each follow-up day,
conditioned to remaining event-free up to that day.
and given the individual covariates, a pooled logistic regression was fitted adjusting by follow-up day, daily varying 7-day SARS-CoV-2 cumulative incidence specific to the province, its quadratic term, and the empirical reproduction number for that province on that date. An interaction between follow-up day and vaccination was introduced to allow for a time-varying effect of the vaccine. We built robust models by using individual identification as a clustering variable. We predicted the probability of the event by using this model for 2 contrafactual samples: one in which everyone was exposed, as defined for the study period (vaccinated persons or, for the indirect effect analysis, nonvaccinated persons indirectly protected) and one in which everyone was unexposed, as in the reference period. We then used the Kaplan-Meier method to derive standardized cumulative risk curves.

Risk ratios (RR) comparing the risk in the exposed and the unexposed, VE (VE = 1 – RR), and risk difference (RD) were estimated for the overall period and in 4 subperiods after the administration of the first dose to serve as proxies of different vaccine protection: 0–14 days, 15–21 days, 22–28 days (proxy of first 7 days after the second dose), and >29 days (proxy of fully vaccinated [i.e., >7 days after second vaccine dose]). We estimated normal distribution-based 95% CIs by using bootstrapping with 300 repetitions.

Results

Description of Participants
Out of 5,068,733 vaccination records from 3,615,403 persons in REGVACU before March 10, a total of 573,533 records from 299,209 persons were selected as being >65 years of age, having a valid postal code, and living in a LTCF. Of those, 296,093 (99.0%) had received >1 vaccine dose, of which 99.8% were Pfizer/BioNTech (BNT162b2) and 0.2% were Moderna (https://www.modernatx.com); 92.6% received a second vaccine dose within a median of 21 days (interquartile range [IQR] 21–21 days); 3,116 (1.0%) were not vaccinated (Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1184-App1.pdf). Mean (SD) age was 85.9 (±7.8) years and 70.9% were women. We cross-matched selected persons with SERLAB; 77,662 (26.0%) had ≥1 positive test during March 1, 2020–March 11, 2021.

A previous SARS-CoV-2 infection was identified in 12.7% of vaccinated participants at the beginning of the reference period and 22.3% at the beginning of the study period. The median time since the last positive SARS-CoV-2 test (PCR or rapid antigen test) was 173 (IQR 48–189) days at the beginning of the reference period and 106 (IQR 57–264) days in the study period. Similarly, in the indirect effects analysis, 27.7% of nonvaccinated persons had previous infection at the beginning of follow-up in the study period and 12.9% had previous infection.
in the reference period. The median time since the last positive SARS-CoV-2 test in this group was 179 (IQR 62–191) days at the beginning of the reference period and 76 (IQR 44–264) days in the study period.

**Estimation of VE in Persons with No Previous SARS-CoV-2 Infection**

VE in vaccinated persons without evidence of previous SARS-CoV-2 infection was estimated on the basis of 230,195 persons vaccinated during the study period and 258,357 persons in the reference period. A total of 10,785 events occurred during the study period, and 19,244 events occurred during the reference period (Table 1; Appendix Table 1, Figure 2). Adjusted VE for the study period was 57.6% (95% CI 56.6%–58.6%), which increased after full vaccination to 81.8% (95% CI 81.0%–82.7%) (Table 1; Figure 2). The estimated number of SARS-CoV-2 infections averted by vaccination was similar to that found in the vaccinated group.

**Estimation of VE in Persons with Previous SARS-CoV-2 Infection**

VE in vaccinated persons with previous SARS-CoV-2 infection was estimated on the basis of 65,898 persons vaccinated during the study period, and 37,736 persons in the reference period. A total of 519 events occurred during the study period, and 412 events occurred during the reference period (Table 2). Time since previous infection to the beginning of follow-up was similar for those in whom an event occurred (median 129 [IQR 72–187] days) or those who remained event-free (median 134 [IQR 55–208] days) (Appendix). Baseline risk in those with previous infection was 1.78 (95% CI 1.58–1.96) infections/10,000 persons/day, much lower than the baseline risk in those with no previous infection of 12.8 (95% CI 12.6–13.0)

### Table 1. Standardized risk, risk ratio, vaccine effectiveness, and risk difference in elderly residents of long-term care facilities with no evidence of previous severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infection, by time since first vaccinated, Spain, December 27, 2020–March 10, 2021*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since vaccination</th>
<th>Events/persons at risk</th>
<th>Standardized risk† (95% CI)</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>VE, % (95% CI)</th>
<th>RD (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full period</td>
<td>19,244/258,357</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference period</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.8 (12.61–12.98)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>−7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study period</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>5.42 (5.32–5.52)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>−6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–14 days</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>20.92 (20.49–21.33)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>−6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–21 days</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>22.34 (21.97–22.72)</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>−11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–28 days</td>
<td>18.43</td>
<td>18.43 (18.14–18.72)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>−11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥29 d‡</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>7.91 (7.73–8.09)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>−6.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indirect effects in the unvaccinated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since vaccination</th>
<th>Events/persons at risk</th>
<th>Standardized risk† (95% CI)</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>VE, % (95% CI)</th>
<th>RD (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full period</td>
<td>271/2,713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference period</td>
<td>17.16</td>
<td>17.16 (15.07–19.21)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>−10.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study period</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>7.08 (5.79–8.35)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>−12.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–14 days</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>20.87 (17.54–24.02)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>−3.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–21 days</td>
<td>24.51</td>
<td>24.51 (21.37–27.52)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>−11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–28 days</td>
<td>22.16</td>
<td>22.16 (19.34–24.93)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>−12.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥29 d‡</td>
<td>126/2,350</td>
<td>126/2,350</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>81.4</td>
<td>−11.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

----

*Time since first vaccinated was a proxy of number of vaccine doses and days since last dose. RD, risk difference; RR, risk ratio; VE, vaccine effectiveness.
†Per 10,000 population per day.
‡Full vaccination.
infections/10,000 persons/day (Tables 1, 2). Consequently, VE was lower than that seen for those with no history of previous infection (Appendix Table 1, Figure 2). Adjusted VE for the whole study period was 36.3% (95% CI 27.9%–45.5%), which increased after full vaccination to 56.8% (95% CI 47.1%–67.7%) (Table 2; Figure 2); the number of infections averted was lower at ≈0.7/10,000 vaccinated persons/day. Estimating VE for indirect protection in the group with previous SARS-CoV-2 infection was not possible because only 14 events occurred (Table 2), 95% CIs virtually tended to infinite, and the model did not result in credible risk curves.

Bias-Indicator Analysis
In the bias-indicator analysis, crude risk for infection was much higher for the group in the study period (Appendix Figure 3); estimated crude RR was 1.71 (95% CI 1.62–1.81). This bias was mitigated but not eliminated after adjusting; RR of 1.36 (95% CI 1.27–1.46) showed a higher baseline risk in the study period compared with the reference period.

Discussion
This study on elderly residents of LTCFs confirms the high benefit of vaccination in this population, reducing the risk for infection by up to 81.8% and avoiding up to 11.6 cases/10,000 population/day in persons with no previous SARS-CoV-2 infection. The risk reduction was through direct protection of vaccinated persons but also through indirect protection of nonvaccinated persons. Those with previous infection also benefited from vaccination, despite an already lower baseline risk in this group.

Immunosenescence and factors related to chronic conditions, together with malnutrition, are known to impair the immunity required for an effective vaccine response (11), and lower neutralizing antibody response to Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine in persons >65 years of age has been reported (12,13). However, our estimates were similar to those of observational studies in younger adult populations. A cohort study of healthcare workers in the United Kingdom found a VE of 70% 21 days after the first dose and 85% 7 days after the second dose of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine (14). A slightly higher estimate of 94.1% was given in a study with data from Israel (15).

Other observational studies have explored VE in older age groups and have found a rate comparable to that seen in younger populations. In a registries-based study from Israel, in persons ≥70 years of age, VE was 44% at 14–20 days after vaccination, 64% at
21–27 days after vaccination, and 98% at ≥27 days after the second vaccine dose, rates that were similar to those for younger age groups (16). Bernal et al. reported vaccine effects started 10–13 days after vaccination with Pfizer/BioNTech and, in persons ≥80 years of age, reached 70% ≥29 days after vaccination and 89% 14 days after the second dose (17).

Some studies have focused on LTCFs. A study of COVID-19 outbreaks in skilled nursing facilities in Connecticut, USA, found 63% protection after partial vaccination (14–28 days after the first dose), which is close to our estimates (7). A recently released report from the VIVALDI study in the United Kingdom found no protection conferred by the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine in the first 28 days after the first dose among residents of LTCFs (8). Nevertheless, VE during days 29–47 was between 56% and 62%, similar to the range of effect in our study for the period 22–28 days (61.9%). In contrast with these studies, the study from Denmark of LTCFs (I.R. Moustsen-Helms et al., unpub. data) found no protective effect of a first vaccine dose, a 52% reduction of risk in days 0–7 after the second dose, and a 64% reduction after day 7, with a strong confounding effect by calendar time, although no details are provided on the methods for adjustment. An approximation of VE using the screening method in the same population of our study (18) also resulted in a reduced VE of 71%, although CIs were wide and compatible with our estimation.

A time-series analysis of surveillance data from Spain comparing SARS-CoV-2 incidence in persons ≥65 years of age living in LTCFs versus those not living in LTCFs (in whom vaccination did not begin until early February) (19) found an 85% (95% CI 81%–88%) reduction in incidence in residents of LTCFs after January 17, which provides further validation of the effect of vaccination in LTCFs. Of note, our work included both symptomatic and asymptomatic infections; risk was probably reduced for both, although to an unknown degree. In national COVID-19 surveillance, 39% of all notified infections since May 10, 2020, in persons ≥65 years of age were asymptomatic.

A considerable 22% of all participants in our study had a previous documented SARS-CoV-2 infection, although a high number of undocumented infections are possible, especially during the first epidemic wave in March–April 2020. Several studies have documented a high immune response to a first COVID-19 vaccine dose in persons with previous infection (20; S. Saadat et al., unpub. data, https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.22.436441v1). The results of our study add to the literature on this subject by demonstrating that, even though the effect was greater in

Table 2. Standardized risk, risk ratio, vaccine effectiveness, and risk difference in residents of long-term care facilities with evidence of previous severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infection, by time since first vaccinated, Spain, December 27, 2020–March 10, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time since vaccination</th>
<th>Events/persons at risk</th>
<th>Standardized risk† (95% CI)</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>VE (95% CI)</th>
<th>RD (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference period</td>
<td>Study period</td>
<td>Unexposed</td>
<td>Exposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects in the vaccinated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full period</td>
<td>412/37,376</td>
<td>519/65,898</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–14 d</td>
<td>100/37,376</td>
<td>245/65,898</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–21 d</td>
<td>72/37,440</td>
<td>104/64,988</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–28 d</td>
<td>77/36,840</td>
<td>55/63,236</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥29 d</td>
<td>163/36,288</td>
<td>115/60,176</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indirect effects in the unvaccinated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events/persons at risk</th>
<th>Standardized risk† (95% CI)</th>
<th>RR (95% CI)</th>
<th>VE (95% CI)</th>
<th>RD (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full period</td>
<td>5/403</td>
<td>9/862</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–14 d</td>
<td>4/403</td>
<td>4/862</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–21 d</td>
<td>1/394</td>
<td>2/842</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22–28 d</td>
<td>0/386</td>
<td>1/827</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥29 d</td>
<td>0/381</td>
<td>2/778</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Time since first vaccinated was a proxy of number of vaccine doses and days since last dose. NE, not estimated because of insufficient number of events; RD, risk difference; RR, risk ratio; VE, vaccine effectiveness.

‡Per 10,000 population per day.

Full vaccination.
persons naive to SARS-CoV-2, those with previous infection also benefited from a risk reduction of 57%, although it translated to <1 infection averted/10,000 population/day.

Results from the indirect protection analysis in nonvaccinated persons support the hypothesis that vaccination might reduce transmissibility of SARS-CoV-2 and result in herd immunity. Previous studies have shown decreased viral load in vaccinated persons, including those in LTCFs (7,21). A study from Scotland found a 30% lower risk for SARS-CoV-2 in household members of vaccinated healthcare workers, although the reduction in SARS-CoV-2 transmission from vaccinated persons could be double that estimate, since household members could also have been infected in the community (A.S. Shah et al., unpub. data, https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.03.11.21253275v1). A recent ecologic study from Israel has shown that increasing vaccine coverage provides cross-protection to unvaccinated persons in the community (22). In our study, nonvaccinated persons living in facilities where most residents and staff had been vaccinated showed a risk reduction similar to persons who were actually vaccinated. However, the magnitude of protection might be overestimated, because nonvaccinated persons could be more likely to have had previous infection, even if not documented. Also, indirect protection was measured in a context of very high vaccine coverage, which is difficult to attain in a noninstitutional setting; therefore, our results might not apply to the community setting.

Some limitations to our study could relate to the before-after comparison. Although we tried to minimize it, the bias-indicator cohort showed residual confounding because of higher incidence during the study period, which coincided with the third epidemic wave. The high incidence could also be related to relaxed isolation in LTCFs during the Christmas season, when numbers of days out and visits were higher. Of note, SARS-CoV-2 testing policy did not change during the study period. This residual bias would be in the direction of underestimation of the protection of the vaccine. Another limitation is that, because the selection of participants was performed through the vaccination registry, we were able to include only persons who survived until the vaccination campaign. We observed a high incidence during the second epidemic wave (9.6% of study participants were infected between the beginning of the reference period and the beginning of the study period). Therefore, the group with previous infection in the study period had more recent infections compared with the group in the reference period; if this factor conferred greater protection, it could overestimate VE in this group. On the other hand, prolonged viral shedding (beyond 60 days) could be mistaken for a new infection and, if this factor was more frequent because of recent infections in the study period, it could decrease VE. However, discarding tests within 90 days (instead of 60) of a previous positive test did not substantially change results (analysis not shown). Finally, full vaccination was accounted for by a proxy of ≥29 days after the first dose. This assumption is reasonable in our study because uptake of a second dose was very high, and the number of days between doses was 21 for most persons.

A strength of our study was that it included virtually all residents of LTCFs in Spain. The number of included persons was slightly higher than the number of residents in the official LTCF census (299,209 vs. 281,428), which is expected because the census does not include a small number of LTCFs (e.g., those managed by the church).

In conclusion, our results confirm the effectiveness of vaccination in LTCF residents. Our findings endorse the policy of universal vaccination in this setting, including in persons with previous infection, and suggest that nonvaccinated persons benefit from indirect protection. Questions remain regarding the effects of age and previous infection on the duration of protection afforded by vaccination.

This article was preprinted at https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.04.08.21255055v2.
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In late 2019, an epidemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19), a respiratory disease caused by a novel coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), emerged in Wuhan, China, and rapidly spread worldwide. COVID-19 has manifested in different ways across social, economic, and demographic groups, with regard to apparent risk for infection, disease severity, and death (1–3). The elderly and those with underlying conditions are at the highest risk for severe disease (4). Many hospitalized patients require supplemental oxygen or ventilators (5), and a high mortality rate occurs among those who are hospitalized (6). In many places, healthcare facilities have been overwhelmed by a surge in cases and have had an insufficient supply of needed ventilators and intensive care unit beds, resulting in massive illness and death (7,8). Availability of tests and operational barriers were limiting factors for diagnosis in parts of the United States during the early months of the pandemic (9).

California is the most populous state in the United States, and it has an estimated 39.5 million inhabitants. Orange County (OC) is a coastal county in California and the sixth most populous county in the country, with an estimated 3.2 million inhabitants. The first confirmed case in California (the third US case) was reported from OC on January 25 (10). On January 30, the World Health Organization declared a global health emergency (11), and on January 31, the United States likewise declared a public health emergency (12). On February 26, local (i.e., community) transmission was first confirmed in the United States in northern California (13). Several counties by this time had already declared local public health emergencies, including Santa Clara (14), San Diego (15), and Orange (16) Counties, as had the city of San Francisco (17). By mid-March, an apparent surge in locally transmitted cases was occurring in OC (Figure 1) and other counties in California, triggering emergency shelter-in-place orders by the governor and the county health officer at the Orange County Health Care Agency (OCHCA), prohibiting public or private gatherings and also leading to school and business closures (18). Although many businesses were closed for severe disease (4). Many hospitalized patients require supplemental oxygen or ventilators (5), and a high mortality rate occurs among those who are hospitalized (6). In many places, healthcare facilities have been overwhelmed by a surge in cases and have had an insufficient supply of needed ventilators and intensive care unit beds, resulting in massive illness and death (7,8). Availability of tests and operational barriers were limiting factors for diagnosis in parts of the United States during the early months of the pandemic (9).

California is the most populous state in the United States, and it has an estimated 39.5 million inhabitants. Orange County (OC) is a coastal county in California and the sixth most populous county in the country, with an estimated 3.2 million inhabitants. The first confirmed case in California (the third US case) was reported from OC on January 25 (10). On January 30, the World Health Organization declared a global health emergency (11), and on January 31, the United States likewise declared a public health emergency (12). On February 26, local (i.e., community) transmission was first confirmed in the United States in northern California (13). Several counties by this time had already declared local public health emergencies, including Santa Clara (14), San Diego (15), and Orange (16) Counties, as had the city of San Francisco (17). By mid-March, an apparent surge in locally transmitted cases was occurring in OC (Figure 1) and other counties in California, triggering emergency shelter-in-place orders by the governor and the county health officer at the Orange County Health Care Agency (OCHCA), prohibiting public or private gatherings and also leading to school and business closures (18). Although many businesses were closed

We conducted a detailed analysis of coronavirus disease in a large population center in southern California, USA (Orange County, population 3.2 million), to determine heterogeneity in risks for infection, test positivity, and death. We used a combination of datasets, including a population-representative seroprevalence survey, to assess the actual burden of disease and testing intensity, test positivity, and mortality. In the first month of the local epidemic (March 2020), case incidence clustered in high-income areas. This pattern quickly shifted, and cases next clustered in much higher rates in the north-central area of the county, which has a lower socioeconomic status. Beginning in April 2020, a concentration of reported cases, test positivity, testing intensity, and seropositivity in a north-central area persisted. At the individual level, several factors (e.g., age, race or ethnicity, and ZIP codes with low educational attainment) strongly affected risk for seropositivity and death.
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at this time, the mandated social distancing measures had exceptions in place for persons working in essential jobs, which was broadly defined and included medical professionals, food providers, delivery agencies, public officials, construction contractors, and building laborers (19). The social and economic characteristics of persons working essential jobs differs from the overall population (20).

Almost half of OC residents >5 years of age speak a language other than English at home. In addition, many within the Hispanic/Latinx and Asian communities of OC live below the poverty level (17.9% and 12.0%, respectively) and face challenges in education, household income, access to healthcare, health disparities, and life expectancy (21,22). The relatively small land area, high population density, and diverse population of OC provides a unique opportunity to explore potentially important social, economic, and demographic correlates of COVID-19 epidemiology.

Table 1. Global Moran’s I statistics for reported coronavirus disease case incidence, test positivity, and testing intensity for each month of the study period, Orange County, California, USA, March–August 2020*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Case incidence</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Test positivity</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>Testing intensity</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Moran’s I statistic indicates the degree of spatial clustering whereas the simulated p-value gives an indication of statistical significance. Moran’s I values roughly range from –1 to 1, with 1 indicating complete spatial clustering (i.e., all areas with high values are neighboring other areas with high values) and –1 indicating complete spatial dispersion (with high value areas always neighboring low value areas).
We conducted a detailed spatiotemporal epidemiologic analysis of COVID-19 in OC during March 1–August 16, 2020. We drew from reported tests and mortality data from the county health agency. Given that passively detected cases are prone toward bias, in July 2020 we also conducted a seroprevalence

Figure 2. Coronavirus disease incidence, Orange County, California, USA, July–August 2020. A) Reported case incidence of coronavirus by month. Case incidence is calculated as the number of cases per 100,000 persons per week. B) Results from tests of statistical clustering (based on LISA statistics [24]). LISA, local indicators of spatial autocorrelation.
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survey to assess the actual burden of disease in the county. We use both datasets to compare predictors of test positivity, death, and seropositivity over the first 6 months of the epidemic.

Methods

Data

Case and Mortality Data
Case data were provided by OCHCA and consisted of individual-level records of all negative and positive PCR tests conducted throughout the county during March 1–August 16, 2020; this date aligns with our cross-sectional seroprevalence survey completed on August 16. OCHCA receives testing data from the California Reportable Disease Information Exchange (CalREDIE), an infectious disease surveillance system implemented by the California Department of Public Health (14). The data include test date, age, sex, race, ethnicity, and ZIP code of the person taking the test. For persons who had repeat PCR testing after testing positive, we included only the first positive diagnosis in our analyses; we retained multiple negative test results. Mortality data were also provided by OCHCA (also through CalREDIE) and consisted of individual-level records of deaths attributed to COVID-19. OCHCA likewise provided data on the number and percentage of hospital beds that were occupied by COVID-19 patients over time.

Seroprevalence Data
Participants in the serologic survey were recruited using a proprietary database (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0103-App1.

Figure 3. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 test intensity, Orange County, California, USA, July–August 2020. A) Test intensity by month, calculated as the number of tests per 100,000 persons per week at the ZIP code level. B) Results from tests of statistical clustering (based on LISA statistics [24]). LISA, local indicators of spatial autocorrelation.
We recruited 1 participant per household (by email or phone) to participate in a survey on their thoughts and opinions regarding COVID-19. The survey included questions on sociodemographics, occupation, social activities, any illness or symptoms in the past few months, and whether the person had been diagnosed with COVID-19. After completing this portion of the survey, each eligible participant was asked if they would be willing to participate in a drive-through blood test for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Eligibility for antibody testing was restricted to a quota sample designed to be demographically representative of the county as a whole. Recruitment to the antibody test was delayed to the end of the questionnaire to avoid biasing the serologic survey toward persons who believed that they were infected with SARS-CoV-2. A total of 10 field sites for drive-through blood tests were dispersed throughout OC to minimize driving distances for participants. This cross-sectional survey was conducted July 10–August 16, 2020. The seroprevalence study design and overall findings for OC have been described previously (23).

Serologic Test Data

We used a coronavirus antigen microarray to classify participants from the serologic survey as seropositive or seronegative. The array tests for IgG and IgM and contains 12 antigens from SARS-CoV-2 (R.R. de Assis et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.15.043364).

ZIP Code–Level Sociodemographic Data

At the ZIP code level, we included median household income, the percentage of adults >25 years of age, and racial and ethnic diversity of OC. We recruited 1 participant per household (by email or phone) to participate in a survey on their thoughts and opinions regarding COVID-19. The survey included questions on sociodemographics, occupation, social activities, any illness or symptoms in the past few months, and whether the person had been diagnosed with COVID-19. After completing this portion of the survey, each eligible participant was asked if they would be willing to participate in a drive-through blood test for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Eligibility for antibody testing was restricted to a quota sample designed to be demographically representative of the county as a whole. Recruitment to the antibody test was delayed to the end of the questionnaire to avoid biasing the serologic survey toward persons who believed that they were infected with SARS-CoV-2. A total of 10 field sites for drive-through blood tests were dispersed throughout OC to minimize driving distances for participants. This cross-sectional survey was conducted July 10–August 16, 2020. The seroprevalence study design and overall findings for OC have been described previously (23).

Serologic Test Data

We used a coronavirus antigen microarray to classify participants from the serologic survey as seropositive or seronegative. The array tests for IgG and IgM and contains 12 antigens from SARS-CoV-2 (R.R. de Assis et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.15.043364).

ZIP Code–Level Sociodemographic Data

At the ZIP code level, we included median household income, the percentage of adults >25 years of age, and racial and ethnic diversity of OC. We recruited 1 participant per household (by email or phone) to participate in a survey on their thoughts and opinions regarding COVID-19. The survey included questions on sociodemographics, occupation, social activities, any illness or symptoms in the past few months, and whether the person had been diagnosed with COVID-19. After completing this portion of the survey, each eligible participant was asked if they would be willing to participate in a drive-through blood test for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Eligibility for antibody testing was restricted to a quota sample designed to be demographically representative of the county as a whole. Recruitment to the antibody test was delayed to the end of the questionnaire to avoid biasing the serologic survey toward persons who believed that they were infected with SARS-CoV-2. A total of 10 field sites for drive-through blood tests were dispersed throughout OC to minimize driving distances for participants. This cross-sectional survey was conducted July 10–August 16, 2020. The seroprevalence study design and overall findings for OC have been described previously (23).

Serologic Test Data

We used a coronavirus antigen microarray to classify participants from the serologic survey as seropositive or seronegative. The array tests for IgG and IgM and contains 12 antigens from SARS-CoV-2 (R.R. de Assis et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.15.043364).

ZIP Code–Level Sociodemographic Data

At the ZIP code level, we included median household income, the percentage of adults >25 years of age, and racial and ethnic diversity of OC. We recruited 1 participant per household (by email or phone) to participate in a survey on their thoughts and opinions regarding COVID-19. The survey included questions on sociodemographics, occupation, social activities, any illness or symptoms in the past few months, and whether the person had been diagnosed with COVID-19. After completing this portion of the survey, each eligible participant was asked if they would be willing to participate in a drive-through blood test for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Eligibility for antibody testing was restricted to a quota sample designed to be demographically representative of the county as a whole. Recruitment to the antibody test was delayed to the end of the questionnaire to avoid biasing the serologic survey toward persons who believed that they were infected with SARS-CoV-2. A total of 10 field sites for drive-through blood tests were dispersed throughout OC to minimize driving distances for participants. This cross-sectional survey was conducted July 10–August 16, 2020. The seroprevalence study design and overall findings for OC have been described previously (23).

Figure 4. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 test positivity, Orange County, California, USA, July–August 2020. A) Test positivity at ZIP code level by month. B) Results from tests of statistical clustering (based on LISA statistics [24]). LISA, local indicators of spatial autocorrelation.
age with at least a bachelor’s degree, the percentage of adults who had health insurance in the previous 5 years, the number of persons per square kilometer, and the percentage of houses with >1 person per room. These data came from the 2018 American Community Survey (21).

Analysis

Descriptive Spatiotemporal Data Analysis
We aggregated reported cases and number of tests at the ZIP code level and by week. We included 86 ZIP codes in the analysis. For plotting cases on OC maps, we further aggregated the data by month (March–August). We calculated and mapped case incidence as positive cases per 100,000 population per week, testing intensity as total number of tests per 100,000 persons per week, and test positivity as the percentage of positive tests for each month.

We conducted formal testing of spatial autocorrelation by using the global Moran’s I statistic and spatial correlograms. We then used local clustering statistics (local indicators of spatial autocorrelation [LISA] [24]) to visualize the location of clusters. We ran all tests for case incidence, test positivity, and test intensity. We also used LISA statistics to map and assess seropositivity.

Relational Analysis of COVID-19 Test Positivity, Risk for Death, and Seropositivity
We used logistic regressions to explore geographic, demographic, economic, and epidemiologic predictors of the odds of testing positive for COVID-19, of dying from COVID-19, and of being seropositive for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Predictors in our models were age group, sex, and race or ethnicity at the individual level (Appendix Table 1). ZIP code-level predictors were median household income, the percentage of adults >25 years of age with at least a bachelor’s degree, the percentage of adults who had health insurance in the previous 5 years, population density (persons/km²), and house crowding (the percentage of houses with >1 person per room).

We tested several specifications of the models. Through preliminary exploratory analyses, we noted that the first cases were reported from coastal ZIP codes but that this pattern had shifted inland over time. The best fitting model included a smoothed interaction term for time, coded by day (Appendix Table 1), and median household income at the ZIP code level.

We included the same predictors in the model for risk for death, except for the interaction between time and median household income, which did not improve model performance. Given reports of increased mortality rates related to hospital bed shortages, we also included as a predictor the number of intensive care unit beds occupied by suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients on the day that any person tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. For all model results, we calculated model-adjusted odds ratios (aORs) with 95% CIs.

Software
We created maps by using QGIS 3.4.9 (https://qgis.org). We conducted tests for spatial autocorrelation by using GeoDa 1.14.0 (https://geodacenter.github.io) and all other analyses by using R statistical software 3.5.2 (R Project for Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org).
Ethics Considerations

This analysis constitutes a retrospective analysis of deidentified, anonymized epidemiologic records. Therefore, it is exempt from ethics review.

Results

A total of 597,922 tests were reported to OCHCA through August 16, 2020. After excluding repeated tests and those with incomplete data, 316,626 (53.0% of all records) persons were included in the test positivity analysis; 37,546 (12.0%) persons tested positive for COVID-19. A total of 42,383 persons with positive COVID-19 tests were included in the mortality analysis; 1,038 (2.5%) died from the disease. In the separate population-based serologic survey, 2,979 persons participated and 350 tested seropositive.

Spatial Patterns in Reported COVID-19 Cases, Testing Intensity, and Seropositivity

The tests for spatial autocorrelation indicated significant clustering in reported cases and testing intensity in the first month (March) of the local epidemic (Table 1; Appendix Figures 1, 2). Conversely, no detectable clustering of test positivity occurred in March (Table 1; Appendix Figure 3). The highest reported case incidence in March was along the central coast area (Figure 2, panel A). The LISA statistics indicated statistically significant clustering of high-incidence ZIP codes in the central coast area (Figure 2, panel B). This clustering of case incidence overlaps with clustering of test intensity in March (Figure 3, panels A, B).
Clustering of reported cases and test positivity increased in magnitude in May (Table 1; Appendix Figures 1, 3). Although clustering in test intensity was high in March (Table 1; Appendix Figure 2), it decreased in May as access to testing spread throughout much of the county. Clustering in testing intensity increased again in June and July (centered on the hotspots in the north-central part of the county) (Figure 2, 4). By April, case incidence, testing intensity, and test positivity had all shifted to the north-central part of the county. ZIP code–level seropositivity also revealed a cluster in the north-central part of OC (Figure 5), especially in the city of Santa Ana (Figure 1).

Results from Generalized Additive Model Logistic Regression Analysis

Factors Associated with Testing Positive for SARS-CoV-2 Infection

Age was a strong predictor of testing positive. Persons in the 10–14- and 15–19-year age groups had the highest odds of testing positive (both with ≥2.30 times the odds of testing positive compared with the 0–4 year age group) (Table 2; Figure 6). Men and boys had 1.20 times the odds of testing positive than women and girls (95% CI 1.18–1.23). Persons who identified as Hispanic or Latinx had 1.7 times the odds of testing positive (95% CI 1.60–1.76) than did non-Hispanic Whites, whereas Asian (aOR 0.55; 95% CI 0.52–0.58), Black (aOR 0.58; 95% CI 0.51–0.65), and Pacific Islander (aOR 0.35; 95% CI 0.29–0.42) persons had lower odds of testing positive than did non-Hispanic Whites. A large proportion of persons did not have attributable race or ethnicity data in the records (72% of all records through August 16). This unknown category includes persons who had no race or ethnicity categories recorded, those who had unknown or mixed listed for race or ethnicity, and those who listed multiple races.

ZIP code–level population density was not a significant predictor of testing positive (Table 2; Figure 6). However, education (percentage of adults >25 years

Figure 6. Model-adjusted odds ratios and 95% CIs from the logistic regression for odds of testing positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, Orange County, California, USA, July–August 2020. Corresponding data presented in Table 2.
Factors Associated with Dying from COVID-19

For each increase in 10 years of age, we observed an associated 2.5-fold increase in the odds of death (aOR 2.56, 95% CI 2.45–2.67; Table 3; Figure 8). Infected men and boys were twice as likely to die from COVID-19 than were women and girls (aOR 2.00, 95% CI 1.73–2.31). Although persons who identified as Asian were less likely to test positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection (Table 2), those who did test positive had higher odds of death. Compared with non-Hispanic Whites, this group had 54% increased odds of dying from COVID-19 (aOR 1.54, 95% CI 1.23–1.93).

Living in ZIP codes with high education levels and health insurance coverage was also predictive of mortality outcomes (Table 3; Figure 8). Persons who tested positive for COVID-19 and lived in ZIP codes with the highest levels of educational attainment had 49% lower odds of dying from COVID-19 (aOR for the fourth quartile 0.51, 95% CI 0.31–0.84). Persons who lived in ZIP codes with the highest levels of health insurance coverage had 21% lower odds of dying from COVID-19. ZIP code–level household crowding and the number of COVID-19 patients in hospital beds were both significant predictors of death. Risk for death from COVID-19 decreased over the study period.

Factors Associated with SARS-CoV-2 Seropositivity

ZIP code–level cumulative incidence was a significant predictor of individual-level seropositivity in
the absence of other ZIP code–level predictors. Every increase in 10% of the ZIP code cumulative incidence resulted in an approximately 50% increase in the odds that a person would be seropositive (Appendix Table 2).

ZIP code–level cumulative incidence was no longer a statistically significant predictor of seropositivity when other ZIP code–level predictors were added to the model (Table 4; Figure 9). In the full model (including all ZIP code–level covariates), median household income had a protective effect; persons coming from ZIP codes with higher median household income had lower odds of being seropositive for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies (aOR for every 1 SD increase 0.75, 95% CI 0.57–1.00).

Although men and boys were more likely to test positive or to die from SARS-CoV-2 infection, they were less likely than women and girls to be seropositive (aOR 0.75, 95% CI 0.59–0.94). Hispanic and Latinx persons had 54% increased odds of being seropositive (aOR 1.54, 95% CI 1.17–2.03). Pacific Islanders may also have had higher odds of being seropositive, but with small total numbers and broad 95% CIs (aOR 3.89, 95% CI 1.04–14.65); 3 of 12 Pacific Islanders tested were seropositive.

**Discussion**

Infectious disease data from passive case detection can be biased in various ways, including the well-documented challenge of uneven access to testing and diagnosis (25) and a general bias toward persons who are seeking clinical care for symptomatic disease. In our analysis of COVID-19 in OC, we used a rich set of complementary data that included those passively collected (e.g., reported cases and mortality records) and those from active screening (e.g., population-based serologic testing). Results indicate that, in the early days of the epidemic in OC, both testing intensity and test positivity were concentrated in wealthy and affluent areas along the central coast. After March, however, a large cluster of reported cases formed in lower-income north-central OC (especially the cities of Santa Ana and Anaheim).

**Table 3. Logistic regression results for odds of dying from COVID-19 among persons who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, Orange County, California, USA, March–August 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>COVID-19 deaths, n = 1,038</th>
<th>Total cases, n = 42,383</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, decades</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>450 (43.35)</td>
<td>21,694 (51.19)</td>
<td>Referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>588 (56.65)</td>
<td>20,689 (48.81)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.73–2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race or ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>345 (33.24)</td>
<td>6,390 (15.08)</td>
<td>Referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>186 (17.92)</td>
<td>1,963 (4.63)</td>
<td>1.54 (1.23–1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>15 (1.45)</td>
<td>322 (0.76)</td>
<td>1.06 (0.56–2.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>92 (8.86)</td>
<td>3,874 (9.14)</td>
<td>1.05 (0.79–1.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>3 (0.29)</td>
<td>34 (0.08)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.46–4.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>3 (0.29)</td>
<td>130 (0.31)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.22–2.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>394 (37.96)</td>
<td>29,670 (70)</td>
<td>0.47 (0.4–0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% With college degree in ZIP code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st quartile</td>
<td>656 (63.2)</td>
<td>23,221 (54.79)</td>
<td>Referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd quartile</td>
<td>190 (18.3)</td>
<td>10,223 (24.12)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.52–0.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd quartile</td>
<td>155 (14.93)</td>
<td>5,691 (13.43)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.54–1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th quartile</td>
<td>37 (3.56)</td>
<td>3,248 (7.66)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.31–0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% With insurance in ZIP code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st quartile</td>
<td>566 (54.53)</td>
<td>21,989 (51.88)</td>
<td>Referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd quartile</td>
<td>281 (27.07)</td>
<td>11,097 (26.18)</td>
<td>1.04 (0.83–1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd quartile</td>
<td>123 (11.85)</td>
<td>5,185 (12.23)</td>
<td>1.36 (0.95–1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th quartile</td>
<td>68 (6.55)</td>
<td>4,112 (9.7)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.52–1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density, × 1,000 persons/km²‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83 (0.71–0.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House crowding index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.04 (1.02–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median income (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86 (0.7–1.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68 (0.62–0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 ICU patients (SD)§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.18 (1.05–1.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Model intercept represents odds of death for a White female diagnosed with SARS-CoV-2 in the 0–4 years age group in a ZIP code in the first quartile of college degree and insured with the average population density in Orange County. The odds of this person testing dying from COVID-19 is estimated to be zero.

‡Estimated percentage of population density in a person’s ZIP code.

§Percentage of hospital beds not being used by COVID-19 patients in Orange County.
(Figures 1, 2), growing in size in May and persisting over time. Testing intensity spread throughout the county during this same period.

Consistent with other reports, we also found that age and male sex strongly predict testing positive and COVID-19 associated death (26). Intriguingly, whereas older age groups and men and boys were more likely to have symptomatic disease, our population-based serologic survey found that women and girls were more likely than their male counterparts to be seropositive. Hispanic and Latinx persons had higher risk for infection and testing positive, even after controlling for several ZIP code-level socioeconomic factors. Given the consistency of this finding between the models for test positivity and seropositivity, the risk for being infected with SARS-CoV-2 rises above and beyond the risks of living in a ZIP code with high transmission or a ZIP code with low income and low levels of educational attainment. Other studies also note an increased risk for testing positive among Hispanic and Latinx persons (27–29). Our seroprevalence survey indicates that in OC, this finding is not an artifact of passive case detection but instead represents an actual true greater risk for infection for Hispanic and Latinx persons.

Although persons identifying as Asian were less likely to test positive for SARS-CoV-2, they were more likely to die when infected. This disparity is consistent with national data, though its cause is uncertain (30). This pattern may reflect discrepancies in outreach communication to these communities or other socioeconomic and cultural factors (31,32) and warrants further detailed investigation.

Social determinants of health, defined as “conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, age, and the wider set of forces and systems,” play a critical role in the creation of disparities related to illness, death, and quality of life (33). These social determinants include (among other factors) poverty, wealth, educational quality, household and neighborhood...
conditions, childhood experience, and social support. Several speculative explanations have been proposed for these sociodemographic patterns related to COVID-19, including living in dense quarters (and this pattern is evident in our analyses). In addition, as the state and local shelter-in-place and social distancing policies were mandated, persons who are independently wealthy or who work in occupations where working from home was a viable option, were more capable of practicing social distancing. Persons from low socioeconomic status areas, by contrast, may have less ability to practice social distancing. Our analyses show that persons from ZIP codes with lower overall educational attainment and health insurance coverage and with higher housing density were more likely to test positive for and die from COVID-19. The association with median household income was more complex and changed over time with regard to test positivity. However, we also find that persons from ZIP codes with lower median household income were also more likely to be seropositive for SARS-CoV-2. These findings underscore the importance of understanding contextual factors surrounding infectious disease outbreaks.
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code–level, and ZIP codes are unlikely to adequately represent important spatial units. Our seroprevalence survey occurred during July 10–August 16, 2020. We limited our analyses of test positivity and risk for death to before August 16, to correspond with the end of the seroprevalence survey. However, the survey occurred over a period of just over a month, during which time the cumulative incidence was changing. Missing data on race and ethnicity (72% of all official test records) and small counts of some racial and ethnic groups may have affected our findings for groups with low counts in this analysis. Even when race or ethnicity data were available, they were broad categories (e.g., Asian rather than specific Asian ethnicities), which is a major limitation of these data, and efforts are being made to improve collection of race and ethnicity data. A major challenge over the course of this pandemic has been collecting data in a standardized format when test results are being reported from a wide variety of laboratories that are affiliated with many different private and governmental entities. We do not believe that the race and ethnicity data are missing at random but also are not able to assess the magnitude of bias that this possibility would introduce, especially given that race and ethnicity appear to be risk factors for infection.

Study strengths include the diversity of OC in terms of socioeconomic and demographic predictors, which provide sufficient power to investigate these factors in our analyses. California was also one of the first states to issue an executive order for residents to stay home, providing data for several months when only essential workers were permitted to work outside the home. Our analyses were able to identify temporal shifts in the demographics of COVID-19 test positivity that likely reflect disparities related to occupation type that are further amplified by household characteristics. Finally, we are able to assess differences in
risk for infection and test positivity by comparing our population-level serologic survey to routinely collected (passive) data from county statistics.

The reasons for the spatial, sociodemographic, and economic patterns we discovered are likely complex and broadly related to issues of accessing healthcare and general social determinants of health. The clear disparities in how this disease has manifested in OC have implications for how we think about social determinants of health at the population level. More broadly, these economic patterns we discovered are likely complex and generally related to issues of accessing healthcare and general social determinants of health. The clear disparities in how this disease has manifested in OC and broadly related to issues of accessing healthcare and general social determinants of health. The clear disparities in how this disease has manifested in OC.

Finally, measures that focus on the hardest-hit communities, including those that involve working with community-based organizations who have experience working with hard-hit demographic and geographic groups to ensure equitable access to health services, may serve as efficient points of intervention for COVID-19.
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Risk Assessment for Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza A(H5N6/H5N8) Clade 2.3.4.4 Viruses

Christine H.T. Bui,1 Denise I.T. Kuok,1 Hin Wo Yeung, Ka-Chun Ng, Daniel K.W. Chu, Richard J. Webby, John M. Nicholls, J.S. Malik Peiris, Kenrie P.Y. Hui, Michael C.W. Chan

The genetic evolution of the highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) A(H5N6/H5N8) clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in birds pose a major risk to the public health. We investigated the tropism and innate host responses of 5 recent HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates of clades 2.3.4.4b, e, and h in human airway organoids and primary human alveolar epithelial cells. The HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates replicated productively but with lower competence than the influenza A(H1N1)pdm09, HPAI A(H5N1), and HPAI A(H5N6) isolates from humans in both or either models. They showed differential cellular tropism in human airway organoids; some infected all 4 major epithelial cell types: ciliated cells, club cells, goblet cells, and basal cells. Our results suggest zoonotic potential but low transmissibility of the HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates among humans. These viruses induced low levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines, which are unlikely to contribute to the pathogenesis of severe disease.

The numerous global outbreaks and continuous reassortments of highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) A(H5N6/H5N8) clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in birds pose a major risk to the public health. We investigated the tropism and innate host responses of 5 recent HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates of clades 2.3.4.4b, e, and h in human airway organoids and primary human alveolar epithelial cells. The HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates replicated productively but with lower competence than the influenza A(H1N1)pdm09, HPAI A(H5N1), and HPAI A(H5N6) isolates from humans in both or either models. They showed differential cellular tropism in human airway organoids; some infected all 4 major epithelial cell types: ciliated cells, club cells, goblet cells, and basal cells. Our results suggest zoonotic potential but low transmissibility of the HPAI A(H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates among humans. These viruses induced low levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines, which are unlikely to contribute to the pathogenesis of severe disease.

The initial clinical signs in hospitalized patients were influenza-like, followed by severe pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome, and multiple organ failure in deceased patients (7,8). Natural infection of mammals by HPAI H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses is not as commonly reported.

In February 2021, the Russian Federation reported detecting 7 cases of asymptomatic human infection with HPAI H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b viruses in poultry farm workers, linked to a poultry outbreak (9). However, a serologic study revealed the presence of antibodies to an HPAI H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 virus in 61 of 760 serum samples from persons who had had contact with infected or deceased birds during the 2016–17 HPAI outbreaks in Russia (10), providing evidence of overlooked human infection.

The persistent circulation of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses among bird populations enables continuous reassortment with prevailing low pathogenicity avian influenza (LPAI) viruses. Together with intercontinental
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dissemination through wild aquatic bird migration and potential interspecies transmission leading to mammalian adaptation, this circulation poses a major risk to human health should clade 2.3.4.4 viruses gain efficient human-to-human transmissibility, especially when immunity in the general population is lacking (1,2,8). Some HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses have been shown to bind both α2,6- (human) and α2,3- (avian) linked sialic acid receptors, and more than half of HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 isolates from humans found in GISAID acquired E627K or D701N substitutions in the polymerase basic (PB) 2 protein, which play prominent roles in mammalian adaptation of avian influenza viruses (8,11–13). An HPAI H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 virus quickly acquired virulence markers, enhancing its virulence in mice and replication and polymerase activity in human cell lines within 5 murine passages (14), suggesting potential rapid adaptation after repeated virus introduction.

Surveillance efforts and characterization of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses provide insight into their pathogenicity and transmissibility, which can be used to prevent future outbreaks and assess zoonotic potential. Experimentally inoculated ferrets, mice, and guinea pigs displayed considerable variation in pathogenicity, and transmission by direct contact was demonstrated in guinea pig and ferret models (8,11–13,15,16). A few studies have also indicated efficient replication of HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in human bronchus and lung explants and in primary human bronchial epithelial cells, which might have been linked to their respective successful infection of humans and direct-contact transmission among ferrets (16,17).

To further build on these findings, we used physiologically relevant 3-dimensional human airway organoids and primary human alveolar epithelial cells to investigate the tropism and innate host responses of 5 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clades 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates from 2016–2018. We compared these responses to those of earlier human isolates of HPAI H5N1 clades 0 and 2.3.2.1b, HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4, an influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 virus (pH1N1), and an LPAI H5N8 virus.

**Methods**

**Viruses**

We used 3 HPAI H5N6 avian isolates: A/environment/Hong Kong/WCRB-01/2018 (avHPAI H5N6/DK01) of clade 2.3.4.4h, isolated from the outside of a chilled duck (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885144); A/spoonbill/HK/17-18259/2017 (avHPAI H5N6/18259) of clade 2.3.4.4b, isolated from a trachea tissue sample of a dead black-faced spoonbill (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885145); and A/northern pintail/HK/MP692/2016 (avHPAI H5N6/MP692) of clade 2.3.4.4e, isolated from a fecal sample of a northern pintail (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885147). We also used 2 HPAI H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b avian isolates: A/chicken/Egypt/F1366A/2017 (avHPAI H5N8/636099) (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885148) and A/grey-headed gull/Uganda/KP765785-7 (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885149); 1 HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 human isolate A/Guangzhou/39715/2014 (HPAID H5N6/39715) from the throat swab of a 59-year-old male patient on day 8 of illness (GenBank accession no. KP765785-KP765792); 2 HPAI H5N1 human isolates, A/Hong Kong/483/1997 (HPAID H5N1/483) of clade 0 isolated from a person with a fatal case (GenBank accession nos. GU052096-GU052104, AF258820, AF084277) and A/Shenzhen/1/2011 (HPAID H5N1/SZ1) of clade 2.3.2.1b (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_8912109); LPAI H5N8 avian isolate A/northern pintail/Hong Kong/MP5883/2004 (avLPAI H5N8/MP5883) (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_885151); and pH1N1 virus A/Hong Kong/41574/2009.

We prepared virus stocks in MDCK cells with limited passages. To determine virus titers, we used 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID₅₀) assays.

**Human Airway Organoids**

We cultured human airway organoids from cells isolated from human lung tissue and infected in 6 log TCID₅₀/mL virus for 1 h at 37°C as previously described (18,19). We collected supernatant at 1, 24, 48, and 72 h after infection for virus titration by TCID₅₀ assay. We fixed organoids in 4% paraformaldehyde at postinfection hours 24 and 48 for immunohistochemical double staining and collected cell lysates at postinfection hour 24 for measurement of mRNA expression.

**Primary Human Alveolar Epithelial Cells**

We isolated alveolar epithelial cells from human lung tissues, cultured, and infected at multiplicities of infection (MOIs) of 0.01 and 2 for 1 h at 37°C as previously described (17,18). We collected supernatant at 1, 24, 48, and 72 h after infection for virus titration by TCID₅₀ assay. We fixed organoids in 4% paraformaldehyde at postinfection hours 24 and 48 for immunohistochemical double staining and collected cell lysates at postinfection hour 24 for measurement of mRNA expression. We compiled a description of our detailed study methods (Appendix 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0297-App1.pdf).
Results

Productive Replication
All 5 HPAI (H5N6/H5N8) avian isolates demonstrated productive replication in human airway organoids and alveolar epithelial cells (MOI 0.01); by 72 h after infection, mean peak titers were 3.7–5.1 log TCID$_{50}$/mL for human airway organoids and 4.6–7.0 log TCID$_{50}$/mL for alveolar epithelial cells (Figure, panels A, B). Mean peak titers of HPAI H5 isolates
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**Figure.** Replication kinetics of influenza A viruses. A, B) Replication in human airway organoids infected with 6 log TCID$_{50}$/mL virus (A) and primary human alveolar epithelial cells infected at multiplicity of infection 0.01 at 37°C (B). Virus titers in culture medium (mean ± SEM, n=3) were determined by TCID$_{50}$ assays with a detection limit of 1.5 log TCID$_{50}$/mL, denoted by a solid line. Statistical significance between virus titers at each time point after infection is provided in Appendix 1 Figure 1 (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0297-App1.pdf). C, D) The areas under the replication kinetic curves above the detection limit in human airway organoids from 1 to 72 hpi (C) and alveolar epithelial cells from 24 to 72 hpi (mean ± SEM, n>3) (D). Statistical significance between AUC values was analyzed by using 1-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni posttests. *p<0.01; **p<0.001; ***p<0.0001 (compared with pH1N1); †p<0.05; ††p<0.01; †††p<0.001; ††††p<0.0001 (compared with HPAI H5N1/483); ‡p<0.05; ‡‡p<0.01; ‡‡‡p<0.001; ‡‡‡‡p<0.0001 (compared with avLPAI H5N8/MP5883). AUC, area under the curve; av, avian; HPAI, highly pathogenic avian influenza; hpi, hours postinfection; LPAI, low pathogenicity avian influenza; pH1N1, influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 virus; TCID$_{50}$, 50% tissue culture infectious dose.)
from humans were 5.0–6.7 log TCID₅₀/mL for human airway organoids and 6.5–7.7 log TCID₅₀/mL for alveolar epithelial cells. As expected, pH1N1 replicated to the highest mean peak titer of 7.1 log TCID₅₀/mL in human airway organoids but reached only 2.5 log TCID₅₀/mL in alveolar epithelial cells. AvLPAI H5N8/MP5883 replicated to a mean peak titer of 3.5 log TCID₅₀/mL in human airway organoids but did not show any detectable replication in alveolar epithelial cells. When we compared the replication kinetics of these viruses with human airway organoids and in alveolar epithelial cells (Figure, panels C, D), we found comparable AUC values for HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates and the pH1N1 isolate in human airway organoids and in alveolar epithelial cells, except for the statistically insignificant AUC values between avHPAI H5N6/18259 and HPAI H5N1/483 in alveolar epithelial cells.

**Cellular Tropism**

According to immunohistochemistry double staining, avHPAI H5N6/18259, avHPAI H5N6/MP692, and avHPAI H5N6/636099 infected acetyl-α-tubulin–positive ciliated cells, SCGB1A1–positive/CC10–positive secretory club cells, MUC5AC–positive secretory goblet cells, and p63-α–positive basal cells, similar to pH1N1, HPAI H5N1/483, HPAI H5N6/39715, and avLPAI H5N8/MP5883 (Appendix 2 Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0297-App2.pdf). avHPAI H5N6/DK01 and HPAI H5N1/SZ1 infected ciliated cells, club cells, and goblet cells. avHPAI H5N8/642613 infected only club cells.

**Proinflammatory Cytokine and Chemokine Induction**

We studied induction of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines by using HPAI H5N1/483 as a high inducing virus control and pH1N1 as a low inducing virus control. At 24 h after infection, HPAI H5N1/483 tended to induce higher mRNA levels of IFN-β, IFN-λ1, CCL5, CXCL10, TNFα, IL-6, ISG15, and MX1 than most HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates in human airway organoids and in alveolar epithelial cells (MOI 2); we observed statistical significance for IFN-λ1, CXCL10, and MX1 in human airway organoids and IFN-β, IFN-λ1, CCL5, CXCL10, ISG15, and MX1 in alveolar epithelial cells (Appendix 2 Figure 2). We found no statistically significant differences in the mRNA levels of these genes between HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates, HPAI H5N6/39715, pH1N1, and avLPAI H5N8/MP5883 in human airway organoids. Similarly, we detected only a few differences between their IFN-β, TNFα, ISG15, and MX1 mRNA levels in alveolar epithelial cells.

**Molecular Comparisons**

Molecular analysis revealed that all 5 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates and the 3 HPAI H5 human isolates contained a 5 to 6 basic residue polybasic cleavage site (Appendix 2 Table), characteristic of a highly pathogenic phenotype. We detected amino acid differences in the receptor-binding sites and glycosylation sites of the hemagglutinin (HA) proteins, which may contribute to altered receptor-binding preference among the 9 HPAI/LPAI H5 viruses. Of note, all H5 viruses possessed ≥1 of the 7 observed HA amino acid mutations previously reported to increase virus binding to α₂,₆-linked sialic acid receptors: 94N, 133A, 154D, 155N, 156A, 188I, and 189R (20–23). HPAI H5N6/H5N8 viruses and HPAI H5N1/39715 also contained a single or double HA amino acid mutation(s), 218Q and 223R, required for binding fucosylated α₂,₃-linked sialic acid receptors (24). Of the 29 molecular marker positions associated with virulence, transmission, replication efficiency, and adaptation in mammals, which were differentially expressed among the 9 H5 viruses in neuraminidase (NA), PB2, PB1, PB1-F2, polymerase acidic, nucleocapsid, matrix (M) 1, M2, nonstructural (NS) 1 and NS2 proteins (11,17,25–34), most (20) molecular markers were found in HPAI H5N1/483 viruses; 8–11 in HPAI H5N1/SZ1 and HPAI H5N6 viruses, except for avHPAI H5N6/18259, which contained only 2, and 4–6 in HPAI/LPAI H5N8 viruses. The well-known mammalian adaptation marker PB2 627K was detected in only 2 HPAI H5 human isolates, HPAI H5N1/483 and HPAI H5N6/39715; PB2 701N was not detected in any of the H5 viruses. The NA 96A and M2 31N mutations, which confer resistance, were observed in avHPAI H5N6/18259 (resistant to oseltamivir and zanamivir) and avHPAI H5N6/MP692 (resistant to amantadine and rimantadine) (35, 36).

**Receptor Binding**

We used untreated and desialylated 0.5% turkey red blood cells (TRBCs) to determine the receptor-binding specificities of the HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates. Cleavage of α₂,₃-linked unbranched sialic acid by Glyko Sialidase S (Agilent, https://www.agilent.com) reduced the hemagglutination of avHPAI H5N6/18259 by 16-fold but did not affect
hemagglutination of avHPAI H5N6/DK01, avHPAI H5N6/MP692, avHPAI H5N8/636099, and avHPAI H5N8/642613 (Table). On the other hand, cleavage of both α2,3- and α2,6-linked unbranched sialic acid by Glyko Sialidase C (Agilent) resulted in 2- to 16-fold drops in hemagglutination of avHPAI H5N6/DK01, avHPAI H5N6/MP692, avHPAI H5N8/636099, and avHPAI H5N8/642613. However, there was no further reduction in the level of hemagglutination of avHPAI H5N6/18259 in Sialidase C–treated versus Sialidase S–treated TRBCs. These data suggest that avHPAI H5N6/18259 predominantly binds α2,3-linked sialic acid, but the other 4 HPAI H5N6/ H5N8 avian isolates can bind to receptors with α2,6 linkage. Treatment of TRBCs with Sialidase S and Sialidase C similarly abolished the hemagglutination of predominantly α2,3-linked sialic acid binders HPAI H5N1/483 and HPAI H5N6/39715 (17, 18) and partially prevented the hemagglutination of HPAI H5N1/SZ1 and avLPAI H5N8/MP5883. The hemagglutination of predominantly α2,6-linked sialic acid binder pH1N1 (37) was not affected by Sialidase S but was partly inhibited by Sialidase C. The ability of the tested viruses, apart from HPAI H5N1/483 and HPAI H5N6/39715, to maintain some hemagglutination to Sialidase C–treated TRBCs suggests their potential to bind to receptors other than sialic acid with α2,3 and α2,6 unbranched linkages.

Discussion

We demonstrated that the 5 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates from 2016–2018 replicated productively and to similar competence in human airway organoids and alveolar epithelial cells. Replication was less efficient than that of pH1N1 and HPAI H5N6/39715 in human airway organoids and HPAI H5N1/483 and HPAI H5N6/39715 in alveolar epithelial cells. The isolates showed differential cellular tropism in human airway organoids; some infected all 4 major epithelial cell types, including ciliated cells, club cells, goblet cells, and basal cells, similar to pH1N1 and the HPAI H5 human isolates. Compared with HPAI H5N1/483, HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses induced fewer proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines.

Tropism of influenza virus for the human conducting airways and lower lung epithelial cells is a useful parameter for assessing its zoonotic and pandemic threat in terms of receptor-binding capacity, and the World Health Organization has listed infection of human bronchus explants as a reliable risk-assessment platform (38). In addition, replication in the conducting airways has been suggested as a prerequisite for influenza virus acquisition of efficient human-to-human transmission (38, 39). We have previously demonstrated that tropism and replication competence of influenza viruses in human airway organoids mimicked those found in human bronchus explants (18, 19). However, human airway organoids are more readily available for studies because they can be easily rescued from long-term cryopreservation and expanded.

In this study, the productive but lower replication competence of HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates compared with that of pH1N1, HPAI H5N1/483, and HPAI H5N6/39715 in human airway organoids, alveolar epithelial cells, or both, suggests lower zoonotic potential and transmissibility of these avian isolates in humans. Knowing that pH1N1 was a successful pandemic virus that infected an estimated 20%–27% of the world population during the first year of circulation (40) and that HPAI subtypes H5N1 and H5N6 are able to cause zoonotic infection but lack efficient human-to-human transmission to cause a pandemic to date, we could extrapolate that the risk for human-to-human transmission of HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates in this study is low but that zoonotic infection caused by direct contact with infected poultry or contaminated environment is possible, as

Table. Effects of desialylation on influenza A virus hemagglutination of turkey red blood cells* 0.5% Turkey red blood cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th>Sialidase S†</th>
<th>Sialidase C†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Influenza A(H1N1)pdm09</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPAI H5N1/483</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPAI H5N1/SZ1</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPAI H5N6/39715</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avHPAI H5N6/DK01</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avHPAI H5N6/18259</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avHPAI H5N6/MP692</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avHPAI H5N8/636099</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avHPAI H5N8/642613</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avLPAI H5N8/MP5883</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Hemagglutination titers were calculated as the reciprocal of the highest dilution that gave hemagglutination. Experiments were performed in triplicate and led to identical results. Av, avian; HPAI, highly pathogenic avian influenza.
†Agilent (https://www.agilent.com).
in the case of HPAI H5N6/39715 and most previous human cases of HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 infection (7, 8). Perhaps it would be best to confirm the virus transmissibility in animal models, such as ferrets and guinea pigs. However, the inability of HPAI H5N6/39715 to transmit among ferrets via respiratory droplets (41) makes it highly doubtful that the HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates in this study would transmit better. It has been shown that replication in human bronchus explants correlates with respiratory droplet transmission of swine influenza viruses in ferrets (39). Respiratory droplet transmission of HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses has not been demonstrated in any animal model examined (8, 12, 13, 16, 41, 42), which is consistent with their lack of human-to-human spread. However, direct contact transmission of some HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses was previously demonstrated in ferrets and guinea pigs (8, 12, 13, 16), thus indicating potential risk.

Although transmissibility of the HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in humans seems to be low, persons with frequent exposure to poultry and wild birds should be educated to practice precautionary measures because of ongoing outbreaks among avian species. Repeated virus introductions provide a chance for adaptation to enhance virus replication efficiency, virulence, and transmissibility in humans (14 43). An avian influenza HPAI H5N1 virus became airborne transmissible among ferrets after acquiring mutations during passage in ferrets (43). Moreover, reassortments of viral gene segments in avian species are continuously associated with the evolution of H5Nx viruses (1, 2, 8).

The lower replication competence of avHPA1 H5N6/18259, avHPA1 H5N6/MP692, and avHPA1 H5N8/636099 compared with that of HPAI H5N6/39715 in human airway organoids, despite being similarly able to infect all 4 major epithelial cell types, may partially be explained by their lack of the mammalian adaptation marker PB2 627K that is present in HPAI H5N6/39715. PB2 627K enhances polymerase activity and avian virus replication in mammalian cells. Likewise, the presence of PB2 627E instead of 627K and a higher preference for α2,6-linked sialic acid among the 5 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates may partially be accounted for by their lower replication competence compared with that of HPAI H5N1/483 and HPAI H5N6/39715 in alveolar epithelial cells, which are predominantly lined with α2,3-linked sialic acid receptors (44).

Because human respiratory epithelium is the primary target for influenza viruses, knowledge of the innate host responses in the respiratory epithelium, especially that of the alveolar epithelium, on severe influenza infection, such as infection with HPAI H5N1, helps elucidate the pathogenesis of the dysregulated cytokine responses and severe pneumonia associated with the disease. In this study, HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses, including the HPAI H5N6/39715 human isolate, were found to be low inducers of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines in alveolar epithelial cells and in human airway organoids, which is unlikely to contribute to the pathogenesis of severe disease. In connection, we found fewer molecular markers associated with virulence in the tested clade 2.3.4.4 viruses compared with HPAI H5N1/483. Our data are consistent with those from previous studies that reported low cytokine/chemokine induction of HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in alveolar epithelial cells and low virulence of clade 2.3.4.4 HPAI H5N8 viruses in humans, ferrets, and mice (9, 10, 16, 42, 45, 46). However, those findings cannot help explain the high fatality rate of HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 infection in humans and the high cytokine/chemokine levels in the serum of some patients infected with HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4, which are comparable to those infected with HPAI H5N1 (7). One possible explanation may be the differences in virus strains involved. Some studies have pointed out that HPAI H5N6 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses exhibited pronounced strain-specific heterogeneity regarding their capacity to cause severe and fatal disease (11, 13). Another reason maybe the differences in the patients’ health conditions, including their ages and underlying medical conditions, in naturally infected patients (47). Moreover, apart from innate host responses in the epithelium, other factors (e.g., responses from immune cells and viral tropism for deeper body cells/tissues) are likely to contribute to the final outcomes of the viral infection.

Previous studies that used different receptor-binding assays demonstrated both dual receptor-binding preference and preference to α2,3-linked sialic acid of H5 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses (13, 16, 17, 48). Although avHPA1 H5N6/18259 predominantly bound α2,3-linked sialic acid in our desialylation-hemagglutination assay, it showed comparable productive replication to the 4 α2,6-linked sialic acid–binding HPAI H5N6/H5N8 avian isolates in human airway organoids, which are predominantly lined with α2,6-linked sialic acid binder pH1N1 in human airway organoids.
Likewise, Kwon et al. showed efficient replication of 2 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 avian viruses with strong preferential binding to α2,3-linked sialic acid in human bronchial epithelial cells (16). These data suggest that the α2,3/α2,6 linkage type alone may not be sufficient to successfully determine influenza virus tropism in the human respiratory tract. More comprehensive but focused glycan arrays that express the wide spectrum of relevant glycans in human airways are needed (37). Unfortunately, only a few glycans present in currently available glycan arrays are found in the human respiratory tract.

Because our desialylation-hemagglutination assay involved sialidases that cleaved only unbranched α2,3- and α2,6-linked sialic acid, binding of the H5 viruses to branched sialic acid could not be assessed, which might have contributed to the maintenance of hemagglutination titers in Sialidase S-treated and Sialidase C-treated TRBCs. Fucosylated α2,3-linked sialic acid is a potential branched receptor. It was shown to bind H5 HA clade 2.3.4.4 proteins with substitutions in K218Q, S223R, or both, which can be found in our tested HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses (24). Complex glycans containing fucosylated structures with sialylation, including sialyl-Lewis X (NeuAcα2–3Galβ1–4[Fucα1–3]GlcNAc) and sialyl-Lewis A (NeuAcα2–3Galβ1–3[Fucα1–4]GlcNAc), have been detected in human lung tissues and the epithelium of small airways (49). Binding to these glycans might increase the infectivity and hence replication of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in human airways. In contrast, earlier HPAI H5N1 viruses without the double HA amino acid substitutions have reduced binding to glycans that are fucosylated at the penultimate GlcNAc residue (24,50).

In conclusion, the productive viral replication and tropism for different cell types in human airway organoids and alveolar epithelial cells suggest zoonotic potential of the 5 HPAI H5N6/H5N8 clade 2.3.4.4b, e, and h avian isolates from 2016–2018. However, the risk for human-to-human transmission seems to be low. The low levels of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines induced by these viruses in the human respiratory epithelium are unlikely to contribute to the pathogenesis of severe disease. However, the persistent circulation of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses among avian populations and periodic infection of human hosts enable ongoing evolution of the viruses with the possibility of acquiring better transmissibility, higher pathogenicity, or both, in humans. Therefore, education, vaccine development, surveillance, and risk assessment surrounding these viruses should continue.
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Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacterales (CRE) bacteria are considered by the World Health Organization to be a critical global health concern; they were placed in the organization’s critical-priority group of the priority pathogens list for the research and development of new antibiotics in 2017 (1). Among the Ambler class B β-lactamases, the New Delhi metallo-β-lactamases (NDM) were identified in 2008 in a patient from Sweden who had been hospitalized in India and upon return to Sweden had a carbapenem-resistant Klebsiella pneumoniae sequence type (ST) 14 strain isolated from his urine, leading to the identification of the bla<sub>NDM-1</sub> gene (2). In a follow-up study in 2009, NDM enzymes were shown to be widespread in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh; the bla<sub>NDM-1</sub> gene was identified in multiple Enterobacterales species, predominantly in Escherichia coli and K. pneumoniae (3). Since those initial studies, NDM carbapenemases have been reported globally (4,5). The SMART global surveillance program analyzed Enterobacterales isolates in 55 countries from 2008–2014 and found that the prevalence of NDM carbapenemase producers was substantially higher in India, Egypt, the United Arab Emirates, and Serbia (6). In 2010, NDM-1-producing Acinetobacter baumannii bacteria were reported in India (7), and reports in other Acinetobacter spp. followed (8). In 2011, NDM-1 was reported in Pseudomonas aeruginosa in Serbia (9), illustrating a wide host range among gram-negative bacteria.

NDM enzymes are capable of conferring resistance to almost all β-lactam antimicrobial drugs (except aztreonam), including carbapenems which are often considered drugs of last resort for the treatment of serious infections (2). Treatment options for infections caused by NDM-producing bacteria are very limited, particularly because they often harbor multiple other resistance genes. For example, there are notable associations between bla<sub>NDM-1</sub> genes and plasmid-borne extended-spectrum β-lactamases (ESBLs) and pAmpC encoding genes (most commonly bla<sub>CTX-M</sub> and bla<sub>CMY</sub>) that result in resistance to aztreonam (10); similarly, 16S rRNA methylases (RMTases), which can confer high-level resistance to all aminoglycosides, have also been strongly associated with NDM carriage (11). The recently approved β-lactamase inhibitors, diazabicyclooctanes (e.g., avibactam [AVI], relebactam [REL]) and cyclic boronates (e.g., vaborbactam [VAB]) have no activity against metallo-β-lactamases (MBLs) and subsequently new treatment options are urgently
needed. Aztreonam (ATM)/AVI has been suggested as a treatment option for infections caused by NDM-producing bacteria because ATM is spared by MBL hydrolytic activities and AVI inhibits the activity of any co-produced ESBL or AmpC (12).

To date, a total of 32 NDM variants have been identified (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pathogens/beta-lactamase-data-resources); however, the NDM-1, NDM-4, NDM-5, and NDM-7 variants remain dominant globally with some exhibiting increased carbapenemase activity compared with NDM-1 (3–5,10). NDM encoding genes are highly transmissible, often located on plasmids of various replicon types harboring several antibiotic resistance genes. Outbreaks of NDM producers, either clonal or due to the dissemination of successful plasmids, have been increasingly reported (13–15).

In Switzerland, production of NDM enzymes was identified in 2011 in E. coli, K. pneumoniae, and Proteus mirabilis isolates obtained from Geneva University Hospitals (16) and since then have become one of the dominant carbapenemase types, just after oxacillin (OXA) 48 (17) in the country, accounting for >25% of all carbapenem-producing Enterobacterales (CPE) submitted to the Swiss National Reference Centre for Emerging Antibiotic Resistance (NARA) in 2020. In this study we describe the epidemiology of NDM-positive Enterobacterales submitted to NARA during January 2019–December 2020.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial Isolates, Identification, and Susceptibility Testing

The NARA reference laboratory received 532 CPE samples from hospitals and clinics throughout Switzerland over a 2-year period, January 2019–December 2020, after a mandatory request in January 2019 for carbapenemase producers. We obtained patient and isolation source data from the accompanying request forms sent by referring laboratories. Of the 532 samples, 141 were confirmed to be NDM-positive enterobacterial isolates. Species identification was confirmed using API-20E tests (bioMérieux, https://www.biomerieux.com) and UriSelect 4 agar (Bio-Rad, https://www.bio-rad.com). Susceptibility testing was performed by disk diffusion or by broth microdilution for the β-lactam/β-lactamase inhibitor combinations and results interpreted in accordance with EUCAST guidelines (18). For the ATM/AVI combination, AVI was used at a fixed concentration of 4 mg/L.

Detection of Carbapenemase Genes

All isolates were subject to the Rapidec Carba NP test (bioMérieux) and then to NG-Test CARBA 5 test (NG Biotech, https://ngbiotech.com), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Isolates testing positive by the Rapidec Carba NP test and the NG-Test CARBA 5 test or exhibiting resistance to ≥1 carbapenem (ertapenem, imipenem, or meropenem) were screened by PCR (19) for the presence of carbapenemase genes (blaKPC, blaOXA-48, blaNDM, blaVIM, and blaIMP). Sanger sequencing of amplified carbapenemase genes was performed by Microsynth AG (Microsynth AG, https://www.microsynth.com) to identify the exact alleles.

Whole-Genome Sequencing and Analyses

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) was performed on a subset of 108 nonduplicate isolates (by patient and species) on a MiSeq instrument (Illumina, https://www.illumina.com) using the Nextera sample preparation method with 2 × 150 bp paired end reads. Reads were assembled into contigs using the Shovill pipeline (https://github.com/tseemann/shovill), which is based on SPAdes version 3.13.0 (20). Sequence types, the presence of resistance genes, and speciation were confirmed, using MLST version 2.0, ResFinder version 4.1 (21), and KmerFinder version 3.2 (22) on the Center for Genomic Epidemiology platform (https://cge.cbs.dtu.dk/services); contigs were annotated using Prokka (23). A core genome single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) alignment was generated using Parsnp (24) and viewed using Interactive Tree of Life version 6.1.1 (25). E. coli MG1655 (GenBank accession no. NC_000913) and K. pneumoniae ATCC 700721/MGH78578 (GenBank accession no. NC_009648) were used as the reference sequences for each alignment.

Complete NDM-encoding plasmid sequences were downloaded from GenBank by using the search terms and filters “NDM” and “plasmid” and applying a minimum sequence length of 15 kb to generate an NDM plasmid reference database for mapping analyses. Reads were mapped to reference sequences using CLC Genomics Workbench (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com) and then contigs mapped using progressive Mauve alignment software to manually mitigate against false positives (26). A ≥95% coverage and identity were used to assess relevant matches (Appendix Table, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/11/21-1265-App1.pdf). We have submitted sequence data from this study to the National Center for Biotechnology Information’s Sequence Read Archive (BioProject no. PRJNA744003).
Results

Isolate Sources and Species Identification

More than half of isolates (82/141; 58.2%) were obtained from screening swab samples (fecal and rectal, and nonrectal) and the remaining isolates were from urine (34/141; 24.1%), tissue and fluid (14/141; 9.9%), respiratory (4/141; 2.8%), blood cultures (3/141; 2.1%), and 4 isolates were of unknown origin (Table 1). Isolates were K. pneumoniae (59/141; 41.8%), E. coli (52/141; 36.9%), Enterobacter cloacae complex (19/141; 13.5%), Citrobacter freundii (3/141; 2.1%), Klebsiella aerogenes (3/141; 2.1%), Klebsiella quasipneumoniae (2/141; 1.4%), Klebsiella variicola (2/141; 1.4%), and Klebsiella oxytoca (1/141; 0.7%). Isolates were obtained from 116 patients; 65 were male (56%), 47 female (41%), and 4 did not have sex stated.

All 7 main regions of Switzerland were represented in this study; 8–40 isolates were submitted from each (Figure 1). Approximately half of all isolates (71/141; 50.4%) were obtained from hospitals in either the Lake Geneva or Zurich region, 2 of the most populated areas of Switzerland, but just 8 isolates were received from central Switzerland, the region with the greatest population size (27). Sixty-six isolates were from 2019 and 75 from 2020, whereas 33 NDM-positive Enterobacteriales isolates were submitted to NARA in 2018 (data not shown). Such a significant increase in numbers could indicate a trend of increased NDM prevalence in Switzerland, as has been observed previously during 2013–2018 (17). We selected 108 nonduplicate isolates for further investigation: 46 E. coli, 42 K. pneumoniae, 14 Enterobacter cloacae complex, 3 K. quasipneumoniae, 2 K. aerogenes, and 1 K. pneumoniae variicola isolate.

Susceptibility Testing

Susceptibility testing showed that most isolates were resistant to fluoroquinolones (93/108; 86.1%), and most (69/108; 63.9%) were resistant to >2 aminoglycosides, of which we tested kanamycin, tobramycin, gentamicin, and amikacin. No isolate was found resistant to tigecycline, 6 (5.6%) isolates exhibited resistance to colistin, and 1 isolate was resistant to fosfomycin. We also performed susceptibility testing against selected β-lactam and β-lactam/inhibitor combinations, namely imipenem (IPM), IPM/REL, meropenem (MEM), MEM/VAB, ceftazidime (CAZ), CAZ/AVI, ATM, and ATM/AVI (Table 2). All isolates were resistant to both CAZ and CAZ/AVI, as well as MEM; 17 (15.7%) isolates were susceptible to MEM/VAB. Ten (9.3%) isolates were susceptible to IPM and 2 (1.9%) to IPM/REL; of note, breakpoints for IPM and IPM/REL are different, which may explain the lower susceptibility rate for the combination. Most (97/108; 89.8%) isolates exhibited resistance to ATM, whereas 8 isolates (7 E. coli and 1 K. pneumoniae) were resistant to ATM/AVI with MICs of 8 mg/L (n = 4) and 16 mg/L (n = 4), based on breakpoint value of resistance for AZT/AVI taken from that of ATM. Among the drug combinations, AZT/AVI was the most effective, as expected.

AZT/AVI Resistance Mechanisms

Analysis of the ATM/AVI-resistant isolates revealed that 6/7 E. coli isolates harbored a bla<sub>CMY</sub> allele: bla<sub>CMY-2</sub> (n = 1), bla<sub>CMY-42</sub> (n = 2), bla<sub>CMY-145</sub> (n = 2), and bla<sub>CMY-148</sub> (n = 1). All those isolates had an insertion of 4 amino acids within the PBP-3 encoding gene located after residue 333, which was YRIK in 5 isolates and YRIY in the other 2 isolates. Similar 4-aa insertions have been reported among NDM-5–producing E. coli as a cause of elevated MICs of ATM, related to impeding accessibility to the binding site of PBP-3, and therefore were involved in ATM/AVI resistance in addition to CMY production (28). Ma et al. reported that the insertion alone has a minor effect on ATM/AVI resistance levels (29), but resistance could be achieved when combined with CMY production (29). Other studies reported that CMY variants with a glycine residue at position 231 exhibited enhanced hydrolysis against ATM (30,31). Among the isolates we tested, CMY-42, CMY-145, and CMY-148 variants all harbored a Val231Ser substitution, suggesting that those

Table 1. Sources of 141 bla<sub>CMY</sub>-positive isolates identified in Enterobacteriales bacteria, Switzerland, 2019–2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>No. from patient source</th>
<th>Urine</th>
<th>Blood culture</th>
<th>Tissue and fluid</th>
<th>Respiratory</th>
<th>Fecal and rectal swab</th>
<th>Nonrectal screening swab</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Klebsiella pneumoniae</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escherichia coli</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterobacter cloacae complex</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. aerogenes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrobacter freundii</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. quasipneumoniae</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. variicola</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. oxytoca</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
enzymes affected the levels of ATM/AVI resistance, along with the PBP-3 modifications.

One ATM/AVI-resistant *K. pneumoniae* isolate exhibited an MIC of 8 mg/L; it neither carried a *bla*<sub>CMY</sub> gene nor harbored any mutation within its PBP-3 encoding gene. However, it did harbor *bla*<sub>CTX-M-15</sub> and we identified a premature stop codon near the beginning of *ompK35*, which would render the porin non-functional. Although this does not explain the ATM/AVI MIC by itself, it might be a contributing factor.

**Carbapenemase Alleles and Other Resistance Genes**

**Carbapenemase Alleles**

Among the 108 sequenced isolates, we identified 4 *bla*<sub>NDM</sub> allelic variants; *bla*<sub>NDM-1</sub> (n = 56), *bla*<sub>NDM-4</sub> (n = 2), *bla*<sub>NDM-5</sub> (n = 49), and *bla*<sub>NDM-7</sub> (n = 1). Most *E. coli* isolates harbored *bla*<sub>NDM-5</sub> (40/46 isolates) and the 6 remaining *E. coli* isolates had *bla*<sub>NDM-1</sub> (Table 3). This finding indicated that the spread of *bla*<sub>NDM-5</sub> gene in *E. coli* may be affected by the increased catalytic efficiency of NDM-5 against carbapenems compared with NDM-1 (32). Conversely, *K. pneumoniae* isolates predominantly carried *bla*<sub>NDM-1</sub> (34/42), and rarely *bla*<sub>NDM-5</sub> (6/42) and *bla*<sub>NDM-4</sub> (2/42). Most (12/14) *E. cloacae* complex isolates harbored *bla*<sub>NDM-1</sub> of the others, 1 harbored *bla*<sub>NDM-5</sub> and 1 *bla*<sub>NDM-7</sub>. Multiple carbapenemase genes were found in 18 isolates, namely 11 *K. pneumoniae*, 6 *E. coli*, and 1 *E. cloacae* complex isolate. Sixteen of the 18 isolates harbored a *bla*<sub>OXA-48</sub>-like gene (*bla*<sub>OXA-48</sub> [n = 5], *bla*<sub>OXA-181</sub> [n = 6], *bla*<sub>OXA-22</sub> [n = 3], *bla*<sub>OXA-244</sub> [n = 2]), and single *E. coli* and *K. pneumoniae* isolates harbored *bla*<sub>KPC-3</sub> genes. In addition to producing the various carbapenemases, most isolates also produced multiple other β-lactamases, including CTX-M-type ESBLs and CMY-type AmpC encoding genes. We identified genes encoding RMTases conferring resistance to all clinically significant aminoglycosides in a total of 35 isolates (Figures 2, 3).

**E. coli** Isolates

We identified a total of 17 sequence types (STs) among the 46 *E. coli* isolates. Four dominant ST clusters or clonal complexes (CCs) were identified by performing...
The core genome size in this analysis was 2.82 Mb. ST147 isolates from 6 regions in Switzerland. Eleven 
contained CC258 isolates from hospitals in 4 regions and both clusters were scattered geographically; we ob-
duced NDM-1 and 2 produced NDM-5. Isolates from both belonging to ST11. Within ST147 isolates, 12 pro-
exception of 1 that produced NDM-4 and 1 NDM-7, 
Among CC258 isolates, all produced NDM-1 with the 
and the other included 14 ST147 isolates (Figure 3). 
isolates, comprising 10 ST11 and 3 ST437 isolates, 
that 2 clonal clusters dominated; 1 contained CC258 
all of which also produced NDM-5 (Figure 2). Six 
isolates co-produced another carbapenemase gene, 
that 
K. pneumoniae

Within the 42 K. pneumoniae isolates, we identi-
fied 14 STs. A core-genome SNP analysis showed that 2 clonal clusters dominated; 1 contained CC258 
isolates, comprising 10 ST11 and 3 ST437 isolates, 
and the other included 14 ST147 isolates (Figure 3). 
Among CC258 isolates, all produced NDM-1 with the 
exception of 1 that produced NDM-4 and 1 NDM-7, 
both belonging to ST11. Within ST147 isolates, 12 pro-
duced NDM-1 and 2 produced NDM-5. Isolates from 
both clusters were scattered geographically; we ob-
tained CC258 isolates from hospitals in 4 regions and 
ST147 isolates from 6 regions in Switzerland. Eleven 
isolates cohabored >1 carbapenemase gene; the 
genes were \( \text{bla}_{\text{OXA-48}} \) (n = 4), \( \text{bla}_{\text{OXA-181}} \) (n = 3), \( \text{bla}_{\text{OXA-232}} \) 
(n = 3), and \( \text{bla}_{\text{KPC-4}} \) (n = 1). The core genome size in 
this analysis was 4.25 Mb.

**E. cloacae Complex Isolates and Other Species**

The 14 *E. cloacae* complex isolates represented 10 STs, 
indicating no dominant clone. Twelve isolates pro-
duced NDM-1, and the remaining 2 produced either 
NDM-5 or NDM-7. One ST91 *E. cloacae* isolate addi-
tionally carried a \( \text{bla}_{\text{OXA-48}} \) gene. The remaining isolates 
included 3 of *K. quasipneumoniae*, 2 of *K. aerogenes*, and 
1 of *K. variicola*. The *K. quasipneumoniae* isolates were 
of ST4834, ST3330, and 1 novel ST. Both *K. aerogenes* 
isolates belonged to ST93. The *K. quasipneumoniae* and 
*K. variicola* isolates produced NDM-1, and the *K. aerogenes* isolates produced NDM-5.

**16S RMTases**

By screening our collection of NDM-producing iso-
lates for RMTase encoding genes, we found a high 
positivity rate. Almost a third of isolates (35/108) 
harbored >1 RMTase gene, most commonly \( \text{armA} \) 
(16 isolates), followed by \( \text{rmtB} \) (13 isolates), \( \text{rmtC} \) 
(6 isolates), and \( \text{rmtF} \) (co-produced in 2 isolates

---

**Table 2. MIC distributions for 108 \( \text{bla}_{\text{NDM}} \)-positive isolates identified in *Enterobacterales* bacteria, Switzerland, 2019–2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antimicrobial drug</th>
<th>Breakpoint MIC, mg/L</th>
<th>No. isolates at MIC</th>
<th>% Susceptible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S (&lt;0.06)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imipenem</td>
<td>≤2</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imipenem/relebactam</td>
<td>≤2</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meropenem</td>
<td>≤2</td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meropenem/vaborbactam</td>
<td>≤2</td>
<td>&gt;8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceftazidime</td>
<td>≤1</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceftazidime/avibactam</td>
<td>≤8</td>
<td>&gt;8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztreonam</td>
<td>≤1</td>
<td>&gt;4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztreonam/avibactam†</td>
<td>≤4</td>
<td>&lt;4§</td>
<td>15§</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Testing range for all drugs was 0.06–256 mg/L. Breakpoints from the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing. Gray shading indicates resistant isolates. R, resistant; S, susceptible. †MIC>256 mg/L. ‡Avibactam used at a fixed concentration of 4 mg/L. §Aztreonam/avibactam breakpoint selected arbitrarily based on the aztreonam breakpoints. ¶MIC<0.06 mg/L.

---

**Table 3. Carbapenemase alleles harbored by isolates sequenced in study of *Enterobacterales* bacteria, Switzerland, 2019–2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Carbenapemase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDM-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OXA-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Escherichia coli</strong></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Klebsiella pneumoniae</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enterobacter cloacae complex</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K. aerogenes</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K. quasipneumoniae</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>K. variicola</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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alongside rmtB). RMTases are capable of conferring high-level resistance to all clinically relevant aminoglycoside antimicrobial drugs including the recently approved urinary tract infection treatment plazomicin (33). RMTases have previously been shown to have a strong association with blaNDM, particularly K. pneumoniae ST147 (34); in our study, 8 of the K. pneumoniae ST147 isolates carried RMTase genes. Of the 35 RMTase-positive isolates we identified, a highly similar plasmid could be identified for 24, and 10/24 harbored the same RMTase genes as the reference plasmid. This result could suggest that the RMTase genes in these isolates may be carried on the same plasmid as the blaNDM gene. The strong association between blaNDM and RMTase gene carriage have been previously reported elsewhere (34) and has been associated with both the co-localization of blaNDM and RMTase gene types on the same plasmid, as well as encoded separately in diverse plasmid types (34). Such high level of association of carbapenemases to the NDM-5 and RMTase genes will further limit the choice of therapeutics available for treating infections because of those multidrug-resistant bacteria.

Typing of NDM Plasmids

By mapping sequencing reads against a database of known NDM-encoding plasmids and applying a stringent cutoff (≥95% coverage and identity), we identified plasmids highly similar to those in our study. We found plasmids with ≥95% coverage and identity for 69/108 (63.9%) of the sequenced isolates (Appendix Table). Most (50/69) of the identified plasmids harbored IncF replicons, albeit a diverse range. Plasmids with the IncF replicon types were the most common, among which the blaNDM-5 gene was dominant; the replicons IncFII (n = 14), IncFII/IncFIA (n = 11), IncFIB(pQIL) (n = 7), and IncF(pKPX1) (n = 6) were the most common. A total of 13/69 plasmids carrying a blaNDM gene possessed an IncX3 replicon, and carried either blaNDM-5 (n = 9), blaNDM-1 (n = 3), and blaNDM-7 (n = 1) genes.

Within E. coli isolates, highly similar plasmids could be identified for 31/46 isolates, representing 7 different replicon types and combinations. Most (24/31) were IncF replicon variants, and 9 of these blaNDM-bearing plasmids exhibited 95%–100% coverage and identity to pIncF, a ≈116 kb IncFII/IncFIA NDM-5–producing plasmid identified in E. coli ST617 from Italy (GenBank accession no. MW048884.1). The pIncF-like plasmids were identified in 4 STs, namely ST167 (n = 4), ST361 (n = 3), ST617 (n = 1), and ST1588.
RESEARCH

(n = 1). Highly similar IncX3 plasmids could be identified from 4 isolates, corresponding to the previously reported ≈46 kb pEsco-5256cz (GenBank accession no. MG252891.1) carrying the bla_{NDM} gene from Czech Republic, and 2 other highly similar bla_{NDM}-carrying IncX3 plasmids exhibited high similarity to a ≈35 kb pABC280-NDM-5 (GenBank accession no. MK372392) identified from the United Arab Emirates.

Within K. pneumoniae isolates, we identified similar plasmids for 28/42 isolates from 9 different replicon types or combinations. Similar to E. coli isolates, most plasmids (22/28) corresponded to IncF replicon variants. Seven isolates, all belonging to ST147, exhibited 99%–100% coverage and identity to pM321-NDM-1 (GenBank accession no. AP018834), a ≈54 kb bla_{NDM} -positive plasmid harboring the FIB(pQIL) replicon type and described in isolates from Myanmar (35). Six ST11 K. pneumoniae isolates also exhibited 100% coverage and similarity to pAR_0146 (GenBank accession no. CP021962), a ≈132 kb IncFII(pKPC1) plasmid identified in the United States. Of interest, within the 4 IncX3 plasmids that could be identified, 2 exhibited high similarity (100% coverage and identity) to pEsco-5256cz and 1 to pABC280-NDM-5; we found those 2 plasmids in E. coli isolates as well, which suggested interspecies plasmid sharing. We also detected the plasmid pEsco-5256cz in the E. cloacae complex isolates; 3 of those ST93 isolates harboring plasmids exhibited 99% coverage and identity to pEsco-5256cz.

**Discussion**

This study showed increasing prevalence of NDM-producing Enterobacteriales bacteria in Switzerland. One cause appears to be successful lineages of both E. coli and K. pneumoniae.

The E. coli clusters we identified in this study are all considered as high-risk clones or correspond to CC that are frequently reported internationally (36–40). Multiple studies reported NDM-5–producing ST405 E. coli isolates circulating in Europe and particularly in isolates from Germany, Italy, and Spain (39–40). One study alluded to the cross-border transmission between Switzerland and Germany of NDM-5-producing ST405 isolates (39), and in our study this E. coli clone also appears widespread, found in multiple regions of Switzerland. E. coli ST410 is increasingly reported as a cause of hospital outbreaks and has been associated with the carriage of both ESBLs and various carbapenemase genes, including bla_{NDM} in both Europe and Asia (36,37). CC10 members producing NDM-5, have been described in multiple countries, including China, the United States, and Switzerland (39,41). We found it in isolates across a wide geographical area. E. coli ST361 was most commonly described as an ESBL-producing clone in both human and animal populations, usually harboring the bla_{CTX-M15} gene, but more recently it has been described as harboring bla_{NDM} in several countries, including Germany and Switzerland (39,42–45). Similarly,
ESBL-producing E. coli ST167 and ST410 isolates have been found in food products (meat and dairy) in Germany (45), indicating that these lineages may already be widespread, albeit without the blaNDM-5-carrying plasmid. A recent study in Switzerland identified both ST167 and ST410 E. coli isolates harboring the NDM-5 encoding gene; genomic analysis showed that the isolates harbored blaNDM-5-carrying plasmids with a high nucleotide identity to plasmids previously identified in a nosocomial outbreak in Myanmar (38).

Both K. pneumoniae clusters identified in this study encompass high-risk clones. K. pneumoniae ST147 has emerged as an important clone for the dissemination of various antimicrobial-resistance genes, given its wide global distribution and strong association with hospital outbreaks (46). Tavoschi et al. identified NDM-1-producing ST147 K. pneumoniae isolates as the dominant cause of a yearlong outbreak in hospitals in Tuscany, Italy (42); their finding might explain a dominance of ST147 isolates, considering the proximity of Italy and Switzerland. K. pneumoniae CC258 is most commonly associated with the global dissemination of blaKPC through ST11 and ST258. K. pneumoniae ST11, however, seems amenable to the dissemination of a wide range of resistance genes; hospitals have reported outbreaks harboring various carbapenemase family genes including blaKPC, blaNDM, and blaVIM (47,48). NDM-1-producing K. pneumoniae ST11 has long been reported throughout Europe and could be considered as endemic in some countries (48–50). K. pneumoniae ST11 might therefore be considered as a successful clone in Switzerland, as we observed. We detected pEsco-5256cz-like and pABC280-NDM-like IncX3 plasmids in complex isolates of all 3 species groups (E. coli, K. pneumoniae, and E. cloacae). Our findings suggest that the plasmids are highly capable of cross-species transmission, which has been observed for IncX3 plasmids generally and is a factor in their success.

The isolates in this study were multidrug resistant, and a substantial proportion exhibited resistance to aminoglycosides, largely resulting from the co-carryage of RMTases. The high level of association of carbapenemases to the NDM-5 and RMTase genes will limit the choice of therapeutics available for treating infections because of those multidrug-resistant bacteria. Several isolates were identified that were resistant to the β-lactam/inhibitor combination ATM/AVI, a potential future treatment for infections caused by NDM-producing bacteria (28,29). The transmission of successful plasmids, both within and between species, was identified as a major factor in the increasing prevalence of NDM-producing Enterobacterales. This 2-year study gives a snapshot of the epidemiology of NDM producers in Switzerland and illustrates how the use of WGS is both an essential and informative tool for surveillance and for monitoring emerging resistance. Our findings underline the importance of the surveillance of NDM-producing bacteria and particularly the monitoring of successful clonal lineages and plasmids.
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Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) is the prototype of the family Arenaviridae. Its genus Mammarenavirus is associated with rodent-transmitted diseases in humans, including agents of hemorrhagic fevers, such as Lassa virus and Junin virus (1). In immunocompetent persons, LCMV infection is typically asymptomatic but can cause aseptic meningitis; in immunocompromised persons, systemic infection and death can occur. Central Europe is a strategic location for the study of LCMV evolutionary history and host specificity because of the presence of a hybrid zone (genetic barrier) between 2 house mouse subspecies, Mus musculus musculus and M. musculus domesticus. We report LCMV prevalence in natural mouse populations from a Czech Republic–Germany transect and genomic characterization of 2 new LCMV variants from the Czech Republic. We demonstrate that the main division in the LCMV phylogenetic tree corresponds to mouse host subspecies and, when the virus is found in human hosts, the mouse subspecies found at the spillover location. Therefore, LCMV strains infecting humans can be predicted by the genetic structure of house mice.

Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) is an Old World mammarenavirus found worldwide because of its association with the house mouse. When LCMV spills over to immunocompetent humans, the virus can cause aseptic meningitis; in immunocompromised persons, systemic infection and death can occur. Central Europe is a strategic location for the study of LCMV evolutionary history and host specificity because of the presence of a hybrid zone (genetic barrier) between 2 house mouse subspecies, Mus musculus musculus and M. musculus domesticus. We report LCMV prevalence in natural mouse populations from a Czech Republic–Germany transect and genomic characterization of 2 new LCMV variants from the Czech Republic. We demonstrate that the main division in the LCMV phylogenetic tree corresponds to mouse host subspecies and, when the virus is found in human hosts, the mouse subspecies found at the spillover location. Therefore, LCMV strains infecting humans can be predicted by the genetic structure of house mice.

All mammarenaviruses are enveloped ambisense RNA viruses. Their genome (∼11-kb) is composed of 2 segments, each encoding 2 proteins in nonoverlapping open reading frames (ORFs); the large 7.2-kb segment encodes the Z matrix and the large polymerase proteins, and the small 3.4-kb segment encodes the glycoprotein and nucleoprotein (1).

The primary host reservoirs of LCMV are house mice (Mus musculus), although the virus has been reported in other rodents, and experimental infections have been described in other mammals, such as rabbits, dogs, and pigs (3–5). The house mouse is a complex of several subspecies. The most widespread subspecies are M. musculus musculus, found from central and northern Europe to the Far East; M. musculus domesticus, which is found in western and southern Europe, northern Africa, the Middle East, and, more recently, in North and South America, southern Africa, Australia, and Oceania because of passive transport with humans; and M. musculus castaneus, which is found in central and southeastern Asia (6,7) (Figure 1). These subspecies are not reproductively isolated, and several regions of secondary contact hybridization exist, including a >2,500 km–long region in Europe extending from Scandinavia to the Black Sea in which M. musculus musculus and M. musculus domesticus mice have contact (Figure 1). In this region, the 2 subspecies form a hybrid zone with a barrier to gene flow between them (6,9,10). Recent studies have shown that such hybrid zones can also act as barriers for the organisms’ pathogens (11–14). Hybrid zones are thus useful natural settings to study the limit of host specificity, which is pivotal to understanding the geographic distribution of pathogens and their potential for spillover. For example, 2 mammarenaviruses, Morogoro virus and Gairo virus, are each confined to
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In 2010, Albariño et al. (16) investigated the genetic diversity and distribution of LCMV variants by analyzing 29 genomes. They demonstrated that LCMV is highly diverse and forms 4 distinct lineages (I–IV) but found little correlation of those lineages with time or place of isolation. From their dataset, only 3 strains (Marseille12-2004, Yale-1977, and Michigan-2005) originated from wild mice, but those strains were not assigned to subspecies. Furthermore, the place of isolation is a poor proxy for the origin of spillover to human hosts. For example, focusing on lineage II of Albariño et al., strains M1 and M2 were isolated in Japan in 2005, but came from a wild-derived strain originating from M. musculus mice caught in Illmitz, Austria, in 1985 (17). Likewise, the Dandenong-Yugoslavia LCMV strain (18) was isolated in Australia from a human spillover, but that person returned from the former Yugoslavia before becoming ill and dying. The Bulgaria 1956 strain (19) was isolated from a human spillover, but geographic origin was not mentioned in the original study; a contact of that patient was treated for the same symptoms in a hospital in Vidin, Bulgaria, suggesting spillover origin in northwestern Bulgaria. Finally, the last LCMV strain in lineage II, LE-FRANCE (20), was isolated from a pregnant woman in France (i.e., within M. musculus mouse territory), but the person worked in a pet store, making strain origin uncertain because other rodent species, especially hamsters, are known to be LCMV carriers (3,4,20). In summary, for 3 of 4 LCMV strains in lineage II, the potential spillover origin is consistent with M. musculus mouse territory despite diverse viral isolation locations. Similarly, in LCMV lineage I, strains were found in laboratory mice, essentially of M. musculus origin (21); wild mice; or in primate (including human) spillovers in the United States or western Europe, and were thus consistent with M. musculus mouse origin (22). LCMV lineage IV consists only of strains isolated from wood-mice (Apodemus sylvaticus) from Spain. Given these observations, we hypothesized that host specificity could be a better predictor of LCMV genetics than the place or time of LCMV strain isolation.

In this study, we test the hypothesis that LCMV phylogenetic clustering reflects specificity to its host reservoirs by investigating the diversity of LCMV in central Europe across the house mouse hybrid zone (HMHZ). We also update the phylogenetic analysis of LCMV from Albariño et al. (16) by complementing their dataset with LCMV genomes sequenced in the last decade and with our data.

**Material and Methods**

**Sampling and Mouse Genotyping**
A total of 748 house mice (410 M. musculus domesticus and 338 M. musculus musculus) from 179 localities...
(100 for *M. musculus domesticus* and 79 for *M. musculus musculus*) were trapped in farms during 2008–2019 across a 145-km by 110-km belt stretching from northeastern Bavaria (Germany) to western Bohemia (Czech Republic), a region in which these mouse subspecies meet and form the HMHZ (23) (Figure 2; Appendix 1 Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0224-App1.xlsx). Tissue samples were preserved in liquid nitrogen and later stored at −80°C as described in Goüy de Bellocq et al. (24). Mice were identified on the basis of a set of diagnostic markers as in Macholán et al. (23) or on the basis of 1,401 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers (25) or 0.62 million SNP markers (26) (Appendix 1 Table 1). Each individual mouse’s hybrid index (HI) was estimated as the proportion of *M. musculus musculus* alleles. We considered all mice with HIs <0.5 as *M. musculus domesticus*–like and those with HIs >0.5 as *M. musculus musculus*–like.

**LCMV Serologic and Molecular Screening**

We screened 291 blood plasma samples collected from 100 localities during 2008–2011 for LCMV antibodies by using the ELISA kit IM-698 C-EB (XpressBio, https://xpressbio.com). We used 100 μL of 1:50 diluted serum for the reaction according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In addition, we extracted RNA from 616 spleen or salivary gland samples by using RNeasy Mini kit (QIAGEN, https://www.qiagen.com). We reverse-transcribed the RNA samples collected in 2008–2013 by using the Applied Biosystems High-Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, https://www.thermofisher.com) in 10 μL final volume. We screened for LCMV by targeting a 340-nucleotide fragment of the large gene by using primers from Vieth et al. (27), because these primers detected LCMV in a previous study (28). Samples were screened with the Multiplex PCR kit (QIAGEN) in a final volume of 15 μL by using 2 μL of cDNA and following the manufacturer’s instructions. To increase assay sensitivity, we also designed primers for a nested PCR assay on the basis of LCMV sequences available in GenBank and targeting 442 nt in a part of the large gene partially overlapping with the region described previously. We tested 96 samples with both assays and results showed the same number of positive samples. However, the first assay (i.e., Vieth et al. primers) showed higher sensitivity (stronger band in 1.5% agarose gels); therefore, we selected that assay to screen the complete dataset. However, we used the second assay for Sanger sequencing of all positive samples to obtain longer final large fragment (659–665 nt resulting from merging both assay outputs). We screened the 2019 RNA samples with Vieth et al. primers by using Invitrogen SuperScript IV One-Step RT-PCR System (ThermoFisher Scientific) in a final volume of 20 μL and using 3 μL of extracted RNA. We attempted additional amplifications in positive samples to sequence parts of the glycoprotein and nucleoprotein.

Whole-Genome Sequencing and Assembly of LCMV Viruses

We selected 2 positive samples from localities 10 km apart: sample SK1042 from Kryry, Czech Republic (KRY1) and sample SK1194 from Nepomyšl, Czech Republic (NEPO1), for whole-genome sequencing. We extracted RNA from lung and liver specimens by using the viral enrichment protocol described in Goyd de Belloq et al. (29). The cDNA synthesis, library preparation, and sequencing (BGI Genomics, https://www.bgi.com) were carried out as described in Goyd de Belloq et al. (30). After read demultiplexing, quality filtering, and trimming, 48,209,592 paired-end reads were available for SK1042, and 39,228,040 paired-end reads were available for SK1194. We used only 10,000,000 paired-end reads for a de novo assembly by iterative mapping with Geneious Mapper in Geneious 11 (Geneious, https://www.geneious.com). We enriched for LCMV reads in silico by removing all reads that mapped to mouse reference genome GRCm38. The LCMV iterative mapping was seeded with the 340 nt of the large gene obtained by Sanger sequencing and a 74-nt sequence conserved among LCMV strains for the Z gene. For the small segment, we generated 2 small seed reference sequences of ≈150 nt in the glycoprotein and nucleoprotein by first mapping the paired-end reads to LCMV strain Traub (from M. musculus domesticus mice). We confirmed the sequence of the intergenic region of the large segment by Sanger sequencing designing primers in the neighboring coding regions (Appendix 2 Table). After assembly, we ensured the seeding had not influenced the output. Finally, as part of a viral metagenomic study of digestive tract samples taken from mice in the HMHZ (J. Goyd de Belloq, unpub. data), we detected 229-nt and 458-nt contigs that matched via BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) with the large and glycoprotein by using the ClustalW algorithm. We used the Bayesian Information Criterion in MEGA X (33) to evaluate models of nucleotide and amino acid substitution. The best-fit model was general time reversible plus invariable sites plus gamma distribution for all 3 genes on the basis of the nucleic acid dataset, Jones-Taylor-Thorton plus invariable sites plus gamma for large and nucleoprotein genes, and Le Gascuel plus gamma for the glycoprotein gene for the amino acid dataset. We performed phylogenetic analyses on nucleic acid and amino acid sequences by using Bayesian inference using MrBayes version 3.2.7 (34). For the amino acid sequence dataset, we only included LCMV sequences in which a large proportion of the coding genes were sequenced. We conducted default priors for all parameters and 2 independent runs with 10 million generations per run and sampled trees and parameters every 500 generations, discarding the first 25% of sampled trees as burn-in. We used Bayesian posterior probabilities (PP) to assess node support and the complete genome of Lunk virus from African Mus minutoides as an outgroup. We prepared tree figures in FigTree version 1.4.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree).

Results

Rodent Sampling and LCMV Detection

We found 7 positive samples among the 291 samples (160 M. musculus domesticus and 131 M. musculus musculus) tested with ELISA for a prevalence of 2.4%. A total of 6 positives were revealed in M. musculus musculus mouse territory: 3 in Buškovice (BUS2, 2008), 1 in Nepomyšl (NEPO1, 2009), 1 in Kryry (KRY1, 2009), and 1 in Žihle (2010). All these specimens had HI >0.96, indicating almost pure M. musculus musculus. The single positive specimen from M. musculus domesticus territory mouse (HI = 0.20) was captured in locality Starý Rybník Vepřín (SRYV) (2009), 3.7 km from the center of the HMHZ. By using the molecular LCMV screening, we found 5 positive samples out of 616 analyzed (prevalence = 0.8%) (Table 1). All were from M. musculus musculus mouse territory with HI >0.97: 4 specimens from NEPO1 (2008 and 2009) and 1 specimen from KRY1 (2009). One specimen from NEPO1 (SK1042; HI = 0.98) was found positive by both serologic and molecular screening approaches.

Phylogenetic Analyses

LCMV nucleotide sequences were aligned with the sequence coding parts of the nucleoprotein, glycoprotein, and large genes of other strains available in GenBank (Appendix 1 Table 2). We included all strains analyzed in Albariño et al. (16), augmented with 11 recently published genome sequences that included LCMV variants of M. musculus domesticus mouse origin from France, Gabon, and French Guiana (28,31,32). Nucleotide alignment was based on amino acid sequences in Geneious Prime 2019.2 (Geneious) by using the ClustalW algorithm. We used the Bayesian Information Criterion in MEGA X (33) to evaluate models of nucleotide and amino acid substitution. The best-fit model was general time reversible plus invariable sites plus gamma distribution for all 3 genes on the basis of the nucleic acid dataset, Jones-Taylor-Thorton plus invariable sites plus gamma for large and nucleoprotein genes, and Le Gascuel plus gamma for the glycoprotein gene for the amino acid dataset. We performed phylogenetic analyses on nucleic acid and amino acid sequences by using Bayesian inference using MrBayes version 3.2.7 (34). For the amino acid sequence dataset, we only included LCMV sequences in which a large proportion of the coding genes were sequenced. We conducted default priors for all parameters and 2 independent runs with 10 million generations per run and sampled trees and parameters every 500 generations, discarding the first 25% of sampled trees as burn-in. We used Bayesian posterior probabilities (PP) to assess node support and the complete genome of Lunk virus from African Mus minutoides as an outgroup. We prepared tree figures in FigTree version 1.4.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree).
All the positive localities confirmed genetically were located within a 12-km² area. The detection of RNA-positive samples in 2009 and 2010 in NEPO1 and the repeated finding of positive specimens in BUS2 by ELISA in 2008 and 2014 (J. Goüy de Belloq, unpub. data) suggest that LCMV is locally endemic in M. musculus musculus mouse territory, persisting within farms over several years.

Characterization of the Full Genomes of LCMV from the Czech Republic

We obtained LCMV whole-genome sequences from 2 mice samples. Because the partial large sequences of the 4 samples from NEPO1 were identical, we characterized the genome of only 1 LCMV sample (SK1194). The other sample (SK1042) was from the locality KRY1, 10 km from NEPO1. At the 3′ end of the large segment of the variant SK1194, =19 noncoding nucleotides were missing. Each of the 2 segments showed the 2 ORFs typical for mammarenavirus separated by typical stem-loop structures. The complete large segment was 7232 nt (for strain SK1042) and contained 2 ORFs: the Z ORF (270 nt) encodes a 90-aa zinc-finger protein, whereas the large ORF (6627 nt) encodes a 2209-aa RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. The complete small segment was 3380 nt for SK1194 and 3381 nt for SK1042 and contained 2 ORFs: the glycoprotein ORF (1494 nt) coding for a 498-aa glycoprotein precursor and the nucleoprotein ORF (1674 nt) encoding a 558-aa nucleoprotein. The pairwise nucleotide divergence between the 2 variants was 8.4% for the small segment and 9.6% for the large segment.

Phylogenetic Analysis

We analyzed the large, glycoprotein, and nucleoprotein genes separately and highlighted the position of the new LCMV variants found in M. musculus musculus mice from the Czech Republic and of the variants known to have been isolated from wild M. musculus domesticus mice. For the large nucleotide tree (Figure 3), the topology of the phylogeny is similar to that of Albarino et al. (16); 2 lineages are highly supported (PP = 0.99): I (harboring 24 LCMV strains) and II (10 LCMV strains). Lineage III, which consisted of a single sequence isolated from a human in Georgia (USA), has a highly supported basal position (PP = 1). All sequences from Czech Republic M. musculus musculus mice form a sister clade to Danenong virus within lineage II, the lineage we hypothesized to originate from M. musculus musculus mice. The 3 variants from M. musculus domesticus mice are found scattered within the highly supported lineage I (PP = 0.99). The internal topology of lineage I is not resolved and consists of sequences originating from various hosts and regions. Among these clades, a subset was isolated from primate spillovers, likely from local mice in the United States, Spain, France, and Germany (i.e., within M. musculus domesticus mouse territory). The other strains that do not overlap with the range of M. musculus domesticus mice have either been isolated from cell culture (strains from Japan or Slovakia) or ticks (strains from China). In the phylogenetic tree constructed on the basis of large amino acid sequences, the position of lineage III is again well supported but is basal to lineages I and II, both with highly supported monophyly (PP = 1) (Appendix 2 Figure, panel A).

The phylogenetic position of the sequences from Czech Republic M. musculus musculus and wild M. musculus domesticus mice in our nucleoprotein and glycoprotein gene trees corresponds to that in the large gene tree. An additional clade, clade IV, is composed of strains isolated from the woodmouse (Apodemus sylvaticus). All 4 glycoprotein lineages based on amino acid sequences were highly supported (PP = 1) (Appendix 2 Figure, panel B), whereas the phylogenetic signal at the nucleotide level seems to be compromised by homoplasy, resulting in trichotomy between lineages I, II, and III (Figure 4). A similar pattern can be seen in the phylogenetic trees based on the nucleoprotein gene but with low support. Phylogenetic relationships between lineages are not resolved, demonstrating differences with regard to the type of data. The basal position of lineage IV (woodmouse) to other lineages is well supported (PP = 1) on the basis of amino acid sequences (Appendix 2 Figure, panel C). By contrast, nucleotide sequences show lineage IV as sister group to lineage I (PP = 0.92) and lineage III clustering with lineage II (PP = 1), whereas the strain from Bulgaria is basal to all other ingroup lineages (PP = 1), suggesting that homoplasy at the nucleic acid level affects the phylogenetic signal (Figure 5).
Discussion
We found LCMV at low prevalence in wild mice in central Europe, and all genetically confirmed cases clustered within a small geographic region in the *M. musculus musculus* mouse side of the HMHZ. This low prevalence prevents direct inference of the zone as a barrier to LCMV exchange between the mouse subspecies in nature. However, our phylogenetic analyses, which included new LCMV variants from the Czech Republic, 3 variants sequenced from wild *M. musculus domesticus* mice, other LCMV variants sequenced during the last decade, and supplemented with published data, support the hypothesis that LCMV lineage I harbors viruses originating from *M. musculus domesticus* mice and lineage II includes viruses primarily found in *M. musculus musculus* mice.

The low prevalence of LCMV observed in central Europe is not uncommon. In wild mice, this prevalence has been shown to be variable, ranging from 0 to 25% (2), but most studies have reported low prevalence and patchy distribution. For example, Ackermann et al. (34) found an overall prevalence of 3% in wild mice from Germany, with 65 LCMV-positive specimens from 44 localities, but despite extensive sampling efforts in Bavaria as a whole (380 mouse samples over 70,000 km²), no LCMV-positive mice were found there (35). We also failed to detect any positive LCMV samples in Bavaria (*M. musculus domesticus* mouse region). The low prevalence of LCMV is comparable to other mammarenaviruses (e.g., Gairo virus and Morogoro virus in *Mastomys natalensis* mice in Tanzania) (13,15).

We reported LCMV infection in Buškovice in 2008 and 2014; however, we were unable to demonstrate genetic turnover during that period. Commensal mouse populations are usually structured to local
subpopulations or demes, with a dispersal scale of ≈1 km² (36,37). Because LCMV can spread both horizontally and vertically, maintenance of the virus within a deme over several years seems plausible. Whether LCMV variants are still present in the 12 km² area is not certain. If so, targeted rodent control measures could feasibly decrease or eliminate LCMV risk for humans in this geographic area.

Albariño et al. (16) described 4 main LCMV lineages. Our results suggest that ≥3 of these lineages correspond to different host subspecies: lineage I to *M. musculus domesticus*, lineage II to *M. musculus musculus*, and lineage IV to *Apodemus sylvaticus*. We make no claim regarding the origin of lineage III, a single isolate from a human in Georgia (USA) (i.e., theoretically *M. musculus domesticus* mouse territory). We suggest more highly divergent lineages are likely to be discovered corresponding to rodent species, subspecies, and cryptic taxa. A new LCMV strain was recently reported from human serum in southern Iraq (38), but its phylogenetic position cannot be resolved; only a short fragment of the large gene (395 nt) is available in GenBank. This new LCMV strain is likely to cluster in clade I because *M. musculus domesticus* is the expected house mouse subspecies in southern Iraq (39–41). Uncertainty persists with respect to 4 LCMV strains clustered within lineage I of expected *M. musculus domesticus* mouse origin; JX14, JX4, and JX31 were isolated from ticks in 2015 from a coastal area in Jinxin, Jilin Province, northeastern China, and strain QO28 was sequenced in 1990 from a wild mouse (*M. musculus*) captured in Osaka, Japan (42,43). In both regions, mice of subspecies other than *M. musculus domesticus* were reported. *M. musculus musculus* mice occur in northern China (44), whereas in Japan, mice are generally identified as *M. musculus castaneus* or *M. musculus molossinus* (45). However, the *M. musculus domesticus* mouse is known to be a

**Figure 4.** Phylogenetic analysis performed on nucleic acid sequences of glycoprotein gene of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) sequences using Bayesian inference. Bayesian posterior probabilities were used to assess node support. Lunk virus from *Mus minutoides* (Africa) was used as outgroup. All sequences obtained in this study were submitted to GenBank (accession nos. MZ588450–7, MZ588311–3, MZ588449). Names of LCMV strains are composed of GenBank accession number, strain name, host species, and place and country of origin (if known) or isolation. Country code is defined as ISO code (https://countrycode.org). Colors indicate LCMV strains isolated from wild rodents where there is a match between expected mouse subspecies on the basis of geographic region and sampling area: blue, *Mus musculus domesticus*; red, *M. musculus musculus*. Arrows indicate known origin of mouse subspecies on the basis of genetic data, asterisks (*) indicates LCMV strains from this study, and lineages are indicated by roman numerals. LCMV strains isolated from *Apodemus sylvaticus* are indicated in green (lineage IV). Scale bar indicates nucleotide substitutions per site. Mmd, *M. musculus domesticus*; Mmm, *M. musculus musculus*; Mmm_lab, laboratory mouse strain derived from *M. musculus musculus*; Mm_lab, laboratory mouse strain; Mm_sp, *Mus musculus* spp.
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successful invasive species because of ancient and recent human mobility, and its introduction to new areas is regularly reported, particularly in port cities, coastal areas, and islands (6). This expansion might explain the presence of *M. musculus domesticus* LCMV strains in Osaka and Jinxin, both coastal areas.

LCMV can take a severe toll on human health, particularly in immunosuppressed persons. Cases of death after organ transplant have been reported involving strains from both lineages I and II (3,18,46). Takagi et al. (41) showed that 3 LCMV strains—OQ28, WE, and BRC—differ in pathogenicity in mice, concluding that strains OQ28 and BRC were genetically classified within the same cluster but exhibited very different pathogenicity. In this study, we demonstrate that the OQ28 strain clusters to *M. musculus domesticus* lineage I and the BRC strain clusters to *M. musculus musculus* lineage II; thus, we propose the 2 lineages have different host origins. From this perspective, the differences observed in strain pathogenicity by Takagi et al. (41) seem less surprising. Nevertheless, the variation of pathogenicity of LCMV strains corresponding to other host taxa is currently unknown.

In conclusion, our results suggest that the evolutionary diversity of LCMV might reflect rodent expansion history. When a human LCMV infection is diagnosed, sampling efforts should be applied to any synanthropic rodents. This effort could help clarify LCMV evolutionary history and elucidate whether different lineages differ in their spillover ability.
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Influenza burden estimates are essential to informing prevention and control policies. To complement recent influenza vaccine production capacity in Vietnam, we used acute respiratory infection (ARI) hospitalization data, severe acute respiratory infection (SARI) surveillance data, and provincial population data from 4 provinces representing Vietnam’s major regions during 2014–2016 to calculate provincial and national influenza-associated ARI and SARI hospitalization rates. We determined the proportion of ARI admissions meeting the World Health Organization SARI case definition through medical record review. The mean influenza-associated hospitalization rates per 100,000 population were 218 (95% uncertainty interval [UI] 197–238) for ARI and 134 (95% UI 119–149) for SARI. Influenza-associated SARI hospitalization rates per 100,000 population were highest among children <5 years of age (1,123; 95% UI 946–1,301) and adults ≥65 years of age (207; 95% UI 186–227), underscoring the need for prevention and control measures, such as vaccination, in these at-risk populations.

Annual circulation of influenza viruses causes substantial disease and death worldwide, disproportionately affecting young children and older adults (1,2). Globally, influenza causes ≥9.4 million hospitalizations each year (3) but remains an under-recognized contributor to hospitalizations in many countries (4). In 2014, the World Health Organization (WHO) published a manual to guide countries to estimate influenza disease burden using influenza surveillance data (5–10). Such estimates have been instrumental in demonstrating influenza as a common cause of hospitalization in tropical and low- and middle-income countries (11), including South-east Asia countries (8,10,12), and have provided a platform for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of influenza vaccines. Country-specific burden estimates can inform decisions to invest resources in influenza prevention and control programs (4,13), whereas studies from other countries may not be sufficiently compelling among national leaders to guide policy or investments (14).

During the past 40 years, Vietnam has experienced rapid economic growth, shifting from a low-income to a lower middle-income classification (15). Correspondingly, government spending on national health programs has increased, including efforts to address public health threats from human and zoonotic influenza (14). Vietnam has had sustained influenza surveillance programs since 2006, generating data about influenza virus circulation through influenza-like illness (ILI) and severe acute respiratory infection (SARI) surveillance. In 2019, the Institute of Vaccines and Medical Biologicals successfully licensed the first locally manufactured seasonal influenza vaccine (16). To sustain Vietnam’s influenza prevention and control programs, information about the annual disease burden and value of averting costly hospitalizations is useful. Building on the established SARI sentinel surveillance, we conducted a hospital admission survey...
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**Methods**

Vietnam’s 63 provinces are divided into the north, central, highlands, and south major health regions. The healthcare system includes both public and private hospitals, but public hospitals are most commonly used (17). In 2011, the Vietnam Ministry of Health began adopting electronic medical records (EMRs) in all public hospitals (18,19). For the HAS, we selected 1 province per region that had all public hospitals using EMRs, a nearby provincial-level hospital enrolled in SARI surveillance using trained surveillance officers, and no private hospitals routinely admitting acute respiratory infection (ARI) patients.

To estimate the influenza-associated respiratory hospitalization rate in Vietnam for comparison with other countries, we combined existing virologic data from SARI sentinel surveillance (20), EMR data, and a medical record review of a random set of ARI hospitalizations (5). Influenza burden data were interpreted in conjunction with influenza seasonality to inform vaccine formulation considerations for maximizing population benefit.

**Data Sources**

**ARI Hospitalizations**

We defined an ARI hospitalization as a hospitalization with an admission code from the International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision (ICD-10), for either acute upper respiratory infection (J06) or codes to approximate SARI (influenza, J09–11; pneumonia, J12–18; or other acute lower respiratory infections, J20–J22) (5). An overnight stay was not required because of variability in thresholds for admission, cultural practice of taking the most severely ill patients home, minimum availability of precise admission and discharge times, and possible patient transfer. Using the EMR system, public hospitals provided a list of patients with an ARI admission code during 2014–2016 with the following data: admission and discharge ICD-10 codes; hospital admission and discharge dates; patient residential province, age, and sex; and outcome of hospitalization at discharge.

**Medical Record Review to Identify SARI Proportion**

From ARI hospitalizations for each hospital, a random selection of medical records was reviewed by health officers and clinical data collected to evaluate both the 2011 and 2014 WHO SARI case definitions. The 2011 definition was sudden onset of fever ≥38°C, with cough or sore throat, and with shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, and illness requiring hospitalization; the revised 2014 definition was temperature of ≥38°C or history of fever, cough of duration ≤10 days, and illness requiring hospitalization. We assumed that 50% of ARI hospitalizations would meet SARI case criteria and assigned 80 records per hospital to reach a sufficient sample size with a 5% margin of error.

**Influenza Test Results from SARI Sentinel Surveillance**

In 2011, Vietnam initiated SARI surveillance in sentinel hospitals representing the 4 major regions of Vietnam; 6–14 hospitals participated per year. Each week, sentinel hospitals reported the total number of SARI admissions. Surveillance staff collected nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs from 8 SARI patients per week (protocols varied by hospital and ward). Demographic and clinical information also were collected. The National Influenza Center conducted real-time reverse transcription PCR to detect influenza A (subtypes A(H1N1)pdm09, A/H3, A/H5, and A/H7) and B (20). Influenza virologic surveillance data were obtained from all SARI sentinel hospitals participating in surveillance during 2014–2016.

**Population Data**

A national census survey was conducted in 2009 with annual population projections (21). To calculate population-based rates of ARI and SARI, we used 2014–2016 provincial and national population projections for 4 age groups: <5 years, 5–49 years, 50–64 years, and ≥65 years. Evaluation of 14 demographic, health, and healthcare characteristics in each province within the 4 regions demonstrated that provinces selected for the HAS were representative and could be combined for a national estimate of ARI and SARI rates in Vietnam (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/20-4765-App1.pdf).

**Data Analysis**

**ARI and SARI Hospitalizations**

We reviewed the reported ARI hospitalizations and excluded patients with non-ARI ICD-10 codes and those residing outside of the province. Eight hospitals in 2014 and 7 in 2015 reported zero or near-zero ARI hospitalizations during the introduction of the EMR system. To compensate for underreporting, we used the individual hospital’s 2016 ARI counts to estimate the expected number of hospitalizations in 2014 and
2015. We further adjusted for patients with missing age information by using the distribution of patients with known ages (Appendix Figure 1). We assessed the percentage of ARI hospitalizations meeting the SARI case definition by province, hospital, year, age group, and ICD-10 code.

**Estimating the Rate of Influenza-Associated Hospitalizations**

We estimated the influenza-attributable proportion of ARI and SARI hospitalizations by using 2014–2016 SARI sentinel surveillance data. We calculated influenza-associated ARI and SARI hospitalization rates by multiplying the age- and month-specific number of hospitalizations and percentage of SARI surveillance patients positive for influenza, then dividing by the age-specific census population estimates for each province. We summed the monthly rate estimates to calculate the annual age-adjusted rates. We calculated the 95% uncertainty intervals (UI) for estimated rates by using 1,000 Monte Carlo simulation iterations, assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of hospitalizations and a binomial distribution for the proportion of SARI patients positive for influenza. We used the same method to calculate influenza-associated SARI hospitalization rates, but first we multiplied ARI hospitalization totals by the percentage of ARI hospitalizations meeting SARI criteria to obtain the age- and month-specific number of influenza-associated SARI hospitalizations. The 95% UIs assumed a binomial distribution for the proportion meeting the SARI case definition. We extrapolated the number of influenza-associated ARI and SARI hospitalizations by multiplying age-specific influenza rates by the provincial census population.

To estimate national rates, we summed age- and month-specific provincial counts of all-cause ARI and SARI and influenza-associated ARI and SARI across the provinces, and then divided the sum by the total population of the 4 provinces. We obtained the 95% UIs by calculating the upper and lower 2.5% percentiles from the distribution of provincial rate estimates.

We used χ² tests of proportions to assess statistical differences and calculate 95% CIs by using the observed data when appropriate. We performed all analyses using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, https://www.sas.com).

This activity was reviewed by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the ethics committee and scientific committee of the National Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology (Hanoi, Vietnam). The data are considered nonresearch; therefore, Institutional Review Board review was not required.

**Results**

**Reported ARI Hospitalizations**

The provinces identified for the HAS included Quang Ninh (14 hospitals) in the north region, Khanh Hoa (10 hospitals) in the central region, Dak Lak (15 hospitals) in the highlands region, and Dong Thap (12 hospitals) in the south region (Figure 1). During January 2014–December 2016, a total of 220,217 ARI hospitalizations were reported, excluding 2,781 patients living outside of the province and 4,960 patients who did not have qualifying ARI ICD-10 codes. We identified 8 hospitals with clear underreporting during EMR implementation in 2014 and 2015 and imputed the expected number of ARI hospitalizations by using the 2016 percentage distribution of patient counts across hospitals, giving an overall estimated 4.1% underreporting of ARI hospitalizations and an adjusted total of 229,144 ARI hospitalizations included in analysis.

Among patients with known age, 61% were <5 years, 15% were 5–49 years, 7.4% were 50–64 years, and 17% were ≥65 years (Table 1). The median length of hospitalization was 6 days (interquartile range 4–6 days). Among 180,316 ARI hospitalizations with a known discharge disposition, 482 (0.3%) patients died and 4,376 (2.4%) were sent home as too severely ill to be cured.

**Estimated SARI Hospitalizations**

Of 3,626 medical record reviews from ARI hospitalizations, 61% met the SARI case definition, whereas 27% did not have documented fever, 8% did not have cough, and 4% had neither. SARI accounted for 75% of ARI hospitalizations among children <5 years of age, compared with patients 5–49 years of age (59%), 50–64 years of age (38%), and ≥65 years of age (34%) (p<0.001) (Table 1). The ICD-10 codes most commonly listed for patients with illness meeting SARI criteria were acute bronchiolitis (J21 [72%]) and acute upper respiratory tract infection (J06 [71%]) among codes reported for ≥10 patients. Influenza codes were reported infrequently, and significantly less frequently among patients with illness meeting the SARI criteria (37%) compared with other diagnoses (p<0.001) (Table 1).

**Influenza Detection**

The SARI sentinel surveillance collected specimens from 6,647 patients. Influenza detection varied significantly by age (p<0.001), and was less frequent among children <5 years of age (13% [95% CI 12%–14%]) and patients ≥65 years of age (16% [95% CI 14%–18%]).
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compared with patients 5–49 years of age (23% [95% CI 21%–24%]) and patients 50–64 years of age (23% [95% CI 20%–25%]). The age-weighted proportion of samples testing positive for influenza was 22% (95% CI 21%–23%), varying by year (20% in 2014, 18% in 2015, and 23% in 2016). Influenza detections did not vary substantially by region (Appendix Figure 2); therefore, we combined data to allow stratification by age and month.

Across all years, ≈74.4% of influenza detections occurred during March–July (Figure 2). Influenza A viruses predominated in 2014 and 2015; subtype H1N1 made up 44% of viruses detected in 2014 and subtype H3N2 65% of viruses detected in 2015. In 2016, influenza viruses cocirculated; 36% were A(H1N1), 28% A(H3N2), and 35% B, but H1N1 and B co-circulated during March–June, whereas most H3N2 detections occurred during June–November (Figure 2).

Rates of Influenza-Associated ARI and SARI Hospitalizations

Provincial Rates of Influenza-Associated ARI and SARI Hospitalizations

During 2014–2016, the mean annual influenza-associated ARI hospitalization rates ranged by province from 183 (95% UI 159–206) to 284 (95% UI 256–312) per 100,000 population (Table 2). The provincial influenza-associated ARI hospitalization rates were lower in 2014, when influenza viruses were primarily detected during January–June, compared with 2016, when influenza was detected throughout the year and all 3 viruses circulated.

National Rates of ARI Hospitalizations and Influenza-Associated ARI Hospitalizations

Across the 4 provinces, the mean annual ARI hospitalization rate was 1,263 (95% UI 1,248–1,278)/100,000 population and the influenza-associated ARI hospitalization rate was 218 (95% UI 197–238)/100,000 population (Table 3). The age-adjusted rate of influenza-associated ARI was higher in 2016 (295 [95% UI 273–318]/100,000 population) compared with 2014 (142 [95% UI 128–157]/100,000 population). After extrapolating provincial rates to Vietnam’s population of ≈93 million during 2014–2016, we estimated that 129,019 influenza-associated ARI hospitalizations occurred in 2014, 195,795 in 2015, and 273,357 in 2016. Using the extrapolated counts, we found that the mean influenza-associated ARI hospitalizations during April–September, when Southern Hemisphere influenza vaccines typically are available, was 116,324 compared with 69,493 during October–March, when Northern Hemisphere influenza vaccines typically are available (Appendix Figure 3).

National Rates of Influenza-Associated SARI

We estimated age-adjusted influenza-associated SARI rates per 100,000 population of 87 in 2014, 134 in 2015, and 180 in 2016. The mean age-adjusted annual rate was 134 (95% UI 119–149)/100,000 population. Children <5 years of age had the highest rates of influenza-associated SARI (1,123 [95% UI 946–1,301]/100,000 population), followed by adults aged ≥65 years (207 [95% UI 186–227]/100,000 population).

Figure 1. Locations of sentinel hospitals conducting surveillance for severe acute respiratory infection and provinces with all hospitals participating in the hospital admission survey, Vietnam, 2014–2016. HAS, hospital admission survey; SARI, severe acute respiratory infection.
Southern Hemisphere influenza vaccines typically reflect differences in healthcare utilization. The government of Vietnam pays all medical costs for children <5 years of age, thus removing important barriers to healthcare access. Conversely, among adults ≥65 years of age, our estimated influenza-associated SARI hospitalization rate (207/100,000) was approximately 26% lower than the rate among younger age groups (600/100,000). This may be due to a combination of factors, including the distribution of healthcare access, the effectiveness of vaccination programs, and the timing of seasonal influenza activity. However, further research is needed to understand the underlying mechanisms.

Discussion

Using HAS methodology in 4 of Vietnam’s provinces during 2014–2016, we estimated influenza virus infections were associated with 123,000–200,000 respiratory hospitalizations each year and demonstrated influenza as a common cause of hospitalization in young children and older adults. We estimated the influenza-associated hospitalization rate using both an expanded set of ICD-10 codes to define our ARI case definition (218/100,000 population) and a medical chart review to establish rates with the commonly used SARI case definition (134/100,000 population). Among age groups specifically recommended by WHO for vaccination (22), we estimated higher rates of hospitalization among children <5 years of age (ARI, 1,508/100,000 population; SARI, 1,123/100,000 population) and adults ≥65 years of age (ARI, 600/100,000 population; SARI, 207/100,000 population). We also found in any year that 74% of influenza detections were identified during March–July, when Southern Hemisphere influenza vaccines are available.

In Vietnam, influenza viruses were detected among 18%–23% of SARI patients, a finding that is consistent with assessments of influenza detection among SARI patients conducted in New Zealand and Hong Kong (23,24) but higher than those reported in systematic reviews that focus specifically on acute lower respiratory tract infections (2,3). Our influenza-associated SARI hospitalization rates were similar to those found in a study in the Philippines that used comparable methods (25) and other studies in Bhutan, Korea, Thailand, and China that reported a comparable percentage of cases positive for influenza (10,26–28). Our estimates among children <5 years of age (1,123/100,000 population) were 5–35 times higher than the other age groups, potentially reflecting differences in healthcare utilization. The government of Vietnam pays all medical costs for children <5 years of age, thus removing important barriers to healthcare access. Conversely, among adults ≥65 years of age, our estimated influenza-associated SARI hospitalization rate (207/100,000) was
lower than those reported from the United States and Hong Kong (29,30).

Influenza burden estimates specific to Vietnam support local decision making and targeted risk communications for subpopulations at higher risk for influenza-associated complications and clinicians for targeted use of treatment and nonpharmaceutical interventions. In supporting decision-making for governmental leaders, burden estimates can provide evidence to sustain influenza surveillance programs and investments in pandemic planning, influenza treatment, and vaccination programs. The government of Vietnam has supported influenza virus surveillance and supported the development of the first licensed, locally produced influenza vaccine. Vaccination remains the best way to prevent influenza (29), and establishing a strong seasonal vaccine program may also be useful in providing the necessary infrastructure required for pandemic vaccines in the event of an emergent influenza virus or other pandemic respiratory viruses, such as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (31). Burden estimates also can help in understanding the potential impact of a possible future vaccination program.

**Table 2. Provincial estimates of influenza-associated ARI and SARI hospitalizations and rates for all ages, Vietnam, 2014–2016***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year and province</th>
<th>ARI Hospitalizations</th>
<th>Estimated SARI Hospitalizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. (95% UI)</td>
<td>Rate (95% UI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Flu Influenza-associated rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean annual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dak Lak</td>
<td>20,746 (15,919–20,746)</td>
<td>1,107 (1,091–1,122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Thap</td>
<td>22,582 (17,764–22,582)</td>
<td>1,314 (1,297–1,330)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khanh Hoa</td>
<td>20,433 (15,615–20,433)</td>
<td>1,665 (1,645–1,686)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quang Ninh</td>
<td>12,620 (9,853–12,620)</td>
<td>1,030 (1,011–1,046)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2014

| Dak Lak           | 18,592 (14,843–18,592) | 1,004 (988–1,021) | 103 (90–116) | 12,711 (12,487–12,929) | 687 (675–698) | 66 (57–75) |
| Dong Thap         | 22,188 (17,360–22,188) | 1,299 (1,281–1,319) | 151 (134–171) | 13,403 (13,178–13,647) | 785 (772–799) | 90 (80–102) |
| Khanh Hoa        | 18,788 (14,950–18,788) | 1,546 (1,523–1,570) | 195 (174–219) | 11,793 (11,578–12,003) | 971 (953–988) | 119 (105–135) |
| Quang Ninh       | 11,171 (8,393–11,171)  | 921 (902–936)      | 137 (122–153) | 6,877 (6,714–7,037)    | 567 (553–580) | 83 (73–94)  |

2015

| Dak Lak           | 19,605 (15,857–19,605) | 1,046 (1,030–1,061) | 192 (145–243) | 13,346 (13,116–13,572) | 712 (700–724) | 133 (96–173) |
| Dong Thap         | 20,655 (16,897–20,655) | 1,202 (1,185–1,219) | 219 (171–269) | 12,384 (12,168–12,597) | 720 (708–733) | 131 (100–163) |
| Khanh Hoa        | 20,919 (17,171–20,919) | 1,705 (1,682–1,728) | 292 (239–344) | 13,055 (12,837–13,273) | 1,064 (1,046–1,082) | 184 (148–220) |
| Quang Ninh       | 11,216 (8,438–11,216)  | 915 (893–935)      | 161 (136–188) | 6,561 (6,450–6,768)    | 540 (526–552) | 93 (76–111)  |

2016

| Dak Lak           | 24,041 (19,293–24,041) | 1,266 (1,249–1,283) | 251 (228–272) | 16,220 (15,974–16,467) | 854 (841–867) | 164 (149–178) |
| Dong Thap         | 24,903 (20,155–24,903) | 1,440 (1,422–1,459) | 299 (273–324) | 14,896 (14,660–15,134) | 861 (847–875) | 177 (161–193) |
| Khanh Hoa        | 21,593 (16,845–21,593) | 1,743 (1,720–1,768) | 363 (332–397) | 13,434 (13,196–13,651) | 1,084 (1,065–1,102) | 226 (205–250) |
| Quang Ninh       | 15,473 (11,725–15,473) | 1,251 (1,227–1,273) | 291 (264–321) | 8,776 (8,579–8,956)    | 709 (693–724) | 162 (149–177) |

* Rates are given per 100,000 population and age-adjusted. Rates were calculated regionally using reported ARI hospitalizations multiplied by the percentage of patients meeting the SARI criteria upon medical chart review. Regional hospitalization counts were multiplied by the national percentage of specimens testing influenza-positive from SARI sentinel surveillance, adjusted by age and month, and then divided by the combined population of the regions. ARI, acute respiratory infection; SARI, severe acute respiratory infection; UI, uncertainty interval.
The seasonal distribution of influenza detections suggested circulation in Vietnam occurred primarily during January–July. We demonstrated that 75% of influenza detections were observed during March–July, which was consistent when evaluating all available years of SARI sentinel surveillance data, including data published previously from 2011–2014 (20). Nguyen et al. demonstrated variable timing of peaks for influenza A and B viruses; 76% of influenza A viruses were detected in May–October, and little pattern was observed for influenza B viruses (32). Our findings are similar to those in neighboring Thailand (27) and Cambodia (33), suggesting that most influenza circulation occurs during the rainiest months (April–August) (34) and that a Southern Hemisphere vaccine formulation is appropriate for use in Vietnam.

To align our work with existing literature and evaluate the broad potential burden of influenza, we studied influenza in patients with illness meeting...
the SARI and ARI case definitions. Previous studies have demonstrated that the SARI case definition is less sensitive and more specific (35), ensuring more efficient use of resources for virologic surveillance; however, the actual influenza hospitalization burden may be underestimated. A more sensitive case definition is needed to encompass the entirety of influenza disease burden. Furthermore, a recent review of influenza-associated hospitalization rates underscored the effect of heterogeneity in methods and case definitions on burden estimates (36). A strength of our study is the use of a medical chart review to identify SARI in ≈60% of hospitalized patients with ARI, which is consistent with a previous study evaluating the sensitivity of administrative codes to identify SARI (37) and enabled us to provide burden estimates that may contribute to pooled estimates in studies using different case definitions. Additional research is needed to understand the relationship between diagnostic codes indicative of ARI, the SARI case definition, and influenza detection.

The first limitation of our study is that we were only able to perform the HAS in 4 of Vietnam’s 63 provinces. Although our comparison of provincial characteristics demonstrated minimal variation within each region from the HAS referent provinces, we could not account for many characteristics that might lead to differences in influenza hospitalization rates, such as healthcare-seeking behaviors. Second, the EMR transition was delayed in some hospitals during 2014 and 2015, resulting in underestimation of the number of respiratory hospitalizations recorded. We imputed an expected number of hospitalizations for hospitals with known delays and increased the total ARI hospitalization accordingly, but other hospitals may have had unidentified implementation challenges that were not captured. Third, in accordance with reporting procedures in Vietnam, only the primary reason for a hospitalization was listed in the EMR for each patient (37). Although this practice serves to indicate the primary reason for a hospitalization, patients with other conditions in conjunction with a respiratory illness may be missed (38). Fourth, participation in SARI surveillance was not continuous for all hospitals, potentially underrepresenting the central and highlands regions and resulting in insufficient sample size to calculate both age- and region-specific influenza detection percentage positives. However, we identified minimal variability in region-specific influenza circulation and thus stratified analyses by age only (Appendix).

Our results highlight the burden of influenza-associated hospitalizations in Vietnam during 2014–2016 and underscore the value of country-specific disease burden studies. As Vietnam undertakes the production of influenza vaccine locally, influenza prevention and control investments and well-timed public health interventions such as vaccination campaigns and empiric antiviral use during epidemics may be supported through burden estimates like ours. Systematic testing of SARI patients can be used to identify the prevalent influenza subtypes and strains that inform vaccine strain selection for in-country influenza vaccines being produced. Our methods largely used existing hospitalization and surveillance data, which will be helpful to efforts to replicate or update the results. These and future efforts to better quantify influenza disease burden can be used with vaccine effectiveness and coverage data to estimate potential averted illnesses with vaccination, inform cost-effectiveness analyses, and direct communications to vulnerable populations.
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**MERS**

MERS is an illness caused by a virus called Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV). MERS affects the respiratory system. Severe acute respiratory illness with symptoms of fever, cough, and shortness of breath develop in most patients. Health officials first reported the disease in Saudi Arabia in September 2012. Through retrospective investigations, health officials later identified that the first known cases of MERS occurred in Jordan in April 2012. MERS-CoV has spread from people with the virus to others through close contact, such as caring for or living with an infected person.

http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/page/mers-spotlight
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Babesiosis developed in a 62-year-old immunocompetent physician, who had an uneventful recovery after receiving atovaquone and azithromycin. Three years later, babesiosis developed again, and he was again successfully given treatment. Clinical and laboratory evidence were highly supportive of Babesia reinfection. Healthcare professionals should be aware that reinfection might occur in babesiosis.

Babesia microti, the primary cause of human babesiosis, is an intraerythrocytic protozoan that is transmitted by hard-bodied ticks to mammalian hosts and occasionally to humans (1). White-footed mice are the primary host and once infected may remain so for life. Parasitemia also persists in humans, even after antimicrobial drug therapy (2-7). Immunocompetent human hosts can experience asymptomatic infection for as long as 1 year after antimicrobial drug therapy, although most patients clear infection within several months. Patients who are immunocompromised generally have a longer duration of infection and may experience relapsing symptoms. These patients might remain parasitemic for as long as 2 years, despite antimicrobial drug therapy (5,7). Most patients recover without long-term complications, although babesiosis can result in fatal illness (1,6).

We report a case of babesiosis in a previously healthy patient who experienced a second episode of babesiosis 3 years after an initial episode. He was given a standard course of antimicrobial drugs for Babesia infection for each episode.

The Study
A 62-year-old physician living in Huntington, Long Island, New York, USA, was in good health until June 9, 2013, when he felt unwell and fever, chills, headache, myalgias, fatigue, sweats, joint pain, poor appetite, and conjunctivitis developed. On the third day of illness, he noted dark urine and lasted for several days. On June 13, he was seen by his family physician, who noted fever but no other abnormality.

A complete blood count (CBC) showed a hemoglobin level of 13.9 g/dL (reference range 13 g/dL–18 g/dL); a hematocrit of 40.8% (40%-54%); a leukocyte count of 4,700 cells/µL (4,500 cells/µL–11,000 cells/µL) with 55% neutrophils (54%-62%) and 28% lymphocytes (25%-33%); a platelet count of 68,000 cells/µL (150,000 cells/µL–400,000 cells/µL); an aspartate aminotransferase level of 65 U/L (1 U/L–36 U/L); and an alanine aminotransferase level of ALT 70 U/L (1 U/L–45 U/L). He was told to return for reevaluation if symptoms did not resolve and was seen again on June 16. At that time, he had a fever (temperature 103°F). He was given doxycycline (100 mg orally every 12 h) but did not improve.

Laboratory results on June 16 showed that a B. microti IgM result was strongly positive (IgM titer ≥1:1,024, IgG titer ≤1:16), but Anaplasma phagocytophilum antibody was absent (Table). He was then given atovaquone (750 mg, 2×/d for 2 wks) and azithromycin (500 mg, 1×/d for 2 wks). He recovered completely 3 weeks after symptoms began.

Subsequent attempts to perform Babesia whole-genome sequencing on a residual blood sample obtained 3 days after the start of treatment identified B. microti DNA, but it was insufficient to perform full-genomic sequencing. At a follow-up visit to his physician on July 5, a CBC and tests for aspartate and alanine aminotransferase levels showed results within references ranges.

Three years later, on June 19, 2016, the patient had fever (temperature 100°F), chills, sweat, headache, myalgias, anorexia, and difficulty concentrating developed. He also noted dark urine for several days. On June 22, he was seen by his physician, who obtained a CBC, which showed a hemoglobin level of 12.6 g/dL and hematocrit of 38.3%; a leukocyte count of 4,700 cells/µL with 55% neutrophils and 30% lymphocytes; and a platelet count of 41,000 cells/µL. A blood smear showed a Babesia parasitemia level of 1%. We amplified B. microti DNA by using PCR. Results for B. microti antibody were positive (IgM titer 1:256, IgG titer ≥1:1,024) (Table). He was then given atovaquone (750 mg every 12 h) and azithromycin (500 mg on day 1 and then 250 mg 1×/d) for 10 days, at which time symptoms had resolved. A repeat blood smear did not show any parasites. The patient has subsequently been in good health.

Conclusions
This patient had 2 separate episodes of B. microti babesiosis 3 years apart. He lived in an area where B. microti was hyperendemic and showed typical symptoms of Babesia infection during each episode, including dark urine that is indicative of hemoglobinuria (8). In the first episode, he did not have a blood smear or PCR performed, but a high B. microti IgM response was suggestive of B. microti infection (1,9). B. microti infection was subsequently confirmed by identification of B. microti DNA. In the second episode, B. microti infection was confirmed by blood smear and PCR.

Both clinical and laboratory evidence support reinfection rather than relapse of infection for this patient. He was repeatedly exposed to ticks in an area
where babesiosis is commonly reported (1). He was in good general health without evidence of immunosuppression, whereas all cases of relapsing babesiosis have been reported in immunocompromised persons. After the first episode of babesiosis, he had complete clinical recovery 2 weeks after the onset of infection and did not experience the second episode until 3 years later. In contrast, those persons who have had relapsed B. microti infection have all been immunocompromised, experienced relapses of infection 2 weeks to 3 months after the previous episode, and usually lack full clinical recovery between relapses (3–7). Finally, our patient had a robust B. microti IgM response 2 weeks after the onset of his first infection and an anamnestic antibody response with a high IgG titer on day 4 of the second infection, which is characteristic of reinfection rather than relapse. Patients who have experienced relapse have conditions that impair antibody response (e.g., B cell lymphoma, rituximab therapy, HIV/AIDS). A minimal or absent B. microti antibody response has been demonstrated in patients who have had relapsing babesiosis and have been tested for B. microti antibody (5,7).

Previous studies describe the persistence of human B. microti infection and clinical immunity. In a prospective study of babesiosis patients who were tested for B. microti DNA by PCR every 3 months after acute illness until infection cleared, parasitemia persisted up to 13 months in 22 antimicrobial drug–treated patients and up to 27 months in 23 untreated patients (2). In another study, a patient was reported as having relapsing infection that persisted for 27 months (5). The immediate host response to B. microti infection is provided by innate immune elements that include the spleen, macrophages, and neutrophils. In contrast, long-term clearance of B. microti parasites depends in large part on antibody (2–7). Studies of the duration of B. microti antibody have demonstrated persistence for as little as 6 months and as long as 6 years (2,6,10–11).

Although there is strong evidence that our patient experienced reinfection, we do not have absolute confirmation, and it is possible that he could have had persistent B. microti infection that relapsed after 3 years. No B. microti PCR (or blood smear) was obtained after the initial infection. We attempted to further distinguish between relapse and reinfection by genetic sequencing of B. microti DNA from blood samples obtained from both episodes of infection. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain sufficient DNA from the first episode for sequencing because a blood sample was only available 3 days after antimicrobial drug therapy was initiated, leaving few viable parasites.

In summary, our study shows evidence of reinfection after successful treatment of a B. microti infection. Although the evidence is highly supportive, it is not definitive. Whether our patient experienced reinfection or relapse 3 years after the initial infection, investigation of similar patients could provide useful information about the immune response to B. microti infection. Patients who have experienced babesiosis, and their healthcare professionals, need to be aware that babesiosis reinfection might occur, as for Lyme disease (12,13). Tickborne disease preventive measures should be maintained for patients with or without a history of babesiosis (14).

This study was supported in part by the Gordon and Llura Gund Foundation.
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Table. Babesia microti indirect fluorescent antibody test results for patient who had babesiosis 2 times, New York, USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. microti test date</th>
<th>Days after onset of symptoms</th>
<th>B. microti IgM titer</th>
<th>B. microti IgG titer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Episode 1, 2013 Jun 16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>≥1:1,024</td>
<td>&lt;1:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode 2, 2016 Jun 22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1:256</td>
<td>≥1:1,024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
etymologia revisited

Coronavirus

The first coronavirus, avian infectious bronchitis virus, was discovered in 1937 by Fred Beaudette and Charles Hudson. In 1967, June Almeida and David Tyrrell performed electron microscopy on specimens from cultures of viruses known to cause colds in humans and identified particles that resembled avian infectious bronchitis virus. Almeida coined the term “coronavirus,” from the Latin corona (“crown”), because the glycoprotein spikes of these viruses created an image similar to a solar corona. Strains that infect humans generally cause mild symptoms. However, more recently, animal coronaviruses have caused outbreaks of severe respiratory disease in humans, including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS), and 2019 novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19).

Sources:

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/et-2605_article
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Point-of-Care Antigen Test for SARS-CoV-2 in Asymptomatic College Students
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We used the BinaxNOW COVID-19 Ag Card to screen 1,540 asymptomatic college students for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 in a low-prevalence setting. Compared with reverse transcription PCR (rRT-PCR), BinaxNOW showed 20% overall sensitivity; among participants with culturable virus, sensitivity was 60%. BinaxNOW provides point-of-care screening but misses many infections.

The Study

During November 2020, the county in which the college is located reported 467 RT-PCR–positive cases/100,000 persons and a 13.7% positivity rate (1). However, administrative discretion permits the screening of asymptomatic persons, thereby enabling the rapid identification and isolation of infectious persons (2). To assess the abilities of BinaxNOW to screen asymptomatic persons for SARS-CoV-2 in a low-prevalence setting, we compared the performance of BinaxNOW and rRT-PCR using paired samples collected from students at a residential college in the United States.

Project staff directed students to self-collect 2 anterior nasal swab samples by inserting 1 swab into each nostril and then switching the swabs to obtain sample secretions from the other nostril. We tested
We conducted BinaxNOW assays on-site in accordance with manufacturer instructions (4). Students received BinaxNOW results after 15–30 minutes. Those who tested positive were counseled to isolate for 10 days and interviewed for contact tracing.

Swab samples collected for rRT-PCR were stored using Remel R12587 viral transport media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, https://www.thermofisher.com) with cold packs; samples were transported daily to CDC and refrigerated at 4°C. We isolated nucleic acid from the specimens using the MagNA Pure 96 Instrument (Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., https://lifescience.roche.com) within 48 hours of collection, then analyzed the nucleic acid using the CDC Influenza SARS-CoV-2 (Flu SC2) Multiplex Assay (5). Results were reported as SARS-CoV-2–positive (cycle threshold [Ct] <40 for the SARS-CoV-2 target), SARS-CoV-2–negative, or invalid (Ct value ≥40 for all viral targets and Ct ≥35 for human RNase P reference gene on repeat testing, according to the manufacturer’s guidelines).

We cultured residual frozen SARS-CoV-2–positive samples in 100 µL viral transport media. We limited dilution in Vero CCL-81 cells and monitored 96-well plates daily for cytopathic effects (J. Harcourt, unpub. data, https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1016/j.cvid.2020.02.972935v2). We extracted nucleic acid from the wells exhibiting cytopathic effects and confirmed the presence of SARS-CoV-2 by rRT-PCR. We considered a specimen to be culture-positive if the first viral passage had a Ct value ≥2 less than the clinical sample.

Conclusions

In total, 1,540 asymptomatic students provided paired samples (Table). Forty (2.6%) samples tested positive by rRT-PCR; of these, 8 (20%) also tested positive by BinaxNOW. We did not observe any false-positive BinaxNOW results (100% specificity). Concordant samples had a lower median Ct value than discordant samples (21.9 vs. 34.9). Students received rRT-PCR results within 72 hours. No specimens tested positive for influenza A or B viruses. All 8 persons who tested positive by BinaxNOW and rRT-PCR later reported symptom onset. Among the 32 students who provided samples that tested negative by BinaxNOW and positive by rRT-PCR, 10 (31.3%) later reported symptom onset (median Ct 34.9), 16 (50.0%) later reported no symptoms (median Ct 35.1), and 6 (18.8%) did not report information on symptoms (median Ct 34.9).

We detected culturable virus in 5 (12.5%) samples that tested positive by rRT-PCR, including 3 (60%) that also tested positive by BinaxNOW (Figure). One person provided a sample (Ct 28.9) that tested negative by BinaxNOW but was culture-positive; symptoms later developed in this person, who tested positive by a different antigen test (BD Veritor System; Becton, Dickinson and Company, https://www.bd.com) the next day. Symptoms did not develop in the other person who provided a sample that tested negative by BinaxNOW and positive by culture (Ct 37.3).

BinaxNOW provides rapid, point-of-care results; students received BinaxNOW results 3 days earlier than rRT-PCR results. However, BinaxNOW had low sensitivity, especially among persons with higher Ct values, which suggest lower viral load. BinaxNOW did not identify 32 persons who tested positive by rRT-PCR.

Our data are consistent with those of Prince-Guerra et al. (6), which found low overall BinaxNOW sensitivity (35.8%; 44/123) compared with RT-PCR among asymptomatic persons. Prince-Guerra et al. (6) found that discordant samples had a lower mean Ct value than discordant samples (22.5 vs. 33.9); we observed 88.9% (8/9) sensitivity among samples with Ct values <32. However, Prince-Guerra et al. (6) collected samples using disparate methods (nasopharyngeal swab for RT-PCR and anterior nasal swab for BinaxNOW), precluding direct comparison of samples. Our results are
inconsistent with those of Pilarowski et al. (7), which showed 81.4% sensitivity among 102 persons who were asymptomatic or had symptom onset >1 week previously. We observed high specificity, consistent with results of both investigations (6,7). Unlike the community investigations of Prince-Guerra et al. (6) and Pilarowski et al. (7), in which testing was offered to persons who might have had specific reasons for seeking testing, our investigation was conducted in a closed, defined population, among persons with no known exposures or symptoms, providing more generalizable performance data for similar institutions.

CDC provided guidance on expanded screening testing of asymptomatic individuals to reduce spread of SARS-CoV-2 and for interpretation of antigen tests (8,9). Test performance among asymptomatic persons probably varies for different antigen tests. For example, an assessment of the Sofia SARS Antigen Fluorescent Immunoassay (Quidel Corporation, https://www.quidel.com) reported 41.2% sensitivity and 98.4% specificity among 871 asymptomatic college students (10).

Isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in cell culture demonstrates viral replication. However, because many factors affect the culture performance, lack of culturable virus does not necessarily indicate a lack of infectious virus. The presence of culturable virus in samples that test negative for SARS-CoV-2 antigens suggests that BinaxNOW does not identify some persons with infectious virus. However, the speed of BinaxNOW enabled the immediate identification of 8 SARS-CoV-2–positive persons, thereby limiting transmission that might have occurred during the additional 2 days that students waited for rRT-PCR results.

Although rRT-PCR tests remain standard for SARS-CoV-2 detection, point-of-care antigen tests such as BinaxNOW could increase access to serial screening, enabling the rapid identification and isolation of infectious persons. Because presymptomatic and asymptomatic persons can transmit SARS-CoV-2 (11), screening of asymptomatic persons is a key strategy for interrupting SARS-CoV-2 transmission. Although messaging must clearly communicate the low sensitivity of the test, positive results enable immediate public health action.

Members of the CDC Sample Collection Team: Melissa M. Arons, Ellen O. Boundy, Kevin Chatham-Stephens, Michele B. Daly, Jennifer Driggers, Alicia Dunajcik, Brian Emerson, Mary E. Evans, Jenna R. Gettings, Collette Fitzgerald Leaumont, Martha Marquesen, Jasmine Nakayama, Kim Newsome, Glenn P. Niemeyer, Kelly Regan, Catherine Smith, Kenneth D. Swanson, and Malania Wilson.

Members of the CDC Surge Laboratory Group: Baoming Jiang, Jan Vinjé, Hannah Browne, Amy Hopkins, Eric Katz, Kenny Nguyen, Leslie Barclay, Mathew D. Esona, Rashi Gautam, Slavica Mijatovic-Rustempasic, Sung-Sil Moon, Theresa Bessey, Preeti Chhabra, Leann Smart, Lalitha Gade, Claire Hartloge, Shilpi Jain, Kashif Sahibzada, Alexandra Tejada-Strop, and Phili Wong. This investigation was financially supported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Berry College, and the Georgia Department of Public Health.
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Hong Kong uses an elimination strategy to control coronavirus disease (COVID-19) that includes stringent travel restrictions to reduce the risk of introducing severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) into local communities (1).

COVID-19 testing was mandated on departure and arrival for all inbound travelers. Compulsory 14-day home quarantine was put in place for all arrivals beginning March 19, 2020. Nonresidents were banned from entry after March 25. In subsequent months, persons arriving from high-risk locations were required to quarantine in hotels; by November, all arrivals had to quarantine in hotels. On December 25, the quarantine period was extended to 21 days. Predeparture COVID-19 testing was mandated for travelers inbound from high-risk locations. Furthermore, daily health declarations were required from all quarantined travelers and respiratory samples were collected on arrival, day 12, and day 19 (for 21-day quarantine) for reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) testing. As of April 25, 2021, authorities had recorded 11,731 RT-PCR-positive COVID-19 cases in Hong Kong. About 20% (2,350) of the laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases were considered imported, detected in persons thought to have been infected outside of Hong Kong. Here, we report the analyses of 10% of these imported cases through genome sequencing.

To estimate the viral sequence diversity among these imported cases, we performed next-generation sequencing. We sequenced 10% of imported severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infections detected in travelers to Hong Kong and revealed the genomic diversity of regions of origin, including lineages not previously reported from those countries. Our results suggest that international or regional travel hubs might be useful surveillance sites to monitor sequence diversity.
sequencing on 10% (221) of clinical samples collected (2,3) (Appendix). We selected a greater proportion of samples (204) beginning in June 2020 when greater genetic diversity began to appear globally. The number of samples we sequenced by country of origin was proportional to all cases detected in travelers from that country ($R = 0.91$).

Using the Pangolin classification system ([https://github.com/hCoV-2019/pangolin](https://github.com/hCoV-2019/pangolin)), we detected 58 different SARS-CoV-2 lineages; the most common were B.1.1.7 (39), B.1.1.63 (21), B.1.36 (18), B.1 (17), and B.1.1 (17) (Figure; Appendix 1 Table 2). We detected 2 variants of concern (VOC) and 3 variants of interest (VOI; Table 1) (5). VOC B.1.1.7 (Alpha variant), which began spreading rapidly in the United Kingdom in November 2020 (6,7), was the most common VOC (39) in our study. We first detected this lineage in a passenger arriving from the United Kingdom on December 13, 2020, and we subsequently detected it in another 38 travelers from other countries, predominantly from the Philippines and Pakistan (Table 1). This finding corresponds with data from global surveillance that indicate this lineage has been circulating over a wide geographic range beginning in December 2020. The second VOC, B.1.351 (Beta), which was first reported to circulate widely in South Africa beginning in November 2020 (8), we first detected on December 16 in an arriving passenger with a recent travel history in the United Kingdom and South Africa (1). Subsequent cases caused by this variant were detected only in March 2021 in travelers from the Philippines (5) and Bangladesh (1). All 3 of the VOI we detected were imported from the countries where they were first reported to have emerged: B.1.526 (Iota) from the United States, B.1.617 (Kappa) from India, and P.3 (Theta) from the Philippines (M.K. Annavajhala et al., unpublished data; https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.23.21252259; S. Cherian et al., unpublished data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.04.22.440932; F.A. Tablizo et al., unpublished data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.03.03.21252812). Based on sequences detected in samples from case-patients, B.1.526 was imported on March 20, B.1.617 on March 25, and P.3 on January 21, 2021. These variants were first reported to spread rapidly in these countries during February (B.1.526 and B.1.617) and March 2021 (P.3), indicating that testing arrivals from outside of Hong Kong and sequencing positive samples might enable us to capture information about variants circulating in other geographic locations.

Fifty percent of our cases were imported from 5 middle-income countries in Asia: India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, and the Philippines ([https://data-bank.worldbank.org/data/download/site-content/CASS.xls; Appendix Table 1](https://data-bank.worldbank.org/data/download/site-content/CASS.xls; Appendix Table 1)). We wanted to compare the genomic diversity of SARS-CoV-2 imported from these countries with those reported in the GISAID database ([https://www.gisaid.org](https://www.gisaid.org)). However, the Philippines, Nepal, and Pakistan had limited SARS-CoV-2 sequence information in the GISAID database (Table 2) (9). Of the 3 VOC or VOI we identified in travelers from the Philippines (Table 2), B.1.351 was not among sequences the Philippines submitted to GISAID, but the March 6–20, 2021, arrival dates of the 5 case-patients with B.1.351 suggest unreported domestic circulation of that lineage. Similarly, Nepal had reported to GISAID only 15 of the 20 viral sequences from 8 lineages we had identified. Other countries also had not previously reported several lineages we identified to GISAID, including 3 from India and 1 each from Pakistan and Indonesia. We did not analyze samples from travelers from some countries, either because they had their own extensive domestic sequencing efforts or we had few samples from these countries (<5 per country).

We further compared GISAID data with our data from the Philippines, Nepal, and Pakistan. We retrieved the earliest collection date for each lineage we detected that these countries had also reported to GISAID; some of those dates were close to the first dates of arrival for case-patients with those lineages in our study. In fact, in over half of those lineages reported in both sources, we identified the lineage either before or <1 month after it was reported by the country (Appendix Table 3), highlighting the potential use of this method of surveillance to assess genomic diversity in regions with limited sequence information.

The emergence of VOC and VOI in different geographic locations highlights the need for global-level genomic surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 (10), but genomic sequencing information from some regions remains incomplete. Our findings suggest that

| Table 1. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 variants of concern and variants of interest identified in imported cases in Hong Kong, January 2020–March 2021 |
|---|---|---|
| **Pango lineage** | **Total cases** | **Country (no. cases)** |
| B.1.1.7 *= | 39 | Pakistan (13), Philippines (8), United Kingdom (7), United Arab Emirates (3), India (2), Netherlands (2), Canada (1), Ireland (1), South Korea (1), Switzerland (1) |
| B.1.351 *= | 7 | Philippines (5), Bangladesh (1), United Kingdom/South Africa (1) |
| B.1.526 † | 1 | United States (1) |
| B.1.617 † | 1 | India (1) |
| P.3 † | 6 | Philippines (6) |

*Variant of concern. †Variant of interest.
travel hubs such as Hong Kong can be used as surveillance sites to identify infected travelers from regions with widespread circulation of lineages of interest. Such indirect surveillance might provide useful data to partially reveal virus diversity in countries with limited sequence information, leading to better preparedness for and response to newly emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants. However, findings from these indirect analyses are likely to be only partial and skewed by the level of passenger traffic to destination countries from various points of departure. Also, the extent of different virus lineages circulating in a country of departure may have affected our observations; lineages that circulate at a low level in a country of interest might be missed by our current strategy. Optimizing this approach, such as by directing sequencing efforts toward travelers departing from targeted countries or regions rather than at the points of arrival, might help overcome those limitations.
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Table 2. Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 lineages imported from different countries in Asia into Hong Kong, January 2020–March 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>No. sequences from GISAID*</th>
<th>No. sequences in this study</th>
<th>Lineages found in this study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>11,435</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>B.1.1.1, B.1.1.1.1, B.1.1.306, B.1.1.7, B.1.210, B.1.36, B.1.36.18, B.1.36.29, B.1.36.36,† B.1.36.8, B.1.369, B.1.562,† B.1.589,† B.1.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1,170</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>B.1.1, B.1.1.272,† B.1.1.398, B.1.36.19, B.1.459, B.1.468, B.1.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>B.1.1, B.1.1.263, B.1.1.63, B.1.1.7, B.1.351,† B.6, P.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>A.21,† B.1, B.1.1.1, B.1.1.7, B.1.36, B.1.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>B.1.1, B.1.1.214,† B.1.1.216, B.1.36, B.1.36.18,† B.1.36.22,† B.1.36.27,† B.1.468†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Lineage not reported by the corresponding country.
During widespread community transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), transmission chains are sometimes unclear. Although often unavailable, viral genome sequencing can complement epidemiologic investigations.

In fall 2020, the Connecticut Department of Public Health analyzed data from contact tracing interviews and initially identified 5 cases of coronavirus disease (COVID-19), the illness caused by SARS-CoV-2, in employees of a single workplace within 1 week. One employee also worked at an elementary school and fitness center; in those settings, several contacts of this employee later tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. At the time, the weekly community case rate in this county was 141 cases/100,000 persons (https://portal.ct.gov/Coronavirus/COVID-19-Data-Tracker), reflecting high community transmission according to thresholds set by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (1). To better characterize this cluster, we investigated its scope, phylogenetic relationships, and factors associated with transmission.

The Study
We defined a cluster-associated case as COVID-19 in a coworker, primary contact, or secondary contact of the initial 5 employees; all cases were diagnosed by a viral test (i.e., antigen or nucleic acid amplification tests) authorized for emergency use by the Food and Drug Administration (2). We defined the investigation period as starting 1 week before symptom onset of the earliest workplace case and ending 2 weeks after symptom onset of the last workplace case. We assessed symptoms, onset dates, adherence to prevention strategies, and potential exposures. This activity was reviewed by CDC and was conducted in accordance with applicable federal law and CDC policy (e.g. 45 C.F.R. part 46.102(l) [2], 21 C.F.R. part 56; 42 U.S.C. 241(d); 5 U.S.C. 552a; 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).


Overall, we identified 16 cluster-associated cases in 6 workplace employees, 3 school staff members and students, 2 fitness center attendees, and 5 household contacts. Symptom onset was generally earlier among workplace employees than among school and fitness center contacts (Figure 1).

The workplace employed 35 persons and provided in-person customer service. After the first
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employee (W-1) experienced symptoms on day 1 and tested positive for SARS-CoV-2, the workplace closed and recommended SARS-CoV-2 screening for other employees. In addition to the 5 initial cases, we identified 1 other case in a workplace employee (Figure 1). All 6 employees worked during the week before their symptoms began (Appendix 1 Figure 1).

In total, 4 of the 6 employees agreed to be interviewed (Appendix 1 Table 1). W-1 reported a potential exposure outside the workplace during the week before symptom onset. Two employees (W-2 and W-5) had contact with each other outside of work. No other employees reported contact with coworkers or members of coworkers’ households outside the workplace. Some employees were unable to maintain 6 feet of distance from coworkers and occasionally removed masks near coworkers. To increase air circulation, ventilation system fans were run continuously. Customers were not required to wear masks, and customer visits lasted 45–60 minutes.

One employee (W-3) also worked at an elementary school that offered in-person education 5 days a week. W-3 worked at the school on outbreak days 1–3; W-3’s symptoms developed on day 3. Three school contacts of W-3 subsequently tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 infection: a staff member (S-1) and 2 students (S-2 and S-3). S-1, a staff member, spent most of their time in a neighboring classroom but had brief contact with W-3 while substituting for W-3’s classroom. W-3 and S-1 reported strict adherence to prevention measures, including masking and social distancing, and did not have contact outside of school. To improve ventilation, the classroom windows were kept open. Among ≈15 students in W-3’s classroom, 2 asymptomatic students (S-2 and S-3) tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. S-2 was tested after a family member (S-2 [HH1]) had COVID-19 symptoms; another family member (S-2 [HH2]) later experienced symptoms as well. S-3 was tested after being notified that another person in the classroom tested positive for SARS-CoV-2.

W-3 taught an indoor fitness class on day 2, the day before their symptom onset. Approximately 6 clients attended the 1-hour class. Attendee F-1 experienced symptoms on day 5; attendee F-2 experienced symptoms on day 7. A household contact of F-2 (F-2 [HH]) later tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. W-3 and F-1 reported that attendees wore masks before and after the class but removed them during distanced (i.e., >6 feet) exercise. Information regarding facility ventilation was unavailable.

We acquired 13 specimens for viral genome sequencing. Specimens were unavailable for 2 workplace employees (W-2 and W-5) and 1 student household contact (S-2 [HH2]). The resulting genomes clustered into 2 separate lineages (Appendix 1 Figure 2). Cluster 1 comprised 11 genomes, of which 9 were identical or differed by 1 mutation. These 9 genomes were extracted from samples from W-3, W-3’s household contact, the school staff and students, the fitness center attendees, and household contacts of persons at the school and fitness center (Figure 2). The other 2 genomes in cluster 1 were isolated from W-1 and W-6. W-1 was the only employee to work during the infectious period (defined as beginning 2 days before symptom onset); however, sequences for W-3 and W-6 differed from W-1’s sequence by ≥3 mutations. Cluster 2 comprised genomes isolated from a workplace employee and the household contact of another employee (Figure 2); there was no known epidemiologic link between these 2 persons.

**Conclusions**

We found that the 16 members of a single COVID-19 cluster were involved in multiple transmission chains.
Transmission Chains within COVID-19 Cluster

Epidemiologic and genomic evidence supported transmission in the school and fitness center but not the workplace. These findings highlight challenges in accurate delineation of SARS-CoV-2 transmission chains and emphasize the benefits of combined epidemiologic and genomic investigation.

Although diagnostic specimens are often discarded by laboratories soon after testing, rapid identification of this cluster enabled the acquisition of specimens from 13 of the 16 cases. Our results suggest that infection was directly transmitted from W-3 to ≥6 other persons within their household, school, and fitness center. Classroom transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is uncommon in the context of prevention strategies such as masking and distancing; previous studies have suggested that most school-associated cases are acquired outside of school (5,6). However, our results suggest that staff-to-staff and staff-to-student transmission occurred in this classroom. This investigation also adds to evidence that indoor exercise without masks can facilitate SARS-CoV-2 transmission (7,8). Fitness centers might consider moving high-exertion exercise outdoors, improving ventilation, and promoting mask use during indoor exercise. Mask use during indoor exercise was mandated in Connecticut later in November 2020 (9).

Genomic data did not indicate SARS-CoV-2 transmission among workplace employees. Divergence among viral sequences of workplace employees and the SARS-CoV-2 evolutionary rate of ≈1 mutation per 2 weeks (10) suggest that the 4 other workplace cases were each acquired independently. However, workplace transmission from unidentified employees or customers remains possible. In addition, a workplace employee and household contact had unrelated sequences, suggesting that they also were infected independently (Figure 2). This apparent workplace cluster, disproven by sequencing, highlights challenges in defining transmission chains during widespread SARS-CoV-2 community transmission. These findings highlight the crucial role of genomic sequencing in clarifying transmission chains.
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Rabies vaccines are highly effective, but delivering them can be challenging. The challenge is even greater for stray animals, which might not trust a stranger trying to deliver a life-saving vaccination.

How can public health officials ensure that stray dogs (and the people around them) are protected against rabies? Some researchers may have an answer: Oral vaccines in dog treats.

In this EID podcast, Dr. Ryan Wallace, a CDC veterinary epidemiologist, explains an innovative strategy for delivering safe and effective oral vaccines.

Visit our website to listen: https://go.usa.gov/xs5f6
An outbreak of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 caused by the Gamma variant of concern infected 24/44 (55%) employees of a gold mine in French Guiana (87% symptomatic, no severe forms). The attack rate was 60% (15/25) among fully vaccinated miners and 75% (3/4) among unvaccinated miners without a history of infection.

On May 31, 2021, a gold miner tested positive for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) at the Cacao health center, French Guiana. He worked in a legal gold mine located 72 km from Cayenne (including 13 km of forest trail) in the Amazon Forest. Other workers from the same site were reported as symptomatic, although a large part of this specific population had benefited from complete coronavirus disease (COVID-19) vaccination in the previous month. A medical team went on site to investigate, examine, and screen the 44 employees of the mine. We describe results of the outbreak investigation.

The Study
We collected data by completing standardized forms with data gathered through interviews and medical examination of all gold miners and by reviewing the health center records. All employees of the mine were examined by a physician and screened by nasopharyngeal Panbio COVID-19 Ag Rapid Test device (Abbott Laboratories, https://www.abbott.com) if they were symptomatic; all miners underwent SARS-CoV-2 PCR EurobioPlex SARS-CoV-2 Multiplex (Eurobio Scientific, https://www.eurobio-scientific.com) testing on June 2, 2021. All employees were reassessed on June 8 and 15, 2021; those with negative results were rescreened by PCR. We performed serologic tests on blood specimens collected from 39 gold miners whether PCR was negative or positive. Serum samples were initially tested with anti–SARS-CoV-2 ELISA IgG (Euroimmun, https://www.euroimmun.com). We used descriptive statistics to analyze the variables and performed univariate analyses. Intervention was a public health response as part of activities of Cayenne Hospital. All gold miners gave their verbal informed consent for recording and processing of information during interviews and for the use of their biologic results for research purposes, and physicians completed a nonobjection form in accordance with laws of France.

Mine workers were mostly men (42/44); median age was 53.3 years. Eighteen of the workers had risk factors for severe COVID-19: high blood pressure (11/44), diabetes mellitus (4/44), or obesity (4/44). Miners lived onsite in separate rooms but shared face-to-face meals and machine cabins. They also worked outside without masks. Twenty-one workers reported contacts outside the mining site during the previous 2 weeks.

The first symptomatic cases occurred on May 29 among 3 machine operators and 1 miner. Their antigen tests and PCR results were positive on June 2. The
peak of the outbreak occurred 2 days after the early cases, on May 31 (Figure). Five asymptomatic miners who tested negative moved to a separate open housing for quarantine. Among them, 4 became symptomatic during June 6–8 and tested positive on June 8.

The overall attack rate was 54.5% (24/44); 87% were symptomatic, 65% with fever, and 22.6% with dyspnea. No clinically severe COVID-19 (I) was observed, and no patient was hospitalized. Among infected miners, 18/23 (78.2%) had a cycle threshold (Ct) <28 (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1427-App1.pdf). The variant of concern (VOC) gamma (P.1 lineage), also known as 20J/501Y.V3, was identified in 9/9 viruses sequenced by the Pasteur Institute (Appendix Table 2), without any new mutation. Of the 4 persons who tested negative and were not vaccinated, 3 had a positive SARS-CoV-2 IgG. Patient 40 could be the index case-patient; he reported visiting his family the previous week and had an asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection with Ct of 33–35.

Regarding immune status, 25/44 (56.8%) were fully vaccinated with BNT162b2 vaccine (Pfizer-BioNTech, https://www.pfizer.com); 3/6 workers who had a history of COVID-19 were vaccinated with a single injection, according to the guidelines of France (2) (Table). Several BNT162b2 batch numbers were involved. Vaccine temperature had been monitored and electronically recorded by LogTag Analyzer (LogTag Recorders, http://www.logtag-recorders.com) without any break in the cold chain. The attack rate was 15/25 (60.0%) in fully vaccinated miners, 6/15 (40.0%) in those partially vaccinated or with a history of COVID-19, and 3/4 (75%) in those not vaccinated. Attack rate was 0/6 among persons with a previous history of COVID-19 versus 63.2% among those with no previous history (Table). No other factors were found to be associated with the risk for infection.

Among the mine workers were recorded 14/28 vaccine clinical failures (COVID-19 onset >14 days after the second dose, or after a single dose for patients with history of COVID-19); none had serious infections. Twelve (42.3%) of the 28 fully vaccinated reported vaccine reactogenicity. Among the fully vaccinated, the SARS-CoV-2 IgG ratio was high for most (mean 9.22, SD 1.5). We performed serologic testing a median of 4 (interquartile range [IQR] 2–5.5) days after the onset of symptoms in symptomatic patients and 58 (IQR 46–62) days after vaccination.

mRNA vaccines such as BNT162b2 demonstrated high effectiveness both in clinical trials and in real-world situations against wild-type SARS-CoV-2 and its Alpha variant infections (3,4). However, other VOC, such as Beta or Gamma, harbor mutations conferring potential escape from humoral response induced either by prior infection or vaccination, as proven by both decreased seroneutralization in vitro (5–7) and in vivo by observational studies in the case of the Beta variant (8,9). However, such breakthrough infections, even those caused by Beta variant, remain rare in fully vaccinated populations and are mostly asymptomatic or moderately symptomatic (8–10).

**Conclusions**

We describe a COVID-19 Gamma variant cluster with a high attack rate even in fully vaccinated persons. The Gamma variant is the predominant variant in French Guiana which, as of July 2021, caused a third epidemic wave, threatening to overwhelm the hospital capacity (11). Such a low vaccine efficiency against infection by the Gamma variant was not expected because in vitro studies have shown a similar reduction of neutralization for Beta or Gamma variants by BNT162b2-elicited antibodies (5) and a conserved CD4+ T-cell response against spike proteins.
from the Beta variant (6). Of the 10,262 COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough infections identified in the United States during January–April 2021, for which 555 had available sequencing, only 28 were caused by the Gamma variant (12). Furthermore, real-world effectiveness against any infection by a Beta variant, which shares a similar E484K mutation on the gene coding for the spike protein, was estimated at 75.0% (9). Given the surprisingly high attack rate, we hypothesized potential dysfunctions of conservation or administration of vaccines, but the absence of traceable cold-chain interruption and the use of different batches seemed to refute this hypothesis. The relative isolation of the mining site and careful contact tracing suggested limited numbers of viral introductions inside this community. The low Ct of positive PCR for SARS-CoV-2 despite prior vaccination suggested that a complete vaccination scheme with BNT162b2 vaccine was not sufficient to prevent symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection and its transmission in this context of communal life without masks. The working conditions of some miners (heat, humidity, aerosol) and the sharing of machine cabs for others could also have contributed to transmission. The absence of severe COVID-19 in a high-risk population (13) suggests but does not prove protection against severe disease, as reported for the Beta variant in another context (14).

In conclusion, we describe a VOC Gamma COVID-19 outbreak with a strikingly high attack rate among persons fully vaccinated with BNT162b2 vaccine. Our observation suggested that BNT162b2 protected from severe COVID-19. However, this single

| Table. Characteristics of gold miners by active SARS-CoV-2 infection status, Cacao, French Guiana, May–June 2021* |
| Characteristic                                      | Total, no. (%) | Acute SARS-CoV-2 infection |                  | p value |
| All participants                                   | 44             | 20 24                       | 54.6             | 0.88    |
| Mean age                                           | 44             | 51.9 54.5                   |                  |         |
| Immune status                                      |                |                              |                  |         |
| Fully vaccinated, 2 doses                           | 25 (56.8)      | 10 15                       | 60.0             | 0.20    |
| Vaccinated, 1 dose                                 | 9 (20.5)       | 3 6                         | 66.7             |         |
| History of COVID-19, vaccinated 1 dose             | 3 (6.8)        | 3 0                         | 0.00             |         |
| History of COVID-19, not vaccinated                | 3 (6.8)        | 3 0                         | 0.00             |         |
| Neither vaccinated nor history                      | 4 (9.1)        | 1 3                         | 75.0             |         |
| History of previous COVID-19                       |                |                              |                  |         |
| Y                                                    | 6 (8.9)        | 6 0                         | 0.00             | 0.004   |
| N                                                    | 38 (86.4)      | 14 24                       | 63.2             |         |
| Sex                                                  |                |                              |                  |         |
| M                                                    | 42 (95.4)      | 18 24                       | 57.1             | 0.11    |
| F                                                    | 2 (4.5)        | 2 0                         | 0.0              |         |
| Age, y                                               |                |                              |                  |         |
| <55                                                  | 24 (54.5)      | 11 12                       | 52.2             | 0.74    |
| >55                                                  | 20 (45.4)      | 9 12                        | 57.1             |         |
| Country of birth                                    |                |                              |                  |         |
| Brazil                                               | 34 (77.3)      | 16 18                       | 52.9             |         |
| Surinam                                             | 6 (13.6)       | 2 4                         | 66.7             |         |
| Haiti                                               | 2 (4.5)        | 1 1                         |                  |         |
| Guyana                                              | 1 (2.3)        | 0 1                         |                  |         |
| France                                              | 1 (2.3)        | 1 0                         |                  |         |
| Occupation                                          |                |                              |                  |         |
| Laborer                                             | 20 (45.4)      | 8 12                        | 60.0             | 0.73    |
| Operator                                            | 17 (38.6)      | 8 9                         | 52.9             |         |
| Other                                               | 7 (15.9)       | 4 3                         | 42.9             |         |
| Eat alone                                           |                |                              |                  |         |
| Y                                                    | 7 (15.9)       | 5 2                         | 28.6             | 0.13    |
| N                                                    | 37 (84.1)      | 15 22                       | 59.5             |         |
| Live alone                                          |                |                              |                  |         |
| Y                                                    | 28 (63.6)      | 15 13                       | 46.4             | 0.13    |
| N                                                    | 16 (36.4)      | 5 11                        | 68.8             |         |
| Contact outside the mine in the previous 2 weeks    |                |                              |                  |         |
| Y                                                    | 26 (60.5)      | 10 16                       | 61.5             | 0.35    |
| N                                                    | 17 (39.5)      | 9 8                         | 47.1             |         |
| Underlying conditions                               |                |                              |                  |         |
| Hypertension                                        | 11 (25.0)      | 5 6                         | 54.6             | 1.00    |
| Diabetes                                            | 4 (9.1)        | 2 2                         | 50.0             | 0.85    |
| Obesity                                             | 4 (9.1)        | 2 2                         | 50.0             | 0.85    |
| Cardiac insufficiency                               | 3 (8.3)        | 1 2                         | 66.7             | 0.62    |

*We defined acute SARS-CoV-2 infection in participants as having a positive SARS-CoV-2 antigenic or PCR test in June 2021, symptomatic or not. Of the 24 with acute infection, 21 were symptomatic and 3 asymptomatic infections. p value indicates degree of significance. COVID-19, coronavirus disease; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.
Unexpected outbreak in a small and isolated vaccinated population requires further real-life studies on BNT162b2 vaccine effectiveness against the VOC Gamma. Masking and social distancing, even among those fully vaccinated, may be necessary among persons with frequent exposure in Gamma variant–endemic zones.
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Hantaviruses (genus Orthohantavirus, family Hantavirus) are segmented, single-stranded RNA viruses maintained by chronic subclinical infection of rodent and insectivore hosts. Human infection occurs after exposure to the saliva, urine, or feces of infected animals. The infecting viral species determines syndromic manifestation in humans. Hantaviruses endemic to the Americas, such as Sin Nombre virus and Andes virus, cause hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, whereas Old World hantaviruses, mainly Hantaan virus, Dobrava virus, and Seoul virus (SEOV), cause hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS). We identified and treated HFRS in a woman in Scotland, UK.

The Study
In 2019, a woman 51 years of age sought treatment at Queen Elizabeth University Hospital (Glasgow, Scotland, UK) for fever, diarrhea, vomiting, and malaise that had developed 5 days earlier. A teacher in Glasgow, she lived with her husband and 3 teenage children. Her 12-year-old daughter had experienced a febrile illness associated with myalgia the previous week but recovered without seeking medical attention. There was no notable travel history.

The patient had bred fancy rats (Rattus norvegicus domestica) for the previous 2 years. She owned 37 rats, which were housed in cages in her bedroom. Three months before, she had acquired 4 stud rats from a local breeder. She had overseen several recent litters; 27 of her rats were newborn or juvenile. The patient and her 12-year-old daughter cared for the rats, whereas her husband and other children had little contact with the animals.

At admission, the patient had conjunctival suffusion, pallor, and temperature of 38.9°C. We found evidence of mild perioral bleeding. She had a blood pressure of 91/66 mm Hg and a heart rate of 125 bpm.

Blood tests revealed mild lymphopenia, hemoglobin levels within reference levels, and a platelet count of 70 ×10^9/L (reference range 150–410 ×10^9/L) (Table 1). Her serum creatinine was 87 mmol/L (reference range 40–130 mmol/L). She had transaminitis, but her bilirubin and coagulation results were within reference ranges. She had elevated levels of C-reactive protein (58 mg/L [reference range 1–10 mg/L]). Urine dipstick showed microhematuria and proteinuria. An abdominal ultrasound showed no abnormalities. She had negative serologic results for viral hepatitis and HIV.

Our differential diagnosis included leptospirosis, rat-bite fever, and hantavirus infection. We prescribed oral doxycycline and intravenous benzylpenicillin. Her hemodynamic condition stabilized with intravenous fluids during the next 48 hours. However, oliguria and acute kidney injury developed; creatinine levels peaked at 182 mmol/L. Polyuria also developed, and she required intravenous fluid therapy before her renal function began to recover.

Blood and urine cultures yielded no growth. Samples sent to the Rare and Imported Pathogens Laboratory (Porton Down, UK) tested negative for Leptospira by enzyme immunoassay and PCR but positive for hantavirus IgG by serologic assay (Table 2). Reverse transcription PCR found hantavirus RNA in patient
Table 1. Hematologic and biochemical markers in patient with Seoul virus infection, Scotland, UK, 2019*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter (reference range)</th>
<th>Day 1</th>
<th>Day 2</th>
<th>Day 4</th>
<th>Day 6</th>
<th>Day 8</th>
<th>Day 12</th>
<th>Day 29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin (115–165 × 10^9/L)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platelets (150–410 × 10^9/L)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils (2.0–7.0 × 10^9 cells/L)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes (1.1–5.0 × 10^9 cells/L)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (133–146 mmol/L)</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urea (2.5–7.8 mmol/L)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine (40–130 mmol/L)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated glomerular filtration rate (&gt;60 mL/min)</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
<td>&gt;60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine aminotransferase (&lt;50 U/L)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartate aminotransferase (&lt;40 U/L)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (35–50 g/L)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-reactive protein (1–10 mg/L)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA, not available.

blood samples. Genomic sequencing matched SEOV small segments in GenBank.

The patient’s condition improved with supportive therapy, and she was discharged after a 12-day inpatient stay. A public health team inspected her property and recommended that the rats be euthanized, to which she agreed. However, the breeder who supplied the animals removed the rats from the property and refused to cooperate further.

At a clinic appointment 28 days after seeking treatment, the patient had no symptoms. Renal function, liver enzymes, and platelets had normalized, and proteinuria had resolved. Serologic assays demonstrated an increase in IgG titer against Old World hantaviruses (Table 2). We determined the genomic sequences of SEOV small, medium, and large segments by metagenomic sequencing of a stored blood sample from time of admission.

Conclusions

HFRS is characterized by fever, renal impairment, and thrombocytopenia. HFRS, especially cases associated with Hantaan virus, is responsible for many deaths in Southeast Asia (1), whereas HFRS associated with SEOV causes relatively mild disease with a case-fatality rate of <1% (2). SEOV cases often begin with fever, malaise, and gastrointestinal symptoms before progressing to shock and acute kidney injury of varying severity (3,4). Associated transaminitis is suggestive of HFRS caused by SEOV (2), as illustrated in this case. Most infections are probably subclinical or mild, as demonstrated by this patient’s daughter, who had experienced mild symptoms suggestive of SEOV infection. However, we were unable to obtain a sample for serologic confirmation.

SEOV is widely distributed because of the ubiquity of its principal host, the R. norvegicus rat (5). In the United Kingdom, where the virus is established in wild rodents, cases of human disease have been associated with occupational exposure in agricultural workers (6,7). However, growing evidence exists of SEOV circulation among pet rats. The United Kingdom has a network of pet rat owners who trade rats for breeding. In 2013, SEOV was isolated from pet rats in a breeding colony linked to cases of human infection in the United Kingdom (4,8). Later, human cases of SEOV associated with ratties were reported in France (9) and the Netherlands (10). In 2017, a large SEOV outbreak among pet rat owners was linked to in-home ratties in the United States and Canada (11). We used RAxML (https://github.com/stamatak/standard-RAxML) to conduct a phylogenetic analysis of SEOV sequences derived from rats associated with these outbreaks (4,8,9,10,11) in addition to the virus sequence from the patient described in this report; these isolates formed a well-supported monophyletic clade (Figure). This clade is distinct from SEOV sequences recovered from wild rodents in Europe and the Americas, suggesting a single introduction and international expansion of this lineage into domesticated rat populations, rather than separate local introductions from wild rats.

Table 2. IgG against hantaviruses in patient with Seoul virus infection, Scotland, United Kingdom, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>Day 0 (admission)</th>
<th>Day 29 (convalescent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dobrava virus</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>&gt;1:10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hantaan virus</td>
<td>&gt;1:10,000</td>
<td>&gt;1:10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puumala virus</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>&gt;1:10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saaremaa virus</td>
<td>1:1,000</td>
<td>1:1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul virus</td>
<td>1:3,200</td>
<td>&gt;1:10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin Nombre virus</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A recent study from the Netherlands revealed evidence of international trading of rats by breeding farms and private persons, a practice that might promote cross-border dispersal of this lineage (12). The risk for SEOV transmission from domesticated rats might be greater than that posed by wild rodents. A seroprevalence study performed in 2014 revealed that 34.1% of owners of fancy rat in the United Kingdom had antibodies against SEOV, compared with 3.3% of healthy blood donors and 1.7% of farmers (13). These findings might reflect the behaviors of fancy rat owners, who often view their pets as valued companion animals. In our study, the patient and her daughter reported kissing the rats and housing them in bedrooms. Owners might not follow public health advice on preventive measures such as avoiding kissing or holding small mammals near the face and keeping rodents out of sleeping and eating areas; public health messaging should be tailored to address the specific health beliefs of this community (14). Although the patient in this study agreed to the proposed euthanasia of her rats, the breeder preemptively removed them from the property and refused to cooperate further, mirroring the behavior of breeders in other outbreaks (10,15). This pattern suggests breeders’ rejection of SEOV as a major pathogen (10,15). A holistic response to future outbreaks might prevent similar situations. For example, an outbreak in the United States was effectively controlled by a mixture of methods including euthanasia, intensive owner education, and test and quarantine approaches that enabled the protection of uninfected rats (11).

In summary, we report the persistence of a SEOV lineage associated with pet rats in the United Kingdom, highlighting the ongoing risk for HFRS among pet rat owners. This lineage has undergone recent international dissemination, probably driven by trade of pet rats. Engagement and education within the community of owners and breeders will be crucial to limiting further SEOV infections transmitted from pet rats. Physicians should consider SEOV in any febrile patient with a recent history of rat exposure.
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Figure. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree based on the small (A), medium (B), and large (C) segments of Seoul virus isolated from a patient in Scotland, United Kingdom, 2020 (bold text; GenBank accession nos. MZ343375–7), and reference sequences. Isolate names indicate GenBank accession number as well as location and date of isolate. Phylogenetic relationships inferred by RAxML (https://github.com/stamatak/standard-RAXML) using the general time-reversible plus gamma distribution plus invariable site model as determined by jModeltest (https://github.com/ddarriba/jmodeltest2). The tree was rooted at midpoint. Numbers to the left of nodes indicate bootstrap values based on 1,000 replicates. Gray circles indicate sequences associated with domesticated rats. Scale bar indicates substitutions per site.
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Tickborne relapsing fever (TBRF) spirochetes are globally neglected pathogens. *Borrelia turicatae* is found in the southwestern and eastern United States into Latin America (1), and high-risk populations include military personnel, outdoor enthusiasts, and impoverished undocumented immigrants (2–4). However, evidence indicates the presence of endemic foci of *B. turicatae* in metropolitan cities of Texas, USA (4,5).

TBRF is often misdiagnosed because of the nonspecific manifestations of the disease. More than 90% of patients experience recurrent febrile episodes, rigors, headache, and myalgia (6). Previous work suggests that *B. turicatae* is similar to Old World species, manifesting with neurologic complications (7). However, these diagnoses were made on the basis of a priori assumptions, and the causative agents were never confirmed.

We report a case of neuroborreliosis in Austin, Texas, USA, that was initially suspected to be Lyme disease (LD). A retrospective serologic analysis was performed using the diagnostic antigen, *Borrelia* immunogenic protein A (BipA). This antigen is absent from LD-causing spirochetes and might be a species-specific antigen for North American TBRF *Borrelia* (8,9).

The Study

The patient was a previously healthy 30-year-old man residing in Austin near a creek greenbelt that he frequented (Figure 1); he had no recent travel outside the city. On March 5, 2020, he experienced acute dizziness, headache, myalgia, vomiting, chills, and fever of 37.8°C (reference 36.1°C–37.2°C). Symptoms were attributed to a foodborne illness, and he improved after several days. However, he continued to experience dizziness, headache, fatigue, myalgia, and intermittent severe night sweats, with no report of further fever.

Figure 1. Suspected *Borrelia* exposure site within city limits for a patient in Austin, Texas, USA. The patient’s suspected exposure location (black circle, Walnut Creek Metropolitan Park) was overlayed on a population density by ZIP code map. County boundaries are displayed as gray lines. Population density data was sourced from Esri’s U.S. Updated Demographic (2020/2025) Data (https://www.esri.com).
Within 2 weeks, he had Bell’s palsy on his left side, and the primary care physician ordered a blood analysis. Results for complete blood count, electrolytes, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, and liver enzymes were unremarkable. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 62 mm/h (reference <15 mm/h), and C-reactive protein was 97.5 mg/L (reference <8.0 mg/L). Valacyclovir (1 g orally 3×/d for 7 d) and prednisone (20 mg orally 2×/d for 5 d) were prescribed, with partial improvement. Subsequent blood testing showed the erythrocyte sedimentation rate declined to 41 mm/h, and C-reactive protein declined to 43.2 mg/L.

Two weeks later, he had Bell’s palsy on his right side, blurred vision, tinnitus, and cervical lymph node enlargement. Dizziness, headache, and fatigue continued. Results of complete blood count and metabolic panel were unremarkable. The patient underwent magnetic resonance imaging of the brain with contrast, which revealed faint nonspecific enhancement in the right internal auditory canal. High-resolution imaging of the 7th and 8th cranial nerves was not performed.

The patient’s wife reported removing ticks from herself and a pet 4 weeks before the patient’s illness began, and LD was suspected. A 2-tiered antibody test was performed. The enzyme immunoassay result was 2.43 (>1.09 considered positive). The LD IgM immunoblot was positive for the 23 kDa and 39 kDa bands, but the IgG immunoblot was negative.

The patient was referred to an infectious disease specialist who suspected TBRF and ordered a lumbar puncture. Clear, colorless cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) was recovered, and the analysis revealed 124 leukocytes/μL (reference <5 leukocytes/μL) with 85% lymphocytes, 10% monocytes, 5% large mononuclear cells, and 0% erythrocytes/μL. CSF protein was 103 mg/dL (reference 15.0–45.0 mg/dL), and glucose was 52 mg/dL (reference 40–70 mg/dL). CSF was analyzed by the Associated Regional and University Pathologists laboratory for LD and TBRF spirochete DNA, the Venereal Disease Research Laboratory test for neurosyphilis, and the Biofire Filmarray Menigitis/Encephalitis (bioMérieux, https://www.biomerieux-usa.com) panel that detects 6 bacterial and 7 viral pathogens. All test results were negative.

Given the patient’s clinical history, intravenous ceftriaxone was administered (2 g/d for 14 d), and he showed considerable improvement within 4 days of treatment. Upon completion of antibiotics, all symptoms were resolved except for minimal lower right facial weakness. Deidentified serum samples and CSF collected 5 weeks after the onset of illness were sent to Baylor College of Medicine (Houston, TX, USA) for additional testing.

**Figure 2.** Immunoblots assessing antibody responses to *Borrelia* protein lysates and rBipA in samples from a patient in Texas, USA, and a control sample. A, B) Serum (A, upper panel) and cerebrospinal fluid (B, upper panel) samples were used to detect reactivity to *Borrelia* protein lysates and to rBipA from each species of tickborne relapsing fever spirochete. C) Negative human serum sample (upper panel) and immunoblots (bottom panel) that were reprobed with a monoclonal antibody for the histidine residues fused on the N terminus of each recombinant protein. Asterisks (*) indicates rBipA, which is ≈65 kDa. Molecular masses in kDa are indicated on the left of each immunoblot. Bb, *Borrelia (Borrelia) burgdorferi*; Bh, *B. hermsii*; BipA, *Borrelia* immunogenic protein A; Bp, *B. parkeri*; Bt, *B. turicatae*; rBipA, recombinant BipA.
No spirochetes were recovered from the CSF nor was DNA detected; therefore, we performed serologic tests using recombinant BipA (rBipA) (8,9). We generated expression constructs for B. turicatae, B. parkeri, and B. hermsii rBipA by using GenScript (GenScript, https://www.genscript.com) in the pET19b vector. We purified recombinant proteins and performed immunoblotting and ELISA, as previously described (8). For immunoblots, we used protein lysates from B. turicatae 91E135, B. hermsii DAH, and B. parkeri SLO. We probed immunoblots with the patient’s serum sample and CSF diluted 1:200. Only the serum sample was diluted 2-fold from 1:200 to 1:256,000 for the ELISA because the CSF was depleted in prior assays. The secondary antibody was goat anti-human IgA, IgG, and IgM (Millipore, https://www.emdmillipore.com). We repeated serologic assays twice.

Serologic assays indicated likely exposure to B. turicatae. Strong responses were detected with the serum sample and CSF to B. turicatae protein lysates and rBipA (Figure 2, panels A and B upper). Antibodies in the patient’s serum and CSF cross-reacted with protein lysates from B. parkeri and B. hermsii, but reactivity to rBipA from these species was undetectable (Figure 2, panels A, B, top images). In addition, reactivity to B. burgdorferi protein lysates was undetectable (Figure 2, panels A, B, top images). A negative control serum sample from a subject without history of TBRF failed to detect proteins (Figure 2, panel C, top image). Reprobing immunoblots with a monoclonal antibody for the histidine residues fused to rBipA demonstrated that protein was electrophoresed and transferred to membranes (Figure 2, bottom images). ELISA further indicated infection attributable to B. turicatae with antibody titers to B. turicatae rBipA between 1:400 to 1:800, and responses to B. parkeri and B. hermsii rBipA were undetectable.

Conclusions
This study reports a case of neurologic TBRF likely caused by B. turicatae. The hallmark of TBRF is recurrent febrile episodes (6), but this patient had a single febrile episode, nausea, and predominantly neurologic symptoms. B. turicatae has been suspected to cause neurologic symptoms including facial palsy, vertigo, hearing loss, delirium, and hallucinations (10). However, past diagnoses were attributed solely on the basis of the geographic range of the probable pathogen and were not empirically confirmed.

This study demonstrated that rBipA could aid in identifying the TBRF species causing infection. It was unlikely that the patient was exposed to B. hermsii and B. parkeri because of his travel history, but we used this opportunity to assess serologic crossreactivity to rBipA from these 2 species. Similar to prior work with B. turicatae-infected laboratory animals (8), we detected no crossreactive patient antibodies to B. hermsii rBipA. This finding was expected given that the proteins share ≈35% amino acid identity (11). Of note, rBipA could differentiate between infections caused by B. parkeri and B. turicatae, which share ≈75% amino acid identity (11).

In summary, B. turicatae is often misdiagnosed, and healthcare providers should understand the pathogen’s circulation (2,5,11). Endemic foci have been identified in Florida, USA, and within and around the 4 largest cities of Texas (Austin, San Antonio, Dallas, and Houston) (1–3,5,7). With urban expansion and the incorporation of greenbelts into metropolitan areas, B. turicatae should be considered in cases of fever with neurologic symptoms when the Lyme antibody test is positive but prevalence of LD is not epidemiologically supported.
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Hedgehogs across northern Belgium are currently being affected by an ulcerative skin disease. The purpose of this study was to identify the cause of these skin lesions.

The Study
During May and June 2020, we tested 81 hedgehogs (*Erinaceus europaeus*) that had ulcerative skin lesions and were provided by the public to 4 animal rescue centers across northern Belgium (Figure 1). Cases derived from 3 provinces in Flanders (East Flanders, Antwerp, and Limburg); total surface area of these provinces is 8,310 km². All hedgehogs were individually housed, and we conducted sampling after euthanasia or natural death. We obtained 60 *Corynebacterium ulcerans* isolates from ulcers or abscesses on the head or limbs from 53 of 81 investigated hedgehogs; all were adult males. For 6 animals, we obtained >1 isolate from different lesions.

Although *C. ulcerans* was isolated most often, lesions yielded abundant, polybacterial growth (Table 1). We showed by systematic postmortem examinations that 9 animals had a good body condition generally but had multiple cutaneous ulcers on the head and limbs. Histopathologic analysis of skin of these animals showed subacute, extensive, ulcerative dermatitis and suppurative exudation and crusting. Inflammation sometimes extended to the subcutis and even to underlying skeletal muscles.

In some instances, we observed nodular inflammation consisting of central necrosis admixed with degenerated neutrophils and bordered by a small rim of macrophages (abscess formation) and fistulation. We subjected organs that showed macroscopic abnormalities to histopathologic analysis. Four animals had interstitial pneumonia, 1 animal had ascending hepatitis, and 1 animal had fibrinosuppurative epicarditis and intrallesional gram-positive bacteria.

Despite presence of parasites related to skin disease (fly maggots; myiasis, n = 5; *Sarcoptes scabiei*, n = 1; and *Caparinia* spp., n = 1) and pathogens related to systemic disease (herpesvirus, n = 2 [3] and lungworms; *Creonosoma striatum*, n = 2), we found no consistent evidence for other causes of primary disease. Although evidence is insufficient to conclusively attribute the observed lesions to *C. ulcerans*, its widespread and high-level occurrence in diseased male hedgehogs is a serious concern, given frequent exposure of humans to hedgehogs and because *C. ulcerans* is the predominant cause of human diphtheria in many countries in Europe (4).

*C. ulcerans* isolates from hedgehogs belong to several clusters. We identified 56 isolates of *C. ulcerans* to the species level by using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (5) and sequencing of the *rpoB* gene (6). We also typed isolates by analysis of infrared spectra (7). Isolates grouped with *C. ulcerans* strains from humans and other animals (hedgehogs and red foxes [*Vulpes vulpes*] from Germany) (1) and clustered in 3 sublineages (Figure 2). The...
high diversity is similar to that reported by Berger et al. (1), and results argue against nosocomial infections and emergence and spread of a single C. ulcerans clone in the hedgehog population in Flanders. Instead, the high diversity of the isolates suggests C. ulcerans endemicity in the hedgehog population.

We found limited acquired antimicrobial resistance in C. ulcerans isolates from hedgehogs. We compiled MIC data for all C. ulcerans isolates (Table 2). Acquired resistance against enrofloxacin was detected in 4 isolates.

Most C. ulcerans isolates from hedgehogs produce toxins. We evaluated presence and expression of toxins by detection of the diphtheria toxin gene (toxE) by using a duplex PCR (6) and the Elek test (11). Results showed a positive result for this gene in 50/56 isolates by PCR and positive (26/56 isolates) or weak positive (16/56 isolates) results by Elek test. One animal was positive for the toxE gene in 1 location (C. ulcerans isolate from a head lesion) and negative for the gene in another location (isolate from a foot lesion).

Although diphtheria vaccination coverage in humans is high in Belgium, since 2010, sporadic cases (14 cases during 2010–2017) of infection by toxigenic corynebacteria have occurred (6). Because presence of the toxE gene and toxin production are associated with pathogenicity in humans, these results suggest a zoonotic potential of most hedgehog-derived C. ulcerans isolates.

Figure 1. Toxigenic Corynebacterium ulcerans as cause of widespread disease in hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus), Flanders, Belgium. A) Locations of 81 hedgehogs with lesions on the head or limbs from 4 regions in Flanders, Belgium, who were tested for C. ulcerans. Green, blue, black, and yellow indicate proportion of positive animals; gray indicates proportion of negative animals. Regions: A, Geraardsbergen; B, Merelbeke; C, Herenthout; D, Oudsbergen. Scale bar = 50 km. B) Representative clinical state with necrotizing facial dermatitis in 1 male hedgehog from Merelbeke. C) Ulcerative dermatitis with suppurative exudation and inflammation extending into the subcutis and underlying skeletal muscles. Hematoxylin and eosin stained; scale bar = 100 µm. D) Microcolonies of gram-positive bacilli in suppurative exudate. Gram stain; scale bar = 10 µm.
Hedgehogs are mammals that are abundant in Europe and are frequently observed in nature reserves and urbanized areas. Because of their defensive behavior, sick animals are easily brought to animal rescue centers by the public, as testified by the large number of animals we examined in a short time frame during this study. The nature of their spiny defense promotes breaching and inoculating of the human epidermis with bacteria during handling. Other potential routes of transmission might include bite wounds or contact with the contaminated environment of the hedgehogs. Several potentially zoonotic or anthroponotic bacterial species, including C. rouxii and Streptococcus pyogenes, are associated with ulcerative lesions in diseased hedgehogs (Table 1).

Although Gower et al. (12) showed that the major risk factor for C. ulcerans infection in humans is exposure to domestic animals (e.g., dogs, cats), widespread occurrence of toxigenic C. ulcerans in most diseased hedgehogs across Flanders should prompt authorities to alert all stakeholders, including members of the public and staff at animal rescue centers, to take precautionary measures when handling hedgehogs. Although vaccination against C. diptheriae protects against C. ulcerans disease, exposure to C. ulcerans from susceptible persons might result in severe disease (12). Recommendations should include wearing protective gloves and cleaning and disinfecting hands and fomites after contact with a hedgehog, as well as vaccination of persons who are frequently exposed to hedgehogs.

Treatment of infections with pyogenic coryneform bacteria in animals is challenging, and the 4 rescue centers involved in this study reported poor treatment success. Results of antimicrobial susceptibility testing suggest that this finding is not caused by acquired antimicrobial drug resistance but probably by insufficiently high antimicrobial drug concentrations reaching the C. ulcerans bacteria inside pus. Therefore, debriding the lesions should be included in any treatment. Euthanasia should be considered for severe cases.

Emergence of C. ulcerans infection in hedgehogs is consistent with an increasing number of reports of C. ulcerans infections in wildlife across Europe and warrants attention across the continent (1,13,14). Reports dating back from the 1950s and the presence of several distantly related clusters of C. ulcerans in this study argue against a recent introduction of this pathogen in wildlife populations in Europe and favors the hypothesis that the observed and previously unreported high numbers of diseased hedgehogs result from pathogen emergence from a disease-endemic state. Although most wild animals affected with C. ulcerans have systemic infections (1), in our study, the manifestations of cutaneous disease dominated.

The finding that only male hedgehogs had this disease and that lesions are found mostly on body parts not covered with spines suggests the C. ulcerans infections might be opportunistic infections of wounds, arising from male-specific behavior during the mating season. Bite wounds are well known to be susceptible to infection with opportunistic pathogens that are part of the oral microbiota (15). Strain typing suggests that hedgehogs are a major reservoir of highly diverse C. ulcerans isolates. Active surveillance should elucidate the magnitude of this reservoir in healthy hedgehogs and the impact on the population level. Until the mechanisms underpinning the observed emergence of this potentially zoonotic wildlife disease from its disease-endemic state can be clarified, persons handling hedgehogs should take precautions to prevent possible transmission of C. ulcerans.
Figure 2. Dendrogram of Fourier-transformed infrared spectra of Corynebacterium spp. strains obtained from hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus), Flanders, Belgium, compared with spectra from several C. ulcerans isolates, including isolates from free-roaming red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) and wild boars (Sus scrofa scrofa) (1) and other well characterized and available isolates from animals and humans. Additional details for isolates were determined by using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (8). Country of origin: BEL, Belgium (region: Ge, Geraardsbergen [green]; Me, Merelbeke [blue]; Ou, Oudsbergen [yellow]); BE, Berlin; BY, Bavaria; DEU, Germany. NT, no tox gene; NTTB, nontoxic but tox-bearing (these are isolates that have the toxin gene, but do not produce toxins); T, type strain; Tox, toxigenic; tox-w, toxigenic (weak).
Table 2. Distribution of MIC values for 60 isolates of Corynebacterium ulcerans isolates from hedgehogs, Flanders, Belgium*  

| Drug                      | MIC, µg/mL | <0.016 | 0.016 | 0.032 | 0.064 | 0.12 | 0.25 | 0.5 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 8 | 16 |
|---------------------------|------------|--------|-------|-------|-------|------|------|-----|---|---|---|---|---|----|
| Amoxicillin               | 1          | 10     | 6     | 8     | 25    | 10   | 0    | 0   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Amoxicillin/clavulanate   | 2          | 2      | 2     | 12    | 18    | 22   | 2    | 0   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Clindamycin               | 0          | 0      | 0     | 0     | 0     | 0    | 34   | 26 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Doxycycline               | 0          | 0      | 0     | 0     | 5     | 27   | 13   | 13  | 2 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Enrofloxacin              | 0          | 4      | 33    | 19    | 0     | 0    | 4    | 0  | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Erythromycin              | 0          | 1      | 50    | 9     | 0     | 0    | 0    | 0  | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Penicillin                | 1          | 1      | 4     | 6     | 17    | 20   | 11   | 0   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Spiramycin                | 0          | 0      | 43    | 17    | 0     | 0    | 0    | 0  | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Tetracycline              | 0          | 0      | 0     | 0     | 0     | 1    | 29   | 29  | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Tilmicosin                | 0          | 0      | 0     | 0     | 0     | 0    | 1    | 29 | 29 | 1 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |
| Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole | 0    | 0      | 9     | 43    | 8     | 0    | 0    | 0  | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |    |

*Values are no. isolates, which were obtained by using an epsilometer (ETEST; bioMérieux, https://www.biomerieux.com) on Mueller-Hinton agar plates containing 5% horse blood and 20 mg/L of β-NAD (bioMérieux), according to European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing (9) and Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (10) guidelines.
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Shandong is an eastern coastal province of China. Four natural-focal diseases—severe fever with thrombocytopenia syndrome, human granulocytic anaplasmosis, endemic typhus, and scrub typhus—are thought to have the most severe effects on human health in Shandong Province (1). However, as in other parts of China, exposure to rickettsial pathogens in eastern provinces is expected because of the prevalence of human-biting ticks (2,3). Specifically, Japanese spotted fever caused by *Rickettsia japonica* is endemic to Shandong; *R. japonica* and 2 other novel *Rickettsia* spp. were found in the Asian longhorned tick (*Haemaphysalis longicornis*) (2). Because rickettsioses have similar clinical manifestations but vary in severity (i.e., incidence of illness and death), laboratory investigation is essential for understanding the epidemiology of tick-borne diseases. We obtained sequences of *Rickettsia conorii* subspecies *indica* (ITTR) infection from 1 case; 2 other cases of spotted fever rickettsiosis (SFGR) with similar epidemiologic history and clinical features were treated at the same hospital (Appendix Table 1, Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/20-4764-App1.pdf). This study was approved by the ethics committee of Qilu Hospital, of Shandong University, Jinan, Shandong, China. All patients signed consent forms.

**The Study**
In the summer of 2019, a 53-year-old man (patient 1) was hospitalized with a 5-day history of fever (41°C), influenza-like symptoms, and generalized maculopapular rash (Figure 1, panel A). A farmer working in a rural mountainous area of Zibo, Shandong Province, he was bitten by a tick 6 days before onset of illness. At admission, clinical blood tests revealed elevated leukocyte count (12.91 × 10⁹ cells/L) with neutrophilia (90.5%) and thrombocytopenia (73 × 10⁹/L), as well as increased procalcitonin (3.870 ng/mL) and C-reactive protein (38.31 mg/mL). Rickettsiosis was suspected, and oral minocycline was prescribed on the second day after admission. Symptoms subsided after 2 days of treatment; the patient was discharged from the hospital 6 days later. Serum samples collected on days 8 and 24 after onset of illness tested positive for *Rickettsia conorii* IgG (titers 1,024 at day 8 and 16,384 at day 24) by immunofluorescence assay (IFA) (Fuller Laboratories, http://www.fullerlaboratories.com).

We describe 3 similar cases of rickettsial disease that occurred after tick bites in a mountainous rural area of Shandong Province, China. Next-generation sequencing indicated the etiologic agent of 1 patient was *Rickettsia conorii* subspecies *indica*. This agent may be more widely distributed across China than previously thought.
days later. Serum samples collected on days 9 and 22 after onset of illness tested positive for *R. conorii* IgG by IFA (titers 128 at day 9 and 1,024 at day 22).

Patient 3, a 45-year-old woman, had a history of travel to a farming area in Tai’an, Shandong Province, and was bitten by a tick 8 days before onset of illness. At admission, she had a 5-day history of fever (39°C). She did not have rash but had an ulcerated eschar on her right foot (Figure 1, panel C). Blood tests at hospital admission revealed elevated leukocyte count (10.12 × 10⁹ cells/L), procalcitonin (0.108 ng/mL), and C-reactive protein (46.39 mg/mL). The patient was treated with minocycline beginning the next day after admission; she began to improve on day 3 of treatment and was discharged after 3 more days. Serum samples collected on days 9 and 20 after onset of illness tested positive for *R. conorii* IgG by IFA (titers 64 at day 9 and 1,024 at day 20).

Conventional bacterial cultures of blood samples collected at admission yielded negative results for all 3 patients, as did viral nucleic acid detection of pharyngeal swab samples. Results of serologic ELISA tests for *Coxiella burnetii* phase II IgG (IBL International GmbH, https://www.ibl-international.com), *Rickettsia typhi* IgM (Fuller Laboratories), and *Orientia tsutsugamushi* IgM (InBios International, Inc., https://inbios.com) were all negative.

To identify the potential causative pathogen, we performed next-generation sequencing (NGS) on the Ion Torrent platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific, https://www.thermofisher.com) by using DNA extracted from the peripheral blood of patient 1, collected on day 7 after onset of fever and before administration of antimicrobial drugs. The sequencing data are deposited at the National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive (accession no. SRR10855057). We mapped those sequences to *R. conorii* ITTR (Appendix Figure 2). Coverage was low except for 16S and 23S rRNA genes, but matching sequences were found across the ITTR genome and to other *Rickettsia* genomes (data not shown). We identified reads mapping to specific *Rickettsia* genomes by using BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) (Appendix Table 2). We identified the *Rickettsia*-specific 16S rRNA gene sequences with the Ribosomal Database Project Classifier by using Geneious Prime 19 (Geneious, https://www.geneious.com) (Appendix Table 2). Moreover, we identified sequence reads matching 3 genes commonly used for speciation of *Rickettsia* (*gltA, ompA, ompB*; 6 other proteins; and 1 pseudogene, *mpB*, and containing or flanking 20 of the 33 rickettsial tRNAs (33 reads) (Figure 2; Appendix Table 2). Many sequence reads mapped most closely to ITTR or to ITTR and its closest relative, *R. conorii conorii* Malish 7; sequence reads mapped less frequently to the other subspecies, *R. conorii caspia* and *R. conorii israelensis*.

Conclusions

Many tickborne rickettsiae have been described from China, including *R. heilongjiangiensis*, *R. sibirica* BJ-90, *R. sibirica mongolotimonae*, *R. monacensis*, *R. raoultii*, *R. slovaca*, *R. japonica*, *Candidatus R. tarasevichiae*, and other *Rickettsia* spp. of unknown pathogenicity (2,4). We molecularly confirmed a case of SFGR disease in eastern China caused by *R. conorii subsp. indica*. We identified 2 other serologically confirmed cases of SFGR with similar history of tick bite, similar clinical manifestations, and shared epidemiologic features.

NGS technology provided the specific etiology of SFGR in 1 of these patients. The single NGS read length exceeded the size of tRNAs, so they were informative for identification, but diagnostic sites were also obtained for protein fragments (Appendix Table 2). The sensitivity of NGS depends on the type of the clinical sample, the timing of collection, and desirability for depleting human DNA to improve sensitivity of pathogen detection by increasing the number of agent sequences (5).
Rickettsia conorii is divided taxonomically into 4 subspecies: R. conorii conorii, R. conorii caspia, R. conorii israelensis, and R. conorii indica (6). The members of this group exhibit substantial genome sequence similarity and shared antigenic makeup; however, the diseases they cause might be distinguished by specific clinical manifestations, rates of illness or death, and the areas of their endemity and predominant tick vectors (6). PCR-confirmed clinical cases caused by ITTR have been diagnosed in India (7), Sicily (8) and Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, China (GenBank accession nos. MG190327–9). Well-documented entomologic surveys indicate a broader area of circulation of this etiologic agent, extending beyond India and Pakistan (9) to Laos (10) and western provinces of China (11,12). In those areas, ITTR is associated either with Rhipicephalus turanicus (sheep tick) or Rh. sanguineus (brown dog tick) collected from pet dogs (12,13), suggesting a high probability of human exposure, given the proximity of these animals to human habitats. Our findings indicate that circulation of ITTR in Shandong Province and transmission to humans occurs in rural mountainous areas where the presence of both tick species has been documented (3,14). These findings suggest transmission of 1 or several SFGRs to humans might occur across China, thus requiring additional diagnostic and surveillance efforts that could lead to improved identification and management of patients with these infections.
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Lymphogranuloma venereum (LGV) is an invasive form of *Chlamydia trachomatis* infection. In high-income countries, LGV is concentrated among gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM) (1). Although LGM was initially characterized as affecting predominantly MSM living with HIV who have symptomatic proctitis (2,3), recent evidence suggests considerable underestimation of the actual extent of LGV among MSM in Europe because of insufficient testing of asymptomatic persons (4). Changes to UK guidelines (5) and testing practices of several large London clinics have led to expanded testing in MSM regardless of HIV status, leading to increased diagnoses among HIV-negative MSM and those without symptoms of proctitis (6–9). Expanded testing may have precipitated a decline in incidence during 2016–2018 (9); however, 2019 saw the highest number of LGV diagnoses reported in England since routine testing began in 2004, and test positivity increased from 8.2% in 2018 to 9.0% in 2019 (10). In this study, we investigated the changing epidemiology of LGV among MSM in England during 2015–2019 and risk factors associated with recent cases.

The Study

We conducted a retrospective analysis of adult (≥16 years of age) MSM in England who visited sexual health service (SHS) sites during January 1, 2015–December 31, 2019. We obtained data from the Genitourinary Medicine Clinic Activity Dataset Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) Surveillance System, which has recorded LGV diagnoses, obtained through multiplex reverse transcription PCR (4), since 2011. We included all SHS site visits by men who self-reported as MSM in England during 2015–2019. We cleaned and deduplicated data according to a routine practice described previously (11). We described the number of annual LGV diagnoses during 2015–2019 by age group, race (White [e.g., White British, White Irish, or White other background] and non-White), place of residence (London or rest of England), region of birth (United Kingdom, Europe, Asia, Oceania, Latin America and the Caribbean [LAC], North America, and Africa), history of a bacterial STI in the previous year (defined as having a recorded diagnoses of chlamydia, gonorrhea, or syphilis in the 365 days before attendance), and HIV status at time of LGV diagnosis. We used quarterly data on LGV diagnoses stratified by HIV status to examine changes over time in the proportion of diagnoses that were made among MSM who are HIV-negative or with unknown HIV status. We used generalized linear models with logarithmic function, Poisson distribution, and robust variances to identify the changes in risk for LGV in 2019 by quarter. We included covariates in the model if they showed strong association with an LGV diagnosis in the bivariate analyses (p<0.05). We adjusted the final model for HIV status, history of a previous bacterial STI, region of birth, and age group. We performed all data analyses using Stata 15.1 (https://www.stata.com).

Public Health England collects pseudonymized, electronic data on all STI tests and diagnoses from all commissioned SHS sites in England (11). Public

Of 2,116,345 SHS visits by MSM during 2015–2019, we identified 3,461 diagnoses of LGV (Table 1). The highest number of LGV diagnoses was recorded in 2019 (n = 1,018); this increase was mainly attributed to increases in diagnoses in the third and fourth quarter of the year (Figure 1). The proportion of diagnoses among MSM who are HIV-negative or with unknown HIV status increased from 31.4% in 2015 to 58.4% in 2019 (Table 1). In 2019, most LGV diagnoses in MSM were among White MSM (72.7%) and MSM residing in London (79.1%). A total of 614 (60.3%) LGV diagnoses in 2019 were among those who had a bacterial STI diagnosis in the previous year (Table 1).

Our regression analyses included 526,102 visits and 1,018 LGV diagnoses among MSM in England in 2019, particularly affecting MSM living with HIV, as well as having a previous STI diagnosis, residing in London, and having a previous bacterial STI were strongly associated with an LGV diagnosis in the crude and adjusted models (Table 2). Being born in LAC or in Europe outside of the UK were also associated with increased risk for LGV (Figure 2).

### Conclusions

We show that a rapid increase occurred in LGV diagnoses in England in 2019, particularly affecting MSM who are HIV-negative or with unknown HIV status, such that nearly 60% of all LGV diagnoses are now in this group. This trend represents a major shift in the epidemiology of LGV; infection was previously associated with MSM living with HIV (2). However, having LGV diagnosed continues to be associated with living with HIV, as well as having a previous STI diagnosis, residing in London, and being born in LAC or Europe outside the United Kingdom.

An earlier decline in LGV diagnoses (9) has been attributed to revisions to LGV testing guidelines that led to expanded testing (5,12). However, because no revisions have been made since 2015, changes to testing practice are unlikely to explain the recent increase, which is concurrent with increases in test positivity (10). Of note, use of HIV preexposure prophylaxis (PrEP) in England may have contributed to increased

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total no. patients</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>1,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age group, y</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–24</td>
<td>45(6.8)</td>
<td>31(5.0)</td>
<td>40(7.9)</td>
<td>27(4.1)</td>
<td>81(8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>250(37.7)</td>
<td>234(37.7)</td>
<td>166(32.9)</td>
<td>243(37.1)</td>
<td>377(37.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>229(34.5)</td>
<td>208(33.6)</td>
<td>141(27.9)</td>
<td>219(33.4)</td>
<td>301(29.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>103(15.5)</td>
<td>115(18.6)</td>
<td>124(24.6)</td>
<td>122(19.6)</td>
<td>180(17.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
<td>26(3.9)</td>
<td>24(3.9)</td>
<td>25(5.0)</td>
<td>32(4.9)</td>
<td>68(6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥65</td>
<td>4(0.6)</td>
<td>5(0.8)</td>
<td>5(1.0)</td>
<td>11(1.7)</td>
<td>7(0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>6(0.9)</td>
<td>3(0.5)</td>
<td>4(0.8)</td>
<td>1(0.2)</td>
<td>4(0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>512(77.2)</td>
<td>469(75.7)</td>
<td>362(71.7)</td>
<td>507(77.4)</td>
<td>806(79.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of England</td>
<td>151(22.8)</td>
<td>151(24.4)</td>
<td>143(28.3)</td>
<td>148(22.6)</td>
<td>212(20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>499(75.3)</td>
<td>479(77.3)</td>
<td>383(75.8)</td>
<td>485(74.0)</td>
<td>740(72.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-White</td>
<td>124(18.7)</td>
<td>121(19.5)</td>
<td>99(19.6)</td>
<td>125(19.1)</td>
<td>208(20.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>40(6.0)</td>
<td>20(3.2)</td>
<td>23(4.6)</td>
<td>45(6.9)</td>
<td>70(6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region of birth</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>333(50.2)</td>
<td>317(51.1)</td>
<td>248(49.1)</td>
<td>300(45.8)</td>
<td>443(43.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>159(24.0)</td>
<td>139(22.4)</td>
<td>112(22.2)</td>
<td>172(26.3)</td>
<td>256(25.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>38(5.7)</td>
<td>33(5.3)</td>
<td>25(5.0)</td>
<td>38(5.8)</td>
<td>50(4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>10(1.5)</td>
<td>13(2.1)</td>
<td>7(1.4)</td>
<td>18(2.8)</td>
<td>28(2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and Caribbean</td>
<td>51(7.7)</td>
<td>41(6.6)</td>
<td>45(8.9)</td>
<td>44(6.7)</td>
<td>111(10.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern America</td>
<td>9(1.4)</td>
<td>7(1.1)</td>
<td>22(4.4)</td>
<td>18(2.8)</td>
<td>18(1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>14(2.1)</td>
<td>23(3.7)</td>
<td>13(2.6)</td>
<td>25(3.8)</td>
<td>31(3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>49(7.4)</td>
<td>47(7.6)</td>
<td>33(6.5)</td>
<td>40(6.1)</td>
<td>81(8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bacterial STI in previous year</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>310(46.8)</td>
<td>276(44.5)</td>
<td>217(43.0)</td>
<td>356(54.4)</td>
<td>614(60.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>353(53.2)</td>
<td>344(55.5)</td>
<td>288(57.0)</td>
<td>299(45.7)</td>
<td>404(39.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIV status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with HIV</td>
<td>455(68.6)</td>
<td>420(67.7)</td>
<td>299(59.2)</td>
<td>302(46.1)</td>
<td>424(41.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative or unknown status</td>
<td>208(31.4)</td>
<td>200(32.7)</td>
<td>206(40.8)</td>
<td>353(53.9)</td>
<td>594(58.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*STI, sexually transmitted infection.
testing for *C. trachomatis* and subsequent detection of LGV. Increased access to HIV prevention, including PrEP, in HIV-negative MSM engaging in high-risk sexual activities may have facilitated the change in the epidemiology of LGV and led to the observed increase in incidence among this group (13); the

![Figure 1. Annual and quarterly number of lymphogranuloma venereum diagnoses among men who have sex with men, by HIV status, England, 2015–2019.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Crude and adjusted incidence rate ratios for lymphogranuloma venereum among men who have sex with men, England, 2019*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative or unknown status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with HIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial STI in previous year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest of England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region of birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and Caribbean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group, y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ratios determined by using generalized linear models using a logarithmic linking function and Poisson distribution with robust variances.†Adjusted for all the covariates shown in the table.
association with previous STI diagnosis further supports this hypothesis. Further investigation will be needed to understand the impact of HIV prevention on transmission of bacterial STIs. However, the increasing proportion of LGV diagnoses among HIV-negative MSM during 2017–2019 is in line with reports from other countries in Europe (6,8,14,15).

The first limitation of this study is that unmeasured behavioral covariates (e.g., number of partners, PrEP use, drug use, group sex, and venue-based activities) were not available. Inclusion of behavioral covariates in routine STI surveillance in England is underway and will be examined in future iterations of these analyses. Second, the risk among some groups, such as those not born in the United Kingdom, could be overestimated because of differing patterns of healthcare access and barriers to access.

In summary, we report a steep increase in the number of LGV diagnoses identified in SHS sites after a period of decline, which indicates the need for sustained surveillance and public health action. Our findings indicate that the epidemiology of LGV has changed, and an increased number of diagnoses are occurring among MSM who are HIV-negative or with unknown HIV status, highlighting the need to integrate health promotion and increase LGV testing within HIV prevention delivery. In addition, increased LGV risk among MSM born in LAC and in countries in Europe that are outside the United Kingdom indicates the need for increased accessibility of health promotion materials and wider engagement with these communities.
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Figure 2. Adjusted incidence rate ratios for lymphogranuloma venereum among men who have sex with men, England, 2019. Diamonds indicate effect estimates (incidence rate ratio); error bars indicate 95% CIs for those estimates. LAC, Latin America and the Caribbean; Q, quarter; STI, sexually transmitted infection; UK, United Kingdom.
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etymologia revisited

Neospora caninum [ne-os’ pə-ra ca-nin’ um]

From the neo- (Latin, “new”) + spora (Greek, “seed”) and canis (Latin, “dog”), Neospora caninum is a sporozoan parasite that was first described in 1984. It is a major pathogen of cattle and dogs but can also infect horses, goats, sheep, and deer. Antibodies to N. caninum have been found in humans, predominantly in those with HIV infection, although the role of this parasite in causing or exacerbating illness is unclear.

Sources:

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/25/6/et-2506_article
Zoonotic transmission of simian malaria parasites to humans have been occurring in Southeast Asia and South America. Among the 3 simian malaria parasites in Southeast Asia experimentally shown to infect humans (1), *Plasmodium knowlesi*, *P. cynomolgi*, and *P. inui*, only *P. knowlesi* and *P. cynomolgi* have been reported in cases of natural infection (2). We report 2 natural, asymptomatic *P. inui* human infections detected by using nested PCR (nPCR) on concentrated high-volume blood.

We conducted an epidemiologic and entomologic study at a campsite in Kem Sri Gading, Pahang, Malaysia (3°45′46.24″N, 102°34′20.32″E), because of frequent reports of human *P. knowlesi* infections acquired from this area. Kem Sri Gading is a receptive area, a location in which the ecosystem permits malaria transmission because vector and reservoir host populations both inhabit it.

On March 2, 2020, we obtained ≤3 mL of venous blood from 71 persons at the camp who provided consent. Participants had undergone training in the forest at Kem Sri Gading during January 27–28, 2020. The Medical Research and Ethics Committee, Ministry of Health Malaysia, approved this study (approval no. NMRR-15-672-23975 for the human study and approval no. NMRR-19-962-47606 for the mosquito study).

The 2 case-patients we report, PMAR0041, a 20-year-old woman, and PMAR0052, a 19-year-old woman, had no previous history of malaria. Before our study, PMAR0041 was in a nonreceptive city in Selangor 1–2 weeks before training at the camp; PMAR0052 regularly entered forested areas ≥2 times per month. During January 29–March 2, 2020, neither case-patient visited any potentially receptive areas. Both persons reported they were healthy before, during, and after blood collection.

Using the amount of DNA equivalent to 500 µL of whole blood (3), we detected *Plasmodium* in the 2 cases in separate nPCR assays (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0412-App1.pdf). We used primers targeting both the asexual and sexual 18S rRNA genes of *Plasmodium* (4). Sequence analysis of the cloned genus PCR products confirmed *P. inui* (Table). We performed species-specific nPCR assays to detect 5 known human malaria parasites, including *P. knowlesi*, and to detect *P. cynomolgi* and *P. inui*, by using previously published primers (4–6). However, the species-specific PCR amplification demonstrated spurious results; we were unable to produce consistent results over repeated tests. Thus, *P. inui* was detected only in case-patient PMAR0041 (Figure 1) because the protocol produced insufficient DNA, which hampered further analyses. However, we found likely trophozoites in thick blood smears of each case during 2 hours of observation (Figure 2).

On October 9, 2020, we obtained a second blood sample from case-patient PMAR0041; case-patient PMAR0052 did not consent to a second blood collection. Between the first and follow-up blood collections, PMAR0052 did not travel to any receptive areas. We did not detect any *Plasmodium* DNA in the second blood sample from PMAR0041 after repeated tests.
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We collected *Anopheles cracens*, *An. introlatus*, and *An. barbirostris* sensu lato mosquitoes at the camp by using human landing catches and Mosquito Magnet Independence Trap (Woodstream Corp., https://www.woodstream.com). *An. cracens* was the predominant mosquito species collected. Only 1 nonblood fed *An. cracens* mosquito, caught on August 24, 2020, was *Plasmodium*-positive in its head and thorax by nPCR (4). We found no oocysts upon dissection of the mosquito gut. We were unable to successfully dissect the salivary glands because the mosquito was dead. We used published primers (7) to amplify the *P. inui* 18S rRNA gene and confirmed *P. inui* by sequencing the PCR product (Table). We tested the entomological team by using the same PCR methods described for the case-patients but detected no *Plasmodium*.

Our analyses showed that the *P. inui* sequence obtained from case-patient PMAR0041 was identical to the corresponding region on the asexual type 18S rRNA sequence obtained from the *An. cracens* mosquito (Appendix Figure 2), but the *P. inui* sequence obtained from case-patient PMAR0052 was of the sexual type 18S rRNA (Table). The human *P. inui*-positive cases we detected originated from separate DNA extractions and PCR assays on different days by using dedicated benchtops for different procedures. The case-patients had the only *P. inui*-positive samples, but we identified a few *P. knowlesi*-positive samples among the 71 persons screened at the camp (Appendix Figure 1). The *An. cracens* mosquito was the only *Plasmodium*-positive mosquito we detected. We hypothesize that PMAR0041, PMAR0052, and the *Plasmodium*-positive mosquito were monoinfected.

**Table.** Nucleotide BLAST results of the PCR products sequenced in a study of natural transmission of *Plasmodium inui* in 2 humans and in *Anopheles cracens* mosquitoes, Malaysia*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence source and length, bp (GenBank accession no.)</th>
<th>Description of sequence (GenBank accession no.)</th>
<th>% Identity</th>
<th>% Query cover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient PMAR0041, 234 (MW555281)</td>
<td><em>Plasmodium inui</em> asexual type 18S rRNA, Celebes (AB287276)</td>
<td>99.57†</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type, 18S rRNA, Thailand (EU400385)</td>
<td>99.57†</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type, 18S rRNA, Taiwan I (FN430724)</td>
<td>99.57†</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient PMAR0052, 243 (MW555282)</td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> sexual type, 18S rRNA, Taiwan I (FN429982)</td>
<td>99.59†</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> 18S rRNA, <em>Anopheles latens</em> mosquito, Sarawak (MN535358)</td>
<td>99.18‡</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> sexual type, 18S rRNA from monkey (FJ619103)</td>
<td>99.18‡</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> 18S rRNA, wild monkey, Thailand (EU400386)</td>
<td>99.18‡</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An. cracens, 986 (MW555286)</td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type, 18S rRNA, Celebes (AB287276)</td>
<td>99.90†</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> 18S rRNA, <em>An. latens</em>, Sarawak (MN535320)</td>
<td>99.80‡</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type 18S rRNA, wild monkey, Thailand (EU400385)</td>
<td>99.70</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type 18S rRNA, South China (HM032051)</td>
<td>99.49</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>P. inui</em> asexual type 18S rRNA, Taiwan II (FN430725)</td>
<td>99.49</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†This sequence had only a 1 single-nucleotide mismatch at the forward primer priming site.
‡This sequence had 2 single-nucleotide mismatches, 1 at the forward primer priming site.

**Figure 1.** Species-specific nested PCR amplification products for a study of *Plasmodium inui* infections among humans, Malaysia. Samples were subjected to electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel. A) Results for detection of *P. knowlesi*, *P. falciparum*, *P. vivax*, *P. malariae*, *P. ovale*, and *P. cynomolgi*. Lane 1, human case-patient PMAR0041; lane 2, human case-patient PMAR0052; lane 3, no-template control. B) Results for the detection of *P. inui* in human case-patient PMAR0041. Lane 1, case-patient PMAR0041; lane 2, negative control; lane 3, no-template control. The solid vertical line indicates these are separate parts of the same image. C) Results for the detection of *P. inui* in human case-patient PMAR0052. Lane 1, case-patient PMAR0052; lane 2, no-template control.
with *P. inui* because we found no other *Plasmodium* species in any of them.

**Conclusions**

In experimentally infected humans, patent *P. inui* infections appeared ≥31 days after infectious mosquito bites (8). Similarly, both cases we report show a patent infection ≈30 days after alleged exposure. *P. inui* undergoes a 72-hour erythrocytic cycle, causing quartan fever (8). Infection by the quartan *P. inui* could be self-limiting in humans because the parasite was not detected in case-patient PMAR0041 ≈8 months after exposure. Indeed, *P. inui* infections in monkeys are usually low-grade and chronic and can be self-limiting (9,10). In addition, the *P. inui* OS strain parasite count in experimentally infected humans was <2,520/µL blood. Symptoms were mild, and parasitemia could be submicroscopic or undetectable for certain periods. Antimalarial intervention was deemed unnecessary in these experimental infections (8).

Natural human *P. inui* infection seems possible, but because of the very low number of parasites and sharp fluctuations between negative and moderate parasitemia by microscopy (8,10), previous studies that used less sensitive methods, including standard PCR, were not able to detect it (11). We show that nPCR on concentrated, high-volume blood was more sensitive at detecting low-grade infection than standard PCR (12), which highlights the need for ultra-sensitive detection tools.

We found 2 forms of *Plasmodium* 18S rRNA genes: the asexual type, which is expressed during the parasite’s asexual life cycle in the vertebrate host; and the sexual type, which is expressed during its sexual life cycle in the mosquito vector. The *Plasmodium*-genus PCR primers we used amplify asexual and sexual 18S rRNA, but the *P. inui*-specific primers only amplify the asexual type, which explains the negative results from the species-specific nPCR despite the positive amplifications in the *Plasmodium*-genus PCR. Nonetheless, successful PCR amplification is compounded by low levels of parasites and the subsequent chance effect that can lead to occasional spurious results, as we experienced.

*P. inui* sporozoites have been found naturally occurring in *An. cracens* mosquitoes (2). Other mosquito species from the Leucosphyrus group can transmit *P. inui* naturally (2). In addition, laboratory experiments showed *P. inui* adapted to co-indigenous *Anopheles* mosquito species (13).

*P. inui* has a wide geographic range in Asia, including southern India, Southeast Asia, and Taiwan (13). A surveillance study reported that the prevalence of *P. inui* among wild macaques in Pahang was 66.7% (26/39 macaques sampled); 76.9% of these infections were co-infections with other *Plasmodium* species (14). Given the high prevalence of *P. inui* among macaques and natural *Anopheles* mosquito vectors (2), humans could be exposed to *P. inui* via vectorborne transmission from infected macaques, particularly at a location where humans, macaque hosts, and mosquito vectors co-exist. Furthermore, studies report that *P. inui* often occurs in co-infections with *P. knowlesi* and *P. cynomolgi* in monkeys and mosquitoes (2), and that humans frequently can be exposed to a mix of non-human primate malaria sporozoites (15). Because human *P. inui* infections can be asymptomatic, *P. inui* could evolve to efficiently infect humans (2), especially considering patent human infection can be established by just a few parasites (8). Strains from different geographic locations might even exhibit different infection patterns. Investigators should use ultrasensitive methods for epidemiologic and entomological studies of simian malaria transmissions in Malaysia and other countries in malaria elimination efforts.

**Figure 2.** Micrographs of the thick blood smears showing *Plasmodium* trophozoites in 2 human cases of *Plasmodium inui* infection, Malaysia. A) Smear from case-patient PMAR0041, taken by using an Olympus BX51 microscope (Olympus Corporation, https://www.olympus-lifescience.com). B) Smear from case-patient PMAR0041, taken by using Redmi Note 4 (Xiaomi Corporation, https://www.mi.com) smartphone camera. C) Smear from case-patient PMAR0052, taken by using an Olympus BX51 microscope. Arrows indicate *P. inui* trophozoites in each image. Scale bars indicate 20 µm.
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Plasmodium inuii in Humans and Mosquito, Malaysia
Seoul virus is a zoonotic pathogen carried by the brown rat *Rattus norvegicus*. Information on its circulation in Africa is limited. In this study, the virus was detected in 37.5% of brown rats captured in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou, Benin. Phylogenetic analyses place this virus in Seoul virus lineage 7.

Rodents are the most diversified order of wild mammals and are also the prevailing mammal lineage associated with human-inhabited socioecosystems. In addition to their destructive behaviors, rodents are involved in maintaining, disseminating, and transmitting zoonotic pathogens, impacting both animal and human health (1).

Hantaviruses are transmitted to humans by inhalation of aerosols contaminated by rodent excreta, including urine, feces, and saliva. They are the causative agents of hemorrhagic fevers and are considered emerging pathogens that impact public health worldwide. Hantaviruses are enveloped with a tripartite single-stranded RNA genome of negative polarity comprising small (S), medium (M), and large (L) segments.

Because hantaviruses are host-specific, their geographic distribution is tightly linked to that of their host. However, the emergence of hantaviruses in new geographic regions is still possible by the spread of the rodent reservoir (2). Transport-mediated dissemination of rodent-borne hantaviruses is of critical importance in their distribution and constitutes a critical health concern (3). Seoul virus (SEOV), an orthohantavirus first identified in South Korea in 1982, has had a particular impact on global human health attributable to its worldwide dispersal (2,4). Some outbreaks are hypothesized to be driven by the sporadic introduction of its now cosmopolitan host, the Norway or brown rat (*Rattus norvegicus*), at seaports or from pet and laboratory rats (5,6). Little is known concerning the circulation of SEOV in Africa, although a recent study reported its presence in southeastern Senegal (7). We screened rats in the Autonomous Port of Cotonou, Benin, to determine the presence of SEOV in these rodents.

### The Study
We trapped rodents in the seaport of Cotonou using Sherman line capture traps and locally made wide mesh traps that were set for 3 consecutive nights in April 2018. We transported the animals to the Laboratoire de Recherche en Biologie Appliquée, Unité de Recherche sur les Invasions Biologiques, Ecole Polytechnique d'Abomey-Calavi, Université d'Abomey-Calavi, Cotonou, Benin (S. Badou, H.J. Dossou, J. Etougbehché, G. Houéménou); Laboratoire de Génétique Moléculaire et d’Analyse des Génomes, Faculté des Sciences et Techniques, Université d’Abomey-Calavi, Cotonou (S. Badou); Institut de Géographie, d’Aménagement du Territoire et d’Environnement, Université d’Abomey-Calavi, Cotonou (H.-J. Dossou).
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the limited sensitivity of the panhantavirus PCR or to a viral load decrease over time that fell below detection limits in rats that were infected several months earlier.

We treated reverse transcription PCR–positive samples with DNase I (Thermo Fisher Scientific, https://www.thermofisher.com), and purified samples with Agencourt RNA Clean XP magnetic beads (Beckman Life Sciences, https://www.beckmancoulter.com). We removed ribosomal RNA using a NEBNext rRNA depletion kit (New England BioLabs, https://www.neb.com). We prepared the sequencing library with a NEBNext Ultra II RNA library prep kit and quantified it using a NEBNext Library Quant kit for Illumina (Illumina, https://www.illumina.com). We sequenced pooled libraries on a MiSeq platform using a MiSeq v3 reagent kit with 300 bp paired-end reads. Raw sequence reads were trimmed and low-quality (quality score <15) or short (<36 nt) sequences were removed using Trimmomatic (10). The trimmed sequence reads were assembled against reference sequences (GenBank accession nos. NC_005237.1, NC_005236.1, NC_005238.1) using Bowtie2 algorithm (11) and some in-house scripts.

We deposited S, M, and L segment sequences of strain Benin1368 into GenBank (accession nos. MW561221–3) and analyzed them by using BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). BLAST revealed that the best matches were with SEOV strain CSG5 (accession nos. AB618112–30) from Vietnam for the S segment (97.51% nt identity) and the M segment (97.70% nt identity) and with SEOV strain Lyon/Rn/FRA/2013/LYO852 (accession no. KF387723) from France for the L segment (96.82% nt identity).

We performed phylogenetic analyses on 3 datasets composed of complete or nearly complete coding regions of S, M, and L segment sequences of SEOV from different geographic areas available in GenBank. We used sequences of Hantaan and Anjorobe viruses as outgroups in all analyses. We performed phylogenetic analyses as previously described (12) using the general time-reversible plus gamma distribution plus invariant sites model (S and M segment) or the general time-reversible plus gamma distribution model (L segment).

The 3 datasets produced broadly concordant phylogenetic topologies (Figure 1, https://wwwncdc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0268-F1.htm). All datasets grouped the SEOV strains from Cotonou within a cluster that included strains from Europe (France and Belgium) and from Southeast Asia (Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, and Cambodia), referred to as SEOV lineage 7 (13). Variants of this lineage belonged to SEOV phylogroup A; this group originated in China and subsequently spread to other parts of the world (2). More specifically, SEOV lineage 7 may reflect the historical connections between regions of Southeast Asia and France through critical trade routes (14).

From Africa, only short SEOV sequences from conserved parts of S (226 nt) and L (347 nt) segments were available from wild black rats (R. rattus) from Senegal (7). For this reason, we did not include them in our datasets using complete segments. However, phylogenetic analyses on the basis of datasets including these short sequences place them in SEOV lineage 4 (S segment) or 3 (L segment), with low branch support (Figure 2, https://wwwncdc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0268-F2.htm). This inconsistency is potentially attributable to the short length and high conservation of these sequences; although it could indicate a distinct introduction event from Benin, this interpretation must be considered with caution because of the low level of phylogenetic information provided by these sequences. We calculated estimates of evolutionary divergence between strains from Senegal and Benin using MEGAX (http://www.megasoftware.net). Analyses showed 95.7% nt homology for the S segment and 94.8% nt homology for the L segment. Analyses showed 97.85% amino acid-level homology for the nucleocapsid protein and 100% amino acid-level homology for the RNA polymerase.

Conclusion
Because of insufficient testing for hantavirus infections and unreported mild cases (14), the exact circulation of hantaviruses on the continent of Africa is unknown. Whereas SEOV is not widely considered a public health issue in Africa by local health authorities, the presence of SEOV-like agents in humans and wild rats is strongly suspected in at least 17 different countries (4). Recent and unambiguous sequencing-based identification of SEOV in Senegal (7) and in Benin with our study confirms that SEOV should be anticipated as a possible cause of illness, such as hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome. Seaports and ships have already been identified as potential entry points for hantaviruses (2,15), which is a likely cause in Africa, as our study shows. SEOV strains recovered from brown rats from the Cotonou seaport are phylogenetically similar to strains from Southeast Asia and Europe, regions where many maritime trade exchanges occur that could explain the presence of these strains in Cotonou. The accidental transportation of SEOV-carrying rats at seaports could lead to local emergence of SEOV infections among port workers. Regular sanitary control of rats within seaports could prevent rodentborne and arthropodborne pathogen dissemination through sea trade. 
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Therapeutic Efficacy of Human Monoclonal Antibodies against Andes Virus Infection in Syrian Hamsters

Brandi N. Williamson, ¹ Joseph Prescott, ¹ Jose L. Garrido, Raymond A. Alvarez, Heinz Feldmann, Maria I. Barría

Andes virus, an orthohantavirus endemic to South America, causes severe hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome associated with human-to-human transmission. No approved treatments or vaccines against this virus are available. We show that a combined treatment with 2 monoclonal antibodies protected Syrian hamsters when administered at midstage or late-stage disease.

Hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome (HCPS) is a severe disease caused by infection with pathogenic New World orthohantaviruses, including Andes virus (ANDV). ANDV is transmitted to humans via the aerosolized excrement of the rodent reservoir and vector, the Oligoryzomys longicaudatus long-tailed pygmy rice rat (1). Unlike other orthohantaviruses, ANDV has been associated with human-to-human transmission and is associated with a high case fatality rate of 35%–40% (2–5). The large 2018 ANDV outbreak in the Austral Patagonian region at Epuyén village (Chubut Province, Argentina) reemphasized the probability of person-to-person transmission, highlighting the urgent need for specific therapies and vaccines (5).

ANDV infection has a long incubation period of 2–3 weeks, followed by a 3- to 5-day prodrome phase characterized by fever, headache and gastrointestinal symptoms. HCPS develops over a 2–7 day period characterized by falling blood pressure, lung edema or failure, cardiac shock, and death in a substantial number of patients (6). As of August 2021, treatment for HCPS remains supportive, requiring interventions such as oxygenation, mechanical ventilation, extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, and fluid balancing (6). No licensed specific treatment options or vaccine are available. In HCPS patients, high hantavirus-specific neutralizing antibodies correlate strongly with survival, milder disease outcomes, and faster recovery (7,8). Passive transfusion of specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) protected animals from ANDV challenge in the lethal Syrian hamster disease model (9–11). All of these data suggest an important role for neutralizing antibodies in controlling orthohantavirus infections in vivo.

Our group has previously reported that mAbs isolated from HCPS survivors (clones JL16 and MIB22) protected hamsters from lethal ANDV challenge when mAb treatment was initiated early postinfection, suggesting potent postexposure efficacy (11). We sought to develop a late-stage disease treatment schedule for mAb treatment in the Syrian hamster model of ANDV disease.

The Study
The Syrian hamster model of lethal ANDV infection has been well established as the only animal model recapitulating many characteristics of HCPS (12,13). All infectious ANDV work was conducted in the Biosafety Level 4 facility at Rocky Mountain Laboratories (National Institutes for Health, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, Hamilton, MT, USA), according to standard operating protocols approved by the Institutional Biosafety Committee. All animal experiments were approved by the institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

¹These first authors contributed equally to this article.
We inoculated hamsters intranasally with 200 focus-forming units of ANDV (Chile-9717869) and administered mAbs (MIB22 + JL16) directed against ANDV glycoprotein (11) twice by the intraperitoneal route as a cocktail therapy. The study comprised 2 sets of experiments addressing treatment at midstage and late-stage disease. Both sets included control and treatment groups. The treatment group (n = 18) received an injection of the 2 mAbs (25 mg/kg of each mAb), and the control group (n = 18) received an isotype control mAb (50 mg/kg). To determine differences in ANDV replication, we euthanized 6 animals of each group at a predetermined time point (10 days postinfection [dpi]) and kept 12 animals in each group to monitor survival.

First, we determined the efficacy of the mAb cocktail administered at 5 and 9 days dpi (5+9) to a treatment group (n = 12), compared with a control group (n = 12) treated with isotype antibody (Figure 1, panel A). The control animals had a median time to death of 13 dpi, as previously observed (12). We monitored the animals and performed weight and physical examinations daily until euthanasia or until no clinical signs of illness were observed for 2 consecutive days (treatment group; day 18) (Figure 1, panel B). Human mAb cocktail treatment was well tolerated and resulted in 100% protection from ANDV challenge (Figure 1, panel C; p<0.0001). We necropsied 6 animals at 10 dpi to determine lung viral loads by quantitative reverse transcription PCR as previously described (11). Results showed that the group treated with the mAb cocktail had significantly reduced lung viral RNA copy numbers compared with those for the isotype control group (Figure 1, panel D; p = 0.04). We also measured viral RNA in animals at 42 dpi. Although we detected viral RNA in lung tissue, the amount of viral RNA was significantly lower compared with that in animals necropsied at 10 dpi (Figure 1, panel D; p = 0.0037); this finding resembles the pathology seen in humans in which viral RNA can be detectable even months after resolution of acute infection. Although detectable viral RNA does not translate necessarily into infectious virus, this finding suggests that disease manifestation and outcome are not directly associated with the presence of viral RNA (14).

To further assess the efficacy of the mAb cocktail against ANDV, we evaluated the mAb cocktail treatment at an advanced stage of ANDV infection by treating the animals at 8 and 10 dpi (8+10) (Figure 2, panel A) (n = 12). We monitored these animals and recorded weight changes (Figure 2, panel B). Eleven of the 12 control-group animals treated with isotype antibody succumbed to disease or met the euthanasia criteria. The single surviving control animal showed clinical signs of disease that scored

![Figure 1](image-url). In vivo efficacy of a cocktail of human mAbs specific for ANDV glycoprotein administered at days 5 and 9 postinfection in the Syrian hamster model of hantavirus cardiopulmonary syndrome. A) Syrian hamsters were inoculated intranasally with 200 FFU of ANDV and then administered intraperitoneally a cocktail of mAb (JL16 + MIB22, 25 mg/kg each) or isotype control (50 mg/kg) on day 5 and day 9 postinfection. B) Percentage of weight change monitored until 18 days postinfection, represented as the average per group. Error bars indicate 95% CIs. C) Statistical evaluation of survival by group. Survival was evaluated at p<0.0001 by Mantel-Cox log-rank test using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, Inc., https://www.graphpad.com); p<0.05 was significant. d5 tx and d9 tx indicate treatment schedule (5 and 9 days postinfection). D) ANDV RNA copies per milligram of lung tissue on day 10 postinfection (d10) and 42 days postinfection (d42). Samples were compared to a standard curve using an in vitro transcribed ANDV RNA fragment of known small segment copy number. p values by unpaired t-test using GraphPad Prism. Symbols indicate geometric means; horizontal line indicates median; error bars indicate 95% CIs. ANDV, Andes virus; FFU, focus-forming units; mAbs, monoclonal antibodies.
Monoclonal Antibodies against Andes Virus

just below the euthanasia criteria, which include signs of moribundity: ataxia, reluctance to move, bleeding from any orifice, tachypnea, or paralysis. The isotype control group showed a median survival time of 12 dpi. In the mAb cocktail treatment group, 6 hamsters survived; although our results (p = 0.123) were not statistically significant (at a p<0.05 level), the mAb cocktail showed 50% efficacy when administered at the time points of 8 and 10 dpi (Figure 2, panel C). As before, we necropsied 6 animals at 10 dpi to determine ANDV RNA loads in the lungs. We observed no significant differences in viral RNA loads between the mAb cocktail–treated group and control groups (Figure 2, panel D). Finally, the 6 surviving hamsters that were necropsied at 42 dpi showed a decrease in lung viral loads, compared with the group that was necropsied at 10 dpi (Figure 2, panel D). Ultimately, we measured the concentration of human IgG in serum samples from animals necropsied at 10 dpi (Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0735-App1.pdf).

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that the human mAb cocktail containing JL16 and MIB22 is able to completely or partially protect Syrian hamsters against lethal ANDV challenge when administered as a 2-dose regimen at midstage (5 and 9 dpi) and late-stage (8 and 10 dpi) disease. To date, the Syrian hamster is the only ANDV preclinical disease model that is appropriate to evaluate the efficacy of therapeutic and prophylactic countermeasures. Thus, our antibody cocktail study meets the Food and Drug Administration animal rule, which requires evidence of efficacy of a countermeasure in a well-established and evaluated animal model indicating potential benefit for human use (13). Our results highlight the potential of recombinant human mAbs JL16 and MIB22 to be used as postexposure countermeasure, even at later stages of infection. This finding is supported by a previous study (15) showing that immune plasma containing neutralizing antibodies decreases the case-fatality rate in HCPS patients who had mild to severe disease at hospitalization, highlighting the potential of human antibodies to alter the clinical outcome.

Fine-tuning the dosing and more effective combinations of mAbs will likely extend the therapeutic window even further. However, the 100% midstage and 50% late-stage protection observed in these experiments are very encouraging in the endeavor to find a specific treatment for human HCPS caused by ANDV infection.
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Outbreak of Oropouche Virus in French Guiana
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Oropouche fever is a zoonotic dengue-like syndrome caused by Oropouche virus. In August–September 2020, dengue-like syndrome developed in 28 of 41 patients in a remote rainforest village in French Guiana. By PCR or microneutralization, 23 (82.1%) of 28 tested patients were positive for Oropouche virus, documenting its emergence in French Guiana.

French Guiana is an overseas territory of France in northern South America; 95% of the country is covered by Amazon rainforest. The remote village of Saül, deep in the rainforest, had 152 permanent inhabitants in 2017 (INSEE, https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/4271842), but the actual population in 2020 was 95. The nurse of the health center keeps an updated count of inhabitants in the village, a number that was stable because of isolation during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic. In August and September 2020, French Guiana was experiencing simultaneous COVID-19 and dengue outbreaks. Several inhabitants of Saül were treated for dengue-like symptoms, including fever and diffuse muscle pain, but rapid diagnostic testing for dengue was negative.

The Study

Saül houses 1 of 17 remote centers for prevention and care (RCPC) distributed throughout the inner territories of French Guiana (Figure 1). On August 11, 2020, a 55-year-old patient from Saül sought treatment with a dengue-like syndrome (DLS) including a marked meningeal component but tested negative for dengue. The patient was hospitalized on August 22 in Cayenne, the territorial capital. Bacteriologic, virologic, and parasitologic investigations were inconclusive. The Saül RCPC reported 15 additional patients with dengue-negative DLS during August 22–September 7. Consequently, an investigation was scheduled to begin in Saül on September 16. Sociodemographic data, clinical manifestations and evolution, and biological samples were systematically collected for each new case and, when possible, retrospectively for patients who sought treatment for DLS symptoms during August 11–September 16 (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/20-4760-App1.pdf).

On September 22, because results of serologic testing for common locally circulating arboviruses were negative, we performed real-time PCR for Oropouche-like virus on all available samples collected ≤5 days after the onset of symptoms (1). We performed viral isolations on Vero cells from PCR-positive samples and sequenced 1 isolate. Later, we performed microneutralization tests to complete biologic investigations on late serum samples. We collected clinical, biological, and anamnestic data, including localization (Figure 2), from medical and laboratory records (Appendix).

As part of the entomologic investigation, over a 48-hour period during September 30–October 2, we captured potential vectors by using 11 BG-Sentinel traps (Biogents, https://biogents.com), 5 CDC light traps (BioQuip, https://www.bioquip.com), and 1 Woodstream Mosquito Magnet trap (https://www.woodstream.com). Vector control measures, mostly aerial insecticide spraying and larval treatment, were

1These authors contributed equally to the work.
only implemented 1 week later because of logistical constraints (lack of necessary aerial resources).

We obtained oral consent from patients to participate in the study and collected the biological samples as part of the care process. All data were collected on a standardized form and kept confidential to prevent disclosure of any personally identifiable information according to the requirements of the Commission Nationale de l’Informatique et des Libertés (https://www.cnil.fr).

During August 11–October 15, 2020, DLS was diagnosed in 41 (of 95 total) residents of Saül who sought treatment at an RCPC. Median age was 38 years (range 3–82 years, interquartile range 16–51 years) (Appendix Table 1); male-to-female ratio was 1.6:1 (Appendix Table 2). We tested blood samples from 28 patients; 23 were confirmed positive for Oropouche virus (OROV), 7 by PCR alone, 12 by microneutralization alone, and 4 by both. For the other 5 patients sampled, we were unable to confirm the diagnosis in the absence of a later sample to test for seroconversion. In addition, 17 residents, including 8 children, later reported having experienced DLS during the study period but did not visit the RPCP and therefore were not included in the study.

We obtained 5 viral isolates on Vero cells from PCR-positive serum samples; sequencing 1 of these isolates confirmed OROV infection. The attack rate in the village population was 43.2% (41/95); however, including residents with DLS symptoms who did not seek medical help would make the actual attack rate higher.

Figure 1. Locations of the town of Saül and 17 remote centers for prevention and care in French Guiana. Black circles: hospital centers; red circles: 24-hour remote centers for prevention and care; dark blue circles: remote centers for prevention and care (not 24-hour); light blue circles: off-site consultations with remote center for prevention and care; orange circles: maternal and child protection centers. Source: Dr. Elise Martin, Centre Hospitalier de Cayenne, French Guiana.
rate 61.1% (58/95). Few patients had underlying conditions. Symptoms by order of frequency were fever, headache, myalgia, and asthenia (Appendix Table 2). The illness followed 3 successive phases: a 2–4-day acute phase, followed by a remission phase, then a rebound of symptoms ≈7–10 days after onset. Symptom intensity decreased by the end of the second week. Persistent tiredness was reported by 73.2% patients (30/41). Elevated CRP levels of up to 10 mg/L were observed in 5 (23%) of 22 patients and lymphopenia in 10 (42%) of 24. The outbreak peaked on September 16 (Figure 2), suggesting that transmission was slowing toward the end of September. The environmental vector control intervention was first applied on September 23 and then again the week of October 6–13. The disease affected all areas of the village of Saül; the index case-patient lived on the forest edge (Appendix Figure).

In total, during 36 nighttime trapping efforts, we collected 254 mosquitoes, 242 (95%) Culex quinquefasciatus, and 31 Culicoides (biting midges), only 1 of which was C. paraensis, which we trapped indoors with a BG trap. We captured the other midge specimens, mostly members of the C. guttatus group of subgenus Hoffmania, near a cocoa tree orchard close to the village.

Conclusions
Since the early 1960s, >30 OROV outbreaks have been reported, mainly in the northern states of Brazil (2,3), Peru, Ecuador (4), and Trinidad and Tobago, where OROV was first reported in 1955 (5). We report an outbreak of OROV fever in French Guiana. OROV is an arbovirus (genus Orthobunyavirus), transmitted through several vectors, including C. paraensis midges and Cx. quinquefasciatus mosquitoes in the urban cycle and Aedes serratus and Coquillettidia venezuelensis mosquitoes in the sylvatic cycle (6). Vertebrate hosts include sloths (Bradypus tridactylus) and monkeys (Saguinus spp., Saimiri spp., Alouatta spp.) (7). Because vectors and hosts both exist in French Guiana, the report of an OROV outbreak in this country was not unexpected.

OROV PCR is not routinely performed and serodiagnosis is not available in French Guiana; therefore, some individual cases of OROV infection not associated with an outbreak may have gone undetected. However, it is unlikely that many cases from past outbreaks went undiagnosed. Indeed, French Guiana is familiar with arbovirus outbreaks and has the resources to investigate them (8–10). Moreover, the high attack rate, homogeneous distribution of cases across the village, and different age groups affected in this outbreak imply the population had no immunity against OROV. The high attack rate could be explained by Saül’s remoteness together with factors related to the COVID-19 pandemic. The village, which is accessible only by air, has been especially affected by the COVID-19 lockdown and subsequent
movement restrictions, which have isolated it even further. Also, a decrease in army presence in the surrounding forest has led to a substantial increase in illegal gold miners passing through from Brazil, which could have resulted in imported OROV. In addition, unmaintained forest trails around the village may have changed the vector density, but further entomologic studies are needed to test this hypothesis. We captured an abundance of potential vectors, especially Cx. quinquefasciatus mosquitoes, within the village itself. The low capture yield of local Culicoides spp. midges might have been linked to seasonal trends.

As described in the literature, clinical manifestations were moderately severe, and symptoms recurred among most of the patients studied (11). After the entomologic investigation, vector control measures were implemented in week 40. The near-exclusive presence in the village of Cx. quinquefasciatus mosquitoes among possible vectors suggests this species as the most plausible vector for this outbreak. However, because vectors were captured and sampled near the end of the outbreak, other potential vectors active earlier cannot be excluded. The presence of Cx. quinquefasciatus mosquitoes on the coast and in main cities of French Guiana and the geographic expansion of OROV in South America in recent years call for increased epidemiologic surveillance in this region (12).
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Surveys indicate US residents spent more time outdoors in 2020 than in 2019, but fewer tick bite–related emergency department visits and Lyme disease laboratory tests were reported. Despite ongoing exposure, Lyme disease case reporting for 2020 might be artificially reduced due to coronavirus disease–associated changes in healthcare-seeking behavior.

The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic has altered how humans interact with their environment and the healthcare system (1,2), and strained resources have limited the ability of state and local health departments to respond to reports of notifiable diseases (3). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) typically is notified of 30,000–40,000 Lyme disease cases annually (4), but the COVID-19 pandemic likely will affect the case counts. Most Lyme disease cases are acquired in spring and early summer (5); in 2020, these seasons coincided with the initial spread of COVID-19 and widespread stay-at-home orders. We explored 4 data sources to assess how the COVID-19 pandemic might have influenced tick bite risk and associated healthcare-seeking practices and affected reported Lyme disease cases for 2020.

The pathway for Lyme disease case reporting begins with environmental risk and culminates with case notification to CDC (Appendix Figure, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0903-App1.pdf). Environmental risk is relatively stable in high-incidence areas and driven by ecologic factors unaffected by COVID-19 (6). The pandemic might have altered the frequency of outdoor activities and probability of encountering ticks, healthcare-seeking and provider services patterns, and case investigation and reporting. The data sources we used measure changes in time spent outdoors, information-seeking patterns for tick removal, emergency department (ED) visits for tick bites, and laboratory testing for Lyme disease. This analysis was considered nonhuman subjects research by CDC.

To assess potential behavior shifts that might have increased risk for tick encounters, we analyzed data from Porter Novelli’s PN View 360+ consumer survey (7). Among 4,013 participants who responded to the survey distributed during July 31–August 9, 2020, approximately half (49.9%) reported that they had spent a lot more time or slightly more time outdoors by that point in 2020 compared with prior years. Only 20.9% of respondents reported spending less time outdoors in 2020.

To indirectly assess frequency of tick encounters in 2020 compared with prior years, we evaluated total monthly visits during 2018–2020 to a CDC website describing tick removal (8). Visits to this website typically increase during late spring and summer and again in October, when most bites from black-legged ticks (Ixodes scapularis and Ixodes pacificus) occur (5). We observed 818,167 website visits during 2020, ≈25% more than in 2019 (681,021) and 2018 (630,839) (Figure).

To assess patterns related to healthcare-seeking for tick encounters, we identified ED visits for tick bites by using the National Syndromic Surveillance Program (NSSP) BioSense platform (9). ED visits for tick bites decreased in 2020 from 2019 in both total number and rate per 100,000 ED visits (Figure). The largest relative decreases were observed in May. During 2017–2019, the average number of ED visits for tick bites during the month of May was 12,693, an average rate of 145/100,000 ED visits. During May 2020, only 5,845 ED visits for tick bites occurred, a rate of 89/100,000 ED visits.

We quantified cumulative counts and percent positivity of serologic tests for Lyme disease performed by an independent clinical laboratory. Lyme disease testing volume decreased from 2019 to 2020; 25.0% fewer tests were performed, and test positivity decreased slightly to <1% (Table).

During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the US population spent more time outdoors and visited a CDC website describing safe tick removal more frequently than during prior years. However, fewer persons sought care for tick bites, and substantially fewer laboratory tests for Lyme disease were ordered. These findings suggest that the risk of acquiring Lyme disease was similar or potentially higher in 2020 compared with risk during prior years, but fewer persons sought care, and fewer positive laboratory reports were referred for case investigation.

The pathway for Lyme disease case reporting begins with environmental risk and culminates with case notification to CDC (Appendix Figure, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0903-App1.pdf). Environmental risk is relatively stable in high-incidence areas and driven by ecologic factors unaffected by COVID-19 (6). The pandemic might have altered the frequency of outdoor activities and probability of encountering ticks, healthcare-seeking and provider services patterns, and case investigation and reporting. The data sources we used measure changes in time spent outdoors, information-seeking patterns for tick removal, emergency department (ED) visits for tick bites, and laboratory testing for Lyme disease. This analysis was considered nonhuman subjects research by CDC.

To assess potential behavior shifts that might have increased risk for tick encounters, we analyzed data from Porter Novelli’s PN View 360+ consumer survey (7). Among 4,013 participants who responded to the survey distributed during July 31–August 9, 2020, approximately half (49.9%) reported that they had spent a lot more time or slightly more time outdoors by that point in 2020 compared with prior years. Only 20.9% of respondents reported spending less time outdoors in 2020.

To indirectly assess frequency of tick encounters in 2020 compared with prior years, we evaluated total monthly visits during 2018–2020 to a CDC website describing tick removal (8). Visits to this website typically increase during late spring and summer and again in October, when most bites from black-legged ticks (Ixodes scapularis and Ixodes pacificus) occur (5). We observed 818,167 website visits during 2020, ≈25% more than in 2019 (681,021) and 2018 (630,839) (Figure).

To assess patterns related to healthcare-seeking for tick encounters, we identified ED visits for tick bites by using the National Syndromic Surveillance Program (NSSP) BioSense platform (9). ED visits for tick bites decreased in 2020 from 2019 in both total number and rate per 100,000 ED visits (Figure). The largest relative decreases were observed in May. During 2017–2019, the average number of ED visits for tick bites during the month of May was 12,693, an average rate of 145/100,000 ED visits. During May 2020, only 5,845 ED visits for tick bites occurred, a rate of 89/100,000 ED visits.

We quantified cumulative counts and percent positivity of serologic tests for Lyme disease performed by an independent clinical laboratory. Lyme disease testing volume decreased from 2019 to 2020; 25.0% fewer tests were performed, and test positivity decreased slightly to <1% (Table).

During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the US population spent more time outdoors and visited a CDC website describing safe tick removal more frequently than during prior years. However, fewer persons sought care for tick bites, and substantially fewer laboratory tests for Lyme disease were ordered. These findings suggest that the risk of acquiring Lyme disease was similar or potentially higher in 2020 compared with risk during prior years, but fewer persons sought care, and fewer positive laboratory reports were referred for case investigation.
Figure. Comparison of visits to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website on tick removal, 2018–2020, and to the ED for tick-bite related chief complaints, 2017–2020, United States. A) Website visits per month for https://www.cdc.gov/ticks/removing_a_tick.html. B) ED visits by month in which the chief health complaint was tick bite. Comparison of 2020 to the average of the previous 4 years is shown. ED, emergency department.

Table. Number and percent positive for Lyme disease tests performed by a large commercial laboratory and percent decrease in 2020 compared with 2019, United States*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing tier</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>% Decrease in testing volume (95% CI)</th>
<th>Absolute difference in % positive (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First tier†</td>
<td>925,939</td>
<td>691,453</td>
<td>25.3 (25.2–25.4)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.2–0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second tier‡</td>
<td>422,801</td>
<td>320,616</td>
<td>24.2 (24.1–24.3)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6–0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,348,740</td>
<td>1,012,069</td>
<td>25.0 (25.1–24.9)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.4–0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent positive indicates the percentage of the total laboratory tests that were positive for each test tier and overall. The percent decrease in testing volume shows the percentage decrease in total tests performed by tier and overall for 2020 compared with 2019. Two-tier testing for Lyme disease is recommended, whereby specimens positive or equivocal on the first tier are subjected to the second tier. Additional details about testing tiers are available at https://www.cdc.gov/lyme/diagnosistesting/index.html.
†First-tier tests include enzyme immunoassays for IgM/IgG combined, IgM alone, and C6 antigen.
‡Second-tier tests include immunoblot for IgM or IgG.
Consequently, we anticipate that, once ultimately finalized, the official number of confirmed and probable Lyme disease cases in 2020 will be substantially lower than that for prior years.

One limitation of our study is that data sources we examined represent national trends and are indirect surrogates for Lyme disease risk and reporting, which vary geographically. Visits to a website describing tick removal might not correspond with finding an attached tick. Available data on laboratory testing represents 1 independent clinical laboratory; other commercial or academic laboratories might not have experienced a similar decrease in testing. Data sources associated with telehealth utilization and prescription claims could provide additional insights into the diagnosis and treatment for Lyme disease in 2020.

Already an issue in high-incidence states, the pandemic has highlighted the need for alternative Lyme disease surveillance strategies that rely less on human resources. An anticipated and potentially substantial decrease in reported Lyme disease in 2020 likely reflects the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic rather than a true change in Lyme disease incidence. Decreased reporting also could render 2020 inconsistent with long-term trends and changes in the epidemiology of the disease. Although nonpharmaceutical interventions for COVID-19 have mitigated the transmission of respiratory pathogens (10), these results suggest the behavioral and reporting changes seen for Lyme disease might extend to other nonrespiratory diseases.
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Genomic surveillance can provide early insights into new circulating severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) variants. While conducting genomic surveillance (1,663 cases) from December 2020–April 2021 in Arizona, USA, we detected an emergent E484K-harboring variant, B.1.243.1. This finding demonstrates the importance of real-time SARS-CoV-2 surveillance to better inform public health responses.

Genomic sequencing surveillance tracks the evolution of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and can provide early-warning insight of new variants circulating in communities. SARS-CoV-2 continues to acquire mutations in its genome as it spreads around the world. Although many mutations have little or no consequence on virus fitness, some mutations affect receptor binding or reduce antibody neutralization (1,2). Other mutations have been associated with increased transmission and clinical disease severity (3; Y. Liu et al., unpub. data, https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.03.08.434499). As of July 2021, the US SARS-CoV-2 Interagency Group has designated 4 variants of concern (VOC) and 7 variants of interest (VOI) in the United States based on the combination of mutations and associated attributes (5).

Several of these VOCs and VOIs (e.g., Beta/B.1.351, Gamma/P.1, Delta/B.1.617.2) harbor the E484K mutation in the spike glycoprotein gene (4). Studies have demonstrated that the E484K mutation reduces antibody neutralization (2,5,6). E484K variants have also been identified in reinfection cases, suggesting a role in breakthrough infections (2,5–7); these findings indicate the need to monitor for SARS-CoV-2 variants in real time.

In an effort to provide statewide genomic surveillance, we sequenced the SARS-CoV-2 genome from 1,663 positive samples collected December 28, 2020–April 12, 2021 in Arizona, United States. Samples were primarily from Maricopa (56.9%), Coconino (26.4%), and Pima (8.5%) Counties. Study participants were 53.8% male, 46.2% female; age range was 5–81 years (median of 25 years). We successfully sequenced 1,538 (92.5%) high-quality complete genomes and found VOCs Alpha/B.1.1.7 (n = 336, 21.8%), Gamma/P.1 (n = 5, 0.33%), Beta/B.1.351 (n = 1, 0.07%), and Delta/B.1.617.2 (n = 1, 0.07%) and VOIs Epsilon/B.1.427/B.1.429 (n = 416, 27.0%), Iota/B.1.526 (n = 7, 0.5%), and Zeta/P.2 (n = 8, 0.5%) (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1189-App1.pdf). We detected 8 genomes associated with a common B.1.243 variant that had acquired an E484K mutation in the spike protein. The novel variant had 11 lineage-defining mutations, including V213G and E484K in the spike gene, a 9-nt deletion in open reading frame (ORF) 1ab (ΔSGF3675–77), a 3-nt insertion in the noncoding intergenic region upstream of the N gene, and other synonymous substitutions (Appendix Table 2).

We examined the GISAID repository (https://www.gisaid.org) for additional B.1.243.1 genomes to determine its prevalence and geographic distribution. We found that B.1.243.1 is predominantly established in Arizona. Of 24 cases of B.1.243.1 sequenced during February 1–April 14, a total of 21 cases were from Arizona (Figure, panel C; Appendix Table 4). Two cases were sequenced from samples collected in Texas on February 24 and March 20 and another from a sample collected in New Mexico on March 8, suggesting that B.1.243.1 had spread to other states. We also identified 2 instances in which the parent B.1.243 lineage independently acquired the E484K mutation. However, both genomes lacked the other B.1.243.1 lineage-defining mutations and appear to be dead-end transmission events. Phylogenetic analyses indicate that the B.1.243.1 sequences form a monophyletic clade within the B.1.243 clade (Appendix Figure 2). Multiple internal branching observed in the B.1.243.1 clade indicates continued diversification of the lineage sequences, which suggests that B.1.243.1 was being established in circulation within Arizona. In contrast, the 2 additional
B.1.243 cases bearing the E484K mutation alone were phylogenetically distinct from the B.1.243.1 clade, suggesting that those isolates had evolved independently.

Genomic sequencing surveillance can provide early warnings of emergent variants. Because phylogenetic evidence suggested that B.1.243.1 was beginning to circulate in Arizona, the Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS) was notified on March 18, 2021, and contact tracing was performed for the early B.1.243.1 cases. Of the case-patients who were interviewed, none reported connection to other patients. At the time of reporting (May 2021), the most recent case of B.1.243.1 had been reported on April 14, 2021 (Appendix Table 4). The limited spread of B.1.243.1 coincides with competition from the rapid rise in transmission of the Alpha (B.1.1.7) variant in the United States (9).

A limitation of this study is that the sequencing surveillance represented 0.31% of 503,825 total SARS-CoV-2 cases in Arizona during the study period. Targeted sampling efforts, such as prescreening samples for the E484K mutation by PCR-based assays, would complement random sampling for genomic sequencing surveillance. Our study highlights the need for sustained genomic surveillance in public health strategies and responses.
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We report persistent severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 infection in a patient with HIV/AIDS; the virus developed spike N terminal domain and receptor binding domain neutralization resistance mutations. Our findings suggest that immunocompromised patients can harbor emerging variants of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

In December 2020, a 61-year-old woman living with HIV/AIDS was tested for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection at a community testing center in California, USA; she produced an anterior nasal swab sample that tested positive by reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR). At the time of sample collection, she had a 10-day history of nonproductive cough, and was not receiving antiretroviral therapy (Figure). Her CD4 count was
13 cells/µL and HIV-1 viral load was 262,000 copies/mL. She never required hospitalization for SARS-CoV-2 infection. Thirty days after symptom onset, she no longer had respiratory symptoms and underwent SARS-CoV-2 screening upon admission to Stanford Hospital (Stanford, CA, USA) for treatment of a severe decubitus ulcer. Her nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) sample tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR (cycle threshold [Ct] value 17.6). We detected minus-strand viral RNA, indicating active viral replication (1). On day 33, three days after admission to Stanford Hospital, antibody testing showed plasma positive for IgM against SARS-CoV-2 spike receptor binding domain (RBD) but negative for IgG against SARS-CoV-2 spike S1 (2,3). She began antiretroviral therapy (ART) 38 days after symptom onset. On day 45, an NPS sample tested positive (Ct 16.6) for SARS-CoV-2 with detectable minus-strand RNA.

Because the patient had ongoing viral replication, we conducted whole-genome sequencing using archived nucleic acids from the NPS samples collected on days 30 and 45. We enriched the viral genome using laboratory-developed multiplex RT-PCR reactions that generated multiple overlapping amplicons of ≈1,200 bp. We prepared fragment libraries using NEBNext DNA Library Prep reagents (New England Biolabs, https://www.neb.com) according to the manufacturer’s instructions; we sequenced the libraries on Illumina MiSeq with single-end 150-cycle sequencing using MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (https://www.illumina.com). We assembled the consensus sequences and identified mutations using a custom bioinformatics pipeline and SARS-CoV-2 isolate Wuhan-Hu-1 (GenBank accession no. NC_45512.2) as reference. For these 2 samples we observed mean whole-genome coverage of 963× (day 30) and 894× (day 45). We used the consensus sequences from the day 30 (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_2009056) and day 45 (GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_2009057) samples to query the GISAID CoVserver (https://www.gisaid.org) and Phylogenetic Assignment of Named Global Outbreak LINeages (PANGOLIN, https://pangolin.cog-uk.io) to determine clade and lineage.

The sequence from the sample taken on day 30 revealed a G clade, B.1.234 lineage virus (Table). Because the day 45 sequence shares 18 mutations (8 synonymous and 10 nonsynonymous) with the day 30 sequence and is the most closely related sequence to the day 30 sequence in GISAID, we believe the day 45 sequence probably evolved from the day 30 sequence. The day 45 sequence contained additional spike mutations, including C15F (variant percent 44.3%), del141-144 (17.5%), Y248N (13.4%), ins248_Y/LLSFN (44.5%), and E484Q (67.7%) (Table). The cysteine residue at position 15 (C15) in the spike N terminal domain (NTD) is linked by a disulfide bond to C136; mutations at either of these positions alter this bond and reduce neutralization by monoclonal antibodies (4). Deletions and insertions in the NTD are also involved in immune escape, including the common del141-144 mutation and insertions at position Y248 (5). The E484Q mutation is located in the RBD domain of the spike gene and is also found in the Kappa variant of interest (i.e., B.1.617.1) (6). Viruses harboring E484Q have reduced susceptibility to monoclonal antibodies, convalescent plasma, and vaccine plasma (7,8).

The patient showed SARS-CoV-2 IgG seroconversion on day 51, thirteen days after initiating ART. SARS-CoV-2 antibody isotypes typically follow a similar time-course; IgM, IgA, and IgG usually become detectable ≈14 days after illness onset (2). This patient’s delayed IgG class switch was probably caused by HIV/AIDS-associated B-cell dysfunction; we hypothesize that the ineffective IgM response might have selected for the observed spike mutations (9). On day 55, seventeen days after initiating ART, the patient’s HIV-1 viral load was 330 copies/mL. An NPS sample collected that day was negative for minus-strand SARS-CoV-2 RNA, and the viral load had
Table. Mutations in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 sequences from a patient with HIV/AIDS, California, USA.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleotide mutation</th>
<th>Translation</th>
<th>Variant reads/read depth (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Day 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 45 sample only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21606G&gt;T</td>
<td>S: C15F</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d21982_12</td>
<td>S: del_141–144</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22304T&gt;A</td>
<td>S: Y248N</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ins_22304_12 (TAT&gt;TTACTCAGTTTAAT)</td>
<td>S: ins_248_Y&gt;LSFN</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23012G&gt;C</td>
<td>S: E484Q</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 30 sample only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26801C&gt;T</td>
<td>Membrane protein: L93L</td>
<td>753/2,196 (34.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27146A&gt;G</td>
<td>Membrane protein: T208T</td>
<td>567/1,843 (30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241C&gt;T</td>
<td>5’ untranslated region</td>
<td>1,206/1,213 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829G&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP2: N8B</td>
<td>862/866 (99.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2258G&gt;A</td>
<td>NSP2: V485I</td>
<td>3,280/3,293 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3037G&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP3: F106F</td>
<td>1,781/1,783 (99.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6441A&gt;G</td>
<td>NSP3: K1241R</td>
<td>2,385/2,389 (99.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8140G&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP3: S1807S</td>
<td>2,491/2,505 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9204A&gt;G</td>
<td>NSP4: D217G</td>
<td>1,395/1,401 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10015G&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP4: Y487Y</td>
<td>527/530 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10641C&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP5: T196M</td>
<td>516/517 (99.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13858G&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP5: D131Y (or RdRp D140Y)</td>
<td>3,814/3,832 (99.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14408C&gt;T</td>
<td>NSP12: P314L (or RdRp P323L)</td>
<td>3,923/3,938 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18288A&gt;G</td>
<td>NSP14: V83V</td>
<td>2,498/2,521 (99.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20268A&gt;G</td>
<td>NSP15: L216L</td>
<td>1,655/1,662 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23403A&gt;G</td>
<td>S: D614G</td>
<td>2,991/3,018 (99.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28744C&gt;T</td>
<td>NP: I571</td>
<td>5,669/5,704 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28854C&gt;T</td>
<td>NP: S194L</td>
<td>5,681/5,706 (99.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29394C&gt;T</td>
<td>NP: D371Y</td>
<td>5,843/5,889 (99.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29445C&gt;T</td>
<td>NP: T391I</td>
<td>5,926/6,006 (98.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Compared with the reference Wuhan-Hu-1 (GenBank accession no. NC_045512.2) sequence. Patient samples collected 30 (hCoV-19/USA/CA-Stanford-07_S24/2021, GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_2009057) and 45 (hCoV-19/USA/CA-Stanford-07_S24/2021, GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_2009056) days after symptom onset. ND, not detected; NP, nucleoprotein; NSP, nonstructural protein; RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; S, spike protein.

decreased >1,000-fold (C, 27.2). The patient’s SARS-CoV-2 infection remained asymptomatic throughout her hospitalization. On day 93, she produced an NPS sample that tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

In summary, we describe an HIV-positive patient who had a prolonged course of asymptomatic, active SARS-CoV-2 infection leading to the emergence of NTD and RBD mutations associated with reduced antibody neutralization. Our findings add to the accumulating evidence that immunocompromised persons, including persons living with HIV/AIDS, might host ongoing SARS-CoV-2 replication that could enable the development of variants of concern/interest (F. Karim, unpub. data, https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.06.03.21258228v1). The emergence of multiple spike mutations in this patient over a relatively short timeframe (i.e., 15 days) further highlights the potential role of persons living with uncontrolled HIV as possible sources of SARS-CoV-2 variants. Finally, these findings emphasize the need to diagnose HIV in the >6 million infected persons worldwide who are unaware of their status and provide them with accessible ART. These interventions are critical for overall global health and might also contribute to controlling the COVID-19 pandemic.
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In May 2021, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was detected in Asiatic lions in a zoological park in India. Sequence and phylogenetic analyses showed the SARS-CoV-2 strains were the B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant. To reduce transmission of variants of concern, surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 in wild animal populations should be increased.

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), in natural conditions, has shown a broad host susceptibility range (1). Identifying susceptible animal species, reservoirs, and cross-species transmission is a global scientific and public health concern. We found evidence of natural SARS-CoV-2 infection in Asiatic lions (Panthera leo persica) caused by the lineage B.1.617.2 (Delta) variant (World Health Organization nomenclature). We provide coronavirus disease (COVID-19) case information and detailed genomic characterization.

Arignar Anna Zoological Park in Chennai, India, houses 13 Asiatic lions, 9 in a lion safari and 2 each in separate moat enclosures. Beginning May 21, 2021, four of the safari lions started showing signs of loss of appetite, nasal discharge, and occasional coughing. Nasal swab, rectal swab, and fecal samples were collected from 11 lions during May 24–29, 2021, and sent to the Indian Council of Agricultural Research–National Institute of High Security Animal Diseases (Bhopal, India) for molecular investigations (Appendix Table 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1500-App1.pdf).

We used the VIRALDTECT II Multiplex Real Time PCR Kit for COVID-19 (Genes2Me, https://genes2me.com) to confirm SARS-CoV-2 in 9/11 lions. The other 2 lions were sampled on June 19, 2021, and tested negative for SARS-CoV-2. We also used a World Organisation for Animal Health–recommended reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) method to test for canine distemper virus on samples from all 13 lions; all tested negative (2). Two of the infected lions died of COVID-19, one on June 3 and the other on June 16, 2021.

After we confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection, we performed whole-genome sequencing directly from nasal swab specimens of 4 lions that initially showed symptoms by using the MinION sequencing platform (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, https://nanoporetech.com) (Appendix). We deposited sequences in GenBank (accession nos. MZ363851–4) and GISAID (https://www.gisaid.org; accession nos. EPI_ISL_2821077–80).

To elucidate the temporal dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 among the lions, we downloaded 310 complete SARS-CoV-2 genomes from GISAID (3) that had high coverage and were sequenced from the Tamil Nadu state of...
India, where the zoological park is located, during January 1–June 11, 2021. To generate a set of representative sequences, we used a UCLUST algorithm (4) to select sequences that clustered at the 99.9% identity threshold. We used MAFFT version 7.475 (5) to align representative SARS-CoV-2 sequences from GISAID with sequences from the lions; then we constructed a phylogenetic tree by using the general time reversible plus gamma model in RAxML version 8.2.12 (6) (Figure).

The amino acid substitutions and deletions in the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 in lions typically matched with the SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant (Appendix Table 2). We noted amino acid changes in the N terminal domain (NTD), including T19R, G142D, E156del, F157del, R158G; in the receptor binding motif (RBM), including L452R and T478K; and in D614G of subdomain 2. We also noted a substitution close to S1/S2 protease cleavage site at P681R and heptad repeat 1 at D950N (Appendix Figures 1, 2). In addition, the lion sequences had the K77T substitution in the NTD, which has been detected in SARS-CoV-2 genomes from 24 countries. In India, frequency of the K77T substitution generally is low (0.44%) but occurred in 27.42% (65/237) of sequences in the B.1.167.2 lineage collected in Tamil Nadu state (Appendix Table 2).

The changes in the spike protein, including E156del, F157del, and R158G, of lion sequences were not found in human SARS-CoV-2 sequences from the same geographic area, nor were changes in nonstructural protein 3 (NS3) V88I, possibly because SARS-CoV-2 sequencing is limited in the region. Furthermore, these changes in spike and NS3 were not seen in previously reported lion SARS-CoV-2 sequences, ruling out the possibility that these are host-adapted mutations (7) (Appendix Figure 3). Further investigations could delineate whether changes in the spike protein, namely E156del, F157del, R158G, and K77T, are escape mutants or are associated with increased transmissibility or pathogenicity.

A nucleotide similarity comparison of the 4 lion SARS-CoV-2 sequences against the sequences available in GISAID and phylogenetic analysis revealed that the lion sequences closely matched with a representative human SARS-CoV-2 sequence of B.1.617.2 lineage, GISAID accession no. EPI_ISL_2463770, that comprises 152 viral genome pools collected from the same geographic region during the same month that the lions’ samples were collected (Figure; Appendix Figure 4). The park’s management strictly adhered to COVID-19 guidelines and did not introduce any new animals to the zoo during India’s widespread COVID-19 pandemic. The primary source of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the lions might have been an asymptomatic or paucisymptomatic person. Among the 9 infected lions, 7 were in the lion safari and shared a common habitat, shelter, feeding spaces, and water sources. The other 2 infected lions were on display in separate enclosures that shared a common moat. Because shared habitats offered opportunities for close physical contact, identifying genetically identical SARS-CoV-2 infections in these lions in a short period of time indicates the possibility of lion-to-lion transmission.

In conclusion, evidence of confirmed natural SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant infections in Asiatic lions in India justifies need for increased SARS-CoV-2 surveillance in wild animal species. In addition, strict biosecurity measures should be implemented for wild animals kept in captivity.

This article was preprinted at https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.07.02.450663.
SARS-CoV-2 Variants in Immunocompromised Patient Given Antibody Monotherapy
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A 72-year-old immunocompromised man infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 received bamlanivimab monotherapy. Viral evolution was monitored in nasopharyngeal and blood samples by melting curve analysis of single-nucleotide polymorphisms and whole-genome sequencing. Rapid emergence of spike receptor binding domain mutations was found, associated with a compartmentalization of viral populations.
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the intensive care unit on day 13. A high dose of corticosteroids was given on days 21–26. This treatment resulted in an improvement of his respiratory condition, but the patient remained dependent on supplemental oxygen (6 L/min). The patient was discharged from the intensive care unit and returned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease course, day</th>
<th>Clinical manifestations</th>
<th>Treatment/action</th>
<th>Clinical samples‡</th>
<th>RT-PCR results (mean C \text{t} \text{value})</th>
<th>VirSNIP Kit results</th>
<th>NGS clade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−20</td>
<td>First dose mRNA vaccine§</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>E484, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−17</td>
<td>Venetoclax, rituximab</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−3</td>
<td>Cough, fever, diarrhea, asthenia</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Bamlanivimab (700 mg)</td>
<td>Blood Serum (30.7)</td>
<td>Positive (20)</td>
<td>E484, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hospitalized at infectious diseases department</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (21)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Serum (23.2)</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Positive (30)</td>
<td>E484, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Convalescent-phase plasma</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (17)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Blood Serum (25.5)</td>
<td>Positive (19)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>High-flow nasal oxygen</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (31)</td>
<td>E484, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Transferred to ICU</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Positive (37)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Serum (22.9)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>High-dose corticotherapy protocol</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Improvement in respiratory condition</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Positive (17)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Transferred to infectious disease department</td>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>Positive (37)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Serum (30.8)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (20)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (31)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Positive (30)</td>
<td>E484Q, N501Y</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 + E484Q</td>
<td>20I/501Y.V1 ± 493R</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Hospitalization for follow-up care</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Blank cells indicate that clinical status was stable on that day, and no treatment was given. COVID-19, coronavirus disease; C, cycle threshold; D, day; ICU, intensive care unit; NA, not available; NP, nasopharyngeal swab specimen; NGS, next-generation sequencing; RT-PCR, reverse transcription PCR.
†Day 0 indicates first day of follow-up care at hospital.
‡Serologic results given by using the Wantai antibody test (index of positivity = 1).
¶Test was performed in an external laboratory (no sample was available for further analysis).
to the infectious disease department on day 33, but still had a high viral load in nasopharyngeal swab specimens (C\textsubscript{t} v20 on day 45).

Because of this persistent viral replication, the patient was given remdesivir on day 47 and this treatment was continued for 10 days (200 mg for 1 day, followed by 100 mg/d for 9 days). SARS-CoV-2 carriage in a nasopharyngeal swab specimen decreased during treatment, and the patient was discharged from the infectious disease department and transferred to a rehabilitation center. The nasopharyngeal swab specimen viral load became negative on day 61.

To monitor viral evolution, we performed a multiplex RT-PCR based on melting curve analyses with VirSNIP Kits (TIB Molbiol, https://www.tib-molbiol.de) to evaluate the presence of the S: E484K and S: N501Y mutations in SARS-CoV-2 variants. Three days after mAb treatment (day 3), RT-PCR results suggested the presence of S: N501Y and an absence of S: E484K on an nasopharyngeal swab specimen. On day 6, the S: N501Y mutation was still present but was also found associated with an undetermined mutation at position 484 (melting temperatures different from those of wild-type E and the mutated strain K). On day 11, we detected the S: N501Y mutation in a blood sample but found no mutation at position 484. No nasopharyngeal swab specimen or blood sample from before mAb administration was available for analysis and comparison.

We performed whole-genome sequencing on 12 clinical samples by using amplicon-based technology on the Ion Torrent Platform (ThermoFisher, https://www.thermofisher.com) according to the protocol of and plug-ins used by Sjaarda et al. (1). We confirmed results of this analysis by using the minimap2 program (2). This analysis detected clade 20I/501Y.V1, Alpha variant (Pangolin: B.1.1.7), on day 3 in nasopharyngeal swab specimens. Three days later (day 6), a novel mutation (G23012C, S: E484Q) appeared in nasopharyngeal swab specimens at frequency of 82\%, which rapidly reached >99\% (S: E484Q) 10 days after mAb treatment (Table; Figure). Eleven days after the mAb infusion, we detected an additional nucleotide mutation A23040G (S: Q493R) in only a blood sample at a frequency of 64\%. This rate reached 76\% at day 17 without any detection in nasopharyngeal swab specimens.

Clinical trials of monotherapy treatment for SARS-CoV-2 infection have shown that subsequent dynamic shifts in the viral population appear to be frequent (3,4). An in vitro model showed that E484 and Q493 are 2 amino acid mutations of the spike protein that are known to be critical for bamlanivimab binding (5,6). The S: E484Q mutation is a hotspot of escape and could reduce susceptibility to bamlanivimab by >1,000-fold (6) and S: Q493R by >6,666-fold (7). Use of bitherapy with bamlanivimab and etesevimab decreases the risk for emergence of drug-resistant variants (5,8). However, an escape mutation after use of this drug combination was recently described (7).

Our analysis identified signs of compartmentalized viral populations on the basis of sequences

![Figure](https://www.cdc.gov/eid)
recovered in blood and nasopharyngeal swab samples (notably on day 17). Such a phenomenon has been reported in clinical trials (9,10). Further analysis is needed to distinguish genetic changes that occur in the primary viral population from apparent changes to clarify whether such escape mutants are enough to spread and persist in humans and how SARS-CoV-2 displays compartmentalized replication. Genomic surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 variants is encouraged for COVID-19 patients given mAbs as monotherapy or biotherapy.
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Emergence of SARS-COV-2 Spike Protein Escape Mutation Q493R after Treatment for COVID-19
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We report in vivo selection of a severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 spike mutation (Q493R) conferring simultaneous resistance to bamlanivimab and etesevimab. This mutation was isolated from a patient who had coronavirus disease and was treated with these drugs.

Variants of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) usually result from random mutations in humans or other hosts, but accelerated evolution can also occur under selective pressure from therapeutic interventions using...
neutralizing antibodies (1). Bamlanivimab has been recently withdrawn as a monotherapy because of treatment failure against E484K SARS-CoV-2 virus variants. Emergency use remains authorized for the bamlanivimab/etesevimab cocktail, targeting overlapping epitopes (2), for which no completely resistant variant has been reported to date. This cocktail has been effective in reducing hospitalizations when administered early after infection (3).

Given increasing reports of accelerated intra-host evolution of drug-resistant SARS-CoV-2 clades after neutralizing antibody–based treatments (4,5), we began screening patients who failed to show virus-negative results for nasopharyngeal swab (NPS) specimens after they were given bamlanivimab/etesevimab. We report an in vivo case of a spike protein escape mutation conferring combined resistance to bamlanivimab and etesevimab.

A 73-year-old man had cholangiocarcinoma diagnosed during February 2021. While he was waiting for chemotherapy, sepsis developed, and he was admitted to Varese Hospital (Varese, Italy) on April 12 and given a steroid and antimicrobial drugs. At admission, reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) for SARS CoV-2 in an NPS specimen showed a negative result, but the same test showed a positive result on April 24.

Given that he had recovered from sepsis, the patient was moved to the coronavirus disease unit of the hospital on April 25. He satisfied 1 of the frail-patient categories for emergency use of spike protein monoclonal antibodies approved by the Italian Drug Agency. The patient was also seronegative for S1/S2 IgG against spike protein (Diasorin, https://www.diasorin.com).

On April 26, the patient received a single intravenous infusion of bamlanivimab (700 mg) and etesevimab (400 mg) at the hospital. RT-PCR performed on an NPS specimen collected before the infusion was positive for SARS-CoV-2 and showed a cycle threshold (Ct) of 12 (Alinity Analyzer; Abbott Laboratories, https://www.abbott.com).

Follow-up analysis of NPS specimens showed positive results on Apr 28 (Ct 15) and May 3 (Ct 24). Chest computed tomography on April 30 showed progression to interstitial pneumonia, and the patient was given noninvasive ventilation. No additional bamlanivimab/etesevimab infusion was performed, and the patient died on May 14.

According to national guidelines for breakthrough infections, we sequenced SARS-CoV-2–positive samples. We performed a SARS CoV-2 RT-PCR on NPS specimens by using the Alinity Platform (Abbott Laboratories), and measured S1/S2 IgG by using a chemiluminescent immunoassay (Diasorin). We used the Sanger method to sequence the spike gene as reported (6), analyzed sequences by using NextStrain (https://nextstrain.org), and deposited sequences in GenBank.

Spike gene sequencing of the NPS specimen obtained on April 24 clade B.1.1.7 (Alpha; NextStrain clade 20I/501Y.V; GenBank accession no. MZ157261), which was 94% prevalent in Italy at that time. However, the May 3 specimen showed a secondary A1478G peak in the spike protein gene, corresponding to the spike Q493R mutation, which became predominant by May 8 (Ct 18; GenBank accession no. MZ157275) (Figure).

E484, F490, Q493, and S494 are the 4 aa residues within the spike protein receptor-binding motif that are known to be critical for bamlanivimab binding. Q493 is also among the many more receptor-binding motif residues crucial for interactions with etesivimab. Q493R/K (which can be selected in vitro by bamlanivimab [7,8]) is to date the only mutation that causes resistance to bamlanivimab and etesivimab. This residue also causes resistance to other class 3 monoclonal antibodies (8) (i.e., those that do not overlap with the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 binding site and have accessibility to the receptor-binding domain epitope in the up and down conformations).

In pseudoviral neutralization assays, Q493R reduces susceptibility to bamlanivimab by >6,666-fold, to etesevimab by 232-fold, and to the combination of both drugs by >100-fold (2). In a flow cytometry competitive assay, Q493R reduces the 50% inhibitory concentration >100-fold for bamlanivimab and 42-fold for etesivimab (7). Q493R has a frequency of 0.006% in the GISAID database (https://www.gisaid.org; 85 of 1,424,998 deposited sequences as of May 8, 2021; https://covid19dashboard.regeneron.com/?tab=mutation_details&subTab=spike), making the occurrence of co-infection with a Q493R-positive strain extremely unlikely in our patient.

It remains unclear how such risk extends to different spike protein monoclonal antibody cocktails targeting nonoverlapping epitopes. Although different mutations can similarly cause immune escape by the nonoverlapping REGN-CoV-2 (imdevimab plus casirivimab) cocktail, hamster models and clinical trials showed no increased emergence of variants (R. Copin et al., Regeneron Pharmaceuticales Inc., pers. comm., 2021 Jun 22). Nevertheless, Choi et al. reported a patient having detectable SARS-CoV-2 for 154 days, and accelerated viral evolution in the spike protein after being given remdesivir and REGN-CoV-2 (4).
The nonoverlapping AZD7442 (COV2–2130 and COV2–2196) cocktail also seems resistant to rapid escape (J. Dong et al., Huazhong University of Science and Technology, pers. comm., 2021 Jun 21), but again, such in vitro or animal models could miss rare in vivo events.

In conclusion, SARS-CoV-2 mutations conferring resistance to bamlanivimab and etesevimab can arise in vivo after specific selective pressure; Q493 mutations increase binding affinity to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2. Additional studies are needed to clarify whether such escape mutations can spread and persist in humans. Genomic surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 variants is encouraged for coronavirus disease patients who do not respond well to treatment with spike protein monoclonal antibodies.
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**During December 2012–July 2016, we tested small indoor and outdoor mammals in Qingdao, China, for Orientia tsutsugamushi infection. We found that outdoor Apodemus agrarius mice, Cricetulus barabensis hamsters, and Niviventer confucianus rats, as well as indoor Mus musculus mice, tested positive for O. tsutsugamushi by PCR.**

**Scrub typhus** is an emerging infectious disease caused by Orientia tsutsugamushi (1), which is transmitted through the bites of infected chiggers, the larvae of trombiculid mites of the genus Leptotrombidium. Scrub typhus has been documented in southern China for thousands of years (2) and emerged in northern China during the 1990s (3). Several studies have investigated the animal hosts of O. tsutsugamushi (4,5), but the major hosts and seasonality of O. tsutsugamushi in northern China remain unclear. We collected small animals in Qingdao, a city in eastern China, to investigate the hosts and seasonality of O. tsutsugamushi.

During December 2012–July 2016, we used indoor and outdoor mousetraps to capture 162 small mammals (154 rodents and 8 shrews) in 2 villages in Huangdao District, Qingdao (119°30′–121°00′E, 35°35′–37°09′N) (Figure). All animal samples were obtained in accordance with the Implementation Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on the Protection of Terrestrial Wild Animals (http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2020-12/25/content_5574749.htm). The collection of rodents for microbiological studies was approved by the Ethics Committee of Prevention Medicine of Shandong University (Jinan, China; approval no. 20150501).

We classified samples by morphologic characteristics. We captured all 7 Cricetulus barabensis hamsters, 18 Tscherskia triton hamsters, and 8 Niviventer confucianus rats in the fields, as well as 98.6% (69/70) of Apodemus agrarius mice. We captured most Rattus norvegicus rats (22/24; 92%) and Mus musculus mice (18/27; 67%) in indoor settings, as well as 25% (2/8) of Crocidura lasiura shrews.

We extracted and screened DNA from rodent spleens for O. tsutsugamushi by nested PCR selective for the 56-kDa type-specific antigen gene with outer primers (5’- TCAAGCATTATTGCTAGTCATCGTCTGCTGC-3’ and 5’-AGGAATCCCCCTGCTGCTGCTGCTCGCGG-3’) and inner primers (5’-GATCAAGGCTTTCCCTGCCGACTATAATGCCG-3’ and 5’-CTAGGGATCCCGAGCATGCACACTATAGGCCG-3’) (6,7). Overall, 4.5% of 154 rodents but none of the 8 shrews were positive for O. tsutsugamushi.

All infected rodents were captured during autumn (i.e., September–November); among rodents captured in autumn, the infection rate was 8.1% (7/86; p>0.05 by 1-sided Fisher exact test). None of the 68 rodents captured during spring, summer, and winter tested positive for O. tsutsugamushi (Table). The absence of O. tsutsugamushi infection among rodents collected during spring, summer, and winter indicated that these rodents were not reservoirs but temporary amplifying hosts for O. tsutsugamushi. The presence of O. tsutsugamushi among rodents during autumn months is consistent with the seasonality of...
scrub typhus among patients in Shandong Province. Among humans, *O. tsutsugamushi* infections occur during September–December and peak in October (8), in alignment with the reproductive season of *Lep- totrombidium scutellare* mites (3).

Overall, we found that 4.3% of *A. agrarius* mice, 7.4% of *M. musculus* mice, 12.5% of *N. confucianus* rats, and 14.3% of *C. barabensis* hamsters tested positive for *O. tsutsugamushi*; these results indicate the potential role of these rodents as animal hosts for *O. tsutsuga-
mushi*. None of the 24 *R. norvegicus* rats, 18 *T. triton* hamsters, or 8 *C. lasiura* shrews tested positive, suggesting that these animals are not major hosts for *O. tsutsugamushi*. *R. norvegicus* rats, which were mainly captured indoors, were all negative for *O. tsutsuga-
mushi*; these findings suggest that these rats might primarily stay indoors, thereby avoiding exposure to chiggers in the fields. We found 2 (11.1%) *O. tsutsuga-
mushi*–positive indoor house mice, possibly reflecting their travels between house and field.

---

**Figure.** *Orientia tsutsugamushi* in small mammals, Qingdao, Shandong Province, China, December 2012–July 2016. A) Location of Shandong Province in China. B) Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of *O. tsutsugamushi* constructed by MEGA version 7.0 (http://www.megasoftware.net). Black circles indicate strains isolated in this study. Numbers to the left of nodes indicate bootstrap values based on 1,000 replicates. Scale bar indicates number of nucleotide substitutions per site.
The sequences of *O. tsutsugamushi* from rodents identified belonged to 2 lineages, Kawasaki and STA-07 (Figure). We identified the Kawasaki strain in 4 rodent species collected in the same village during the autumns of 2013 and 2014 and the STA-07 strain in *A. agrarius* mice in a village 20 km away during the autumn of 2014. These results suggest that *O. tsutsugamushi* isolates from same geographic area are highly homologous regardless of host species. We deposited the 56-kDa type-specific antigen gene sequences obtained in this study in GenBank (accession nos. MT833389–95).

In conclusion, we documented *O. tsutsugamushi* infection among outdoor *A. agrarius* mice, *N. confucianus* rats, and *C. barabensis* hamsters, as well as indoor *M. musculus* mice, in Shandong Province; these rodents might serve as animal hosts for *O. tsutsugamushi*. The finding of *O. tsutsugamushi* infection among indoor mice suggest that persons might be exposed to chiggers and *O. tsutsugamushi* at home. Further study is needed to investigate whether scrub typhus patients in the area had a history of working or traveling in the fields and whether their houses were infested with mice and chiggers. Our results indicate that physicians should be attentive to patients who might have *O. tsutsugamushi* infection, even if those patients have not worked in the field.
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### Table. Prevalence of *Orientia tsutsugamushi* in small mammals, Qingdao, Shandong Province, China, December 2012–July 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Autumn</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rodent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Apodemus agrarius</em></td>
<td>0/2 (0)</td>
<td>0/28 (0)</td>
<td>3/39 (7.7)</td>
<td>0/1 (0)</td>
<td>3/70 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mus musculus</em></td>
<td>0/2 (0)</td>
<td>0/14 (0)</td>
<td>2/9 (22.2)</td>
<td>0/2 (0)</td>
<td>2/27 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rattus norvegicus</em></td>
<td>0/4 (0)</td>
<td>0/8 (0)</td>
<td>0/9 (0)</td>
<td>0/3 (0)</td>
<td>0/24 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tscherskia triton</em></td>
<td>0/1 (0)</td>
<td>0/1 (0)</td>
<td>0/15 (0)</td>
<td>0/1 (0)</td>
<td>0/18 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nivivalvar confucianus</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/8 (12.5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/8 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cricetulus barabensis</em></td>
<td>0/1 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/6 (16.7)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/7 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Crocidura lasiura</em></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/8 (0)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/8 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0/10 (0)</td>
<td>0/51 (0)</td>
<td>7/94 (7.4)</td>
<td>0/7 (0)</td>
<td>7/162 (4.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Prophylactic trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) prevents Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia and nocardiosis in immunocompromised patients but sometimes is avoided because of purported allergies or side effects. Of 25 immunocompromised patients receiving alternative prophylaxis in whom nocardiosis developed, 16 subsequently tolerated TMP/SMX treatment. Clinicians should consider TMP/SMX allergy evaluation and rechallenging to assess patient tolerance.

Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) is the drug of choice for Pneumocystis jirovecii pneumonia (PJP) prophylaxis in immunocompromised patients (1). Second-line prophylactic agents include atovaquone, dapsone, pentamidine, and clindamycin with pyrimethamine. Alternative agents can be less effective than TMP/SMX at preventing PJP and opportunistic infections caused by Listeria monocytogenes, Toxoplasma gondii, and Nocardia spp. Prophylactic TMP/SMX is sometimes avoided because of a prior adverse drug reaction or when patients are receiving drugs that have potentially overlapping toxicities. Nonetheless, second-line PJP prophylaxis regimens can increase the risk for opportunistic infections, such as nocardiosis (2). Most nocardiosis occurs in patients with impaired cell-mediated immunity; TMP/SMX is the cornerstone of standard therapy (3). We describe a series of nocardiosis cases in immunocompromised patients who were receiving alternative or no PJP prophylaxis because of TMP/SMX avoidance. We provide the reasons for TMP/SMX avoidance and proportion of patients who subsequently tolerated TMP/SMX.

We conducted a retrospective chart review at Stanford Hospital (Stanford, CA, USA) for patients with nocardiosis diagnosed during January 1, 1998–January 28, 2020. We included patients avoiding TMP/SMX for PJP prophylaxis in whom nocardiosis was identified on culture or by molecular techniques, such as 16S rRNA PCR-based assay. We used Stanford Hospital’s protocols for defining immunocompromised status requiring PJP prophylaxis. We collected baseline demographic, clinical, microbiological, and outcome information, including immunocompromising condition, PJP prophylaxis indication and agent, reason for TMP/SMX avoidance, and TMP/SMX rechallenge outcome, if performed. This study was approved by Stanford University’s Institutional Review Board (approval no. 54959).

During the study period, nocardiosis developed among 25 immunocompromised patients deliberately avoiding TMP/SMX. Most (68%) patients were female; median age of patients was 55 years. Among the 25 patients, 7 (28%) were lung transplant recipients, 6 (24%) had undergone allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (HCT), 5 (20%) were heart transplant recipients, and 7 (28%) had other immunocompromising conditions (Appendix Table, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0620.App1.pdf). At diagnosis, 15 (60%) patients were taking atovaquone, 4 (16%) inhaled pentamidine, 3 (12%) dapsone, and 3 (12%) no antimicrobial drug prophylaxis.

Thirteen (52%) patients were not taking TMP/SMX because of a reported history of allergy, 6 because of concern for cytopenia (24%), and 3 because of elevated creatinine (12%). TMP/SMX was avoided in 1 patient for elevated transaminases, 1 for gastrointestinal intolerance, and 1 for unstated reasons. Among 10 patients with a TMP/SMX allergy label who attempted challenge or desensitization, 7 (70%) tolerated the drug; nonsevere rash developed in the other 3 patients. Among 10 patients avoiding TMP/SMX prophylaxis for nonallergy reasons, 9 (90%) tolerated TMP/SMX when rechallenged. Overall, TMP/SMX introduction was attempted in 20/25 patients; 80% successfully tolerated the drug, and 20% had mild, reversible adverse effects (Figure).

In this retrospective case series, 16/25 (64%) patients who had nocardiosis while deliberately avoiding TMP/SMX prophylaxis ultimately were treated with TMP/SMX. Immunocompromised patients often are prescribed alternative drugs to TMP/SMX prophylaxis because of concerns over side effects or allergic reactions (4). However, desensitization or rechallenge could enable a substantial proportion of patients to safely take TMP/SMX for prophylaxis. In our study, 70% of patients with a history of TMP/
SMX allergy tolerated a TMP/SMX graded challenge or desensitization when attempted, and 90% of patients avoiding TMP/SMX prophylaxis for non-allergy reasons tolerated TMP/SMX when rechallenged. Our results concur with findings from a study that showed 74% of kidney transplant recipients who underwent TMP/SMX rechallenge had no recurrence of adverse drug reactions (5).

TMP/SMX prophylaxis might decrease the incidence of nocardiosis in immunocompromised patients. In a retrospective review of HCT recipients with nocardiosis, most (12/15) cases occurred in patients receiving alternate PJP prophylaxis (2). Other studies have questioned the efficacy of TMP/SMX prophylaxis in preventing nocardiosis in HCT or solid organ transplant recipients (6–8).

Taken together, these findings suggest that rates of this highly pathological infection might be reduced by systematically reevaluating TMP/SMX avoidance and reconsidering prophylactic TMP/SMX. Consulting with an allergist can detect contraindications, such as severe cutaneous adverse reactions, and opportunities for challenge or desensitization. Patients with a history of maculopapular rash, cytopenia, or increased creatinine with TMP/SMX might tolerate reintroduction. Electronic medical records can be designed to prompt revisiting whether TMP/SMX avoidance is appropriate (9).

The first limitation of our study is that we only included immunocompromised patients from a single healthcare system; our findings might not be generalizable to other settings. Second, some immunocompromised patients with nocardiosis possibly were not included in our cohort; although defining the incidence of nocardiosis would be informative, the intent of our study was to describe consequences of unnecessary TMP/SMX avoidance. Third, specifics of desensitization or graded challenge protocols were not consistently documented and thus might not be uniform.

Despite these limitations, our study shows that most patients in whom nocardiosis developed while avoiding TMP/SMX prophylaxis later tolerated TMP/SMX treatment. Future research should prospectively evaluate the risks and benefits of TMP/SMX reintroduction in immunocompromised patients who have had a prior adverse reaction. In conclusion, our findings suggest that revisiting TMP/SMX avoidance could prevent nocardiosis cases.
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We describe an autochthonous case of Rickettsia slovaca infection in a man 35 years of age from Russia who had tickborne lymphadenopathy. We used ELISA and quantitative PCR testing to further identify DNA and confirm diagnosis. Physicians in Russia should consider similar diseases in differential diagnoses after tick bites.

Rickettsia slovaca was isolated in Dermacentor marginatus ticks in 1968 in Slovakia and recognized as a Rickettsia species with unknown pathogenicity. In 1997, a study described the first laboratory-confirmed case of Rickettsia slovaca infection in a human (1). R. slovaca has been detected in ticks in many countries in Europe, including the Mediterranean region. Human cases of syndromes that can be caused by R. slovaca, including tickborne lymphadenopathy (TIBOLA), Dermacentor-borne necrosis-erythema-lymphadenopathy (DEBONEL), and scalp eschar and neck lymphadenopathy after tick bite (SENLAT) have been reported (2,3). R. slovaca has been detected in ticks in 4 of 85 regions of Russia (Figure), and 1 imported case of R. slovaca infection was reported (4–7). The aim of our study was to describe an autochthonous case of R. slovaca infection in a man in Russia.

In May 2019, a 35-year-old male resident of Russia with an unremarkable medical history sought treatment for eschar on the skin of his right shin, painful and enlarged inguinal lymph nodes, rash, pain in his right knee, and severe fatigue. Before onset, he was in a rural village in the Voronezh region of Russia for 8 days, where he had contact with domestic animals and later noticed an insect bite near the location of the eschar. He reported no history of foreign travel in the previous 6 months.
Disease onset began with an ulcer, 2–3 cm in diameter, on his right shin. By days 3–4, the ulcer became an eschar, and the patient experienced chills and sweats at night. By days 5–6, chills and sweats remained, and an erythema up to 5 cm in diameter appeared around the eschar. The patient also noticed pain in his right knee, papular rash on his right leg and the right side of his trunk and neck, and enlarged and painful inguinal and axillary lymph nodes. On day 6, he was examined by a surgeon, who suspected a skin infection and initiated amoxicillin (1.5 g/d). On days 7–8, the rash spread to other limbs, lymph nodes in his neck became painful and enlarged, the pain in his right knee worsened, and low-grade fever (37.4°C–37.6°C) developed.

On day 8 after symptom onset, he was hospitalized at Infectious Clinical Hospital No. 1 in Moscow. At admission, he had a black eschar surrounded by erythema on the upper part of his right shin and vesiculopapular rash on his limbs and trunk concentrated around the eschar and on the skin of the right knee; in addition, there was bright hyperemia of previously existing scratches. Inguinal, axillary, and neck lymph nodes were painful by palpation and enlarged to 1.5–2.0 cm; his right knee was enlarged and painful by palpation and had impaired range of motion. We found no abnormalities from complete blood count and urinalysis on admission. We suspected skin and soft tissue infection with knee arthritis and changed antimicrobial therapy to ceftriaxone (2.0 g/d) and metronidazole (1.5 g/d).

On day 10, his body temperature normalized and the erythema around the eschar faded, but the rash continued to spread (Appendix, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/20-4621-App1.pdf) and the pain in his knee worsened. He had slightly elevated C-reactive protein (12 mg/L; reference <5 mg/L), but urine and blood cultures showed no growths. Taking into account anamnesis and a black eschar typical of TIBOLA, DEBONEL, and SENLAT syndromes, we suspected rickettsiosis. We detected Rickettsia DNA, but only in the sample from the eschar swab sample. We confirmed R. slovaca infection by molecular assay on blood and the eschar swab samples, collected on day 10 after disease onset (Appendix). We extracted DNA using a QIAGEN DNeasy blood and tissue kit (https://www.qiagen.com) and tested it with an AmpliSens Rickettsia spp. SFG-FL real-time PCR kit (https://www.amplisens.ru). For further confirmation, we used DNA isolated from the swab to sequence partial OmpA (primers Rr190.70p, Rr190.701n) and gltA (primers RpCS.877p, RpCS.1258n) genes (8).

We changed the patient’s antimicrobial therapy to doxycycline (0.2 g/d), and his health improved rapidly. By day 15, pain and edema in his right knee had regressed, the rash had faded, and the eschar had begun to heal. The patient was discharged, but continued taking doxycycline for 10 additional days.

By 2 months after disease onset, the eschar and a few elements of papular rash around it had completely disappeared, but substantial fatigue remained for up to 5 months. For serologic assays, we collected serum samples on days 10, 30, and 160 after disease onset and tested for Rickettsia IgM and IgG using a Vircell Rickettsia conorii ELISA IgG/IgM kit (https://www.vircell.com). The lack of serologic response that we observed may have been related to the sensitivity of
the ELISA test we used (9). On the basis of our findings, physicians should consider TIBOLA, DEBONEL, and SENLAT syndromes in differential diagnoses after tick bites occurring in Russia.
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Equine Herpesvirus 1 Variant and New Marker for Epidemiologic Surveillance, Europe, 2021
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Equine herpesvirus 1 isolates from a 2021 outbreak of neurologic disease in Europe have a mutation, A713G, in open reading frame 11 not detected in 249 other sequences from equine herpesvirus 1 isolates. This single-nucleotide polymorphism could help identify horses infected with the virus strain linked to this outbreak.

Equine herpesvirus 1 (EHV-1) is a threat to the equine industry, as demonstrated by the ongoing outbreak of neurologic disease initially reported at a large equestrian event in Valencia, Spain. EHV-1 infection is associated with respiratory disease, abortion in mares, neonatal death of foals, ocular disease, and, more rarely, encephalomyelopathy. As of March 26, 2021, a total of 18 horses had died during the outbreak: 11 in Spain, 5 in Germany, and 2 in Belgium. As the horses have returned from Spain to their training yards, the virus has spread to 9 other countries in Europe and to Qatar.

EHV-1 is endemic in horse populations worldwide. Reactivation of latent virus can occur at any time, but infected horses are more vulnerable when exposed to stress. When an outbreak occurs during an equestrian event and horses return to their respective countries or regions, the emergence of new cases of EHV-1 in the weeks and months after often elicits questions regarding the involvement of the strain from the original outbreak.
A total of 850 horses from many different countries were in attendance at the CES Valencia Spring Tour competition in February 2021; of those, 180 horses stayed in Valencia after the venue was closed by authorities in Spain. Most of these horses were pyrexic, and some developed neurologic disease. Nasopharyngeal swab samples were collected from 67 horses and sent to LABÉO Frank Duncombe (Saint-Contest, France) for PCR analysis. We tested 19 positive samples by the allelic-discrimination real-time PCR for a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), A2254G, within open reading frame (ORF) 30, which has been associated with the neuropathogenic phenotype of EHV-1 (I). However, this association is not absolute, and the 19 samples tested positive for the A2254 genotype (i.e., the genotype more commonly associated with the nonneuropathogenic phenotype of EHV-1).

Viruses (FR/Valencia1/2021 and FR/Valencia2/2021) from 2 horses from France that remained in Valencia were isolated on cell culture and characterized by multilocus sequence typing (MLST) as belonging to clade 10 (2–4). MLST demonstrated that the virus associated with the outbreak of encephalomyelopathy in Valencia was closely related to other viruses circulating for several years in Europe; however, this tool is not accurate enough to identify a specific strain. Analysis of the sequences of the different ORF fragments used for the MLST revealed a mutation at position 713 of ORF11 (A713G) in FR/Valencia1/2021 and FR/Valencia2/2021 when compared with reference strains Ab4 and V592. This A713G mutation was not identified in 103 ORF11 sequences obtained in GenBank from strains isolated in the United Kingdom, United States, China, Australia, Belgium, New Zealand, Japan, or India. Furthermore, this mutation was not identified in 131 ORF11 sequences from strains isolated in Ireland or in 15 ORF11 sequences from EHV-1 strains isolated in France. Although we cannot exclude the existence of this mutation in other strains from the field, its absence in the 249 ORF11 sequences analyzed suggests that this SNP constitutes a possible marker to identify horses infected with the virus strain linked to the Valencia outbreak.

Because the Federation Equestre Internationale (Lausanne, Switzerland), the international governing body of equestrian sports, cancelled international events in 11 countries in Europe during March 1–April 11, 2021, the detection of this SNP might be helpful for investigating the extent of virus spread in different countries. For example, the identification of this ORF11 A713G genotype in a nasopharyngeal swab specimen taken from a horse with no known link to the event in Valencia triggered further investigations. These investigations revealed that the horse had stayed in a stable that, just a day before, had lodged a sick horse that had returned from Valencia.

Further investigations are warranted to determine the role of this mutation, which induces a change of lysine to arginine (K238R) in ORF11 (tegument protein). This SNP is helpful for differentiating EHV-1 cases linked to the recent epizootic in Spain from the many other strains of EHV-1 circulating in different countries. It might also help identify, in the future, abortions linked to the Valencia strain. A sensitive real-time PCR for the routine detection of this variant in clinical samples is under development and will be extremely useful in tracking the virus and in performing molecular epidemiology studies at the European level. Unlike MLST or whole-genome sequencing, such an assay could be readily deployed in a diagnostic laboratory.
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**Emergomyces orientalis**
Emergomycosis Diagnosed by Metagenomic Next-Generation Sequencing
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**Emergomyces** is a newly described dimorphic fungus genus; it may cause fatal infections in immunocompromised patients, but diagnosis is often delayed. We report a case of disseminated emergomycosis caused by the novel species *Emergomyces orientalis* in a kidney transplant recipient from Tibet. Infection was diagnosed early by metagenomic next-generation sequencing.

Emergomycosis (formerly called emmonsiosis) is an emerging dimorphic fungal disease, usually caused by *Emergomyces pasteurianus* or *Es. africanus*, usually disseminated and commonly identified and fatal in immunocompromised patients, especially HIV-positive patients from South Africa (1,2). Diagnosis of emergomycosis is often delayed, and best clinical practices for diagnosing and treating organ transplant recipients are lacking. Five species with different geographic distributions have been described: *Es. pasteurianus*, *Es. africanus*, *Es. canadensis*, *Es. europaeus*, and *Es. orientalis*. Globally, the only case of *Es. orientalis* infection, reported in China in 2017, was initially misdiagnosed as disseminated cryptococcosis (3). We report another case of *Es. orientalis* infection involving lung and soft tissue damage that was diagnosed early and accurately and treated precisely.

A 41-year-old man from Tibet who had received a kidney transplant 6 years earlier was admitted to a hospital with a 1-month history of progressive right lower chest pain and mild cough with a small amount of sputum. He was taking tacrolimus, mycophenolate mofetil, and prednisone. He was a herder caring for sheep, horses, and dogs. We noted reduced breath sounds in his lower right lung; chest computed tomography images indicated pneumonia (Figure, panel A). A bronchoalveolar lavage fluid smear revealed yeast-like fungi on both Gram staining and Grocott-Gomori methenamine silver staining (Figure, panel B). Because pulmonary cryptococcosis was suspected, fluconazole (400 mg 1×/d) was initiated. Results of a cryptococcal antigen lateral flow immunoassay (IMMY, https://www.immy.com) was negative, but a Platelia Aspergillus antigen immunoenzymatic sandwich microplate assay (Bio-Rad, https://www.bio-rad.com) resulted in an unexpectedly high level (6.42 [reference 0.00–0.49] signal:cutoff ratio). After 1 week of ineffective empirically prescribed treatment, we had a lung biopsy performed. Electron microscopy revealed yeast cells in a unique form, measuring ≈3 μm, scattered in necrotizing granulomas (Figure, panel C). Metagenomic next-generation sequencing (mNGS) of fresh tissue indicated *Es. orientalis* (sequence reads 143; Illumina NextSeq 550 platform, https://www.illumina.com; Appendix Figure 1, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-0769-App1.pdf). We initiated oral itraconazole (200 mg 2×/d) immediately and decreased tacrolimus dosage according to its plasma concentration. Finally, we isolated the pure *Es. orientalis* strain (Figure, panel D). Specific secondary, α-shaped conidiophores clearly indicated *Emergomyces* (Figure, panel E). *Es. orientalis* was confirmed by PCR amplification targeting the rDNA internal transcribed spacer region followed by BLAST sequence comparison (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi; GenBank accession no. NR_148064.1; coverage 96%, identity 99.33%) (Appendix Figure 2).

During treatment, the patient had intermittent mild fever and an acne-like rash on his chin, and a small new pulmonary lesion developed in the right upper lobe. Repeated blood cultures were all negative. We prescribed oral posaconazole (400 mg 2×/d) after determining a MIC of 0.008 μg/mL (Appendix Table). Later, the lung lesions partially resolved, but we found a painful soft tissue abscess (55 × 15 × 30 mm) on the right side of his waist (Figure, panel F) from which we drained purulent grayish-green fluid. We again cultured *Es. orientalis*. Therefore, we added fluconazole (1,000 mg 3×/d) and withdrew tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil for 1 month. After 6 months of recurrent hospitalization, we discharged the patient.

¹These authors contributed equally to this article.
patient with a diagnosis of disseminated emergomycosis. Six months after discharge, he remained stable. We found no similarly infected or epidemiologically linked person or animal.

Previously, a retrospective study from southern Africa assessed 54 patients with disseminated emergomycosis, of whom 94% were co-infected with HIV; 96% had skin involvement, 88% had lung involvement, 44% received an incorrect diagnosis, and 48% died (4). In this case, we initially identified *Es. orientalis* infection using mNGS, a 1-step, culture-independent method for detecting all pathogens from 1 specimen (5). Although research validating mNGS assays in clinical practice is very limited, challenging cases diagnosed by mNGS have been published and expert consensus has begun to recommend mNGS for diagnosing challenging cases in immunocompromised patients (6,7). Therefore, we recommend using mNGS to diagnose challenging emergomycosis cases.

This case showed that treatment with posaconazole combined with fluocytosine is effective in organ transplant recipients with disseminated emergomycosis caused by *Es. orientalis*. Although amphotericin B deoxycholate is more effective than triazoles for improving emergomycosis survival rate (71% vs. 33%) (4), we could not prescribe it for our patient because of nephrotoxicity. Similar to the earlier reported case of *Es. orientalis* infection, in which type 2 diabetes was the only identified cause of immunodeficiency (3), fluconazole was ineffective in vivo in our patient. Previously, 3 cases in China of *Es. pasteurianus* (formerly *Emmonsia pasteuriana*) infection with or without renal transplantation have also been reported (8–10).

Further research is needed to determine whether kidney transplantation is associated with *Es. orientalis* infection and risk for emergomycosis. In conclusion, clinicians need to become more aware of emergomycosis because of its common misdiagnosis and high death rate.
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Human Infection with Avian Influenza A(H9N2) Virus, Cambodia, February 2021
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In February 2021, routine sentinel surveillance for influenza-like illness in Cambodia detected a human avian influenza A(H9N2) virus infection. Investigations identified no recent H9N2 virus infections in 43 close contacts. One chicken sample from the infected child’s house was positive for H9N2 virus and genetically similar to the human virus.

Low pathogenicity avian influenza virus subtype A(H9N2) is endemic in poultry in Asia, the Middle East, and Africa (1). These viruses do not cause mass mortality in poultry but can cause substantial negative economic impacts (2). H9N2 viruses also have zoonotic potential; 74 human infections were reported from 1998 through early 2021 (1,3,4), mainly in children with a history of poultry exposure. The internal gene cassettes of H9N2 viruses contribute to human adaptation of avian influenza viruses (AIV).
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strains, as exemplified by the fifth wave of the H7N9 epidemic in China (5). Because of broad host range, global distribution, and reassortment capability, risk assessments indicate existing H9N2 viruses as a moderate pandemic risk (2,6).

H9N2 viruses circulate as they do in poultry from Cambodia endemically, in Bangladesh, Vietnam, and China (7,8). Seventy-five percent of AIVs detected in chickens in Cambodia in live bird markets (LBMs) are H9N2 (7). Whereas serosurveys indicate persons in Cambodia with poultry contact are exposed to H9N2, active human infections have not been detected (9,10).

On February 26, 2021, a 3-year-old boy living in Prasat Bakong, near Siem Reap, Cambodia, was taken to an outpatient clinic for influenza-like illness with onset of symptoms on February 24 (Figure). A nasopharyngeal sample obtained as part of influenza-like illness sentinel surveillance tested positive for influenza A at the National Institute of Public Health (Phnom Penh, Cambodia) but was unsubtypable for human seasonal, H5, or H7 subtypes (Appendix 1 reference 11, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/10/21-1039-App1.pdf). The sample tested positive for H9N2 at the National Influenza Centre, Institute Pasteur du Cambodge (Phnom Penh) (7); a second specimen obtained on March 3 confirmed H9N2 infection. Viruses in the 2 samples were successfully isolated in embryonated chicken eggs and confirmed as H9N2; the second isolate was named A/Cambodia/21020301/2021. Hemagglutination inhibition testing confirmed infection by seroconversion. The serum sample taken on March 3 (7 days postonset) tested negative and then tested positive on March 10 (14 days postonset; hemagglutination inhibition = 240) (Appendix 1 reference 12).

A joint One Health investigation was undertaken during March 8–11, 2021, by the Cambodia Centers for Disease Control and Ministry of Health, National Animal Health and Production Research Institute, and provincial divisions with support from the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the World Health Organization, Food and Agriculture Organization, and Institute Pasteur du Cambodge. The infected child lives in a mainly agrarian village ~20 km from Siem Reap encompassing 121 households and 502 inhabitants; 80% of families conduct small-scale backyard poultry farming. The child’s residence includes a chicken enclosure containing ≈50 chickens surrounded by nylon net. The child played within the enclosure and accompanied adults during feeding time. Poultry production, trading, and AIV prevalence in LBMs increase during national festival periods (7); a major sale took place on February 8, 2021, before Lunar New Year.

Forty-three close contacts were identified in 9 households (21 persons <15 and 22 persons ≥15 years of age; 53% female). Nine persons from 5 households reported respiratory symptoms immediately before or during the investigation. Nasal swab samples from 33/43 contacts (including all symptomatic persons), and concurrent serum samples from 23/43 contacts (including 8/9 symptomatic
persons) showed neither H9N2 infection nor seroconversion. Health education on safe poultry farming practices was provided to representatives of close contact families.

Investigations of poultry in the index house, village, local LBMs, and slaughterhouses yielded 50 tracheal/cloacal samples and 2 whole birds. One H9N2 virus was detected from a chicken at the infected child’s house, isolated in embryonated chicken eggs, and subsequently named A/chicken/Cambodia/R0318251/2021. No poultry die-offs were reported in February 2021.

We sequenced the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes with Oxford Nanopore Technologies (Nanopore, https://nanoporetech.com) (Appendix 1 Figure). The hemagglutinin genes of A/Cambodia/21020301/2021 and A/chicken/Cambodia/f0318251/2021 (GISAID, https://www.gisaid.org; accession nos. EPI4858549, EPI1858551) clustered with G9/BJ94 lineage viruses from southern China from 2018. Neuraminidase genes (accession nos. EPI4858550, EPI1858552) clustered with G9/BJ94 lineage viruses from Laos from 2019. Overall, genetic distances between human and chicken viruses support a possible recent shared ancestry with household chickens as the source of exposure.

Seroprevalence studies in rural Cambodia populations show neutralizing antibodies against H9N2 viruses of 1.1%–2.6%, indicative of undetected infections (9,10: Appendix 1 reference 13), similar to avian-exposed persons elsewhere (Appendix 1 reference 14). Therefore, the true burden of human H9N2 virus infections is likely higher than observed. Several human infections with H9N2 were reported in 2020, coinciding with the coronavirus pandemic (Appendix 1 reference 15), when global human seasonal influenza declined, suggesting that sentinel surveillance systems continued to detect seasonal and zoonotic viruses (Appendix 1 reference 16).

Endemic H9N2 and other AIVs in poultry remain a concern for zoonotic infection. An interdisciplinary One Health approach is warranted to curb continuing expansion and emergence. Early detection and control in animal populations, enhanced biosafety, candidate vaccines, and prompt antiviral treatment might mitigate the risks of reassortment and continued evolution that could result in H9N2 viruses with increased mammalian adaptation or human-to-human transmission potential.
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In this EID podcast, Dr. Kerry Sondgeroth, a veterinary bacteriologist at the Wyoming State Veterinary Laboratory and an associate professor at the University of Wyoming, describes the pieces of this genetic puzzle.
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To the Editor: Medalla et al. reported increased incidence of antimicrobial-resistant human infections with nontyphoidal *Salmonella* in the United States during 2004–2016 (1). When comparing incidence in 2004–2008 with that in 2015–2016, Bayesian hierarchical modeling estimated a 40% increase in the annual incidence of *Salmonella* infections with clinically important resistance (resistance to ampicillin or ceftriaxone or nonsusceptibility to ciprofloxacin). Most of the reported increases were attributed to serotypes I4,[5],12:i- and Enteritidis.

The US study used data from Laboratory-Based Enteric Disease Surveillance (https://www.cdc.gov/salmonella/reportspubs/surveillance.html) and the National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System (https://www.cdc.gov/narms/index.html). The corresponding programs in Canada are the National Enteric Surveillance Program and the Canadian Integrated Program for Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance (2,3). We used descriptive and univariable analyses without modeling for a preliminary comparison of findings from these programs.

In Canada, yearly incidence (per 100,000 population) of human nontyphoidal *Salmonella* infections increased by 17% from 2004–2008 (median 18 cases) to 2015–2016 (median 21 cases). For nontyphoidal *Salmonella* (n = 20,665 isolates), resistance to ampicillin or ceftriaxone did not change substantially from 2004–2008 (ampicillin 15%; ceftriaxone 4%) to 2015–2016 (ampicillin 13%; ceftriaxone 5%). However, ciprofloxacin nonsusceptibility in nontyphoidal *Salmonella* increased from 7% in 2004–2008 to 15% in 2015–2016. For *Salmonella* Enteritidis (n = 6,694 isolates), resistance to ampicillin and ceftriaxone was uncommon (ampicillin 3%; ceftriaxone <1% for both 2004–2008 and 2015–2016).

However, ciprofloxacin nonsusceptibility increased from 15% in 2004–2008 to 24% in 2015–2016. For *Salmonella* I4,[5],12:i- (n = 686 isolates), ampicillin resistance increased from 20% in 2004–2008 to 53% in 2015–2016, but ceftriaxone resistance decreased from 8% to 3%. Thus, increases were observed in both the United States and Canada for ciprofloxacin nonsusceptibility in *Salmonella* Enteritidis and for ampicillin resistance in *Salmonella* I4,[5],12:i-.

Future modeling of surveillance data, enhanced by genomic analysis, will provide a more comprehensive comparison of findings for these countries.
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This month’s cover art, created by contemporary English printmaker and illustrator Kate Gibb—known for her colorful, detailed screen-printed artwork developed for musicians and fashion designers—was first featured on another cover, the 2005 reissue of a classic work of early horror and science-fiction, The Island of Doctor Moreau by English writer H.G. Wells. Originally published in 1896, Wells’s novel chronicles the story of the shipwrecked Englishman Edward Prendick. Stranded on a remote, uncharted island, Prendick is nursed back to health after his ordeal at sea only to discover he has washed up on an isle of horrors. Doctor Moreau, a mad scientist, has fled to the island from England after his experiments in vivisection were exposed. Here the doctor works without restraints, accountability, or moral guidance, performing gruesome, cruel experiments designed to transform animals into humans.

In The Island of Doctor Moreau, Wells intertwines several societal themes from the latter part of the 19th century, including the growing antivivisection movement, implications of Charles Darwin’s research on evolution, the nature of humankind as explored in Robert Louis Stevenson’s 1886 novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and the notion of humans creating chimeras, an idea articulated earlier in Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel Frankenstein. Moreau’s horrific surgical procedures triggered ethical questions and concerns about cruelty, morals, and human–animal relationships that still resonate with contemporary readers. Literature professor Roger Luckhurst notes, “In the 21st century, with genetic splicing making animal–human hybrids an actual possibility, Wells’s queasy exploration of the limits of the human in this provocative satire keeps the book incredibly relevant today.” Moreau’s efforts to control the behaviors of...
his menagerie of engineered creations through “The Law,” a list of prohibitions recited to the island’s “Beast Folk” to keep them from reverting to their animalistic selves, are also troubling.

Those who have read the novel will recall that after Moreau and his assistant Montgomery are killed, as are a number of the altered creatures, Prendick eventually escapes from the island and returns to London. He discovers, however, that he can no longer live among humans, fearing they, too, will revert to animalistic beings, and so he seeks solitude in the countryside, devoting himself to scientific studies. Gibb’s collage, which draws from the interconnected themes in the novel, features silhouettes of simians, the maw of a felid, and a lacy cross-section of a brain superimposed over a soothing blue-gray background, plus a pair of flies disturbingly close to a human eye peering at the viewer.

As readers of this journal know, the xenotransplantation and surgeries, close interactions of humans and animals, and coerced association of myriad animal species on Moreau’s island could potentially have led to the spread of zoonotic infections, perhaps even the emergence of novel pathogens. But no person or animal is ever infected with a zoonotic pathogen in the novel, unlike in Wells’s next novel, The War of the Worlds, when invading Martians succumb to earthly pathogens to which they had no immunity, “slain, after all man’s devices had failed…”

Zoonotic diseases, an unavoidable consequence of human–animal interactions, are caused by microorganisms such as viruses, bacteria, parasites, and fungi. CDC’s One Health website notes that more than 6 out of every 10 known infectious diseases in humans can be spread from animals. Perhaps in a contemporary reimagining of The Island of Doctor Moreau, existing or emerging zoonotic infections would factor into the narrative. In such a reworking, the isolated island setting and small number of people and animals might mitigate widespread transmission of such infections, in contrast with factors driving the emergence of new infectious diseases. Human encroachment into remote regions, factory farming, animal markets and trade, climate change, disruptions of natural areas and their ecosystems, and global migration all play a role.

Understanding those interconnections between humans, animals, plants, and their communal environment, a concept now known as One Health, is an important public health priority. In a 2018 article published in the Annual Review of Animal Biosciences, researchers Bird and Mazet warn, “We must be prepared to recognize the signs, identify the threat, and rapidly work together to reduce the spread of infections and health consequences before they harm the health of animals and people throughout the world.” Gibb’s silkscreened image seems applicable both to the events in Wells’s 125-year-old novel and to those of the present day.

About the Artist
Kate Gibb created 17 covers for the 2006 reissues of H.G. Wells’s works and explained, “There were strong themes and descriptive elements within the text which quickly inspired me to find and collage images quite spontaneously. I remember really enjoying the process and being pleasantly surprised by its outcome!” She has worked with fashion designers, publishers, and musicians, and her work has been featured in a number of contemporary publications. In addition to producing her print-based artworks and commercial illustrations, Gibb is an educator, most recently at England’s University of Brighton. After studying textiles at Middlesex University, London, she shifted her focus to silkscreen printing and describes herself as “a silkscreen obsessive.”
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Article Title
Population-Based Study of Bloodstream Infection Incidence and Mortality Rates, Finland, 2004–2018

CME Questions

1. Your patient is a 67-year-old man with suspected bloodstream infection (BSI). According to the analysis of national, laboratory-based surveillance data by Kontula and colleagues, which of the following statements about incidence and outcome of BSIs in Finland during 2004–2018 is correct?
   A. Annual incidence increased by 50% from 2004 to 2018
   B. 30-day case fatality decreased from 13% to 12.6% whereas 30-day all-cause mortality rose from 20/100,000 to 39/100,000
   C. The average annual incidence rate was highest among female persons aged 50 to 60 years
   D. Of all BSIs, 5% were fatal within 1 month; case fatality was higher for female individuals than for male individuals

2. According to the analysis of national, laboratory-based surveillance data by Kontula and colleagues, which of the following statements about causative agents of BSIs in Finland during 2004–2018 is correct?
   A. The proportion of BSIs caused by multidrug-resistant (MDR) microbes rose from 0.4% to 2.8%, mostly because of extended-spectrum β-lactamase-producing (ESBL) E. coli
   B. The proportion of community-acquired (CA) BSIs decreased whereas hospital-acquired (HA) BSIs increased
   C. Staphylococcus aureus was the most common causative pathogen

3. According to the analysis of national, laboratory-based surveillance data by Kontula and colleagues, which of the following statements about clinical and public health implications of incidence, outcome, causative agents, and trends of BSIs in Finland during 2004–2018 is correct?
   A. The increasing trend in CA BSIs and E. coli resistance is a challenge for disease prevention and guidance of antimicrobial treatment
   B. The minimal increase in BSI incidence and mortality during 2004-2018 suggests that current preventive strategies are working well
   C. BSI mortality is likely to decrease in the near future
   D. The study determined possible predisposing factors for mortality that best identify high-risk patients
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**Article Title**

Recurrence of Human Babesiosis Caused by Reinfection

**CME Questions**

1. Your patient is a previously healthy 64-year-old man diagnosed with babesiosis. According to the case report by Ho and colleagues, which of the following statements about clinical findings and course in a 62-year-old male physician with apparent babesiosis reinfection is correct?
   A. The patient was immunocompromised because of rheumatoid arthritis and its treatment
   B. Symptoms were fever, chills, and cough productive of purulent sputum
   C. Examination findings included fever, joint swelling, and erythema around a tick bite
   D. Treatment with a standard course of anti-Babesia antibiotics (atovaquone and azithromycin) for each episode led to complete recovery in each

2. According to the case report by Ho and colleagues, which of the following statements about laboratory findings in a patient with apparent babesiosis reinfection is correct?
   A. Hemogram showed strikingly low white blood cell (WBC) and normal platelet count
   B. Liver function tests were normal
   C. In the first episode, Babesia microti immunoglobulin (Ig) M antibody was strongly positive (IgM ≥ 1:1024, IgG < 1:16), and Anaplasma phagocytophilum antibody was absent
   D. Full genomic sequencing was performed in the first episode

3. According to the case report by Ho and colleagues, which of the following statements about clinical implications of a patient with apparent babesiosis reinfection is correct?
   A. Healthcare providers should be aware that babesiosis reinfection may occur and that tick-borne disease prevention is needed in patients with or without a history of babesiosis
   B. Clinical and laboratory evidence in this patient support relapse of infection rather than reinfection
   C. Anamnestic antibody response with high titer IgG antibody early in the course of the second episode suggests relapse
   D. The evidence proves that this patient was reinfected with B. microti
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Article Title
Relapsing Fever Infection Manifesting as Aseptic Meningitis, Texas, USA

CME Questions

1. Your patient is a 64-year-old man presenting with fever and myalgias after possible tick exposure. According to the case report by Ellis and colleagues, which of the following statements about clinical presentation and course in a case of neuroborreliosis in Austin, Texas, that was initially thought to be Lyme disease (LD) is correct?
   A. Initial symptoms were vomiting, diarrhea, chills, and fever without headache (HA) or other neurologic symptoms
   B. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) were not elevated
   C. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and LD immunoglobulin (Ig) M immunoblot were negative
   D. Ceftriaxone 2 g intravenous (IV) daily for 14 days led to significant improvement within 4 days and resolution of all symptoms at treatment completion except for minimal right lower facial weakness

2. According to the case report by Ellis and colleagues, which of the following statements about retrospective serologic analysis and other laboratory findings in a case of neuroborreliosis in Austin, Texas, that was initially thought to be LD is correct?
   A. CSF collected 5 weeks after illness onset showed Borrelia spirochetes and DNA
   B. Strong responses were detected to B. turicatae protein lysates and recombinant Borrelia immunogenic protein (rBipA) in serum and CSF, indicating likely exposure to B. turicatae
   C. CSF was strongly reactive to rBipA from B. parkeri and B. hermsii
   D. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) antibody titers to B. hermsii rBipA were between 1081:400 and 1:800

3. According to the case report by Ellis and colleagues, which of the following statements about clinical and public health implications of findings in this case of neuroborreliosis in Austin, Texas, that was initially thought to be LD is correct?
   A. Endemic foci of B. turicatae have been identified in Colorado and Wyoming
   B. B. turicatae is easy to diagnose from classical presentation and history of tick exposure
   C. B. turicatae should be considered in cases of fever with neurologic symptoms when the Lyme antibody test is positive, but prevalence of LD is not epidemiologically supported
   D. The findings suggest that BipA is not specific to North American TBRF
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